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This, to us, eventful year lias passed, and we can truly say that we
have maintained our position. The completely unforeseen and unex-

pected decision of our printers to retire from business at very short

notice was a shock, which appeared to portend disastrous eventualities

for our continr.ation. However, all is well that ends well, and we have

apparently regained our steady pace, after the inevitable period of ir-

regular appearance. We hope that in the coming year we shall be able

to publish quite regularly and that we shall be able to continue the Notes

on Collecting from our various correspondents. We have been pro-

mised some very special information for dealing with micro larvae by

our contributor, L.T.F. We wish to thank all our contributors for

their help in sending us matter, but we ask for more and more short

notes on special points, and would like our attention to be called to

interesting items aifecting entomology for our Current Notes. With
best wishes for the coming season.—Hy. J. T.
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Lycaena bellargus

1, 3. Freak, upper and underside.

2, 4. Normal, upper and underside.
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An unusual Freak of Lycaena bellargus, Rott. 1775. {Plate I.)

By T. BAINBRIGGE FLETCHER, R.N., F.R.E.S., F.Z.S., F.L.S.

On 24th June, 1936, I found at Rodborough, Glos., a very unusual
freak of Lycaena bdlargus, male, shown on Plate I., figures 1 (upper-

side) and 3 (underside). Both upper- and undersides are abnormal.
On the upperside the blue colour appears darker than usual, this effect

being produced by a sprinkling of black scales ovei- the whole surface.

On the forewing on the exterior fourth of the costa these black scales

wholly replace the normal blue and the whole of the terminal area^is

similarly black over a variable distance, towards tornus about as broad
as length of cilia and increasing irregularly towards apex, where the

black margin is about twice as broad as length of cilia. On the hind-

wing the black edging is broader than normal but not deveiopedj^to

such an extent as on the forewing.

On the underside the normal ground-colour (grey on forewing,

grey-brown on hindwing) is replaced by chalky-white and on both
wings the basal spots are completely absent. On the forewing the

discoidal spot is conspicuous, semilunar and black, without any trace

of the normal white edging ; the normal series of seven submedian
spots is represented by elongated patches of brownish scaling and the

normal series of subterminal ocellations by pale smoky-brown streaks

along the veins : cilia with reduced patches of darker shading on tips

of scales. On the hmdwing the discoidal spot is represented by a

narrow transverse streak of brown and black scales across the cell
;

between veins 7 and 8 is a conspicuous elongated black streak, not
reaching base of wing, and between veins 6 and 7 is a shorter similar

streak, these two streaks being apparently produced by a fusion of the

ocelli (three between veins 7 and 8 and two between 6 and 7) normally
found in these positions ; the other normal submedian spots are absent
except the last (ninth j, which has become a short black streak followed

by an elongate patch of brownish scales extending to dorsum ; but
the subterminal ocellations are represented by small patches of orange
scales edged anteriorly with blackish brown and throwing out short

pale smoky-brown streaks to termen.
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This specimen seems to represent a curious combination of

characters. On the lower side in some respects it recalls ab. striata, of

which Tutt {N.H. Brit. Butt. III. 351 : 1909) wrote that the finest

specimen was that figured in Kntom. XXXIII. 281 (1900) (reproduced

in Tutt, t.c, t. 42 f. 16), but in that form the streaks are well-developed

on the basal half of the wing, whereas in my specimen the streaks are

well-developed on the outer half of the wing and all markings unusually

obsolete on the basal half, in the latter respect recalling ab. ohsoleta,

Tutt, but it is very distinct by its chalky-white ground colour. As
regards its upperside I have never seen any specimen with such well-

developed black margmal markings. It seems to be an unique freak

and as such I do not give it a name or consider that such a purely

individual form should be named. My specimen, so far as the under-

side markings are concerned, is more like the ab. of sendargus figured

by Tutt {t.c, t. 42, f. 26) but in that the streaks are more produced

towards base, reaching the discoidal spot on forewing. The figures of

underside aberrations of L. icarus in Tutt, Vol. IV., 1. 11, ff. 18, 14, 17,

may also be compared, but all these have the basal spots more or less

developed on at least one wing. The general similarity of these forms

in different species, however, is noteworthy and suggestive of a cause

in common to all of them.

The Plate gives a very good idea of my specimen. I am indebted

to Dr. H. Eltringham for his excellent photographs, which have been

well reproduced by Messrs. Siviter- Smith.

This freak was found on a stony hill-side in a place fully exposed

to the sun all day except in the very early morning. This same spot

also yielded several examples of the ab. obsoleta, Tutt, on the same day
and on the next day. I suppose that these unusual forms are produced

directly by a high temperature, probably from pupae which are formed
under or near stones which become greatly heated by the sun's rays.

A good proportion of the obsolete specimens have the wings more or

less crumpled, a fact which Tutt also noted in the case of L. condon
(N.H. Brit. Butt. IV. 4 : 1910) :

" one often finds that a very slight

amount of crippling is accompanied by loss of spotting on the under-

side, or by change in the normal spotting," and Tutt suggested that
" the obsolete markings have, in some manner, a causation in physical

weakness "
(p- 7). As these obsolete forms, both of hellargus and

coridon, in both of which they occur here not infrequently, are found
during or just after hot spells, it seems permissible to suggest that they

are caused in the manner indicated above. The freak, described here,

had only a very slight crumpling of one forewing (flattened out in

setting) but was otherwise in perfect condition, but I doubt whether it

would have flown naturally, as it seemed decidedly weak when found

about noon and was moribund by the evening. I have heard it stated

that these extreme forms are boycotted on the wing by normal indiv-

iduals, but it would seem that any apparent boycotting is more probably

due to the physical weakness of the aberrant individuals rendering

them unable to compete with the normal ones.
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Orthoptera in Britain in 1936.

By MALCOLM BURE, D.Sc, F.R.E.S.

The past year, in spite of the execrable weather, has been an eventful

one for Orthopterists in Britain, as it has seen the addition of one very

distinctive species to our list, an isolated occurrence of another most

surprising one, and the confirmation of one of our greatest rarities.

The addition is, of course, Conocephalu^ fuscus, Latr., which Dr.

Blair recognized among material taken five years ago in the Isle of

Wight. It will probably be found in many other suitable localities.

CollectoL's should keep their eyes open for this, and for the macropterous

var. biirri of the better known C. dorsalis.

The surprise is Caloptenus italicus, L., a female of which was

recently reported from Ballard Down in Dorsetshire by Mr. J. D.

Cowper. This is so unexpected that special effort should be made next

August to find if this species is really established there.

The rarity confirmed is Acrydinm hipunctatinii , L., the northern form

of our familiar A. vittatum, Zett., which has been for so long known
under the name kieferi and hipnnctaUim. This northern form, the one

described originally by Linnaeus, and later by de Saulcy as kraussi,

has much shorter antennal segments than the central form, and once

seen is unmistakable. It was on our list on the strength of a specimen

without data in the British Museum and two from Abernethy in the

Cambridge Museum. Now I have pleasure in recording that Mr. Roger

Waterston has taken a series at Clackmannan Forest, in south

Perthshire, which is not far from Abernethy. In reply to my S.O.S.

of a year ago, I have received specimens of Acrydbim from the Outer

Hebrides (Barra), from Argyll and Invernessshire, but they are all A.

vittatinii, as are all English specimens that I have seen.

No other occurrences of special interest. Mr. F. H. Lancum, in

" The Shooting Times," records in Devonshire a blindworm eating

Tettigotda viridissinia, which is reported by Mr. Kimmins to have been

vociferous along the coast from Heme Bay to Reculver in the summer.
Mr. Paul Freeman has taken Metrioptera brachyptera, L,, in Burnham
Beeches and M. roeselii, Hag., at Billericay. This was on hilly

country, about sixteen miles from Southend, the furthest record from

tbe coast that I have heard of.

I have had little chance of field work myself, but managed to find

a single male Ph. cinerea, L., and Lept. punctatisnma in oak in a hedge

near Dorney. Grasshoppers were few and far between, and it was only

by hard work that I was able to find a few odd individuals of the

commonest species, Ch. hicolor and Ch. parallelus, near Dorney.

In Augast I spent a day collecting in Donnington Park, in

Leicestershire, where I hoped to find something interesting, but all I

came across was about three Ch. parallelus. and swarms of common
earwigs on the trees.

On 14 th August I was able to steal an hour on Rushmere Common,
near Ipswich, where I found a few straggling M. viaculatus and one or

two Ch. hicolor.

A great adventure for me was an hour or two with sweep-net and

bottle, under brilliant sunshine, on 27th August, at Aberlady, in

Haddingtonshire, my first day out in Scotland. I was directed to the
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place by Dr. Stephens of the Royal Scottish Museum, and it certainly

looks splendid collecting ground. It is the mouth of a burn, which
runs out into flats through sand dunes, on the coast. It is particularly

rich in birds. There were plenty of redshank, and green, ringed and
golden plover. There were terns about, though I did not see the

roseate, which occurs there. But I did see three ravens out for a stroll

on Gullane golf-links. I was puzzled for a time by small flocks of

birds that looked the size of starlings with the same flight, until I

realized that they really were starlings. What had puzzled me was
their note, for these feathered monkeys were imitating the melancholy
whistle of the Redshank, which is numerous along the burn. There
was a small camp of boy scouts, whose latrines provided immense
flocks of flies, but of other insects there were few. Of Orthoptera, by
dint of patient search, I was able to find about half a dozen specimens
each of ChortJdppus biculor, Charp., and MyrmeUotettix tiiaculatus, Thunb.

Some interesting new localities have been noted for common species

by the expedition to Barra, in the outer Hebrides, organized in 1935
by the Biological Society of the University of Edinburgh. The results

of the expedition are very interesting and well worth reading (Proc. R.
Phys. Soc. XXII. Part 5). The common earwig was found abundantly
all over the island, Acrydium vittatiini, Zett., two females, and Omocestus
viridulus, L., was generally distributed through the island, but not
so common as Myrmeleotettix Diaculatus, Thunb., which is abundant.

I am hoping that my little book will fulfil its purpose, which is to

stimulate interest and work. It has begun its function by producing
the record of 0. italicus. I hope orthopterists will crop up all over the

country, especially in outlying districts, and send in their notes to The
Entomologist's Record,

Euplecti as Myrmecophiles.

By H. DONISTHOEPE, F.E.E.S., F.Z.S., etc.

(Department of Entomology, British Museum, Natural History).

Although the species of Euplectus in general are not considered to

be regular Myrmecophiles, or, as Wasmann puts it, they appear to be
only accidental ant guests, still, I think, as the evidence below will

show, they are rather more than that. They belong to the Pselaphidae
of which many species in the World are regular guests and, indeed, only
found with ants. Moreover, as so many of them are frequently found
in company with ants, and occasionally in large numbers, it is evident
that they have gone a little further along the road towards becoming
regular guests than just, what I have called, experimenting with the
myrmecophilous habit. I find I have taken some ten species in

Windsor Forest alone in company with ants, and in some cases in

considerable numbers. The following is a list of the records I am
aware of where species of Enjjlectus have occurred with ants :

—

Euplectus pimctatus, Muls., with A. (P.) hrunneus in ash trees, Windsor
Forest 9.vii.26.

Euplectus tomlini, Joy, with A. (D.) hrunneus in oak tree, Windsor
Forest 15.ix.36.
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Euplectus karsteni, Reich., 3 with A. (D.) hrurwem m oak tree, Windsor

Forest 28.viii.36, 2 ditto l.ix.36.

AVith A. (D.) fulifjinosus (Waterhouse) Fowler.

With ,, ,, ,, (Rouget) Andre.

With Formica rufa von Hagens, and Kraatz.

Euplectus nanus, Reich. With A. (D.) hrunneua in oak tree, Windsor

Forest l.ix.26, ditto 15.ix.36.

With Formica rufa, von Hagens, and Kraatz.

With A. (D.) brunneus in company with Euryusa sinnata and

Batrisodes schivabii, Reitt. Paskau, Reitter.

With A. (D.) fuliginosus and F. rufa (Markel) Andre.

Euplectus sanguineus, Denny, with A. {D.) brunneus in ash tree,

Windsor Forest 25.vi.25.

BJuplectus piceus, Mots., with A. (D.) brunneus in oak tree, Windsor

Forest 15. ii.28 ; with y4. (D.) fuliginosus in hawthorn, Windsor

Forest, 24.ix.30 ; several with brunneus in oak tree, Windsor

Forest, 28.viii.36.

With Formica rufa, Parkhurst Forest, Fowler.

With Leptothorax acervorum, F. in oak branches, Wytham Park

(Collins), Walker.

With A. (D.) onarginatus (Markel) Andre.

Euplectus 7iitidus, Fair., with A. (D.) brunneus in oak tree, Windsor

Forest, ll.vi.30.

Euplectus bru)ineus, Aube, with a Myrmica in elm stump, Wytham
Park (Collins), Walker.

Euplectus afer, Reitt., v. iniirmus, Raff., with A. (D.) brunneus in ash

tree, Windsor Forest, 25.ii.25, 29.vi.25 ; ditto in considerable

numbers, 9.vii.26, and 9.vii.27.

Euplectus signatus, Reich. In ants' nests. Fowler.

In hundreds in a small F . rufa hillock, Dutch Limburg, Wasmann.
With A. (D.) fuliginosus and F. rufa (Markel), Aube.

Euplectus acanthifer, Reitt., Z $ $ and 4 ? ? with A. (D.) brunneus,

Corfu, Reitter. Reitter and Wasmann consider it to be a regular

bru7ineus guest.

Euplectus fischeri, Aube. Only with Formica rufa, von Hagens and

Kraatz.

Euplectus ambiguus, Reich., with F. rufa, Dutch Limburg, Wasmann.
With F. rufa (Markel) Andre.

Euplectus tuberculosus, Tourn., with small red ants.

Euplectus sikorae, Wasm., with Ponera johannae, Forel, Madagascar

(Sikora), Wasmann.
Bibloporus bicolor, Denny, with A. (D.) brunneus in oak tree, Windsor

Forest, 4.V.24.

With small ants, Andre.

Random Notes on Argentine Collecting.

3.—The Riverain Forests of the Chaco=santafecino.

By KENNETH J. HAYWAED, F.E.E.S., F.E.G.S., F.Z.S.

To the north of the Province of Santa Fe, along the western bank

of the great river Parana, lies a stretch of low ground some twenty-

five miles wide, that for .want of a better term I always refer to as the

river forest.
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Forest in the accepted sense of the word it is not, but rather a wild

wasto of low ground, intersected by many streams and backwaters,

and studded with innumerable lagunas, the dry land everywhere
covered with the tall sword-grass and dotted with clumps of forest or

creeper-covered cane- breaks, liable to inundation when the rivers run
in flood.

To me, whilst I lived in that part of the country, this region was
the most interesting of my hunting grounds. Rich beyond dreams
with bird life of every kind, the rivers and lagunas teemed with fish,

their placid surfaces covered with floating camalote and water hyacinth
and the great Victoria lilies on whose leaves the Boa curuyii basked in

the sun. Here too were many strange insects, and at night myriads
of fireflies lit up the weed-covered waters like a fairy Venice. The
portion that I knew best lay between the Rio Paranamini and a more
stagnant backwater known as the Pindo at a point where these two
streams formed an island some two miles wide and two or three

leagues in length, where one could zig-zag amongst the lagunas or

follow the streams as one pleased.

As it meant a journey of some thirty miles to reach this spot, I

was accustomed to spend long days there, when I had the chance to

visit it, arriving soon after sunrise and leaving only when nightfall

was approaching and on many occasions I camped along the rivers for

shorter or longer periods.

I am afraid its greatest attraction was the magnificent wild

shooting and the extraordinary mixed bag that at times fell to one's

gun. Amongst the long rough grass one found both the large and
small tinamous and an occasional hare and in the woodland wild

turkey, charata [Ortalis canicollis) and at least six species of pigeon.

But undoubtedly the greatest interest lay in the lagunas with their

population of water loving birds that swam on the surface or fed

along the muddy flats. How great was their variety may be guaged
from the fact that no less than sixteen species of duck and teal

and about an equal number of the snipe family, Scolopacidae, are

mentioned in my notebooks. To these one must add the numerous
brightly coloured kingfishers, the storks, cranes and ibis, whilst in the

forest belts one found bright plumaged parrots of several species and
hundreds of lesser birds whose colours ranged from black to pure white,

from yellows and vivid reds to the more sombre browns. It will be

long before the beauty of a flight of pink-breasted flamingos as they

flew leisurely across the reddening sky of an early dawn, fades from
my memory, nor once heard, can one ever forget the long drawn out
" chah-hah " of the " crested screamer " that floating down from the

blue vault of heaven reaches one with such purity of tone and seems
symbolic of great open spaces and of days, when only the Indian

roamed the forests and pampas of this land.

In the spring the sunlit forest glades and river banks became a

coloured carpet of purple petunias, of pink and scarlet verbenas, golden-

yellow daisies, the white flowers of the wild tobacco plant, and a host

of other wild blossoms, whilst the trees and bushes were covered with

trailing mauve and pink convolvuli.

At this period the dark Papilio perrhehus mingled with the yellow^

Catopsilias and common Vanessids, Coliaa lesbia, the common Eryimis

species of the Hesperiids with many of the long tailed Goniurus and
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Chioides catillus and Codatractiis andnias. Terias deva flew amongst
the bushes intermingling with the shade loving Euptychia of which at

least four species abounded. On rare occasions a flash of brilliant

metallic blue would disclose the magnificient Fseiuiolycaena marsyas,

but I searched in vain for the common Heliconiids of which at least

H. erato t. phyllis might have been expected.

Later in the season with the increasing heat the flowers in great

part disappeared and the vegetation became dry and burnt up and
fewer butterflies were to be found. Collecting amongst the tall sword
grass and in the little open spaces that one found amongst it, where
the turf was short and where a beautiful dwarf yellow iris flowered, one
found Havtearis chiiensis and Epalus signata and occasional specimens

of the very local Riodiniid Ematurgina bifasciata, the typical lightly

marked form, that differs so greatly from the form I have since taken

in Entre Rios and from the specnuens I know from Cordoba, where
the markings are so expanded that they almost cover the wing to the

exclusion of the ground colour.

In mid-summer when the Ubajay trees shed their soft yellow fruits

and they lay fermenting on the ground, it was worth while paying a

visit to these trees since a great number of fruit-loving beetles,

especially Cerambycidae and the small NitididUlae were always to be

had, and many wasps and flies.

Another fruit that attracted an enormous number of flies was that

of a bush called locally arichi-chii. The fruit is small and when ripe

the husk-like covering splits exposing the bright carmine flesh and flat

black seeds. Birds soon clean out the flesh, but the husk with its

brilliant interior colouring continues to attract insects for several days.

Many beetles also frequented the ripe fruits of certain large Opuntia

that one occasionally came across on the higher ground.

On one occasion, whilst exploring a very dark patch of forest,

I startled a large insect of some six-inch wing span, but was unable to

capture it, nor did I get a long enough view of it to be able to say for

certain what it was, and whilst it was probably only the common
Erebus odora, or another of the very similar large black moths that

one finds commonly in the darker Misiones forests, yet there always
remained the hope in the back of my mind that it might have been a

Caligo, a genus of which I never took a representative in the Chaco-
santafecino. In this same tract of woodland one sometimes found
Ageronia februa, and on certain days I have heard their " clicking " at

a distance of over forty yards. They delighted to rest on the rough
bark of a certain fallen and decayed tree from which they would rise a

dozen at a time as one approached.

Precis lavinia was generally very common in the district and at

times little less than a plague, nevertheless the dark infuscata form
was always very rare. In May of 1928 after an extremely wet late

summer and fall I was collecting between the Pindo and the Para-
namini one day and was surprised to find that out of some twenty
eight specimens of lavina taken, practically every one I saw, no less

than twenty five were of the infuscata form, whilst a fortnight later

the same experience was repeated though only very few of the insects

remained on the wing. This fact coupled with later observations

seems to indicate some connection between excessive dampness during
the early stages and a preponderance of the suffused form.
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In the forest hereabouts one used to find a great number of the

giant webs of a social spider, probably Aranea socialis. During the

daytime the spiders, which often numbered many hundreds in a single

colony, formed themselves into a living ball, which varied in size

according to the number of spiders present till at times it was nearly

as large as a football. When I first saw these balls of spiders in the

trees I mistook them for the nests of the camuati wasp {Polybia sp.).

On close examination one finds what at first sight had appeared one

gigantic web is in reality composed of many hundreds of individual

spider's webs all depending from a series of main threads. So large

are the combined webs that they often completely block a forest path

or stretch for several yards across the forest glades. Each individual

web IS owned by a single pair of spiders, and at dusk they may be

seen hurrying to take up their positions for the night's hunting. At
first there is great activity whilst the day's damage is repaired, after

which they remain quiet until some unfortunate insect blunders into

their section of the web. Just before daylight they retire once more
to the shade and " ball up " for the day. To see these huge webs at

dawn when the dew-drops on them glisten like gold in the soft rosy

half-light that, as the first rays of the sun top the horizon, changes

for a few moments the whole aspect of the forest till even the waters

of the lagunas appear flushed with pink, is a sight worth going far to

see. But to walk into one of these webs in the darkness is quite

another story, for in a few seconds one is covered from head to foot

with hundreds of startled angry black and red spiders that take no
little time and patience to remove.

But apart from the birds and insects, this riverain forest contained

many species of water snails, fresh water mussels and razor-shells,

some of extraordinary size, that could be picked up along the rivers

and by side of the permanent lagunas. There were gaily coloured

frogs and ugly toads, snakes and small mammals and iguana. Along
the rivers and in the lakes the Cavnan sclerops abounded sometimes
reaching a length of nine or ten feet. Nor was it impossible that one
might come suddenly on the little " guasuncho " deer or the larger
" ciervo " or even the shy " carpincho," largest of the rodents, and on
one memorable occasion I chanced to see a troupe of black monkeys
that screamed at me from the tree tops.

Thus as one returned after the day's outing and saw dimly the

cattle huddled closely around the flickering smudge fires lighted to keep

off the hordes of mosquitos, when all the grassland and forest seemed
alive with twinkling fireflies, there was always much food for thought
and fresh memories to be pigeon-holed away or later writtten up in

one's notebooks.

An Extract.

By HORACE DONISTHORPE, F.Z.8., F.R.E.S., etc.

My colleague. Dr. Malcolm Burr, has lent me the book " An
Almanac for Moderns" by Donald Culross Peattie : George Allen and
Unwin Ltd., London, as there are various short chapters on ants to be

found in it. This note is not in any way a criticism on the book,

which appears to me to be written in a very pleasant style, but to call
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attention for the following passage on page 45. It is very nice to find

someone, who appreciates Lubbock at his true value. To my mind the

one blot on the History of the Entomoloffical Society of London, 1833-

1938 is that no mention is made of Lubbock, one of its greatest men,
if not even its greatest man :

—

" April Thirtieth.—On this day in 1834, was born in London Sir

John Lubbock, first Baron Avebury, one of the most delightful souls

who ever ornamented science. He came out of the class out of which
naturalists beyond the purely amateur and personal sort are least to be

expected—the English gentleman who is trained at Eton and makes
his way in the City, the banker, peer, chairman of committees on
coinage, monetary reform, shop hour regulations, open spaces, public

libraries aad bank holidays.

It is not surprising that such a man should be the author of The

Pleasures of Lyife, The Tjses of Life, The Beauties of Nature. But his

A7its, Bees and Wasps, which seems to be no more than a notebook

kept while observing these social insects in the artificial observation

nest which he invented, is, in reality, the very stuff of science. It is

built up page by page of the intensive watching, often minute by
minute, the ingenious and controlled experimentation by which alone

true knowledge may progress. We see him experimenting on the

color sensitivity of bees ; we find him in an Italian railway carriage

with a tame, educated wasp ! And it in no way detracts from the

charm of his book to have him break off sometimes with a notation

that he was called to London at this point, and we imagine him
journeying to some philanthropic public undertaking.

Lubbock was also an excellent botanist, with an instinct for picking

up the pieces that purely systematic and formal botanists often neglect,

such as seeds and seedlings, and making first class biology out of them.

But it is his book on ants that I read repeatedly, and each time with

an increasing fondness for the kindly old man behind it all."

3^0 TES ON COLLECTING, etc.
Does Myrmecozela ochraceella, Tengstr., occur in England ?

—

Apparently it does not, but perhaps some of our readers can give

definite information. Meyrick [Rev. Handh., p. 820: 1928) states:

—

" Hants, Perth, local, perhaps overlooked." Stainton {N.R. Tin. XIII.

50 : 1873) wrote :
— *' I believe it has also occurred in the New Forest

in Hampshire," and this is presumably the origin of Mr. Meyrick's

statement. It is of course well-known from Rannoch, where it has

been recorded by Stainton, Barrett {E.M.M. I. 46 : 1864), Blackburn
{BJ.M.M. III. 117: 1866: and IV. 139 ; 1867), and Metcalfe {Entom.

LI. 222-226: 1918), and from Rothiemurchus Forest, Inverness-shire,

by Woodbridge {Entom. LIII. 236-237 : 1920). Donisthorpe (Guests

of Brit. Ants, pp. 108-109 : 1927) gives further records from Rannoch
and says definitely that " in Britain it is only found in Scotland". The
Wood -ant is common in this district and I have often made myself

unpopular with its colonies by scratching the nest gently with a stick

in the approved manner, but hitherto with no result as regards M.
ochraceella, and it seems rather more than doubtful whether this moth
really occurs in England at all.—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, Rodborough,
Glos. llth December, 1936.
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(iSfURKENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Some use for " Jazz"!— According to a telegraphic message in The

Time^ of 28th October, Jazz music can save the Japanese Silkworm
Industry from the great dama.ge done by a parasitical maggot, as jazz

music played on a gramophone drives the maggot deep into the

body of the silkworm, where it dies of asphyxiation in less than half-an-

hour. 8e non e vero, e hen trovato. We do not blame the maggot for

trying to escape from jazz even at the cost of suicide! But, prevention

being better than cure, the next step apparently is for a Japanese

musician to compose jazz music w^hich will keep the parent fly too busy

dancing to have time or energy left to lay its eggs.

A Meeting of the Entomological Club was held at Friary Hill,

Weybridge, on 8th October, 1936, Mr. H. Willoughby Ellis in the Chair.

Members present in addition to the Chairman—Mr. H. Donisthorpe,

Mr. Jas. E. Collin, Dr. Harry Eltringham, Mr. W. J. Kaye, and Mr.

R. W. Lloyd. Visitors present— Dr. K. G. Blair, Dr Karl Jordan, Mr.

W. Rait Smith, Mr. E. C. Bedwell, Capt. N. D. Riley, and Mr. W. H. T.

Tarns. The Members and Visitors arrived in the early part of the

afternoon and were received by Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby Ellis. The
party divided between the House, Garden and Museum, where, in

addition to the collections of British Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, a

practically complete collection of British Hemiptera-Heteroptera was
on view. Tea was served in the Lounge at 4.30, after which the

company again interested themselves in the Library and Museum.
Supper was served at 6.30 and after an interesting day the company
dispersed about 11 o'clock.

The most important work upon the Dermaptera that has appeared

for many years is the volume on the earwigs in the " Faune de

rU.R.S.S." In other words, the earwigs of Russia, by G. J. Bey-

Bienko. The author, who has long since won his spurs by first rate

work in Orthoptera and Dermaptera, gives a monograph of the

Dermaptera of one sixth of the earth's surface. And he does it well.

We may congratulate this brilliant disciple of our Hon. F. R. Ent. S.,

A. P. Semenov-Tian Shansky.
Including kinds recorded from the adjoining frontier districts, he

lists 76 species. He gives detailed keys for determining genera,

species and subspecies, and adopts the general scheme of classification

which I outlined many years ago. He rejects the Hemimeyina but

admits the Arixenina, and brings forward a new suborder, the

ArcJiiderDiaptera, for the fossil species Protodvplatys fortis, described by

Martynov from the Jurassic deposits of southern Kazakstan, which
has 4-5-segmented tarsi, apparently rudiments of venation in the

elytra, and segmented cerci, like the larvae of Dii^latys and the

Karscldellinae.

The author gives a detailed account of the structure and habits of

earwigs, with an interesting speculative discussion on their origin

and geographical distribution. It is noticeable that there are very few

Protoderuiaptera in the Palaearctic Region, and that the dominant
genera are Forficida, with 24 species in the U.S.S.R., and the related

Anechura, with 14. The latter has bad specially brisk evolution in

the mountain-formation of central Asia, and has been subdivided

into four subgenera.
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The author points out that there have been two centres of evolution

with maximum number of species, the Western, with 28 endemic

species, and the Eastern with 30. In both the genera Forficnla and

Aiiecliura are dominant, and there is a marked parallelism between

the two areas. The author develops a theory of their origin, but it is

difficult to accept his view that the Forficula-Anrchiira, or indeed, any

earwig, group, evolved in the Angara region. That is all verv well for

the grasshoppers, with an immensely long history of steppe conditions,

but the earwigs are sylvicolous and hygrophilous. They must have

worked their way northwards. We may notice two significant facts,

that the cosmopolitan Labidma riparia, which lives in trees in India,

in the northern latitudes is found only on banks of water ;
while in

arid districts of central Asia, earwigs are found exclusively in the

immediate neighbourhood of moisture.

It is interesting to note that the common S. Russian earwig,

F. toiiris, has the same domestic habits as our own.

It is an important and useful book. Fortunately there is a good

resume in English which I recommend all interested to read.

UAviateur de Papilloiis is another magazine, which British

entomologists, above all, those who work the micros, should consult.

The current numbers, June-October contain a carefully worked out

table of the French species of LitJwcolletis with short descriptions and

an illustration of the fore-wing of every species found in France, 84

in number. This analysis includes most of our British species and

maybe a close study of it will find another one or more to add to our

List.

:H{eyiews and notices of books.
The plate in the present number is from the firm of Messrs.

Siviter-Smith (see advert.). As Mr. P. Siviter-Smith is an active

practical entomologist, readers of our magazine may rest assured that

adequate skilled care will be used in handling specimens sent to this

firm for reproduction purposes.

In No. XLII of the Memoires Soc. des Sciences Nat. dii Maroc Dr.

Hans Zerny has described the " Lepidopterous Fauna of the Great

Atlas in Morocco and its District." This work of more than 150 large

quarto pages with 2 plates of over 80 new species (including micros)

and forms and a few text figures is a further contribution to a long series

of important summaries of the Fauna and Flora of definite areas emanat-
ing from the official naturalists of Vienna of which Dr. Rebel and Dr.

Zerny are eminent representatives. Chapter 2 describes the Geograph-
ical area. Chapter 3 an account of the various expeditions made by
lepidopterists from the year 1900 to date and a short account of the

results of these journies. Chapter 4 contains Lists of the endemic
species and the proportions of species of surrounding fauna areas found.

Chapter 5 a List of the new species and forms described in the volume,
more than one hundred. Chapter 6, the titles of the various works
consulted for the information. Chapter 7 list of the localities whence
collections have been made. Chapter 8, names, references and details

of the 684 species recorded from the area, filling the remainder of the

work. This is a wonderful compilation, filled with ascertained, reliable

facts and information, and brought as nearly up to date as possible.
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The display of the matter, differentiation of type, and scientific

arrangement render the volume easy of reference, and the matter
selected is just that of use to future workers in Moroccan investigation.

Dr. Zerny has added another to his long list of valuable contributions

to the literatures of entomological science.

A very pretentious work, Handbiich der Zoologie, is being published

in Berlin in sections, of which that on Lepidoptera lies before us. It

consists of over 160 large quarto pages of matter on all phases of the

study of the Lepidoptera. The authors, again from Vienna, are Dr.

Zerny and Dr. Beier. The name of Zerny ensures reliability that the

best in all portions has been got together, and arranged in a manner
economical to the time of the student. There are 194 figures largely

diagrammatic with a good proportion of microscopical preparations.

The Morphology of the four Stages is fully detailed with figures.

Colour is considered at length in all its lepidopterous aspects, and no
small portion of the matter is devoted to the structure and functional

actions of the body. Attention is paid to the more abnormal develop-

ments in some groups, such as the porrect palpi in the Pyrales, the

curious brushes connected with scent organs, the structure, activities

and significance of the varied and striking developments of the genera-

tive organs. The ethology of the Lepidoptera deals with the many
characteristics of life leading up to protective resemblance, the so-called

Mimicry, warning colours and so forth. But little is said of the

economic side but more space is devoted to geographical distribution

its causes and limitations. The above takes about 120 pages. The
remainder of the section gives a detailed classification of the Order.

Throughout, all statements are enforced by ample specific examples
and there is a long list of titles of reference works.

The Proceedings & Transactiohs of the South London Entomolo-
gical & Natural History Society for 1935-1936 is well up to the usual

high standard, and leaves the reader v/ith one complaint only, that the

title is so unwieldy. Is there no word to convey both " Transactions
"

and " Proceedings " ? :
" Report " ? " Publications " ? Does not

Natural History embrace Entomology ? It opens with a speaking

portrait of that grand old friend of Entomology and entomologists, the

lamented Robert Adkin, with a sympathetic account of his life and
work. The Proceedings contain much interesting matter, and the

President's address is an account of the biology of Chrysopa septern-

pioictata. The lacewing flies are such friends of the horticulturalist

that it is good to see them receiving some share of the attention that

is usually lavished on the more popular orders. There is plenty of

scope for work in these " neglected " groups. But the outstanding

feature of the volume is the account of an entomological journey to the

Alto Parana of the Argentine, by a well known contributor to the

Entomologist's Record, Capt. K. J. Hayward. The interest is exceptional,

and not confined to any one group. The snapshots of the falls of

Iguazu show that these magnificent cascades rival the Victoria Falls

themselves in splendour. Mr. Hayward's experiences will be read with

envy by those who have collected only at home as well as by those who
have been in the tropics. A highly important feature of the Society's

work is the very full reports of the Field Meetings. These, so useful

in" stimulating research and recording the occurrence of local and

hitherto unrecorded species, deserve much commendation, and are

evidence that the organization is alive.—M.B.
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NOTES ON EREBIA AETHIOPS VAR. AETHIOPELLA. 18

Notes on Staudinger's *' Erebia aethiops var. aetliiopella
"

and a recently discovered analogous Form.

By B. C. S. WAKREN, F.R.E.S.

Just forty years a.go Staudinger described his var. aetliiopella from
a single J from the Kentei mountains. This insect has since remained
a somewhat unknown quantity. In my monograph of the genus, pub-

lished last year. I retained it as an aberration of E. aethiops, in accord

with Staudinger's view. I had been able to examine his type specimen
(and figured it loc. cit. pi. 102, figs. 1622, 1627) and felt from its

superficial features that it was quite likely to be an aberration of that

species, though the possibility that it might be an aberration of E.
nerie)ie, Boh. [

— ssdakovii, Evers.) suggested itself, but from an exam-
ination of the superficial characters alone it was not possible to come
to any certain conclusion. There was therefore nothing to gain in

changing it from E. aethiops so long as there was no definite reason

for doing so.

In 1930 Higgins renamed it Erebia ignota, Staudinger's name being

a secondary homonym of Erebia aethiopellus, Hoffmsg. I adopted
this change in my monograph because Staudinger's use of the term
"var." agreed with what we call a subspecies,

A few months ago I was informed by Herr Bang-Haas of Dresden
that he had received 11 c^ s of an Erebia from Li-hsien in S.E. Kansu
which for the greater part agreed very closely with Staudinger's type

of aethiopella . Some of these specimens had rudiments of the bands
visible on both upper and underside, but a number were practically

without rusty-red colour on the upperside, and just showed a slight

wash of it on the underside of the forewings, the underside of the

hindwings being absolutely without markings except for three very

small, white points, the pupils of the black spots, the latter being lost

on the underside but present on the upperside of the hindwings, and
well-developed on the forewings on both sides. The actual colour of

the underside of the hindwings is a greyish or blackish brown. These
features, it will be seen, correspond very closely with the features of

Staudinger's aetliiopella. I now possess six of these specimens, three

of the extreme dark form, and three transitional ones with rudiments
of bands, also some fully banded specimens from the same locality. Of
these I have dissected four, selected from each form, which demonstrates
that all are a race of E. alcmeua. The question naturally arose then,

whether Staudinger's aethiopella was perhaps also an aberration of that

species. Should this be the case considerable changes in nomenclature
would be necessary. I informed Bang-Haas of these facts, and pointed
out that it was impossible to solve this interesting question by super-

ficial examination ; until the anatomical characteristics of Staudinger's
type were known, one could only guess at its affinities. On realizing

this fact, he most kindly offered to lend me the type again with
permission to dissect it, and I am glad to take this opportunity of

expressing my thanks to him for his generous action, which at last

enables the true affinities of this remarkable insect to be established.

The mount of the genitalia has since been completed, and it shows
that aethiopella is an aberration of E. neriene, Bober.
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The newly discovered dark aberrations of E. alcmena, and Staud-
inger's specimen constitute, therefore, a remarkable case of analogous
aberrations in two closely related species, and I do not think the two
could be distinguished by superficial characters. The only difference

that I can note is that aethiopella is larger, and that the white pupils

are more pronounced, but in such a variable species it is improbable
that these characters would hold if a second aberration of this type

were to occur.

I have already mentioned that normally marked specimens {i.e.,

examples with complete or fragmentary bands on the upperside, and
sometimes with" traces of the bands normal to E. alcniena on the under-

side of the hindwings) occurred a Li-hsien with these dark aberrations.

These better-marked specimens are referable to the f. szetschwana,

Goltz, of the ssp. minsckani, B.-H. In his description of this form
(which is given in my monograph p. 152) Goltz notes that the band
on the upperside of the forewings is greatly restricted below the apical

spots and often actually broken, and that the underside of the hind-

wings is almost unicolorous ; specimens with the band broken or just

united by a very narrow line of colour must therefore be taken as typical

of the form. Others in which the band is continuous and less restricted

on the forewings, and with a more or less marked antemarginal band
on the underside of the hindwings are typical mhucJiani. The opposite

extreme, in whicn the only colour visible is in the form of minute and
very indistinct rings, of a very dark mahogany-red, encircling the black

spots on the upperside, and a very slight wash on the central area of the

underside of the forewings, constitutes a hitherto unrecognised aber-

ration analogous to the ab. aethiopella. All these forms fly together at

Li-hsien, the f. szetscliwana being, apparently, far the most abundant,

but it is connected by many transitions to the extreme dark aberrational

forms.

Other slight differences, besides those already mentioned, exist in

both aethiojwlla and the extreme, dark aberrations of f. szetscliwana the

most striking of which are the loss of the black spots on the hindwings
in aethiopella and its almost white fringe. Some (^ s in E. alcmena

can also have a white fringe, as can be seen in the specimen figured in

my monograph (pi. 102, fig. 1609) a (^ of the ssp. veldmani. The black

spots, especially on the hindwings, are very variable in size in both E.
neriene and E. alcmena, and their presence or absence in either species

could not be accepted as of any value as a character for identification.

The general similarity of these aberrations remains unaffected by such
differences, and as I have said already, identification by their super-

ficial features is probably impossible, unless a series of the race with

which a given specimen was captured, was available for comparison.

On account of this similarity it seems desirable to mark the existence of

this aethiopella-\\kQ form of f. szetscliwana by giving it a name, and I

therefore designate it ab. ignotoides nov. (Type and two paratypes in

my collection).

The correct names of these analogous aberrations therefore are : E.
neriene, Bober ab. ignota, Higgins {= aethiopella, Stg.), and E. alcmena,

Gr.-Gr. ssp. minscliani, B.-H. f. szetschivana, Goltz ab. ignotoides, Wrn.
The ab. ignotoides is evidently not very rare at Li-hsien, both it and

the ab. ignota are, so far, only known in the ^ sex.
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Cornish Notes 1936.

By CHARLES NICHOLSON.

{Continued from Vol. XLVIII., p. 132.)

Danans plexippus."^— One seen on 4th Sept. near Church Cove, The
Lizard. Two reported for Devon and 3 in Hants.

Polyr/onia c-album.—Decidedly commoner in the county than

previously and reported from various parts, mostly single specimens.

First seen ( $ ) on a Buddleia in a neighbouring garden, 23rd Aug. : a

male boxed off Scabiosa snccisa in my own garden, '2nd Sept. : several

seen on Michaelmas Daisies afterwards and last appearance noted on

11th Oct. The Rev. Alfred Thornley, of Carbis Bay, saw one flying

amongst Michaelmas Daisies at Marazion on 22nd Sept. which is the

furthest west so far for the county, in which about 20 specimens have

been reported this year.

Eugonia polychloros.—Lord Rendlesham saw a specimen on 13th

Aug. on the same window of the same room in his house at Mawgen-
in-Meneage, as he saw one on at the end of September last year

!

Aglais urticae.—Mr. Thornley reports it very scarce this year at

Carbis Bay, where it is usually common ; but here and in other

localities it seems to have been much commoner than usual, after

several seasons of scarcity in the county. First seen 18th March

;

last 10th Oct.

Nymphalis io.—First seen 10th May ; last 22nd Sept. Very scarce

generally—usually the commonest Vanessid in the county—and

mostly seen as single specimens ; but more common in some localities.

Vanessa cardui.— Scarce, but rather more seen than usual. First

seen, Perranporth, 28th Aug. ; last Tresillian, 4th Oct.

V. atalanta.—In about its normal numbers. First seen, 26th July

(2 worn) ; last 18th Oct. (in gardens) perfect. Larvae of all sizes

found on 3rd Aug. and one nearly full grown on 6th Sept. Two
were killed by Braconids from very pale fawn cocoons ; species not yet

determined.

All these Vanessids, except polycldoros, were strongly attracted by

Unwin's Dwarf Bedding Dahlias, until the Michaelmas Daisies came
out, and almost monopolised their attentions, the usual proportions

being, on a good patch of daisies, about 20 urticae., 10 atalanta, 1 or 2

cardui, 1 io, 1 c-albuin occasionally, and frequently 1 or 2 croceus joined

them, with a " white " or two.

Dryas (Argyniiis) paphia.—Two reported as seen at Ladock by a

correspondent on 21st May (!). I naturally questioned this record,

but as my correspondent knows our butterflies well, says they

were not polychloros and sticks to his identification, I think it will have

to pass. After all it is little more remarkable than the capture of

Argyniiis cydippe at Lyndhurst on 21st May, 1893, reported in The
Entomologist for that year, p. 231.

A. aglaia.—A worn specimen boxed on Perranporth Sandhills on
4th Aug.

Pararge aegeria.—Not as common as generally usual. First seen

26th April (in garden) ; last 18fch Oct. (in neighbourhood).

-'p^ The true plexippus, L. has a "white fascia like chrysippus^^ {Sys. Nat.
of Linn^) which this American insect does not have.

—

Ed.
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p. viegera.—Less frequent than usual. First seen 17th May ; last

a wing left by a bat in our verandah 10th August.

E.jnrtina and /(,'. tithonus.—Both very common, as usual,

Aphantopus hyperantiis.—Usually uncommon, but rather more seen

this year ; first seen (about 6) 28th June, last (a few) 3rd Aug.

C. pa)nphiliis.—Not seen this year ; very uncommon hereabouts

!

Callophrys riihi.—Five specimens seen by a correspondent at 5 p.m.

on 24th June near Bodmin. These are the first I've heard of in

Cornwall.

Heodes phlaeas.—Very scarce this year. First seen 23rd Aug. ; last,

30th Sept., on Eupatorium weinmannianum in garden.

Polyoiinnattis icariis.—Rather uncommon.
Tjycaenopsis argioltis.—Not so plentiful as last year. First seen 18th

April ; last, 9th August.

Nisotiiades [Erynnis) tages.—Not common hereabouts. One perfect

specimen seen in a rushy place near Tresillian Village on 9th August.

No doubt a second brood specimen.

Adopoea lineola.—Uncommon hereabouts. One in a cornfield 26th

July.

Augiades sylvanns [Oclilodes venata).—Not common here. A few

seen 5th July in neighbouring fields, and 1 in garden, 20th July.

Macroglossuni stellatariini.—Very scarce in Cornwall this year. One
at Fowey over a rose in a pot, 22nd July ; one flying over red valerian

about 2.15 p.m. in sliowery ireather at Launceston, 23rd July ; one at

Carbis Bay (where it is usually common) 12th Sept. ; one at pink and
scarlet geraniums in a neighbouriug garden here on 11th Oct.— a sunny
morning after a cold night.

Spilosovia urticae.—One boxed off herbage on Goss Moor near

Bodmin, 23rd May, a dull day.

Arctia villica.—1 male and 2 females sent to me from Probus for

identification, 10th June. Many eggs laid, from which I have about a

score of larvae about tu-o-thirds groivn, feeding on bramble in a cold

room and more or less hibernating.

Ceriira vinula.—A fine male emerged, 30th May, from a larva sent

for identification last year. I offered it to our tamest wild thrush,

who accepted it with pleasure and was not at all disconcerted by its

large size and wooUiness !

(To he concluded.)

^lE^OTES ON COLLECTING, etc.

Unusual larval habit of Stenoptilia zophodactyla, Dup.—While
seeking larvae of this "plume" on seeds of Erythraea centauriujn, Pers.

at Farley Mount near Winchester on 12th September, 1936, Mr. S. C.

Scarsdale Brown drew my attention to one plant, whose every leaf

contained a mining lepidopterous larva. Greatly puzzled as to what
these larvae could possibly be, we sought for more without great success,

for we only found one other affected plant with two more larvae. How-
ever the problem was soon solved, for by 24th September the larvae had
left their mines, and were then seen to be those of S. zophodactyla.

Pupation took place three days later, and moths emerged during the latter

half of September. A search through the literature yielded a reference
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to this habit in Barrett's British Lepidoptera, Vol. IX, page 879 ;
" Mr.

W. H. B. Fletcher finds the young larvae till the second moult, mining

the leaves." The larvae found appeared to have maintained the habit

throughout the larval stage, and though seeds were present, they were

not eaten.—Wm. Fassnidge (M.A., F.R.E.S.), 47, Tennyson Road,

Southampton.

Lampronia (Incurvaria) TENUicoRNis, Stt. IN HAMPSHIRE.—Beyond

the chance capture of a pair of this species, beaten together from a large

birch on the outskirts of Baddesley Great Cover, near Sonthampton on

12th June, 1932, and records of single captures in the New Forest and

the Southampton district by Mr. J. W. Corder, nothing seems to be

known of this species in Hampshire, and repeated search for the larval

galls failed completely until 1986, for not even an old gall rewarded

my long and patient seeking. Only good luck and an acquired habit

of looking at young birches yielded at long last, on 20th Dec, 1986,

the coveted gall on an isolated young tree about six feet in height, at

Chilworth near Southampton, where I found a side shoot of two year's

growth that showed swellings at adjacent nodes about two inches apart.

Even then, so accustomed had I become to finding only a swelling of

the woody growth, I investigated so carelessly that my penknife just

damaged the larva in the first gall opened which considerably damped
my elation. Knowing now exactly what to look for, I carefully hunted

through the birches scattered around, but quite unsuccessfully, though

plenty of the different galls oiEucosma tetraquetrana, Haw. were found.

For the benefit of others who may feel disposed to spend a few

winter afternoons in the search, at a time of year when there is

not much outdoor work to be done, I add here in translation the remarks

of some continental observers. Meess. Die cecidogenen und cecidocolen

Lepidopteren, 1923, gives two good coloured figures of the gall on

Plate 32, and on page 566 says :
" At the junction of a twig ; a roundish

swelling, the bark strongly thickened. Larva whitish with a black head

and small brown plate on second segment. The larva often leaves the

gall in the late Autumn." He gives Betnla rernicosa, Ehrl. as the

foodplant. Spuler gives the same word-for-word description of the

larva, and then says :
" In the winter in swellings in twigs of Betnla."

Schatze : Die Biologie der Kleinschinetterlim/e, 1931, says "In twigs, in

conspicuous round swellings, usually shining red-brown, in the previous

year's or older twigs. It seems to me that the larva does not itself cause

this swelling, but makes use of the abandoned youthful abode of

tetraquetrana, which it enlarges. The galls should be collected at the

end of the winter. The larva pupates in the gall." De Joannis :

Revision critique des especes de lepidopteres cecidogenes d' Europe, etc.,

published in Annales de la Societe Entoviologiqne de Erance. 1922, gives

on pages 184 and/135 an account of what had been published concerning

this species before that date, but adds nothing new. The only comment
I can make on my slender experience is that the galls I found are neither

conspicuous nor shining red-brown, that they are abundantly distinct

from the galls of E. tetraquetrana, that both galls contained larvae appar-

ently full-fed, and that I have spent three more afternoons in the search

without success, not even finding an old gall. Perhaps somewhere in

Britain the gall will be found as described by Amerling, in Lotos, X,

Prague, 1860, " so abundant and so numerous that the birches attacked
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conld be recognised from afar by the bushy appearance of their smaller

branches."

—

Id.

[Since this note was written, three old galls from which the moths
had emerged were found in Lordswood, not far from the fiirst locality.

Two of them were on one twig, at nodes four inches apart, and all

three were on young birches at about five feet from the ground.—W.F.]

EucosMA ciRsiANA, Zell.—The pink larva of this species is best taken

from February to early April. It is then full fed but not yet pupating,

and if the domicile is broken, ifc readily repairs it and takes no harm.
Soon after this date the larva is preparing for pupation, and at this

stage disturbance is fatal. The imago usually appears about 25th
May. The process of splitting the thistle stems is tedious, and needs

care ; and although the species is widely distributed, it is (in my
experience) most abundant. Open ground is more profitable than

woods ; and in a suitable spot about four larvae to an hour's stem-

splitting are as much as can be expected.

In size the species is very uniform, 3" a^id ? alike measuring 17-

18mm. though occasionally individuals of 15mm. are bred from thistles.

• The allied species, Eucosjiia pflugiana, Haw.—or form for Meyrick's

Revised Handbook combines them—is larger, with a J^ of 22mm. and
a 2 of 19-20 mm. The markings of the (^ , chiefly the pale blotch

at the f.w. anal angle, distinguish it from the $ and from both sexes

of cirsiana. Apparently E. pflugiana is confined to low-lying and more
or less swampy ground.

The larva of E. cirsiana also feeds in the stems of knapweed ; the

resulting imago is usually smaller and sometimes much smaller. I

have never found the larva in the stems of the smaller knapweed,
Centaurea niyra ; and I have never had an opportunity of examining
the large, C. scabiosa, at the right time of year.

A closely related species is FJucosma cnicicolana, Zell.* which in spite

of its name feeds in the root crowns of Inula dysenteiica. Very few

localities seem to be known at present for this species ; but alike in

size, colouring and habit, it is inconspicuous, and may well have been

overlooked.—R.E.E.F.

@rURKENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
A note from Mr. G. A. Brett, of the Wellcome Entomological

Field Laboratories, Claremont, Esher, has been overlooked. He
reports as follows.

I have this year (1936) been marking V. atalanta in this locality

with green cellulose paint (both hindwings being marked) in the hope
that :

—

1. Some may be recorded in other localities, thus giving some
information on their habits of migration.

2. They may be recovered where they were marked, next spring,

thus showing that they are at least partial residents.

A total of 47 specimens has been marked, a few only on the under-

side. If anyone should see or capture any of them either this year or

next, will they kindly let me know at the above address.

* E. littoralana. Pierce.
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Dr. E. Scott of Ashford has just published a local List of Butterflies

and Moths (Macro-Lepidoptera) occuruing in the neighbourhood of

Ashford, Kent. This is another of those handy books of reference for

the use of naturalists interested in the local fauna, as well as furnishing

a record of what has been already done in the district, and as a basis

for further research. A valuable feature is a map of the area

concerned, extending around Ashford for about 8 miles. The limita-

tions of the district are stated in the Foreword ; the restricted heather

area, absence of coastal influence, the extended woodland areas, the

chalk area, hills and river valleys. The printer has hidden a well-

known denizen of Kent as Linea scoriata : decidedly funny ! The
nomenclature is mixed. The butterflies are the List of the Eoyal

Entomological Society with its Ochlodes venata, a name quite undis-

coverable in all text-books likely to be in the hands of most

collectors. The Moths are the Lists in South's famous books of 80

years ago, regardless of the work of Prout in Seitz as summarised in

our pages ten years ago, which includes corrections as to the concept

of various species given in South. We note a few spellmg errors

like gooseniato, hyperanthtis, octo/iessiina, leiicophoea. Such books are

useful as bases for all future local work.

Five parts of the Main Volumes of Seitz have just come to hand,

all of the American Fauna. Four of these deal with -the American

Bombycids, etc., and one with the Noctuids. The former. Volume VI.,

is nearing completion now, having reached to p. 1216 and pit. 176,

which deal with the Aegeriidae. The plate illustrates 57 species and

forms of the last and its near allies. There are 4 other plates in these

parts. The volume on the Noctuidae has reached the Catocala of

w^hich there are two plates containing 63 figures of '-'red underwings."

The Supplement to the Palaearctic Noctuidae of Seitz has reached

sheets 28, 29, 30, and the volume remains to be completed by the short

summary of those additions made during the progress of the volume,

and the Index. The Deltoids are included. This part 63 is rather an

important one to British lepidopterists, as additional forms to over 30

species found in Great Britain are described in the 24 pages of the part.

This work is very comprehensive in its endeavour to include all noted

aberrations and is absolutely indispensable to all students of the British

Lepidoptera. It is useful to note that each species mentioned has the

reference page to the main volume appended and, if figured, that figure

also. The species here are those from the rare immigrant Op/iiussa

stolida to Hypeua obsitalis of the list. The Corrections and Additions

included are from Arsilonche to Kuxoa.

A. P. Semenov-Tian-Shansky, in spite of the handicap of faihng

eyesight, has been able to complete two more important papers of his

beloved subject of zoogeography during the past year. One, on the
" Principal Features of Alpine Faunas " will appear in the Bulletin of

the Academy of Science of the U.S.S.R. The other will appear later in

the Russian periodical Friroda (Nature), on " New Information on the

Origin of Desert Faunas." We may be perfectly certain they will both

be extremely interesting.—M.B.
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RJEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Faune de l'U.R.S.S., Insectes Dermapteres. par G. J. Bey-

Bienko. (Ac. Sci. Leningrad, 1936.)—As ifc is twenty years since any
comprehensive work on the earwigs has appeared, this production of the

active Russian school of entomologists is very welcome. G. J. Bey-
Bienko has been doing first rate work in Dermaptera and Orthoptera,

under the inspiration of A. P. Semenov-Tian-Shansky. That accounts

for the fact that his is far more than a merely faunistic work. It is rich

also on the philosophical side, and the author develops at considerable

length his theory on the origin and history of the Dermaptera of the

Palaearctic Region. The book is in Russian, but there are plenty of

illustrations, and a very good abstract, giving all the essentials, in

English. Pages 1-72 deal with general aspects, structure, life-history,

ecology, classification, geographical distribution and origins, economic
importance, and literature. Pages 77-207 are the systematic part, with
full tables.

The classification adopted is that proposed by me many years ago,

with but slight modifications. The author rejects the He))ii)iierina,

accepts the Arixenina, and adds a new suborder, the ArcJiiderinaptera,

for a fossil species, Protodiplatys fortis, Martynov, a remarkable fossil

from the Jurassic beds of Kazakstau. It is unmistakably an earwig,

in spite of the 4-5 segments of the tarsi, and femora, at least the

hinder pair, are keeled, and the forceps represented by segmented cerci,

as in immature Viplatyidae and KarscliielUdae.

Of the true earwigs, there are known actually in the territories of

the Russian Empire, which is to-day known officially as the S.S.S.R.
in Russian, U.S.S.R. in English, and U.R.S.S. in French,''' 26 species

out of the 106 known in the Palaearctic Region, but in this work deals

with 87 species, as the author wisely includes those known from the

neighbouring districts, which makes it a very useful and complete
work.

At the first glance at the mere list of species a few points strike the

eye. Of the Pygidicranidae, so numerous in the tropics, and appparently

occurring in Europe in the Oligocene, there is a single Palaearctic

representative, the curious subfamily with one species, Challia fietcheri,

Burr, from Korea, whose nearest relative is the single subfamily also

with only one species, known from a single locality in Tenerife
;

evidently remnants of an ancient wide-spread group. Of the Lahidur-

idae, there are 12 species, but it is really doubtful if any of them are

naturally native, even the cosmopolitan L. riparia. Of the Labiidae,

of which 270 species are known, there are 8 on the list, almost all

introduced, and it is to be noted that the author questions the natural-

ness of the occurrence of Labia minor in the Palaearctic Region. The
two characteristic genera of the region are Forficula and Anechura,

with 24 and 14 species included respectively.

The geographical distribution of the earwigs in central Asia is very

instructive, and its study leads to conclusions that will be accepted, at

i.e., initials of the " Union of Socialistic Soviet Eepublies " in the respective

languages.
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least in the main lines, I think, by students of other orders, conclusions

elaborated by Semenov-Tian-Shansky and Uvarov.

The picture begins in early Tertiary times, when southern and

central Eurasia was covered with a deciduous forest enjoying a warm,
moist climate. Here lived the somewhat more primitive ancestors of

the two characteristic genera Forficnla and Anechnra, ranging right

across the continent. Then late in the Miocene when the great

mountain-building movement set in, and the old peneplain was bodily

raised to a great altitude, the earwigs gradually adapted themselves to

the slowly changing conditions, or else were exterminated. AVhen the

mountains reached sufficient height to act as a curtain and shut off the

moisture coming from the south, the central part became drier, and

vast areas of mid-Asia were converted into desert and semi-desert

before the close of the Tertiary Period. Earwigs are hygrophilous and
the aridity was fatal to them, but they survived in the still warm, and

above all moist, eastern and western portions, until the glaciers came
and did havoc in the west, though their moisture was less formidable to

them than the aridity. Consequently, a number survived even in the

glaciated parts of the west, and evolution proceeded in the non-

glaciated portions, as it did with the isolated groups on the new
mountains.

The result is that we have a vevy impoverished earwig fauna in

Central Asia, with only 8-9 species, but a relatively rich one at each

end, especially of the related genera Forficnla and Anechtira, which are

overwhelmingly Palaearctic.

In Europe we are so accustomed to the abundance of F. auricula) ia

that we are apt to regard it as typical, but it is not really widely

distributed, for its eastern limit is Kopet Dagh in Transcaspia. But
in the Far East we have an analogous fauna, with species curiously

corresponding to our western ones, but not one in common. Semenov-
Tian-Shansky, calls these vicarious species, the "geminate species"

of D. S. Jordan, and thus our F. auricularia is represented there by

three closely allied, but more primitive, forms, and there are several

other pairs and groups.

The eastern centre of evolution is richer than the western. Of the

dominant palaearctic genera Fordcula and Aiiechura, we in the west

have 14 and 6 species, but the Far East has 20 and 12 respectively.

But the most striking fact is that recent discoveries have revealed

unexpected wealth in the interior of China, particularly m the province

of Szechuan, whence Bey-Bienko has described a series of extremely

interesting earwigs. Relatively little as that country has been explored

entomologically, still it is well enough known to enable Semenov-Tian-
Shansky to say that in those mountains and valleys, and in Han Su
and eastern Tibet we have a survival of the old Miocene fauna

unparelleled in the Palaearctic Region. There has recently been a

striking reminder of this by the giant panda, now in the news, which
is to-day confined to Szechuan, but must once have had a very wide

distribution, as its near relative and possible ancestor, Ailurus aiiglicus

left its bones in our Red Crag.

Meanwhile, those earwigs which found their homes being gradually

raised into the cooler climates of higher altitudes were being either

exterminated or adapted to their changing environment. In the

mountains of Semirechie there is a remarkable creature, to which
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Semenov-Tian-Shansky, with his deft scholarship, has given a neatly

descriptive name, that is almost a diagnosis, Memsiohia lu'iuixanthocera,

the half-yellow-headed dweller in Central Asia, which is probably the

modified descendant of some early Forficula ; the processes on the last

tergite are certainly reminiscent of the primitive Chinese F. davidi,

Burr. In the Himalayas at altitudes of 3500 metres and even over

there is a plain black earwig, F. schlagintweiti, Burr, which may well

represent the ancestral form of Oreadohia, with two species in the

mountains of Central Asia and Kashmir. The author confirms the

suggestion I made in 1910, that it is a link between Forficula and
Ayiechiira.

Mesasiobia and Oreasobia are intermediate between Forficula and
Anechura, which is associated with mountains. The latter has fewer

species but greater diversity, so much so that Bey-Bienko divides it

into 4 subgenera, some of which have the curious tendency to sinuosity

of the forceps in a vertical plane. Several Anechurines and related

genera show a broadening and flattening of the body, which is an
adaptation to life under stones, in the absence of trees, which is

so strongly marked in the Tibetan subgenus Burriola, the Caucasian
BoreUiola, Fume(jalura from Szechuan, and our Alpine and west

European Chelidurines. Parallel development occurs in other genera

remote from Anechura, such as some Psalidae aad the Andean Fsf>fial-

meninae, both of which are members of the Protoderuiaptera, contrasted

with the Euderniaptera, to which Forficula and AnecJiura belong. All

these mountain genera are also subject to a darkening of the body and

to brachypterism, phenomena seen also in the grasshoppers.

Neither Semenov-Tian-Shansky nor Bey-Bienko attach extreme

importance to the destructive effect of glaciation, for that would imply
that the differentiation into species, and even into subgenera, as in the

case of Burriola and BoreUiola, had been effected since the glaciation,

which in such a conservative group is hardly admissible.

It is interesting to learn that the common Russian earwig, F. touris,

has the same domestic habits as our owm, but lays its eggs in the spring,

and is sometimes numerous enough to do damage in gardens, F

.

auricularia is common in Russia too, and does damage to gardens and
crops, mainly by eating the half-ripe seeds. A curiosity is the central

Asian Oreasiobia fedtchenkoi, which is a nuisance to tobacco-growers in

the mountains of Turkestan. —Malcolm Bukr.

B I T U A R Y .

Rev. Charles Rich Nelson Burrows, F.R.E.S. {Plate II.)

The Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, one of the staunch supporters of the

Entouiologist's Record since its commencement in 1890 under the editor-

ship of the late J. W. Tutt, has passed on at the ripe old age of 85. For
the last few years he had suffered from severe arthritis, which rendered

him a helpless cripple. Until a few years ago he was always ready to

contribute some of his valuable notes and articles to our pages, and
during the last 20 or 30 years, until his powers of concentration failed,

on the subject in which he was particularly interested, the generative

structures of the Lepidoptera. In this study he was one of the insistent
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advocates that these organs are of great definite value in classification.

He came of a family possessed of considerable property, his share

of which he was unable to enjoy until a few years ago, owing to legal

disputes. As a child he had extremely bad healbh and was unable to

take the education of the time and in fact was for a while blind. His

memory was very clear until the last and he at times spoke of himself

as a little child helping his aunts to prepare lint for the Florence

Nightingale efforts to aid the wounded in the Crimean War. When
about of age he persuaded an uncle to supply funds for him to go to

the Cape. And against the wish of his parents, who never expected to

see him again, this frail sickly lad went out to Natal. He had early

taken an interest in natural history and was a frequenter of the British

Museum and well remembered Walker, Butler and others of that time.

When he was a boy, he lived near F. Walker's home and often saw
Walker, who used to take boxes of specimens home with him from the

Museum" to work at, slip on the road and drop the boxes all over the

place—whence perhaps the present condition of some of Walker's types 1

He was in Natal during the period 1873-1875 collecting for the British

Museum, spending an active open air life, and before he returned became
robust and well. About that time Natal was founded as a colony and
he flattered himself that he was one of the founders. It was in Natal

that he met Baines who had been the early companion of Livingstone,

and was a strong critic of the action of Livingstone in dismissing Baines

on the lymg statement of his brother, whom later he (Livingstone) also

discarded for his conduct with natives. Many were the tales of

adventure he (Burrows) told to us of his intimates. On one occasion

he went to visit a Kaffir chief. He had to creep into the kraal ; the

inside was quite dark, and on standing up he hit his head and pitched

forward across the chief, a very obese man.
On his return from S. Africa in vigorous health he read for the

ministry and was curate for some time in North East London. About
this period he went out to Manitoba and was subsequently appointed to

the vicarage of Rainham in Essex. While in London he became
acquainted with the late Rev. G. Raynor, who afterwards was a life-long

friend. Subsequently he was offered a transfer to Mucking where he

remained until he w^as compelled by his health to resign 2 years ago.

Over 50 years he spent in Essex of which the last 37 were at Mucking.
During all this long period he interested himself in Lepidoptera,

Gollectmg and observing in his spare hours and keeping copious notes.

The duties in these parishes gave ample opportunities for the scientific

studies which he loved so well. And they were varied. He was no
mean practical chemist, interested in the rarer metals, besides being an
expert microscopist following out the work of Michael, who wrote the

Ray Society volumes on the Oribatidae. As an entomologist we all

knew of his association with the works of F. N. Pierce to whom he

furnished much of the material and preparations for comparison, We
remember too his masterly proving that Hydmecia nictitans as then

treated was a multiple species, and clearly showing the specific distinction

of the fine forms, which we now know as H. crinanensis. Subsequently

this separation by genitalic characters was confirmed by breeding. This

was considered a fine confirmation of the practical use of these structures

as reliable specific characters.

His skill in portraying with his pencil the indications given by his
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wonderful microscopic slides was amazing. Literally he made thousands
of sketches especially for the use of F. N. Pierce in his studies and
classical works on our British Lepidoptera, for articles for various friends

and workers, J. W. Tutt, L. B. Prout, Col. Swinhoe, myself, etc. But
his entomological work was not confined to his indoor study. While
able he was an active collector in the marshes of his neighbourhood in

and around Tilbury and Thames Haven, at the same time using in his

large, rather wild overgrown garden, both light and sugar. The results

reported time after time many local species often in numbers. These
efforts were continued for many years until infirmity grew on hnu,

when he freely disposed of his apparatus to younger men, whom he
thought showed aptitude for future study. On the death of the late

Dr. Chapman he received the material amassed by him for his study

of that mysterious group the Fsychidae and set to work in earnest,

corresponding with those interested in them both in Europe and
America. He finally amassed a fine collection and made extensive

notes, but expressed dissatisfaction with all he had done owing to

insufficiency of literature on the subject. Recently the whole of this

collection and the notes concerning it were passed on to our colleague

T. Bainbrigge-Fletcher as the only available entomologist to carry

on the investigation. His collection of British Lepidoptera was quite

representative and had been used to furnish specimens for his own and
others' investigations on their structural characters.

In spite of all these scientific activities his life's duties stood first

and were never neglected. His parish duties were carried on well and
attracted many, who were not parishioners, to his little church. A few
years ago, when his infirmity was growing upon him, the Bishop of

Chelmsford visited him and was extremely kind with his sympathetic
remarks and commendations on Burrows' labours. Locally his worth
has been expressed in along notice in the "Grays and Tilbury Gazette."

Although the weather was extreme at his funeral, the church was filled

by many who had known him, or were interested in the church work
he initiated, or had sat under him many years, even long ago.

He was never married, but still had a great love for older children,

and many are the lads in difficult home associations, whom he has

influenced to become useful men and citizens. In appearance he had
a striking resemblance to the famous Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace. For
many years he had been a Fellow of the Entomological Society of

London and in 1920 with the writer became a Life iVIember of the

Entomological Society of France.

—

Hy.J.T.
[In A.M.N. H. (4) XIV. 394-420 (December, 1875), A. G. Butler

described a Collection of Lepidoptera from Southern Africa by which
the collection of the B.M. had "lately been enriched, through the

liberality of C. R. N. Burrows, Esq.," by whom the insects had been

collected or bred, "chiefly at (sic!) Natal." Amongst these is

Tatorinia burroicsii, n.sp. (pp. 408-409).—T.B.-F.]

In the Review on p. 11 (ante) it should have been stated that the

work mentioned could be obtained from Messrs. R. B. Janson & Son,

44, Gt. Russel St., W.C.I, who are the agents for the Mem. his. Sci.

Cherif. du Moruc.
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Cornish Notes 1936.

By CHARLES NICHOLSON.

[Concluded from page 16.)

Miana latnmcula, Schiff. (determined by W. H. T. Tarns) was the

first specimen I have met with and was represented by 2 wings left by
a bat in our verandah on 25th June.

Agrotis tritici, a small dark specimen (vouched for by Miss Annie
Prout), wings in verandah 9th Sept.

Agrotis segetiiui, var. nigricornis, Villers. One wing in verandah on
24th Oct. This was the only segetum wing in the verandah this year.

Noctua glareosa, 1 wing in verandah, 22nd Sept.

N. plecta seems to have been exceptionally common in the county
this year. Usually I find a few wings in the verandah and an odd
specimen or two otherwise, but this year 18 specimens were represented,

of which 8 came on the night of 21st Aug. which was rather cooler than

those on either side of it. Mr. B. A, Cooper of Willesden, Secretary of

the Amateur Entomologist's Society, spent a fortnight's holiday near

Falmouth in July and August and reports that on 6th Aug. "a warm
dark wet night with bright moon later, I took at sugar about 40 A^

plecta, though during the previous 10 days I had only taken 4 in all

and these in the last 8 days. This, of course, may have been due to

weather, but other species did not correspondingly mcrease. I also took

5 plecta flying along hedges on this night, which I had not done
previously. Many specimens appeared quite fresh, but it hardly seems
likely that such a large number would emerge at once." This experience

seems to suggest that jdecta may sometimes be an immigrant, but I am
not aware of any evidence in favour of that idea. Has any other reader

had a similar experience this year ?

Epunda nigra, one wing in verandah 28th Sept. ; there were several

last year.

Flusia gamma. In scores at flowers of ragwort, which is very

plentiful, on the sand dunes (locally known as " towans ") at

Perranporth on 28th Aug., often 4, 5, or 6 at the same plant. Not much
in evidence elsewhere, from all accounts, but many wings left by bats

in our verandah, representing about 59 specimens, between 26th June
and 14th Nov.

Nomophila noctuella. The only specimen seen this year was a very

worn one in an upland field on 5th July. I feel sure that this species,

as well as the next, live and breed in the gardens hereabouts and that

knotgrass is not the only foodplant of noctuella, because there is none
in the garden and the places where one finds the moth are not usually

likely habitats for the plant.

Pklyctaenia ferrugalis. I usually see a few specimens of this flying

in the verandah, or on the windows attracted by light, but it was
represented by wings only between 31st Aug. and 27th Sept.—seven

specimens on 7 days.

Chlorissa viridata. On 16th June I was at the Lizard for the day
and was fortunate enough to see and box a very faded female of this

little Emerald on a Common there. She laid a good many eggs on
heather (ling) and a few on hawthorn, but the larvae did not appreciate

the former and I lost a good many. The survivors fed better on
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hawthorn but I have only 6 papae. Whether they are cannibalistic or

simply born escapers, I don't know.
Acasis viretata. A single moth in the usual worn condition of

captured specimens was seen here on 25th Aug.—only the second one

in 8 years in spite of the privet hedge on one side of the garden and

plenty elsewhere.

Kuphyia bilineata. This species is very rare here (1) but '6 specimens

have been seen this year—one disturbed from a hedge on 7th June and
the others represented by wings in the verandah on 2nd Aug. Only 1

seen in previous years.

Bl. silaceata. I have always wondered why I have never seen this

here ; but this year a living one was seen on a window on 20th Aug., a

dead one on the verandah floor on 28th Aug. and wings of 3 others on

21st, bOth Aug. and 8th Sept. respectively.

A grey Geometer with 2 very zigzag transverse lines and some other

indistinct markings, boxed in the verandah on 18th Aug. was determined

by Mr. L. B. Prout as tlydriomena obeliacata and wings of three others

appeared on 9th, 19th and 27th Sept. respectively. On 25th Sept. a

wing of the brown form with darker central fascia appeared in the

verandah. This is the form with which I am well acquainted, and have

seen in the New Forest, Surrey, and other pinewoods. The sudden
appearance of these two forms here is extremely interesting, because I

have not seen them before. With the exception of larch plantations

and various other conifers on Pencalenick estate half a mile away and
3 pines in my own garden 2 of which were grown from seed and the

other dug up as a small seedling about 5 years ago at Parkstone,

Dorset, there have been no conifers here until 3 years ago when a belt

of young larches was established in a meadow across the road but not

opposite the house. The moths may have existed before in the

plantations and spread to the young larch belt and thence to my pines
;

if so, an interesting instance of extension of area.

Uysstroma trnncata. The first brood of this was not seen, the first

appearance— wings in the verandah—being on 17th Aug.; after that

just 100 specimens were recorded, either living or wings only, in the

verandah from 30th Aug. to 13th Oct., the last specimen, at rest on the

house wall, being the blackest I have seen so far. Several centam-notata

and 1 comma-notata were amongst them, but most were perfuscata

forms.

Not quite so many species (55) were represented by wings in the

verandah as last year (59) ; they consisted of Butterflies 1 [megera],

Noctuae 31, Geoinetrae 18, Fyrales 5. 1 may add that there were about

half a dozen slight frosts between 28th Sept. and 15th Oct., the only ones

worth noticing being on the nights of 6th and 7th Oct., which seem to

have driven most of the butterflies into hibernation and of course

reduced the dahlias and nasturtiums to ruins. Nevertheless 2 croceiis,

1 c-alhum, 2 atalanta, and 1 or 2 urticae and the steUatariun were seen

on various dates up to 9th Nov., and wings of gamma continued to be

found in the verandah at intervals up to 14th Nov.

—

(Tresillian, Truro,

Cornwall.)
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Macroiepidoptera. Collecting notes for 1936 in South Devon
and elsewhere.

By Capt. C. Q. parsons.

The larvae of Agrotis liicemea were scarcer than in 1935, those of

H. oditis [hiapidnsY'- still survive, though, I think, the insect will soon

be exterminated in Torquay by the trampling of the annually increasing

number of summer visitors.

A ? Dasycampa ruhufinea came to sallow on 28th March, laying

16 fertile ova and no others, though she survived another 10 days, when
I liberated her.

Larvae of Agrotis tritici and A. vestitjialu were dug out from under

chickweed on the sand-hills early in May, still quite small. Kept m
an open tin half-filled with sand and fed on cabbage and lettuce, they

were very shy, dragging the foodplant below the level of the sand to

feed in the daytime and at night, producing only their heads which

they rapidly withdrew at the slightest sign of illumination. When
apparently quite full grown they seemed to throw discretion to the winds,

racing round and round the tin in spite of the glare of an electric torch,

possibly searching for a better place in which to pupate.

Even at that stage there seemed no very striking difference in the

two species by their speed or markings.

Agrotis ripae, which were reared on the same diet in Sept., 1935,

have till now, Jan., 1937, shown no sign of grease and when fed'on

carrot have invariably been discoloured before being removed from the

setting board.

Diepana laceitinaria appeared at light on 10th May, Ep/iyra porata

on the 15th, Diymonia triniaciila (^dodonea) and Notodonta trepUia the

19th, the last insect in some numbers : Palimpsestis dtiplaris, 10th June.

On the 19th of May Ectropis pioicttdata appeared with Hydriomena

ruberata, which flew rather locally on a heathy bit of ground: a 2 of

the latter species obliged with a good batch of ova ; unfortunately the

larvae proved cannibalistic to the extent that they showed a liking for

the hind claspers of their neighbours. They were not sleeved on a

growing bough ; but fed on Salix caprea in rather close quarters,

whenever their food was changed quickly spinning the leaves to the

bottom of the tin, starting this habit at a very early stage. I have no

other species of sallow or willow in the garden and thought they would

find the leaves of S. caprea rather too spacious to cope with when
growing on the tree, unless of course they had made the best of

circumstances by folding over the edges of the leaves to form a retreat.

Dyschorista fissipnncta (^npsilon), in company with Aniathes lota

nearly fullfed, on 1st June were found in the chinks of willow bark.

I visited a locality near Chagford on 7th June with a friend,

where the slug-like caterpillar Raralis {Tkecla) betidae was fairly plenti-

ful. Unfortunately only two Nola cucuUatella appeared in the beating

tray ; an insect which has so far practically avoided me. Broom was
more productive yielding Chesias legatella {>>partiata).

During an unsuccessful search for the larvae of Agrotis obelisca

some miles west of Paignton, I was surprised to find two larvae of

Caliimorpha quadripunctaria {liera), almost fuUgrown feeding on salad

* hispidus is not a British species.
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burnefc. Erastria fasciana-'' was dislodged fairly plentifully while beating

oak trees on the 10th. [While having a picnic lunch on the 11th by

the side of the road on the high ground between South Brent and

Gidley Bridge I was pleased to see Rpinho'e tristata. At one time

there must have been quite ten apparently assembling in a small group.

South mentions Dartmoor as a locality, but so far I have not seen it

here in 14 years.]

The night of 19th Jane was very hot and thundery inland in

S. Devon, though I'm sure the Rev. T. G. Edwards had more variety

at his single coast lamp-post (Vol. XLVIII. No. 9) than I had in my
haste. The night was so good that I had not the patience to remain

in one locality, but sampled three, several miles from each other.

Hadeiia [Matnestra) contigua and H. (M.) genistae ignored my patrol lamp

and just sat on the grasses, the former in fair numbers. Those

which came to light included D. dodonea, D. lacertinaria, D. falca-

taria, Acronicta leporina, Diacrisia sannio, Pseudoterpna priiinata, and

Chlorissa (Ne)ii.oria) viridata, the last mentioned in profusion, mostly

faded.

On the 20th June Neiiria reticulata appeared at valerian blossom,

Staiirojms fagi came to ligbt on the 23rd, and two Senta maritima in

different surroundings on the 24th.

In the woods again on the 27th the males of Coudhaena pustnlata

arrived unfaded.
. In a belated attempt to catch Eapithecla pini [togata) on 7th July

in a locality where it occurred some years ago, I found Calocalpe

undidata fairly common, only having seen it here once before.

I stopped at Grange-over-Sands from the 11th to the 21st,|during

which time the weather was mostly rainy and cold with the exception

of one night when the rain was accompanied by thunder and lightning ;

then everything was perfect.

The species taken, mostly at light near Holker Moss, included

Noctna primnlae (festiva), N. baja, N. hrunnea, N. ditrapeziiiin, Cleoceris

virninalis, Dyschorista suspecta, Ripparchus papilionaria, Xanthorrho'e

munitata, and Venasia camhrica in small numbers, and Hydrioniena

furcata [sordidata) in great profusion and variety. Abrostola tripartita,

Pliisia iota, P. moneta, and Matnestra furva, the last named somewhat

worn, were attracted by valerian blossom.

A fresh ? D. suspecta, which I provided with a tempting piece of

Cocksfoot grass, sugar and alcohol, perished miserably; it was only

on my return home that I discovered in " Barrett " that she would

have much preferred a birch trunk.

On the 22nd I moved on to Ainsdale till the 29th. Agrotis praecox,

A. vestigialis and A. tritici appeared at ragwort blossom, some of the

last species, or possibly A. yiigricans, were sooty black.

The poplars in places harboured hosts of the empty cocoons of

Leucoma salicis. The larva of Dicranura vinula was common ; but I saw

no signs of D. bifida. On one of two birch trees I found 5 A. leporina

and 2. N. droutedarius, the other birches in natural surroundings between

Southport and Form by appeared to grow on Formby golf course. In

* This is not /asdana, L, which is Fammene fasciana, L. {= Juliana, Curtis).

The Noctuid here referred to is 2? </S'«tr^<5f, Hufn. 1766 (See Durrant, Eiit, Record,

XXXII, 35-36, 1920)—T. B.-F.
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the same district on both public and private land I saw only one oak tree

and that of an uncommon kind, well pruned, in Lord Street, Sonthport.

consequently some well fed D. binaria, which I was rearing died from
want of better occupation.

Epnnda lutulenta and one var. consimilis, Stph. appeared at sugar

on 17th Sept. I managed to get the resultant larvae as far as the 2nd
instar for the second time ; when they died about mid December from
no apparent ailment. They were kept in a room with a minimum
temperature of about 45°. Last Autumn they were provided with a

piece of damp blotting-paper in the bottom of the air-tight tin, though
none appeared to have any difficulty in changing their skins on either

occasion. In 1935 I placed some larvae on a growing clump of grass in a

flowerpot covered with fine muslin placed in an open window ; but they

fared no better than the other half of the batch fed on cut grass in

close confinement. I should be most grateful for any advice on the

subject.

There was a complete absence of Agrotis segetum at the Autumn
sugar ; the species swarmed in 1935. A pair of Leucania l-alhuin

T enclosed in a 21b. jam jar for 3 nights, and provided with slight

nourishment, finally resulted in some 50 infertile ova. There could

have been no mistake about the sex of the male with his black basal

tuft.

A Contribution to our Knowledge of the Lepidoptera of the

Islands of Eigg, Canna, and Sanday.

By GEORGE HESLOP HAREISON, B.Sc, Ph.D.

The present paper results from two visits paid to Canna and Sanday
in November, 1935, and August, 1936, and two to Eiggin April, August,

and September, 1936. It does not by any means purport to be a full

account of the Lepidoptera of these islands, as that group was collected

more or less casually as a relaxation from more intensive work in other

directions.

On Canna and Sanday, except for the plantations near the houses

of the owner, Mrs. Thom, where ash, elm, conifers, etc. grow, only wild

roses, Salix aurita, S. reperis, and similar shrubs are encountered. I

therefore restricted my energies on this island, except by day, to

sugaring near the plantations, and to working the ragwort flowers.

As for Eigg, the natural vegetation is much richer than that of

Canna, birch, willows, alders, hawthorns occurring in the gorges and
sheltered valleys. Moreover, many of the slopes up the ridges bear

hazel, whilst higher still, holly and scrub oaks are to be found

frequently in the rock clefts.

On all three islands, throughout my stays, heavy rain and wind
impeded the work, which was further affected by the fact that, from
previous experience, I knew the dangers of working in the dark alone

;

thus much of the more promising ground remained unexplored.

Pieris napi, L.—Common, and especially the females, quite dark
;

everywhere on the three islands.

P. rapae, L.—Sparingly on Eigg.

Vanessa atalanta, L.—Common enough, as a result of the 1936
immigra.tions, everywhere.

F, vrticae, L.—Also plentiful, and much the same as North of

England specimeus ; on all the islands.
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Maniola jurtina, 1j.—Very fine, especially on Canna and Sanday,
in the form of var. splendida, B.-W.

Polycom tnatHs icarns, L.—On Canna not rare, with large, very
blue females.

Snieriuthiis popidi, L.— Larvae quite common on various Salices,

Eigg, and on S. repens, Canna.
Dicranura vinida, L.—Also as larvae on Salices, Eigg.
Pheosia treunda, CI.—Beaten, although sparingly, from willow on

Eigg.

Lasiocampa qiiercus, L.—Larvae common on all the moors of Canna
and Eigg.

Macrothylacia ruhi, L.—Sparingly on the moors of Eigg.
Saturnia pavonia, L.—Larvae on Calluna on Eigg.
Hyloplida prashiana, L.—Beaten from oak, Eigg.
SpUosoma nienthastri, Esp. and S. luhricipeda, L.-^Both found as

larvae on Eigg.

Arctia caja, L.—Young larvae on Eigg.
Acronicta riinncis, L.—Larvae found on various low plants, Eigg.
A. psi, L.—Larvae beaten from birch on Eigg; a curious fact, as

I have not seen this common species on any other island of the Inner
Hebrides.

Noctna ylareosa, Esp.— On ragwort flowers, and quite typical.

Noctita briinnea, Fab.— Not common on Eigg.
N. xanthographa , Fab.—Common enough and, except for var. riifa,

Tutt, and var. obscma, Tutt, showing but little of its usual variability
;

Eigg, Canna, and Sanday.
Ayrotis c-niynint, L.— Also found on Eigg, and not on Raasay,

Rona, Scalpay, or Canna.
Triphae^ia comes, Hb.—Common on Canna and Eigg, but no

oirtisii or nigrescens forms were captured.
T. orboiiu, Hufn.—Very rare, Eigg only.

T. pionvha, L.—Common enough on all the islands.

Maniestra oleracea, L.—Larvae common on low plants on Eigg.
Charaeas graniinis, L.—Abundant on flowers on all the islands.

Liiperina testacea, Hb.—Found on Canna and Eigg, but not on
Rona or Scalpay.

Mia/ia stiigdis, L.—Common everywhere.
M. fasciuncula, Haw.—Common enough and well distributed.

Xylophasia mouoglypha, Hufn.—Abundant and quite typical, Eigg
and Canna.

Aporophyla lntulenta, Bkh.—Rare on Eigg, in form of var.

Innebiirgensis, Fr.

Polia (hi, L.— Scarce, and quite ordinary, on Eigg and Canna.
Uydroecia crinanensis, Burr.—Common on Eigg, Canna, and Sanday

at ragwort.

B. Inrens, Fr.— Also of frequent occurrence.
H. paludis, Tutt.—Rare Eigg and Canna. These three species

have been verified by reference to preparations, which I have made of

their genitalia.

H. iiiicacea, Esp.—Very abundant, especially on Canna.
Caradriua quadriininctata, F.—Common enough ; Eigg and Canna.
Pachnubia riibricosa, Fab.—Generally common on Eigg, and prac-

tically always as var, rufa, Tutt.
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P. leiicoijrapha, Hb.—A single male of this unexpected insect,

which I believe is here recorded for the first time for Scotland ; Eigg
only.

Taeniocampa gothica, L.—Nearly always as var. pallida, Tntt, and
forms between it and riifesceiis, Tutt. One splendid obsoleta female,

however, was captured ; Eigg only.

T. stabilis, View.—As var. pallida, Tutt, and var. rufa, Tutt, on
Eigg.

T. incerta, L.—Very pale forms on Eigg ; distinctly rare.

T. gracilis, L.—Not uncommon ; var. pallida, and var. rosea, Tutt,

at flowers of Salix aurita, Eigg.

Oniphaloscelis lunosa. Haw.—Far from uncommon on ragwort

flowers on Eigg and Canna.
Xanthia Intea, Strm.— Rare on Eigg.
Calocampa exoleta, L. and C. veUista, Hb.—Both of these species

are not uncommon at sallow on Eigg in spring.

Pliisia gaunna, L.—The 1986 immigration was responsible for the

abundance of this species on Eigg, Canna and Sanday.
Hypena proboscidalis, L.— Common where nettles occur.

OrtholitJia limitata. Scop.— Scarce on Eigg.

Trichopteryx carpinata, Bkh.—Not uncommon amongst birch on
Eigg.

Cidaria pyraUata, Schiff.— A single specimen on Eigg.

C. corylato, Thnbg.—Larvae plentiful on Eigg.

C. truncata^ Hufn. (.'. immanata. Haw.—The former nearly over,

and the latter at its best on Canna, Sanday, and Eigg when I was there

in August and September ; both very variable.

C. miata, L.— Quite common, Eigg.

Coreuda designata, Hufn.—A few specimens on Eigg.

Thera variata, Schiff.—Taken from spruce on Canna.
Amoehe olivata, Schiff,—Past its best but still common ; Eigg in

September.
Malenydris nniltistrigaria, Haw.—Common on Eigg in April.

M. didymata, L.—Also common enough ; Eigg and Canna.
CaniptograiHina bilineata, L.—Abundant on all the islands especially

in the form of the dark-banded variety.

Kupithecia gonnfietisiata, Mab.—Larvae common on heather ; Eigg.
E. castigata, Hb.—Larvae on various flower heads, Canna, Sanday,

and Eigg.

Abraxas grossnUiriata, L.—Larvae very common on heather, Eigg
and Canna.

Poniasfiilis marginata, L.—Larvae on Salix aurita on Eigg.
Cabera piisaria,lj. and C. exanthemata, Scop.—Both of these species

are common enough in their larval stages.

Kpione apiciaria,"^^ Schiff.— Females captured, and eggs obtained on
Eigg ; not seen on Raasay, Rona, etc.

Metrucampa ttiargaritaria, L.—Larvae on Eigg in spring.

Seleiiia hilunaria, Esp.— Larvae found on Salix aurita on Eigg.
Gonodontis bidentata, CI.— Captured as the imago in the third week

in April on Eigg.

Boarmia repandata, L.—Larvae on heather, etc. on Eigg.

* =zrepandaria, Hufn.
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JSi^OTES ON COLLECTING, etc.

Micro-collecting. Mid March to mid April.—The larvae of

several species of the genus Heiuimene feed in the roots of the common
yarrow {Achillea millefoliu)))) during the winter months and are best

obtained in March. The larvae burrow for a short distance up the

flowering stems of the previous year and if, during mild weather, the

stems are gently pulled up with as much of the root as possible, many
will be found to contain a larva. The stems often break at the point

at which a larva is feeding. During cold weather the larvae will be

down in the root stock. The stems should be planted in a shallow seed

box and when the imagines are due to emerge the box should be covered
with muslin or other suitable material stretched on a light wooden frame.
In this manner I have bred a number of politana, petiverella, seqtiana,

phiiiibana and pliimbaf^ana.

The larvae of H. acmninatana feed in the root stocks of the ox-eye
daisy [Chrysantkeiinun Leucmitheimiui), mining up the new flowering

stems, causing them to be shorter and thicker than normal ; the leaves

on tenanted stems are also dwarfed. If all suspicious looking stems
are opened until a larva is found, one will soon learn to recognize which
contain larvae. The stems should be gathered towards the end of

March. The larvae of H. coiisortana feed in a similar manner about
three weeks or a fortnight later.

The imagines of Moxij^ha jivojriitquella are seldom seen even in

localities where this species is plentiful ; the larvae, however, can
readily be obtained by carefully searching the seedling plants of the

willow-herbs

—

Epilobitn)i hirsntinn and E' montmia—in the lower leaves

of which they feed towards the end of March and early in April.

Plants growing in sheltered places

—

e.g., around a tree stump or in a

hedge bottom—seem to be preferred by this species to plants in more
open ground. When feeding on E. hirmtnm the larvae generally use

the lower part of the the leaf, mining down into the thick fleshy stalk

where they are not easily seen. When E. montana is chosen as the

food plant, the whole of the leaf is mined, three or four leaves being
used altogether : the bleached leaves, betraying the presence of a larva,

are fairly conspicuous. Plants containing a larva should be pulled up
and planted in damp sand in which they will grow sufficiently for the

larva to reach maturity.

M. viiscella is another species which can more easily be obtained
in the larval stage. The larva mines the leaves of rockrose
{Heliantheminu) preferably of plants growing on a bank. The white
blotches on the leaves, although small, stand out in contrast with the
dark green foliage. The larva is full fed about the middle of April.

—

L.T.F.

Larva of Oxyptilus parvidactylus, Hw.— Oxyptihix paividactyliis

is abundant at Rodborough from the last week of May onw ards through-
out June and in less numbers in July and it's foodplant, Hieraciuin

pilosella, grows in quantity on the hillsides, but its larva has so far

eluded me and I shall be obliged if any reader can give any practical

hints for its discovery when about full-fed. Chapman's account (in

Tutt's Brit. Lep. V. 423-424 : 1906) states that the larva feeds hidden in

the centre of the plant, at the base of a young central leaf, and Meyrick
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(Rev. Handb., p. 450 : 1928) says "in heart of HieraciiDU piloaella,'"

Huggins, however, states [Entom. LXII. 138 : 1929) that the larva is

found on the young leaves, sometimes penetrating very lightly into the

central rosette, killing the young shoot, but it does so externally,

burying its head and front segments only. Chapman {I.e.) states that

he found larvae at Reigate on 4th June, 1906. I imagine that this

date would be rather late to look for them here, as the moth is well out

by then (Tutt's date, "the last fortnight of June," is nearly a month too

late) and I should expect the end of April or early in May to be about

the right time. Huggins says, '"the larva is at the present date .

to be found feeding"; but, as the date is not given, this is not very

helpful : presumably his note was written in May, as it was printed in

the June number of the Entonwlogut. The larvae must be present here

in considerable numbers, judging by the abundance of the moth, but

none of the plants which I have examined has shown any sign of

feeding. It may be merely that there are so many Hieracini)i plants

that it is difficult to find an individual larva, as is the case with

Stenoptilia pterodactyla, which is common in my garden, but there are

so many thousands of Veronica plants that often a long search is

required to find a pterodactyla larva, as they are very scattered. The
larva of 0. parvidactyl us could doubtless be reared from the egg on

potted plants, but I should like to be able to find it under natural con-

ditions and any hints regarding this will be welcome.—T. Bainbrigge

Fletcher. Rodborough, Glos. 24i/i February, 1937.

EvETRiA purdeyi, Durrant, IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

—

Evetria pui'deyi

was originally described by Durrant {E.M.M. XLVII. 252-253 : 1911)

from Folkestone, attached to Scotch Fir {Finns sylvestris). In 1912 it was
recorded from Norfolk by South {Entom. XLV. 327) and Whittingham
{t.c. 295). In 1917 Adkin {Entom. L. 141) recorded it from Lewisham,
where it had been found since 1907, under Austrian Pines {Pinns

laricio var. niyricans). In 1924 Huggins {Entom. LVIT. 42) noted it at

Sittingbourne, bred from old shoots of Scotch Fir. In 1926 {Entom.

LIX. 160) Waters recorded it from Dawlish and Kingswear, S. Devon^
among Austrian Pines. In 1927 Huggins {Entom. LX. 232) noted it

from Freshwater I.W. In 1980 Fassnidge {Ent. Rec. XLII. 167)

recorded it from Chilworth and noted that it was increasing in 8.

Hants. In 1932 Adkin {Entom. LXV. 33) recorded it from Eastbourne
in 1930. On 14th August 1936 I took a specimen at light in my house

here and this had probably come from the pine-trees (Austrian Pines, I

believe) in my garden. Its occurrence in Gloucestershire, whence it

has not been recorded previously, is a noteworthy extension of its dis-

tribution in S. England.—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher. Rodborough, Glos.

24:th February, 1937.

POLYGRAPHUS POLYGRAPHUS, L., IN SuFFOLK AND NoRFOLK. ThrOUgh
the kindness of Mr. H. S. Hanson, I have recently been able to take

examples of this very rare British beetle, near Halesworth in Suffolk.

On Brd February T went to this locality, where I was met by the

forester in charge, who showed me a number of spruce trees (one

quite dead, others nearly so), which were being attacked by this wood-
borer. Its larvae occurred in very great numbers, the whole of the

bark of the trees being riddled by its borings. I was able to get a
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nice series of the adults for myself and the Museum, and many larvae
and sections of bark for the latter. Mr. Hanson also told me it was
equally abundant at Thetford in Norfolk.

The only other known genuine British locality is Scarborough. In
the Entomologist' a Annual for 1872, p. 88, E. C. Eye writes, sub
Polygraphus pubescens, F.— " A few specimens of this interesting wood-
feeder, belonging to a genus new to our lists, were taken at the end of

last summer, under fir bark near Scarborough, by Mr. R,. Lawson, to

whose accustomed liberality I am indebted for this insect." Fowler's
record [Col. Brit. Islea 5 424 (1891)] , of course, refers to the same
capture.

Dr. Joy recorded {Ent. Mo. Mag. 1925, p. 16) this beetle from under
the bark of a pit prop at Barry Docks, S. Wales. These specimens were
most probably introduced from the Continent. The beetle not having,
otherwise, been taken for nearly 70 years, it was beginning to be regarded
as a non-genuine British insect (like so many of the old captures at

Windsor Forest, and elsewhere, which we have since retaken) ; but
there is now little doubt that it was a good British species, and has
occurred, perhaps sparingly, in other British localities, but has
not been found. Lieut. Colonel Graurdet in his admirable Catalogue of
the Coleoptera of the Forest of Fontainehleau, records this beetle as being
a pest in that forest. He also points out that it has destroyed a num-
ber of young spruce plantations. Personally I am more interested in

its distribution and occurrence as a British insect than in the question
of its being harmful or otherwise. As to how it should be dealt with
I will leave to those who study such matters.

—

Horace Donisthorpe.
Department of Entomology, British Museum (Nat Hist.).

" The Asparagus Fly " (Platyparea poeciloptera, Schr.) in

England.—The January number of the Journal of the Ministry of
Agriculture contained an article on the appearance in England of this

fly, well known on the Continent as a "pest" affecting asparagus. The
larvae burrow in the stems of this plant and weaken their growth.

• The imagines appear from mid-June to mid-July. Pupation takes place
in the stems and eventually, vvhen these decay, the pupae winter in the

earth. This fly is one of the Trypetid group and resembles the well

known "Celery Fly" {Acidia heraclei, L.) but is somewhat larger and
darker. It was first noticed in 1935 in a private garden in Hertford,
and subsequently numerous infestations have been found in South
Herts. The article, illustrated by two plates, treats of the life-history

of the species and of various remedies, of which the most effective so

far found is to cut down and burn infected stems in the autumn, thus
preventing the pupae from escaping from the decaying stems to the
earth. Experiments are now being carried out with a view to obtaining
a soil-insecticide that will destroy the over-wintering pupae.—H.W.A.

New British localities for Metrioptera roeselii, Hagenbach,
and Metrioptera bkachyptera, L. (Orthoptera, Tettigoniidab).—Up
to the present, Metrioptera roeselii has been regarded as a littoral species

in Britain. It has only been recorded from around the mouth of the
Thames and from just south of the Humber (vide Lucas, British

Orthoptera, Ray Society, 1920, p. 169).
On 3rd August, 1933, I found this species quite commonly on the
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roadside between Wickford (Essex) and Maiden (Essex), and I found it

again, on 5th August between Wickford and Burnham-on-Crouch.
The males were "singing" loudly on the grass stems about a foot from

the ground in the hot sun. They were difficult to see, aud I had to

approach with caution, for a quick movement on my part stopped them
"singing" and sent them to the grass roots. I only managed to catch

two males, and I saw no females. The colonies spread quite a long

distance, but were sparsely populated, and all the insects were either in

or near the roadside ditch.

I have not visited the above area since 1933 and saw no more of

this species until 31st August, 1936, when I came across quite a

populous colony at Doddinghurst near Brentwood (Essex), and a small

one near Brentwood Wireless Station. Again I caught no females.

On 24th September, 1936, I found a colony in a damp meadow at

Billericay (Essex), and here I caught two females and several males.

The individuals of this colony appeared to be rather greener than

those of the others. This may be due to the unfavourable season

(Lucas, p. 168).

Dr. Burr considers rank vegetation in damp fields favourite spots

for the species (Lucas, p. 168). This agrees very well with my
observations. Thus this species does occur inland (Brentwood is

22 miles from Southend and 12 miles from Tilbury), in Essex at any
rate, and can no longer be regarded as wholly littoral in England. It

is not littoral on the continent.

On 2nd September, 1936, I found a colony of Metrioptera brachyptera

at Burnham Beeches (Bucks). Dr. Burr informs me that this is a new
locality for this species. It was a very pepulous colony, the insects

hopping up in numbers as I walked about. So far as I could see

females were more numerous than males. The colony was situated

in a damp, low-lymg part. They were far less nimble than M. roeselii

and their song was altogether different, being a short chirp, whereas
that of M. roeselii was a very shrill, piercing, long note continuing for

perhaps a minute and a half. I do not know whether the lack of sun
on that day had any effect on the chirping of M. brachyptera.

Dr. Burr has very kindly confirmed my identification of the two
species.

—

Paul Freeman. Imperial College of Science and Technology,

S Kensington, S.W.7. January, 1937.

[Mr, Freeman's note is very interesting. I see no reason why M.
roeselii should not turn up in many other localities. I think Lucas is

right in attributing the green colour to teneral condition. There can
be little doubt that green was the original colour of the Decticidae, in

which it persists to the adult stage in a few species. Mr. Stainforth

found it on the Humber shore, between Easington and Skeffing [Eiit.

Rec. XLVII. p. 102, 1935). In Bavaria Ramme found it swarming on
cultivated land at a good altitude, but on higher, stony ground it was
replaced by M. brachyptera. In West Prussia it was found only in wet
places, and it is rather curious that there La Baume found M. brachyp-

tera only in dry places, while with us it is associated with bogs. Ramme
states that in the Alps there is no law. In Poland he found about half

the specimens were of the macropterous form, which is surely the

original. He considers that district near its focus of distribution.

Worthington records M. roeselii "perhaps from Cambridgeshire in
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Jenyn's collection, but not in his list" (^Derni. and Orth. of Camhridge-
shire.)

Refreshing my memory by a glance at Lucas, I see that he records

M. hrachyptera as taken on East Burnham Common by Mr. Campion.

—

M.B.]

@rURKENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
A meeting of the Entomological Club was held at " Florence House,"

332, Great West Road, Heston, on Friday, 18fch December, 1936, Mr.
H. Donisthorpe in the Chair. Moiiher present in addition to the

chairman—Mr. Jas. Collin. Visitom present—Dr. K. G. Blair, Dr.

Malcolm Burr, Dr. A. D. Imms, Dr. Karl Jordan, Mr. J. Ramsbottom,
Capt. N. D. Riley, Mr. W. Rait-Smith, Mr. W. H. T. Tams. The
company arrived about 6.30 and was received by the Misses Kirk and
Mr. Donisthorpe. The Chairman's six Entomological albums were on
view, in which items relating to a large number of notableEntomologists,
past and present, are to be found. The Chairman intimated that these

will eventually become the property of the Royal Entomological Society

of London. Supper was served at 7.30, and after a very entertaining

and enjoyable evening the party dispersed about 10.30.—H.
Willoughby-Ellis.

A meeting of the Entomological Club was held at Tring on 21st

November, 1936, Lord Rothschild in the Chair. Members present, in

addition to the Chairman.—Mr. H. Donisthorpe, Mr. H. Willoughby
Ellis, Mr. Jas. E. Collin, Mr. W. J. Kaye. Visitors j^resent—Mr. C. M.
CoUinette, Major Philip Graves, Prof. G. D. Hale-Carpenter, Dr. Karl
Jordan, Mr. John Levick, Sir Guy A. K. Marshall, Sir Edward B.
Poulton, Mr. Louis B. Prout, Capt. N. D. Riley, Mr. H. Stevens, Mr.
W. H. T. Tams. The members and visitors were received by Lord
Rothschild during the morning at the Museum, where a special exhibit

of the genus Charaxes was on view. The collection, consisting of 8000
specimens contained in 180 drawers was placed on tables for the

convenience of the members and guests. The collection illustrated

the advance in our knowledge of the genus since the publication of the

Monograph of Charaxes and allied genera by Rothschild and Jordan
in 1898-1900. Some 90 new species and subspecies have been dis-

covered since the beginning of the century ; others known at tbat

time only from single specimens are now represented by good series
;

and in other cases the range of distribution has been considerably

extended. The species are arranged in the collection in two main
groups, the first group containing the stronger forms with the costal

margin of the forewing heavily serrated, and the second the smaller

species with less powerful flight and the serration of the costal margin
denser and feebler. The species of the second group, particularly the

2 2 , frequently resemble some species of the first group, the similarity

in colour and pattern being often surprisingly close. Luncheon was
served after 1 o'clock after which the Museum was again open for

inspection and the party dispersed about 4 o'clock having spent a very
enjoyable day.—H. Willoughby Ellis.

In a separate from Flora og Fauna (1936) of Denmark, 4 species

new to Denmark are recorded, including Acidalia herhariata, Sesia
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)iiijopaeformis, Epliyra qiierchnontaria (compared with E. piinctaria) and

Catocala adaltera (compared with C. nupta). We are indebted to Skat

(Dean) Hoffmeyer of Aarhus cathedral, who is an enthusiastic

entomologist.

The Cape Naturalist for 1936 devotes the greater portion of its issue

to articles on Insects: The Christmas Butterfly [Fapilio deutoleus)
-,

Sound-producing Organs of a few Peninsula Insects ! The Stick-insects

of the Cape ; Butterflies of the Cape ; Useful Books on Insects of

South Africa ; etc.

The Annales Fntonwlogici Fennici are published four tmies a year

and contain contributions on all Orders of Insects, mostly in Finnish

(with German summary) and German speech, with a few illustrations.

So few Fellows of the Royal Entomological Society took sufficient

interest in the present late hour of meeting to reply to the Council's

circular that the matter was dropped and unfortunately one still

has to rush for train or is precluded from being present.

A Bihlioyrajiliical and Systematic Account of the Entouwlogical Works

of Jacob Hilbner is being published by the Royal Entomological Society.

By Francis Hemming. The basis of the work is the wonderful

collection of Hiibner's original MSS., drawings, early issues, etc., now
in the possession of the Society. Perusal of this Summary will

doubtless settle for all time the actual dates of issue, the position of

the much debated Tentamen, the position of the Verzeichniss, etc.

In the Can. Ent. there is an article on the genus Lycaena. Nine

out of every ten entomologists will think of " blues." But no, the

authorities say we must understand " coppers." As most lepidopterists

are, and long will be, dependent on ordinary literature, surely it would

be advisable for writers and editors to add (" coppers ") after Lycaena

although it savours of " black " = " white."

The Jubilee Meeting of the Verrall Supper took place at the

Holborn Restaurant on 19th January, 1937, and although a record

number of tickets had been applied for, many were unable to attend

on account of the prevailing influenza epidemic, and the actual

attendance was 167.

To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary the menu was specially

prepared with a history of the event and two photographs of the late

Mr. G. H. Verrall, one taken in the year 1887 the date of his first

Entomological Club Supper, and one in 1911 the date of his death.

Sir Edward Poulton, F.R.S. was in the Chair.

After the two loyal toasts and the silent toast of Mr. Verrall the

founder, Mr. Willough by Ellis proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
during which he said the Entomological Club was instituted in 1826
by Messrs. George Samouelle, A. H. Davis, Samuel Hanson and
Edward Newman, and has remained in permanent existence ever since.

Its centenary was celebrated in 1926 its age being now 111 years,

the oldest purely Entomological Society in the world. Mr. Verrall

was elected in 1887 and gave his first Club Supper in that year, just

50 years ago, and Sir Edward Poulton being the only survivor of those

who were invited on that occasion was asked to occupy the Chair

to-night, and they were very grateful to him for consenting to do so.

The speaker referred to Sir Edward's leading position in the Entomo-
logical World and last year they congratulated him on the honour
conferred on him by His Majesty the King and on this occasion on his
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election as President of the British Association for the forthcoming

session.

The toast was received with great acclamation and Sir Edward in

reply thanked the company for their warm reception.

The following Overseas visitors were present—Mr. A. W. A. Brown,
Toronto; Prof. E. 0. Essig, California; Mr. N. B. Tindale, S.

Australia ; and Dr. Fritz van Emden, Dresden.

Mr. Jas. E. Collin, who as Verrall Supper Member of the Entomo-
logical Club is always responsible for the organization of these

gatherings, is again to be congratulated on the excellent arrangements
made for this notable occasion, which was one of the best and most
enjoyable experienced during the long series.—H. Willoughry Ellis.

Just twelve months ago we reviewed the Catalofjue of the Macro-

lepidoptera of Ireland GompWed by Lt. Col. C. Donovan, l.M.S. (ret.),

and now there has been published a six-page Supplement from further

data which have come to hand. The care with which the original

work was compiled is evidenced by the fact that only two or three

corrections have been necessary. The issue of this work was evidently

wanted, for we have in these six pages short additional notes to nearly

one hundred species. This work has evidently been a great impetus

to the Irish collectors during 1936, and proves the practical use of such

summaries of what has been done, to form a basis of further research,

both in the field and in one's records. These extra pages can be

obtained from Col. Donovan, Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos.

The annual instalment of the Minen-HeibarLiun has come to hand
and contains examples of the leaf-mines of a further 20 species, making
a total of 420 in the whole series so far. This time we have 7 mines

of Lepidoptera, 11 of Diptera, 1 of Coleoptera and 1 of Hymenoptera.
To micro-lepidopterists and to dipterists this series of admirably

mounted and labelled specimens is essential to their studies. In fact

in one's collection might be added to the imagines an example of a

leaf or a portion of a leaf containing the creature's larval habitation,

just as in the lepidopterous Coleophora series one usually adds an

example of the larval case. Each example is mounted in a folded

sheet of paper labelled with generic and specific names of both species

and host plant, with the families of both added, also the locality. We
must congratulate Dr. Hering for his praiseworthy efibrts in this modern
line of research.

Messrs. Batsford, Publishers, of N. Audley St., London, W.l, are

issuing a series of moderately priced works entitled "Art and Nature in

Colour." As a specimen we have received 'L'ke Beauty of Butterflies, a

small volume of quarto size consisting of 12 plates of illustrations of

some of the most beautiful and strikmgly coloured butterliies, natural

size. There is an Introduction by Julian S. Huxley, who points out

the " alarming ignorance of science among most literary men and
artists", and goes on to say that " the realization of life's variety, of

the existence of creatures that have their being in innumerable alien

ways from ours, is a valuable corrective to self-centredness." He
considers " Art, which fails to utilize the facts and ideas ol science as

material for inspiration, is undeveloped and unenterprising." Several

pages of text on "tropical butLerlii.es" are well worth reading with their

references to Wallace, Bates, etc. About 40 figures excellently executed

are given on the plates and a few notes on each species are added. in
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the list of figures. This is a very attractive publication and at the

price of 5/6 is quite reasonable. Such works as well produced as this,

are most useful as introductions to beauty in a study of natural

science.

On 17th February a rather important paper, from an economic
point of view, was read at the meeting of the Royal Society of Arts.

" Recent Research on Wood-destroying Insects," by Ronald C. Fisher,

B.Sc, Ph.D. After an introductory and brief account of the work of

the Forest Products Research Laboratory at Princes Risborough, and
some general remarks on the aim and scope of Forest Entomology, the

lecturer passed on to the consideration of the insects known as "pin-

worms," beetles of the families Scolytidae, Platypodidae, Lyctidae, etc.

The Lyc.tna species was taken first, and after detailing its life-history he

surveyed the methods adopted for the prevention of the spread of this

pest, the points in the life-history more susceptible to preventive

measures, with the opinions and suggestions of various specialists in

these investigations. In a similar way the lecturer dealt with the

Xeatobluni beetle ("death-watch") and noted the different method of

attack. There was a very interesting tabular record of the Duration
of the Life-Cycle of the latter beetle, on different woods, temperature,

moisture content, fungus decay, life-cycle, etc., and the remarks on each

species were illustrated by cinematographic pictures.

The Meiiiorie Soc. F.nt. It., just received published in 1935 contains

an account of the Tortrices of Piedmont by Dr. Delia Beffa and
registers a number of forms hitherto unnamed ; Dr. U. Rocci discusses

the possibility of Zyyaena tnmsalpina as now understood, being a

composite species and in reality it may turn out to be a group of species.

In the Memorie Soc. Knt. It., for 1936, Oonte Turati and Sigr.

Kruger add a large number of records of hitherto unrecorded
species, new forms, and new species to the knowledge of the

Lepidopterous Fauna of Cirenaica, illustrated with a plate of 27 figures.

Dr. Rocci in Boll. Soc. ent. It., Oct., 1936, records and figures a

Zygaena niaritima, which has the R. fore-wing duplicated in place of

R. hind-wing. The L. side is normal. The 2 wings are closely

identical. An example of Homoeosis.

BI T U A R Y .

A. B. Shelkovnikov. {With Plate.)

It is with profound regret that 1 have to record the death of my old

friend. Alexander Borisovich Shelkovnikov, the news of which has only
recently reached me. It occurred on 15th May, 1933, of angina
pectoris.

Alexander Borisovich was born in 1870. His father was an artillery

officer with a fine record of service. He was on the general staff

in the Polish campaign and later received an appointment, very unusual
for an Armenian, as Chief of Military District in Daghestan just after

the pacification of the wild highlanders following the capture of Shamyl,
which brought the thirty years war to a close. While in Daghestan
he bought an estate called Geok Tapa, the Green Hill, in the district

of Aresh on the steppes in the Transcaucasus, but never lived there,
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for shortly after he died of typhus during the Turkish war. Alexander

Borisovich was intended to follow his father's profession and passed

through the Corps of Pages to the artillery of the Imperial Guard, but

his heart was rather in Nature than in uniform. While still a Page he

had attended meetings of the Imperial Geographical {Society and was a

Corresponding Member of the Academy of Science. So he abandoned
his military career and withdrew to Geok Tapa, where he lived the

simple life of a country gentleman and devoted his time to the

development of his estate, which he beautified and modernized, and

the study of the fauna and flora of the Caucasus. He took special

pleasure in the lavish entertainment of numerous guests, mostly

naturalists. He was a genial and delightful host and also a first rate

all round naturalist. In 1912 and again in 1915 I spent several weeks

of extraordinary charm at Geok Tapa, which 1 have described in The

Entonwloyists Record, 1912, p. 297, PL II., and 1915, p. 251. It was
to me a wonderful experience, working in not only the Caucasian

province, but making the acquaintance of the strong Transcaspian

element.

Daring the period of trouble, his estate was raided by Tartars, his

house burnt down, and the beautiful park and splendid vineyards

destroyed, and Alexander Borisovich and his family had some difficulty

in escaping to Baku. After the revolution he received the congenial

appointment of Director of the Armenian Museum and Botanical

Garden in Erivan. In 1924 I saw him in Leningrad, when he and

A. P. Semenov-Tian-Shansky lunched with me, and again in Moscow a

little later, when he was on his way back to Armenia. He told me he

was very happy in his work, as he spent so mnch time in the field on

expeditions into the remoter parts of Armenia. Not long before his

death he wrote that he intended spending a few more years wandering

about the wilds of Armenia and after that he proposed to sit down and

write an account of the animals and plants of the Caucasus, which he

knew better than any man living. It is indeed a loss that he was not

spared to complete what would have been a vivid description of a part

of the world that is, even to-day, relatively little known.
Of course, he underwent the experience that so few escape in Russia,

of a spell in prison, and for seven months after his liberation he was

without employment. This undoubtedly undermined his health, but

to the very last he was busy preparing for another expedition, and to

the end his letters were full of vigour and optimism. I have known
few men with a greater joie de vivre.

His contributions to scientific literature were not very numerous,

for he was not a specialist. He produced several interesting accounts

of his numerous expeditions into such little known districts as Karabagh

and Svanetia, on the heights of Elbruz, but his fame will rest mainly

upon the enormous number of specimens which enrich so many
museums, bearing the well-known label :

" D. Aresh. Geok. Tapa.

Schelkovnikov." and his indirect contribution, through the numerous
specialists, whom he delighted to invite to give them a glimpse of his

wonderful world, was really very great.

—

Malcolm Burr.

Correction.—p. 18, line 14, for " most " read " never.
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EXCHANGES.
Subscribers may have Liists of Duplicates and Desiderata inserted free of charge. They should

be Bent to Mr. Hy. J. Turner, " Datemar," West Drive, Cheam.

Desiderata.—Ova of D.oo. pupaeof X. giivago, D. caesia. A. J. Wightvian, " Aurago,'^
Bromfields, Fulborough, Sussex.

Duplicates.—Pyralina*, Baiicis, lanthina*, Orbicularia*, Repandata in variety,

Doubiedayaria, Black rhomboidaria*, Black virgularia* and others.

Desiderata.—Hyale, Welsh aurinia, Polychloros, Tiphon Agathina, Lunigera,
Lucernea, Neglecta, Diffinis, Populeti, Gothica v. gothicina. White Leporina, Tridens
Putrescens. Littoralis, Typhae v. fraterna, Rurea v. Combusta, Giivago, Fulvago v.

flavescens, Liturata v. nigrofulvata. Harold B. Williams, Woodcote, 36, Manorgate Road,
Kingston Surrey.

Desiderata.—Urgently wanted for research work at the Royal College of Science,
Pupae normal form of Hemerophila abruptaria.

Duplicates.—Pupae of var. ^wscata of the same species offered in exchange.

—

J. A.
Downes, 6, Trinity Road, Wimbledon.

Desiderata.—M. aurinia (artemis) Larva English, Irish and Scotch.
Duplicates.—Numerous, Ova, Larva, Pupa and Imagines.

—

H. W. Head, Burniston,
Scarborough.

Duplicates.—Argynnis liauteyi, Chrysophanus phoebus, Albulina ellisoni and many
rare species from Syria and Morocco.

Desiderata.—Rare British and European Macro-lepidoptera, especially Zygaenidae,
Arctiidae, Agrotidae.

—

R. E. Ellison, Aloccas Rectory, Hereford.
Desiderata.—Certain common Bombyces from Scotland, Ireland and Cornwall.

Sanio, Rubi, Trifolii, Potatoria, etc., during the year.

Duplicates.—Numerous. Please send list.

—

B. W. Adkin, Highfield, Pembury, Kent.
Desiderata.—Entomological Pamphlets and Separata.

—

R. B. Janson, 44, Great
Russell Street, W.GJ.

Desiderata.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.

Duplicates.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.

—

Capt. J. 0. IVoodicard, R.N., The Red
House, Bordyke, Tonbridge, Kent.

Change of Addkess.—H. B. D. Kettlewell, to Homefield, The Common, Cranleigh,
Surrey.

MEETINGS OF BOCIETIES.
The Royal Entouioiogical Society of London.—41, Queen's Gate, South Kensing-

ton, S.W. 7., 8 p.m. March 17th, April 7th.

The Bouth Loudon Entomoiogicai and Natural History Society, Hibernm
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays in the n:onth, at 7 p.m.
March 25th. April 8th, 22nd.

—

Hon. Secretary, S. N. A. Jacobs, "Ditchling," Hayes
Lane, Bromley, Kent.

The London Natural History Society.—Meetings first four Tuesdays in the
month at 6.BO p.m. at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Street, Gower Street, W.C.I. Visitors admitted by ticket which may be obtained through
Members, or from the Hon. Sec. A. B. Hornblower, 91, Queen's Road, Buckhurst Hill,

Essex.

Entomological Section, Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical
Society.—Evening Meetings. On the third Monday of each month ; 7.45 p.m., at 55,

Newhali Street, Birmingham. Visitors welcomed. Those who would like to attend or

exhibit please apply to—P. Siviter Smith, Pebworth, Stratford-on-Avon.
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Supplementary Notes on the Structural Characteristics of Pyrgus

sibirica, Reverdin, and Pyrgus chapmani, Warren.

(Lep. Hesperiidae). (With Plate IV.)

By B. C. S. WAEEEN, F.R.E.S.

In the autumn of 1935 Dr. Verity sent me a few mounts of the

genitalia of Pyrgus chapmani which he had made, and some further

specimens of P. sibirica for me to dissect myself. From an examination

of his mounts Dr. Verity had been unable to decide whether his speci-

mens were referable to P. chapmani or P. sibirica, and on turning to

my work on the genus^ the illustrations there were not sufficiently

clear to enable him to solve the question.

Neither of these species is any better known now than when they

were first described, although Reverdin described P. sibirica as long

ago as 1911. These specimens of Dr. Verity gave me the opportunity

of obtaining a set of rather better photographs of the genitalia of these

species than were formerly available ; and although I cannot add any-

thing of value concerning the superficial features of either, I think

that these clearer photographs will simplify comparison, and are

therefore quite worth publishing. The new photographs have the

immeasurable advantage of being taken at uniform magnifications

(those in my former work were actually taken by men in different

countries) and in some cases they are more highly magnified, enabling

certain important characters to be seen clearly, which were quite

invisible in the previous photographs.

Dr. Verity possesses six ^ and four ? of P. sibirica, which he

obtained from Bang-Haas in Dresden, and which he thinks formed

part of the original series from which the specimens supplied to

Reverdin came. Dr. Verity also has a short series of P. chapmani,

these likewise came from Bang-Haas. The specimens of the latter

were labelled "Transbaikalia," "Sayan Mountains" and " Tunkun
Mountains." The localities from which I already knew this species

were, Munko Sardyk (Sayan mountains), the Vitim district, and one

J merely labelled " S. Siberia." The species therefore is widely spread

in southern Siberia, ranging from the Vitim Plateau, Transbaikalia,

through the East and West Sayan Mountains ; but the exact limits

east and west are quite uncertain. On the other hand P. sibirica is,

so far, known only from the Altai Mountains.
Turning to the anatomical characters which distinguish these

insects, it proves that some variation exists in the formation, or rather

one should say outline, of the cuiller, such as also exists in several

other species, of which P. alveus, P. foulquieri, P. centaureae and P.

freija are well-known examples. As in the case of these species,

however, this variation is slight, and does not prevent the two species

being identified by the features of this process, though it may produce

a sufficiently close resemblance at times to cause some uncertainty to

an observer who is not really familiar with the characteristic formation

of each species.

(1) Monograph of the Tribe Hesperiidi (European species), etc. Trans. Ent.

Soc. Lond.l92Q,P-Avtl.
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The difference, which exists in the formation of the cuiller in these

two species, is to be found in the extent to which it is curved. In P.

sihirica it is bent more towards the harpe, which causes (1) the proximal
edge to assume an irregular outline, (2) reduces the width of the space
between the apex of the cuiller and the base of the style, and (3) causes
the point of greatest expansion of the cuiller to lie either just above, or
in line with the summit of the styhfer.

In P. chapmani the cuiller is less bent towards the harpe, and has
more the aspect of having been taken hold of by the apex and pressed
downwards, away from the harpe. This causes (1) the proximal edge
to be regular in outline, (2) increases the width of the space between
the apex of the cuiller and the base of the style and (3) causes the
point of greatest expansion of the cuiller to lie below the line of the
summit of the stylifer. It is of course important to remember that in

comparing the formation of the cuiller between one species and
another, the clasp should in all cases be l^ept on one given plane. The
position of the clasp in j5g. 2 on the accompanying plate is the one in

which the nature of the characteristics mentioned can be most readily

observed. If the page is moved slightly when looking at the other
figures (1, 2 and 4) so as to bring the clasp in them on to a correspond-
ing horizontal plane, comparison will then be simplified and the

differences quite easy to grasp. It is not possible always to mount a

dissection in a manner to bring the ventral and dorsal processes of the

genitalia into a uniform alignment, neither is it always possible to

compensate fully for this in photographing a specimen, especially if it

is wished to keep the dorsal portions nearly horizontal to the eye also.

However, with figs. 1 and 3 only a very slight naovement will be found
necessary to bring the clasps into a position similar to that in fig. 2

;

but somewhat more will be required in the case of fig. 4.

The characters which have been described are not the only ones in

which the cuillers in these two species differ. In my original description

of P. chapinani I stressed the fact that the apex of the cuiller is sharply
pointed in that species, and bluntly rounded in P. sibirica. This
feature also, is affected by variation, and in some examples of P.

chapmani (like fig. 4) the sharp point seen in fig. 3 is apparently rounded
off, and consequently the specimen is suggestive of P. sibirica. But
when this specimen is more highly magnified (shown in fig. 8), one
sees the apex really terminates in a point, which is very different from
the blunt, or rounded termination in P. sibirica (shown in figs. 5 and
6). A second specimen in which this apical peak is set a little back
from the proximal edge of the cuiller is shown in fig. 9, while an equally

magnified example of the terminal peak at its utmost development is

shown in fig 7.

Connected with the formation of the dorsal termination of the

cuiller there remains yet another very important difference between
these two species. In P. sibirica the summit is crowned with a fringe

of minute spines, seen very clearly in fig, 5 (one of Reverdin's specimens)
less clearly in fig, 6, owing to a technical difficulty in focussing, but the

spines are just as fully developed as in the other specimen. In P.

chapmani the pointed summit of the cuiller is completely devoid of

spines, as can be seen in figs. 7, 8 and 9. Although there is variation

in the extent of the spine cap in P. sibirica, its presence or absence is

a constant characteristic in these species.
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It is interesting to recall that a somewhat similar character

distinguishes that pair of closely related species P. centanreae and P.

fieija. They are, in actual fact, less closely related than might be

supposed judging by their superficial resemblance ; the totally different

development of the antistyle indicates this, for in most closely related

species in this genus, that process shows a considerable degree of

similarity. P. sibirica and P." chapmayii have more in common than

the former pair of species, and in their case there is no striking difference

in formation in the antistyle. The presence and absence then, of the

terminal spine cap of the cuiller is all the more important ; one may
add that this spinal armature assumes very varied appearances in many
species, and is always a character of marked constancy.

Turning to the dorsal parts of the structure, another marked feature

in which these species differ, is the restriction of the uncus at the point

of junction with the tegumen in P. sibirica ; in P. chapmani at the

same point the uncus is at its greatest width (compare figs. 1,2, '6 and 4).

I use the term " tegumen " in a restricted sense, applying it to the

9th tergite only ; this corresponds with the use of the term " tegmen "

by Chapman, which I followed in my monograph. I have since aban-

doned the latter in favour of "tegumen," for this term, having first

been restricted to dorsal parts only, and then further by the use of the

very essential term " uncus," could apply to nothing other than the 9th

tergite.

The formation of the uncus itself is slightly tapering to the distal

point in P. chapmani, and more or less equal in width throughout in

P. sibirica. The proximal features of the uncus are very characteristic

in many species, and should have been given greater prominence in my
monograph, but, as in the case of the spine system of the cuiller, the

photographs illustrating that work were not taken with a view to

demonstrating these peculiarities. 1 may add here that the term

"uncus" as used by Reverdin, not only covers the accual uncus (10th

tergite) but also certain developments of the lateral portions of the 10th

abdominal segment, which in some cases are so enlarged as to extend

until they become dorsal and unite with each other, forming a link

between the true 9th and 10th tergites. To have demonstrated these

points would have necessitated replacing a large number of Reverdin's

photographs with others, a course which was impracticable at that time.

It would also have caused a lack of uniformity between my descriptions

and those previously published by Reverdin.

I would once again emphasize that the characteristics referred to

as distinguishing P. sibirica and P. chap)uani are constant, though
subject to a certain range of variability. This of course in no way
impairs the taxonomic value of these features, and there can remain
no doubt that these two, superficially somewhat similar-looking insects,

are distinct species.

In conclusion I must express my thanks to Dr. Verity for the loan

of his material, and to Dr. Carl of the Geneva Natural History Museum
for the loan of one of Reverdin's mounts of the genitalia of a paratype

of P. sibirica.
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Explanation of Plate.

Male armatures of P. sibirica and P. cJiajnnani.

1. P. sibirica, Rev. X 18. Slide No. 219 Verity/1262 Warren.
2. P. sibirica, Rev. X 18. Slide No. 220 Verifcy/1263 Warren.
3. /'. chapmani, Wrn. X 18. Slide No. 49 Verity.

4. P. chapniani, Wrn. X 18. Slide No. 148 Verity.

5. P. sibirica, Rev. X 48. Slide No. 505 Reverdin.

6. P. sibirica, Rev. X 48. Slide No. 220 Verity/1263 Warren.
7. P. chapniani, Wrn. X 48. Slide No. 51 Verity.

8. P. chapniani, Wrn. X 48. Slide No. 143 Verity.

9. P. chapniani, Wrn. X 48. Type. Slide No. 191 Warren.

Collecting Notes for late summer, 1936.

By H. B. D. KETTLEWELL, M.A., M.B.

My wife and I arrived in the Folkestone district on I5th August,
where we remained until the 19th, four days of bad weather. Very
little was obtained by day. Half-grown larvae of Lophopteryx ciiculla

were beaten from maple at the rate of about two per hour, which was
scarcer than last year.

Once again we assembled to newly hatched females of Lasiocampa
trifolii near Lydd, and for the sake of the comparison of the habits of

Romney Marsh trifolii with those in other localities, I will briefly state

the following facts :

—

The females call strongly the evening of the first day of hatching,

but if prevented from pairing, will call a second night and less strongly

a third ; after this they cease to call. Males commence to fly upwind
soon after 8 p.m. (summer time), they come fast and straight and
always low down and are not easily persuaded to leave. If left alone

they collect in large groups and heaps on the outside of the muslin bag
containing the female and become so closely intertwined that it is

almost impossible to collect any one wanted specimen. Very large

numbers arrive in the course of an evening, anything up to sixty or

seventy being normal. Pairing lasts for only a few minutes, after

whch they separate and the female becomes entirely refractory to males.

I here want to mention a point in connection with the variation of

this species in Kent. R. South, in his paragraph about the "Romney
Marsh form," states that it is yellow as distinct from the usual " brown "

form of the other localities, but that "in both forms one or both cross

markings may be faint or quite absent and even the white central dot,

which varies in size and shape, may be missing."

Be this as it may, there still remains to describe and name (which

I hope to do in the near future) a form which, so far as I can ascertain,

is unique to the district. It is absolutely distinct from the local type

and in the hundreds of trifulii I have bred and caught, I have never

found an intermediate between it and the local type. In this form all

the wings are unicolorous having no bands whatever in either sex.

More striking still, is the entire absence of the dark iris encircling

the white central dot, and so far as I know in these forms, this is

always the case. In corresponding females the white dot itself is

generally absent. In this form the ground colour varies, as in the
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Romney type, from bright yellow to pale cloudy amber. It is always

a most beautiful form and a most striking one. In seven years of

collecting here I have taken twelve examples—ten ^ s and two ? s, and

the correct proportion of variety to type is probably in the region of

1 to 200. As I have obtained pairing and ova from them I hope to

report more about this later.

On 20th August we picked up a caravan-trailer which, much to

my car's disgust, was pulled down to Cornwall, and the followmg day

uncoupled on those glorious moors running close to the edge of the

cliffs between Mullion and the Lizard. We stayed here till 15th Sept.

The weather was for the most part very hot but with occasional strong

winds.

Colias croceiis was exceedingly abundant by day with a proportion

of var. helice. The heather was alive with countless Maniola seniele

and female Argymin a<jlaia were observed ovipositing on violet leaves

in sheltered places along the cliffs. We failed to meet with the

Danais archippiis (^plexippus), which was observed at the Lizard on 4th

Sept. [as again on 24th Sept. at Salcombe, S. Devon, we missed this

speceis by one hour after it had been caught " on geraniums " and let

loose again !]

.

Here again we tried to assemble /.. trifulii, which occurs commonly
on the slopes around the coast. We met with complete failure to

start with, using females from Kent and Hayling Island. On 25th

Aug. my wife took two at the Lizard and reported totally different

habits from their Kentish confreres.

On subsequent nights we found this to be absolutely true. The
males commence coming when it is much darker and they assemble for

a much shorter time. They are extremely shy and on the slightest

movement they were up and off again, and were frequently seen to

approach within ten yards and then disappear for good. We never

took more than five in one evening. Local females were found

fluttering in the long grass about midnight but none came to light.

Cornish trifolii are remarkably uniform in ground colour, which is

a rich chocolate brown in shade nearly as dark as that of male I^.

quercuH. I hope to be able to report later on my various pairings.

Sugared posts and straw bundles produced limited numbers of

insects— chiefly Fulia ni(jrocincta and Lithosia caniola, and an occasional

Metachrostis iiniralis, A(potis obelisca, and Stilbia anoniala. We discov-

ered that, by far and away the most profitable way of collecting, was
to walk along the iron fence at the hea,d of the cliff and between it and
the moors. From 11 p.m. onwards newly hatched females— some
"calling" and others in copula or even with extra males sitting around

—

were found. A. obelisca was exceedingly common, although at sugar

and light scarcely one was taken. We also noted several worn 5 A.

obelisca "calling," which suggests to me that they may require more
than one pairing.

Aporophila anstralis, A lutulenta, Nocfua castanea f. ne(/lecta, and
N. (jlareosa were frequent along with hosts of paired N. xantlwgrapha

and Liiperina testacea. Why this cold and wind-swept iron railing

served as the courting ground for all and sundry is a mystery to me.
The beautiful Cornish form of A. af/athina was taken flying freely

between 12 and 12.30 from 12th Sept. onwards, but never on heather.
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Light was very disappointing and only produced a host of Neuronia
popular is, Lnperiua cespitis and /.,. caniola.

On 8th Sept. we found a small marsh full of yellow flag close to

Penzance. The following night on passing I took four Nonagria
sparganii here, all slightly smaller than the usual size. Surely the most
westerly point in England for this species?

Having been interested in A. ripae for some time we tried to turn

up the larvae in the small sandy bays along the coast. We found the

larvae in every place we looked as far west as Penzance, but with
days of hard work secured 60 only.

On Ilth Sept. we went after Dianthoecid pupae at Land's End.
Very few were encountered until a certain silene-covered headland was
visited, which to us looked no different to the others. Here pupae
abounded; as many as 9 or 10 per root being taken. D. andalusica

[harrettii) larvae were exceedingly common here too, and it is probable

that a large number of the pupae are of this species also, but a good
number are D. conspersa.

In about five hours we took over 150 pupae. At the same time we
found small larvae of Agrotis lunigera in the roots of silene and thrift

and one minute larva of Fmdrosa irrorella. Also a pupa of A. nigra.

My fiend, Mr. P. P. Demuth, who w^ent to this same headland just after

Christmas, obtained over 60 pupae in one atternoon.

On 15th Sept. we went down to S. Devon, our object being Leucania
unipuncta and possibly L. l-albam. Our thanks are here due to

Professor Beckwith Whitehouse, whose knowledge of the first named
species had been put at our disposal. We failed however to get this

species this time, but on the 16th took L. I album at sugar. Subse-
quent nights were as follows :—17th Sept., 2 ; 18th, 10 ; 19th, 9 ; 20th,

4 ; 21st, 34 ; 22nd, 24 ; etc., and at a later date even greater numbers.
We gained the following facts about the species :

—

It is remarkably local, being practically confined to a distance of

200 yards. It is a "first round" insect, arriving sometimes very early

and before other insects. However, odd ones appear later but the

majority have come by 9. p.m.
It frequently sits very low down at the bottom of the post and so

may be missed— often with wings quivering in Leucanid fashion and
nearly always " jumps " when being boxed. It cannot be considered
difficult, however, as we only failed to take one in all we saw.

They were undoubtedly bred on the spot, as one was caught with
its pupa case still adhering to it and all were fresh and in perfect

condition. It is to be hoped that this beautiful insect has come to

stay with us.

I may state here that large numbers of females were kept for eggs
and I drew upon the knowledge of all my friends on how best to obtain
ova. No fertile eggs were obtained, however, and from this I think
it is highly probable tbat this insect has come to the end of its run in

this locality—the result of continued inbreeding from what must have
originally been a very few females— presumably in the migration of

1933.

As the insect is double-brooded these numbers could easily be

attained since then. The climate in this sheltered bay is one which
seldom experiences freezing point, and is protected from winds on all
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sides except; the south, so that it is unlikely that weather alone could
exterminate the species.

In my series I find considerable variation in the length of the "Z,"

being very developed in srme and obsolete in others, but in none
entirely so, although I believe this does occur. Some idea of its

numbers can be gathered from the fact that on many occasions two
were on the same post at the same time.

Other insects taken include :— E/'imda Uchenea, Xylina socia,

Metachrostis muralis, Aporopliyla australis, Aporophyla nigra, Polia

flavidncta, and Caradrina ambiana—some in numbers.
With all these and others our caravan slowly and carefully

returned to its home on the 24th of September.

Notes on Collecting at South Benfleet, Essex, 1930 to 1936.

By E. W. ATTWOOD.

For several years past I have made periodical visits to South
Benfleet, Essex, and from 1930 have kept records of my captures of

insects in the district. The area is very diversified, woodlands, downland,
marshes, dykes, sea walls, and even heathland, all being within a

convenient distance for collecting.

My parents' house adjoins what is known as Shipwrights' Wood and
I have thus had many opportunities for sugaring. The district is

rapidly being encroached upon for building purposes. When I first

knew it, it was a wonderful place for insects and although still good,

much local vegetation has been destroyed and several marshy areas

have been drained, altering the character of the ground to some extent.

My first experience of sugaring in this wood was in July 1930 and
the moths were attracted in unusual numbers, often twenty or thirty

on a small patch. In 1931, 1932, and 1933, I sugared the same group
of trees and they were still productive. In J934 and 1935, for some
reason the numbers fell off considerably. I therefore tried a fresh

group of trees on the outskirts of the wood and found the insects as

abundant as ever, but the old sugaring area was almost useless. In

the Winter of 1935 to 1936, the woodman cut down a large strip of

saplings and undergrowth near the old trees, where I commenced
sugaring. In 1936 the old trees were as productive as ever, while the

new trees showed a considerable falling off in numbei'S. The cutting

of the undergrowth apparently allowed the scent of the suga.r to be

more widely diffused attracting the moths over a larger area.

As in most places, the moths that monopolize the sugar in their

various seasons are A'ylophasia [hiadena) uwnoylyp/ia, Agrotis [Faixog)

exclamationis, Noctua [Graphiphora) xantliographa and Tiiphaena

{Graphiphora) pronuba, but there are several good species to be taken.

I have taken the following moths at sugar in this wood :

—

Acronicta

rumich, AjnpJiipyra pyraniidea, Rusiiia tenebrosa, Calymnia {Caradrina)

affiyiis, C. (C.) trapezina, Amphipi/ra [Caradiina) tn'grannnica, Cen'gu

(^Caradrina) niatnra, Plilogophora [Hadena) ))ieticiilosa, Dipterygia
[Hadena) scabriiiscula, AiJamea. [Hadena) gemina, Xylopliasia [tJadena)

ynonoglypha, X. (H.) litlioxylea. X. [H.) rttrea, X. {H.) hepatica, Majitestra

(^Hadena) abjecta, Apaiuea secalis [Hadena didyuia), Miana {Hadenu)

strigilis, M. {H.) fasciinicula, Agrotis [Kuxoa) exclamationis, Agrotis
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ipsilon [Hiiffiiiia), Ar/rotis sancia, Noctiia [Graphiphora) plecta, N. [G.)

augur. N. (G.) c-niyruin, X. (^G.) trianf/nluiii, Ti iphaena [Grapliipliora]

proniiba, T. [G.) comes, Noctud {Graphiphora) hrunnea, N. (G.)

xantJiOijrapJia, N. [G.) umbrosa, N. (^G.) priiindae [feHtiva), N. [G.)

stirpiiatica, Triphaena fimbria, Trip/iaena jant/iina, Noctua [T.) baja,

Aporophyla latulenta, Orrhodia {Conistra) ligula [apadicea], 0. (C)
vacciiiii, Xanthia {OrtJiosia) lutea {fiavago), X. {Ort/iosia) fidvago,

Amathea {Orthopia) circellaiu, A. (().) helv(da {j-ufina), A. (0.) lychiidu

QuHtaciiia), A. (0.) macileiita, A. [0.) lota, Scopelosoma [Orthusia)

satellitia, Miaelia oxyacanthae, Hadeiia {Polia) protea, Ixucania impura,

Lencania pollens, L. [Aletia) litJiargyria, L. (^A.) coiigera. /.. (^A.) couima,

Hadena {Melanchro) trifolii, II . (Z).) luvia [dentina), H. {D.) thalassina,

H. (/).) dissimilis, Scoliopteryx libatrix, Catocala niipta, Habrosyne derasa,

Tliyatira batis, Palimpsestis dnplaris, Palimpsestis or, Polyploca diluta.

D. [H.) scabriuscula.—This insect comes freely to sugar at the end

of June.

M. {H.) abjecta.—I have only taken this moth once, on the 31st

July, 1985. I should imagine it would occur more frequently on the

marshes, but I have never tried sugaring there.

A. saucia.—This insect is a fairly frequent visitor to sugar in

September, but varies considerably in numbers each year. I have also

taken it in June.

iV. {G.) stiginatica.—l have never taken this species elsewhere, but

it is quite common here.

A. lutuleiita.—l have only taken two specimens, one in 1930 and

the other on the 13ih September, 1933.

H. (A/.) dissimilis.—I took this moth in fair numbers in 1933, but

have not seen it here since.

P. or.—This insect sometimes comes to sugar, but I find it is more
easily obtained in the young larval state.

Sallowing was very productive a few years ago, but now that the

wood is open to the public, the sallow is cut and taken away by visitors

before it is fully out, and the bushes are spoilt for collecting. I have

taken the following species here at sallow :— Fachnobia {Triphaena)

riibricosa, Taeniocampa {Monima) incerta, T. {M.) opiina, T. (ili.)

gracilis, T. (il/.) stabilis, T. [M.) populeti, T. {M.) pulrerulenta, T. (ill.)

}nunda, T. {M.) gothica.

T. (il/.) opima.—I have only taken this species once, on the 10th

April, 1930. It was on a small male flowered sallow bush, standing

isolated on the outskirts of the wood. I have made repeated searches

for this insect but have not been successful.

T. {M.) gracilis.—This moth occurs in fair numbers every year.

T. (ili.) populeti.—I have only taken two specimens; the last in

1935.

T. (il7.) munda.—This is a fairly frequent visitor and occurs every

year.

The following insects I find more frequently in the larval state:—
Arctia villica, Sar)o(/iripus revayana, Noiiagria geminipucta, Chariclea

umbra, Dasychiia frudibunda, Euproctis phaeorrhoea, Euchloris

siuaragdaria, Eupit/iecia absinthiata, FJupithecia oblongata, Eucyuiatoge

scabiosata, Pygaera curtula, Odontosia camelina, Cerura vinula,

jMacrothylacia rubi, Cosuwtriche potatoria, Cossns cossus.

Arctia riliica.—This is very common on Canvey Island in the
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Spring. On sunny days quite a number can be collected as they

crawl along the pathway on top of the sea-wall.

Sarrothnpus revayana.—This larva is beaten commonly from the

oak trees in most of the neighbouring woods.

Nonagria gemijiipiincta.—The best time to look for this species is

in mid-July. The larvae inhabit the stouter reed stems growing in

the dykes, and affected stems can be detected by the " window."

This is a small brown patch from which the imago will eventually

emerge.
Charidea {Caradrina) umbra.—I beat two larvae of this insect in

1935 from rest-harrow growing on the rough downland, only one of

which I managed to get through to the imago state.

Euproctis phaeorrhoea.—This is a pest to gardeners on Canvey Island.

Nearly every sloe bush has a nest of larvae and when food is scarce

they transfer their affection to the plum trees and rose bushes. The

larvae also occur on the mainland, but not so abundantly.

Euchloru sviaragdaria.—l have only seen the imago once in a nat-

ural state. The larvae, however, are much more common than many
people believe. Some little practice is required in searching, before

the eye gets used to their appearance. I have found it as far up the

Thames as Fobbing, and right round the coast to a little west of

Creeksea on the River Crouch, and also on the opposite shore. In

some parts the sea wormwood on which the larvae feed, is covered by

the tide, and I have gone to a patch after the tide has receded and

found the larvae still on the plant. I cannot find where they go in

the winter. I think the latest date I have found the larvae is the 14th

October, but though I have made many searches for the larvae in the

winter I have never found any. I have not been much more successful

in the spring, but have found two in May. The best time to collect

the larvae is about the end of August, and sleeve them on a growing

plant of southernwood. They come through the winter very well. The

trouble in a London garden is to keep the eats away from the sleeved

plants, as the southernwood does not grow well in a pot.

Pygaera cartula.—This insect is common in Shipwrights' Wood,
between joined leaves of aspen.

Falunpsestis or.—This is also common in the early stages between

joined aspen leaves, but one rarely finds a full grown larva. The larvae,

however, are not difficult to rear, and grow very rapidly.

The Hawk Moths are rather scarce, but I have taken Macroglossum

stellatariint, Theretra (Deilephila) porcelliis, Eumorpha {Deilephila)

elpeiior, and Amorpha [Smerinthus) pupuli.

In 1934 two Sphhix convolvnli were noted. One that was found

drowned in an ornamental fish pond was too damaged to preserve. The
other was taken on the 17th September, 1934, in the roadway outside

Shipwrights' Wood, by a cyclist, who was wheeling his cycle, when
something made two or three darts at his head. He did not know
what it was and was rather alarmed, so he hit out with a twiggy switch

he was carrying, knocked it down, and then discovered it was a moth.

Knowing my father was interested in insects, he took it to him, and I

now have it in my collection. It is quite a good specimen in spite of

the rough treatment it received.

{To be continued.)
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Orthoptera in 1936. {Continued.)

By MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.E.E.S.

The weather characteristic of the season did its best to spoil a visit

to Stroud on 29th July, when the Entomological Club was entertained

by Dr. Eltringham. Our host lent his car to Mr. Bainbrigge Fletcher

and myself for a run around, which ofave me the chance of a quick visit

to Haresfield, which is a promising ppot. It is high limestone country,

edged with woodland, and covered wich low grass and herbage, about

three miles north of Stroud, at mu altitude between 700-800 ft. The
wind and drizzle were very discouraging, but Stenohotkrus lineatus was
there. I have never yet taken this prettiest of our grasshoppers off

the limestone, and here, as in East Kent, it was associated with the
" Marbled White" butterfly. Chorthipptis bicolor, of course, was there

too, with Ch. poralleliis. I have no note that we found Oinocestus

viridulus, but I feel sure it was there. In a corner on the other side of

the open area were Myrnieleotettin- iiiaculatns. I have always associated

this pretty little species with sandy soil, but I daresay it occurs just as,

commonly on limestone, if other conditions are suitable. An immature
Pholidoptera grisea was enough to record his presence.

We then tried the slopes of Rodborough Common, on the other side

of Stroud, in the hope of hearing Gomphocerus rufuH, which is abundant
there, together with St. lineatus, but a thunderstorm spoiled sport. 01.

viridulus occurs at Rodborough Common too, but Mr. Fletcher tells

me it is by no means common. Neither has he found G. rufus

elsewhere. It is a very localized species. The only place where

I have taken it in this country is in Folkestone Warren, but not in

every year.

Jg^ T E S ON COLLECTING, etc.

Micro Collecting.—The larvae of most of the CoZ^o^j/io^-a are easily

found owing to their manner of feeding. The larva bores a hole in

the membrane of a leaf (usually the underside) and eats the green

substance of the leaf between the upper and lower membranes as far as it

can conveniently reach without leaving its portable case ; it then moves
to a fresh portion or to another leaf. The eaten portions show up as

pale or white blotches or spots which are quite noticeable.

The imagines of some of the species of this genus are difflcult to

identify, particularly if not in perfect condition, but the cases of all

species are characteristic and the student should have no trouble in

identifying his specimens if they are accompanied by the cases. The
spring feeding larvae can be obtained during May by searching the

various food plants

—

ardeipennella, lutipennella and palliatella on oak,

ihipenella on birch, anatipeymella on blackthorn and hawthorn,

hemeiobiella on apple and hawthorn, viuiinetella on sallow, hicolorella

[binderella) on hazel and alder, fuscedinella on elm, hazel, birch and
other trees, saturatella on broom and Genista tinctoria, troglodytelia,

inulae and coni/zae on Inula dysenterica, the last also on /. conyzaf

aZ6ifarse^a on ground ivy and many others.

The larvae oi ardeipennella and ihipennella are reputed to feed both

on oak and birch, but so far as my experience goes the former is

confined to oak and the latter to birch. Possibly there has been some
confusion between the two species as the imagines and the cases of
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each are very similar. The case of ardeipennella, however, stands erect

on a leaf ; that of ibipennella is almost recumbent. Both species feed

on the upperside of a leaf and seem to prefer bushes up to 8ft. in height

rather than large trees, but perhaps this preference is only

apparent as the cases are more easily found on bushes.

The larva of hemerohiella, when feeding on hawthorn, prefers the

larger bushes aud is seldom found at a height of less than 4ft. from
the ground. It makes rather large blotches (on 4 or 5 leaves) distinctly

larger than the blotches made by fnscedmella, which is very abundant
on hawthorn. A little practice enables one to distinguish the blotches

made by lieuiemhiella.

The cases of viudnetella are best obtained when the sallow leaves

are very small. It is an early feeder and spins up about the middle of

May.
The larva of bicolorella feeds rather high up making a number of

small round blotches on one leaf, easily distinguished from the larger

and more or less rectangular blotches mside hj fuscedmella. When full

fed the larva spins the case at the end of the shoot bearing the leaf on

which it has fed, where it is not at all easy to find owing to its close

resemblance to a leaf-scale.

The larva of albitarsella feeds only in very sheltered situations, e.y.,

at the bottom of a hedge, or on the sides of a ditch. I have never

found the larva in an open situation.—L.T.F.

*Hyponomeuta stanella.—In May of last year Mr. H. W. Daltry

kindly gave me some larvae of this species. The imagines duly emerged

about the middle of June. I enclosed a male and female in a celluloid

cylinder (see my note on breeding cages E7it. Rec. Vol. 48, page 61)

placed over a plant of Sedum telephho)! and hoped for the best. By
August there were a number of minute larvae feeding on the stems of

the plant at the base in slight silken tubes, spun from the stems along

the surface of the soil and hito the soil. The tubes from the base of a

stem to the point at which they entered the soil were about ^ to 1 inch

in length. The larvae were very active and when disturbed moved
rapidly along the tubes into the soil. They are now (Easter) feeding

on the new shoots and the largest is nearly ^ inch in length. Presum-
ably under natural conditions this species does not pass the winter in

the egg stage but hibernates as a larva.

—

Leonard T. Ford. St.

Michaels, Bexley. 26th March.

* Latreille in 1796 wrote Yponomeuta.—T.B.-F.

^URKENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
We see by the report in the Irish Nat. Jr. that our able correspondent,

Mr. Thos. Greer, J. P., has been elected President of the Tyrone Natur-

alists' Field Club of which he has been the Hon. Secretary since the

formation of the club.

Messrs. Philip Allan and Co. have published a small book of 80
pages entitled " Introducing British Butterflies," by Harold Bastin.

It is what its title states and very good at that. In fact rarely does one

find so much suggestive information in so small a compass. First the

butterfly^ is considered as an insect, " names " are discussed, " species
"

and " breeding" come next, the main groups are then defined with the
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species they comprise. "When and where to look for butterflies
"^

consists of a table of all the species with English and scientific names,
Time of appearance, Habitat, Food-plant, Hibernation stage. Life-

histories with illustrations of eleven species are succeeded by " Round
the year," " what to do " each month with '' what to look for " at the

proper season. Ample space is reserved, both in portions of the text

and at the end of the book, for notes. An admirable little book on
quite a novel and effective plan to attract a beginner to the real study.

A few earnest students have of late taken up the study of the

very neglected group of insects, the Psocoptera, so much neglected

that entomologists generally are not acquainted with perhaps more than

an Atrop>s and a I'sociis. A short introduction to the taxonomy Df the

group by Mr. J. V. Pearman has recently been published in the

ProceediiKjH of tJie Royal E)ttoniolo<jical Society.

There has recently been founded in S. Kensington a " Society for

the Bibliography of Natural History." A copy of the bye-laws lies

before us. It is the intention to publish a Journal at least twice a year"""

and to maintain a card index catalogue of references to all published

papers on bibliographical subjects relating to natural history.

Will readers please send ns short notes on collecting, and on any
breeding experiences which may be of use to other entomologists.

Descriptions of any special forms and local races of Nocluid species for

including in the Supplement would be very welcome. Shortly we shall

be dealing with Agrotis lucernea, A. swmlans, A. obscura, A. hyperboreaf

Lycoyhotia Htrigida, Actebia praecox, and the species of the genus

Tripliaeyia.

The E}it. Zeits. and Int. Eut. Zeits. continues its information on

the ova of the Nocttndae. The current number contains a plate

(coloured) of the side and vertical appearance and shape of 18 species.

Other articles are, the Macro-lepidoptera of the Mid-Rhine area by G.

Warnecke ; 0. Bang- Haas describes 3 new species of Palaearctic

Lepidoptera.

Parts 1-2 of Vol. XII. of the Spanish Revista Espan. de Ent., Eos. has

just reached us froni Madrid. The revision of the families of the

Orthoptera is continued ; a new Decticus (Orth.) from the Canaries is

described ; a study of the Hymenoptera of Madagascar ; and a full

investigation of the various forms of the Spanish moih, E/iisema

trimacula, with a plate of 24 figures of imagines and another plate of

genitalia.

The entomological matter in the Ann. Volume of Nat. Hint. Mus. in

Vienna consists of two articles on the Coleoptera of the Argentine and

one on the sub-antarctic Diptera, with a long memoir on fossil insects

by the late Dr. Anton Handiirsch.

The well known firm of Messrs. Staudinger is issuing an important

Catalogue of Palaearctic Lepidoptera (see enclosed leaflet). Apparently

it will bring up to date in many respects the famous " Staudinger " of

1901, and will contain the systematic list of all the species hitherto

found in the region, and include the subspecies, geographical races,

and aberrations. The price is moderate. We have not yet seen a part

but from the leaflet announcing its appearance it would appear to be a

most useful addition to our reference literature.

* Two parts have already appeared.—T-B.-F.
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Desiderata.—Ova of D.oo. pupae of X. giivago, D. eaesia. A. J. Wightiuan, " Aurago,"
Bromfields, Fulborougfi, Sussex.

duplicates.—Pyralina*, Balicis, lanthina*, Orbicularia*, Repandata in variety,

Doubiedayaria, Black rhomboidaria*, Black virgularia* and others.

Desiderata.—Hyale, Welsh aurinia, Polychloros, Tiphon Agathina, Lunigera,
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—
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—
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—

B. W. Adkin, Highfield, Pemhury, Kent.
Desiderata.—Entomological Pamphlets and Separata.

—

R. B. Janson, 44, Great
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Desiderata.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.

Duplicates.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.
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MEETINGb OF SOCIETIES.
The Royal Entomological Society of Loudon.—41, Queen's Gate, South Kensing-

ton, S.W. 7., 8 p.m. May 6th, June 2nd.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society, Hibernla
Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Eourth Thursdays in the rconth, at 7 p.m.
May 10th, 24th.

—

Hon. Secretary, S. N. A. Jacobs, "Ditchling," Hayes Lane, Bromley,
Kent.

The London Natural History Society.—Meetings first four Tuesdays in the

month at 6.30 p.m. at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Street, Gower Street, W.C.I. Visitors admitted by ticket which may be obtained through
Members, or from the Hon. Sec. A. B. Hornblower, 91, Queen's Road, Buckhurst Hill,

Essex.

Entomological Section, Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical
Society.—Evening Meetings. On the third Monday of each month ; 7.45 p.m., at 56,

Newijall Street, Birmingham. Visitors welcomed. Those who would like to attend or

exhibit please apply to—P. Siviter Smith, Pebworth, Stratford-on-Avon.
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Dieulefit, Digne, and Beauvezer in July and August, 1936.
{With Plate.)

By H. G. HARRIS, M.D.

(A paper read before the Society for British Entomology.)

I feel rather diffident in referring to Digne, as this district has in

the past been so adequately discussed in the Entotiwlo/^ist's Record and
other periodicals, but I felt that a few notes might not be amiss.

I left Loudon on 25th July, 1936, accompanied by my son, Mr. J. H.
Harris who although not an Entomologist is quite keen with the net,

and like many novices secured probably the best specimen of the tour,

and also provided the photographs accompanying this paper.

My objective this year was to obtain imagines of :

—

Melanart^ia
[Satyrus) (jalathea var. leucomelas., M. [S.) cleanthe, Bdv., Polygonia eqea,

Cram., Pieris nianni, Meyer., Satyrus fidia, L., Polyommatus [Lycaeiia)

admetus var, ripartii, Esp., larvae of Papilio alexanor, and most of all

Erebia scipio.

Dieulefit, situated in the department of Drome is easily reached
from London in twenty hours, via Paris and Montelimar. As its name
implies it is a pleasantl-y situated village, mostly fiat with a gentle
incline up to the Valley of St. Maurice, which is surrounded by hills

thickly covered with scrub and trees. This district is one of the few
where Protestantism has continued to flourish since the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes in 1685.

There is only one hotel, the Hotel du Levant, an unpretentious Inn
but quite comfortable. Rain greeted us on arrival and reminded us of

home, but it soon cleared up and in three weeks we saw no more except
for a half hour's deluge at Beauvezer.

This was my second visit to Dieulefit, having stopped there three

nights on my way to Mont Dore in 1935. On that occasion I netted
one ab. leucomelas. This year I was only able to find one other specimen
there, but I was two weeks later, and this insect was going over and
the clover and lucerne had been cut, making collecting less easy,

P. egea was not abundant, as only two were seen, and being in a
private garden escaped capture.

The Satyridae were well out and especially Satynis circe, Fabr.
was seen in numbers. It was interesting to note that on the road
leading to Bordeaux where numerous Buddleia are planted, S. circe

has departed from its usual habit of settling on tree trunks and crowds
on to these bushes, a score or so at a time, but in the Valley of St.

Maurice such flowers are not available, and here 8. circehd,^ to be swept
off' the tree- trunk with a sharp upward movement.

In 1935 I caught an interesting abnormality of circe in which the
apical ocellus is reproduced of similar size lower down about the centre
of the fore-wing as it is in the forms vandalusia (S. Spain) and viajor

(N. Africa) rather pointing to the fact that circe originally is derived
from the N. African races. Out of a large.number examined tHis year
I could find no more showing this extra ocellus,

Satyrus alcyone, Schiff. and 8. hermione, L.— were also found in

this valley, but alcyone was found at a higher altitude.

Papilio alexanor, Esp,—It was of course too late to expect to come
across this insect but I was surprised at finding no larvae. I had been
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successful in discovering them on 6fch July the year before, but search-

ing for them on Sesile montaimm here and at Digne and Beauvezer was
without result.

Fieris manni, Mayer—was found in fair numbers at only one spot

—

a large lavender garden.

Leptidea dnapis, h. -was well out and in good condition.

Polyonniiatiis [Lycaena] coridon.—I had in 1935 caught a very pale

male about 6th July and hoped this year to find this insect in numbers,

but not more than six males were caught, all very pale with narrow
black borders.

These I showed to Mr. P. M. Bright, who referred them to ab.

jmlUdida. Probably I was too early for its emergence in numbers, but

the date of emergence of coridon in France seems much later than in

the South of England; for at Dompierre sur-Mer in 1935 I was told

that its flight did not occur till 15th August or even later.'^ On 3rd

August not one was visible there.

Burnets were practically absent, though this district usually is

noted for their abundance.

Digne. After four days at Dieulefit we left for Digne and were

interested in finding the Graf Zeppelin circling around Montelimar
waiting to pick up mails. We found a new route for Digne, viz. train

to Avignon and thence by motor- bus. The line is run by a private

company and takes four hours.

The Hotel Mistre was of course our objective, but I was rather

disconcerted in finding that the widow of the former proprietor only
,

remembered Rowland Brown out of the numbers of Entomologists, who
have made this hotel their headquarters.

The only local collector except M. Melchior Cotte appears to be

Monsieur Coulet, but being a gendarme he naturallj^ has but little time

for entomological pursuits.

In order to familiarize myself with them I procured two specimens

of E. scipio and a eleantlie from him, and was offered a var. honoratii of

ZeryntJiia [Thais) medesicaste in poor condition for 700 francs (about

£7) ; this specimen of course did not change hands.

During the week that I was at Digne, I paid several visits to the

Eaux Thermales district, which can conveniently be reached by the Spa
bus, and also to the Dourbes road, but regret that 1 never got up as far

as Villard or stopped the night there, whence it is possible to reach the

mountains called Les Dourbes, where to quote Rowland Brown " E.

scipio is fabled to fly."

Two of the insects I wished especially to find were captured on the

Dourbes road, viz. S. fldia which is easily secured when it settles on the

hard stony road, but is a different proposition when it frequently alights

on the rocks, and also IS. [M.) galatliea of the leuconielas variety.

Butterflies were not in great abundance but the weather was not to

blame as there had been no rain since 1st July.

Having been advised by our Honorary Treasurer (Mr. W. Fassnidge)

to ascend the Cousons in' search of Polyomniatus (L.) admetus var.

ripartii, I toiled up a terribly rough and steep path only to find that I had
taken a direction to the left instead of the right. On finally reaching

* Possibly this was an aragonensis double-brooded colony. I gen. from about
1st June. II gen. last week of August into September.

—

Hy. J. T.
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an open spot I found only one admetus, also two Thyuielicus acteon and
one male Gonepteryx cleopatra.

Other specimens of admetus were later tsken near the Eaux
Thermales district but in very poor condition.

Polyonnuatus meleayeywas another insect which took a lot of finding,

and T only brought l)ack three males ; no females were seen.

Here I renewed acquaintance with S. dryas which I had last taken

at Strasbourg but here it was very scattered. S. arethtisa was no
uncommon.

Before leaving the subject of Digne I must refer to the Museum,
which contains the collection of Monsieur Duponchel ; the late Mr.
Ashby in a paper in the Fhitnviologist's Record for 1924 states that it was
in a neglected condition, and thirteen years more have not improved
matters. The drawers are displayed on the walls, exposed to the light,

and this doubtless is the cause of numerous bleached specimens of

jurtina and seinele.

Another Museum, which should be visited, is in the Hotel Hermitage,
in which is housed a most interesting and comprehensive series of

Napoleonic relics. Napoleon of course marched through Digne after

escaping from Elba.

Cruis. In the Entoiiwlogist' s Record of 1926, there was an excellent

paper by Mr. Haig Thomas describing his excursion to the Mont
de Lure.

Cruis is about 35 kilometres from Digne and can only be reached
by motor-car. It is off the main bus routes.

From Cruis one should be able to reach the summit of the Mont
de Lure, 5994 feet, in about 3 hours. I tried to find my way up what
Mr. Haig Thomas calls a gorge, but which I could only describe as a

ravine. Perhaps I never found the gorge, anyhow after three hours I

left the ravine, which was lined with wild lavender on both sides, and
found myself in a dense scrub with no signs of open ground where Mr.
Haig Thomas found E. scipio and M. (S.) cleanthe.

Time being of consequence I had to relinquish any idea of reaching

the " open ground " and on my way down had to be content with several

specimens of S. (M.) yalatliea ab. leucowelas and my son captured one
r/a^a^/i^'rt with the white replaced by yellow. This I imagine is to be

referred to ab. fiava, Tutt.

Brenthis hecate— is also found here earlier in the year and also

Melitaea dictyniia.

Hrpparchia briseis— at times a not uncommon insect, was only found
once.

IStrymon (Thecla) spi)ii was in good condition, 5. {T.) acaciae was
very worn. Lower down whilst sitting beside the village Inn I caught
my only P. egea.

Limenitis rividaris {ca)iiilla) was just emerging in perfect condition,

the whole route up the mountain was lined with wild lavender and
hours could have been profitably spent in this excellent locality.

On returning home I found that another entomologist had been to

the summit of the Mont de Lure at the same date, but he had found
the easiest route was from St. Etienne les Orgues.

M. cleanthe—was found in numbers by him but E. scipio was not

seen so that the end of July and early August was in 1936 too early a

date for its emergence.
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Leaving Digne on 6th August we travelled by motor bus to Beau-

vezer, alt. 4,000 ft. : about 60 kilometres from Digne.

Bkauvezer.—The Hotel Alp where we stayed is charmingly situated

amongst a forest of pine trees and the approach to it reminds one very

much of our New Forest roads.

Here we were dogged by misfortune for my son developed a gastric

attack and I just managed to ward one off.

Grand weather contmued, but the nights were rather cold and very

few moths were attracted by the numerous electric lights.

Here just across the river, Erebia neoridasvf&s emerging in nuToahers,

also Melitaea phoebe past its best, T. spini and Aporia crataegi, a few

tattered specimens, and also Melitaea didyiiia with numerous ab. alpina

varieties.

Erebia scipio was again my chief objective. In the last letter that

Mr. Ashby wrote to me, he said that Beauvezer was the place for find-

ing scipio, so I hoped to find it here (vide photo No. 1), and following

Mr. Haig Thomas' description of his journey through the Gorge de St.

Pierre (vide photo No. 2) we set out and found the correct spot but no

signs of scipio.

A stiff and narrow path winds up the gorge for about two miles

till one crosses the torrent and one enters on a zigzag path with trees

on either side.

Here we met with a few specimens of Erebia enryale, E. adyte, E.
gorge and one freshly emerged E. tyndams ; by one o'clock without any

water and a fierce sun overhead we had to turn back without reaching

the snow level where E. pluto should have been captured,

I again visited the entrance of the gorge on the next day, but again

no signs of scipio.

Finally we spent two more nights at Digne on the way back. E.

neoridas was only just emerging and a second attempt for P. admetus

var. ripartii met with no success.

Conclusiojis.—The season in my opinion was a late one and emerg-

encies very poor. The only insects in any real abundance were E.

neoridas at Beauvezer, and M. galathea var. procida at Cruis, and S.

circe at Dieulefit,

The weather was grand, very different from that experienced in

Switzerland and northern Europe during the same period.

The nomenclature used is that by Seitz.

Notes on Collecting at South Benfleet, Essex, 1930 to 1936.

By R. W. ATTWOOD.

{Con eluded, from pape 49.)

In general collecting, such as searching tree trunks, plants, beating

and dusking, I have taken the following moths :
—

Ainphipyra tragopoginia, Bydroecia [Coradriiia) viicacea, H. (H.)

nictitans, Miana (H.) bicoloria, Citcidlia nmbratica, XylocaDipa (^Polia)

areola, Cliaraeas {(]erapteryx) graniinis, . Hecatera (Melanchra) sereiia,

Riviila sericealis, Plusia moneta, Pliisia chrydtis, Leucoma {Porthesia)

chrysorrhoea [similis), Ptychopoda fiiscovenosa, Calothysojiis amata,

Euehloris pustulata, Lobophora halterata^ Chesias [Encestia) legatella
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(fipartiata), C. (E.) rufata, Calocalpe midnlata, Cidaria {Bydriomena)

fidvata, C. (H.) miata, C. (H.) anrdidata, C. {H.) imuianata, C. (H.)

ulaceata, C. {H.) snfnuiata, C. {H.) corylata. C. {H.) hadiata, C. (H.)

nigrofascdaria, C. (H.) albiciUata, 0. {H.) afinitata, C. {H .) decolorata,

C. [H.) hiUneata, Operophteia bruniata, Asthena albidata (candidata),

Oporinia dilutata, Ortholitha chenopndiata {Xanthorhde liinitata). 0. {X.)

bipmictaria, Cidaria {Xanthorhde) didymata, G. (Z.) fernigata, Alsophila

aescularia, Brephos parthenias, Oputhofiraptis hiteolata, Chiasinia

[Semiothua) clathrata, Boarmia repandata, B.genniiaria, Erannis {Hyber-

nia) leucophaearia, E. [H.) marginaria, E. {H.) anrantiaria, E. {B.)

defnliaria, Phigalia pedaria, Biston strataria, Lowaspilis marginata,

Theria rupicapraria, Ai^pitates ochrearia, Cabera pusaria, C. exanthemata,

Angerona priinaria, Selejiia biliinaria, Selenia lunaria, Phalaena syrm-

garia, Colotois pennaria, Ennomos ahriaria, Ennomoa erosaria, Crocallis

elingnaria, Phalera bncephala, Satiirnia pavonia, Drepana falcataria,

Lanocampa qnerciis, Poecilocanipa (Eriogaster) populi, Zygaena filip^^i-

diilae, Zygaena trifulii.

Plusia moneta.—I was interested in taking this moth flying around

wood sage, some distance in the wood, The nearest garden was some

three hundred yards away and neither monkshood nor delphinium were

growing there. I have never taken this insect away from gardens

before.

Ptychopoda fnscovenosa.—This moth was very common along the

sea wall, last July. They were mostly on the seaward side.

Euchloris piistnlata.—I had a curious experience with this insect.

On the 29th June, 1930, I was dusking alongside Shipwrights' Wood.

It was a lovely warm still evening and quite light. I saw a number of

moths flying up and down and round and round in a small circle, not

higher than about two feet from the ground, beneath an overhanging

oak branch. I made a sweep with my net and took about eight or nine

imagos of Euchloris pnstidata. About a hundred yards further on,

beneath another oak tree I found another group of Euchloris pustnlata

flymg in a similar manner. I took both males and females. When I

have taken this insect on other occasions, it has always been singly,

flying with a rather purposeful flight about eight feet from the ground.

I have not seen this insect here since, although I beat the larvae from

one of the trees, last year.

Lobophora halterata.—This moth is common among the aspen trees

in May, and seems constant from year to year.

Chesias (Kiicestia) rufata.—I have taken three examples of this

species, all at light. One flying to my lantern and the other two

around a street lamp.

Calocalpe undidata.— This insect I have only taken twice, .both in

the day time, disturbed from low growing sallow bushes.

Ortholitha {Xanthorhde) bipunctaria.—It is strange to find this insect

in the district. There is no chalk hereabouts and the ground on which

it occurs is a sandy clay. The moth is browner and the markings are

not so distinct as the usual chalk form.

Aspitates ochrearia.—This moth is common on the rough downland

and also occurs along the sea wall.

Some of the butterflies occurring in the neighbourhood are rather

local. The following is a list of those I have taken or seen :

—

Argynfiis

{Brenthis} eiiphrosyne, Melitaea athalia, Vanessa c-album, Vanessa urticae,
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Vanessa io, Vanessa afalanta, Vanessa cardiii, Limenitis Camilla [sibilla),

Melanargia [Sati/riis'^ galathea, Pararge nteqera, Epinephele tithonus,

Epinephele jintina, ApJia}itopus hyperantiis, Coenonympha pamphilus,

Thecla riibi, Aricia astrarche {medon), Heodes pJdaeas, Lycaenopsis

argioliis, Polyooniiatiis (^lAjcaena) icarus, Colias croceus, Gonepteryx
rhanini, Euchloe cardamines, Piet is napi, Pieris rapae, Pieris brassicae,

Adopoea thaiunas [tiava), Adopoea lineola, Augiades sylvanus [venata),

Hesperia jnalvae, Erynnis tages.

Melitea athalia. —This butterfly was very common in 1936 in its

restricted area. Unfortunately this ground is scheduled for building

and I understand that, in consequence, several local entomologists are

endeavouring to establish this insect elsewhere, in the hope of retaining

this species in Essex.

Vanessa c-albiim.—I saw this insect in Benfleet for the first time in

1936, settled on a michaelmas daisy bloom. I had heard of it being seen
further east, at Leigh, in 1935, but had not observed it myself in the

district.

Vanessa cardni.—I have only once seen this species in August. All

other visitations have been in May.
Limenitis caiirilla [sibilla.)—This is a newcomer to the district. I

saw the first one in 1984 and in 1935 two more, but on the 14th July,

1936, I counted over thirty that visited a particularly fine bramble in

full bloom, just outside the garden. It was a lovely sight to watch
them floating down to the blossom, and I am hopeful that the butterfly

has now established itself here.

Satyrus [Melanargia) galathea.—This is very common on the downs
and occurs sparingly along the sea wall.

Maniola [Epinephele] tithonus.—-This insect occurs everywhere in the

district.

Aphantopus hyperantiis.—This species frequents most of the woods
in the neighbourhood, but I have not noticed any particular variation.

Aricia astrarche.— I find this butterfly to be rather local and to be

confined to one particular part of the downs.
Lycaenopsis argiolus.—This insect varies considerably in numbers.

I saw very few in 1936.

Cidias croceiis.— I generally see one or two each year. From my
records I find i have seen it every year since 1930, with the exception

of 1932. I saw three in 1936.

Adopoea lineola.—The district is noted as being the headquarters of

this butterfly. It is still as abundant as ever along the sea wall and
marshes.

While beating rest-harrow in 1935, I took three larvae of Polyom-

niatiis [Lycaena] icarus. I had riever seen the larva before, and on
mentioning this to several very experienced entomologists, I found
that only one of the party had seen it. He saw it for the first time in

1935 on rest harrow in the Isle of Wight. It is curious that the larvae

of so common a butterfly should not be more frequently met with.

One larva pupated in the tin before I got back to London, the other

two died. The pupa was not attached to the leaves of the food plant,

but was loose in the box. It may possibly have become detached during
my journey back to London. The imago duly emerged.

It was at the Field Meeting of the South London Entomological
Society, at Benfleet, on the 16th July, 1933, that Dr. K. G.
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Blair captured and recorded the second appearance in England of

the macropterous form of the local grasshopper, Metrioptera roeselii

{diluta). Since then I have been interested in this species and the

following dates may be of interest to Orthopterists. In 1934 I saw the

first specimen on the 1st July and by 15th July they were exceedingly

common, including the macropterous form. In 1935, the first two
roeselii were seen on the 14th July, both immature. I made several

searches in August but only found nine, none macropterous. The insect

was very scarce. There was a particularly severe frost in May, 1935,

and this may have contributed to their scarcity. In 1936 I found four

on the 13th July and in the next few days five more, but it was not

until August they occurred in fair numbers, although not commonly as

in 1934. I have not seen the macropterous form since 1934. My
visits to Benfleet being intermittent, I can only give the latest date on
which I have met this species and that was the 3rd September, 1934.

There is no doubt that it persists for some time later, as the insects on
that date were very active.

Another local grasshopper that is sometimes very common here,

particularly on the rough fields along the top of the downs, is Phas-

gonura viridissima. It frequents the thick thistle clumps, but it also

has a fondness for sunning itself, in the morning, on wooden posts.

A friend was telling me about the numbers of " Green Locusts " that

she found in her garden and to my dismay told me that she made a

point of collecting them, as her ducks were so fond of them ! On asking

if she took many, she said mostly only one or two, but once she took

fourteen and several times from five to ten. She collected them in

the mornings ofi' the chestnut fencing around her land. The earliest

date on which I have seen this species is the 2nd June and the latest

18th November, 1934. This latter was sunning itself about 6 feet from
the ground on a telegraph post and although it appeared lethargic, was
quite active when I tickled it with a grass stem.

Another local grasshopper, which is fairly frequent on the landward
side of the sea wall, is Conocephalus dorsalis. It is not so easy to

distinguish in the field as roeselii, as one is apt to confuse and lose

sight of it among the myriads of Stauroderus bicolor, that are so

abundant hereabouLs.

On two occasions while sugaring, I have seen the grasshopper,

Meconema thalassinum, ovipositing on the trunks of oak trees. One
was ovipositing when I saw it, the other I saw insert her ovipositor

into the bark. It was on the 15th September, 1935, I had
examined the patch of sugar and was looking up and down the sides

of the tree for any stray moths, when I saw the grasshopper Meconema
thalassinuiii, some distance from the sugar and about six feet from
the ground. It was crawling up the tree and as I saw it, it stopped,

then using its hind legs to obtain a purchase, it forced its body
backwards against the hind legs, using the two middle legs first and
then the two front ones alternately (exactly as bicolor does on a

grass stem when it is preparing- to leap). Instead of dropping oft* the

trunk as I expected, she bent her ovipositor downwards and by further

backward movements of the front legs, inserted it to about half its

length into the bark of the tree. She stayed in this hunched up position

for about a minute and then withdrew and crawled further up the tree.

1 tried to find the crevice into which she had oviposited, but with only

the light from my lantern was unable to find it.
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JEi^OTES ON COLLECTING, etc.

Captures of Lepidoptera in the Isle of Wight.—While on holida,y

in the Island last August I discovered a fresh locality for Evetria pnrdeyi,

Durr., between Cowes and Gurnard. The moths were easily disturbed

from the branches of some young firs (? species), and a series was taken
on 13th August both by Mr. H. G. Jeffery and myself, but they were
getting worn. This species has been previously recorded from Fresh-

water. Pyrausta asinalis, Hubn., occurred at Ventnor, beaten out of the

hedges along the cliff top, together with one Xanthorhoe olivota, Borkh.
Stomopteryx cuithyllideUa, Hubn., occurred in great numbers among
Anthyllis vidneraria in the same locality and the larvae were found
among flowers and seedheads as well as between spun leaves.. Larvae
of Peronea coinariaiia, Zell., were common on Potentilla paliistris at

Appleford Wilderness, the imagines being bred from 31st August to

4th September. This species does not appear to have been previously

noted in the Isle of Wight. Peronea boscana, Fabr., was also common
in the larval state on elm growing in roadside hedges at Osborne, a

fine variable series being bred from 13th to 19th September. Other
species taken were : Cacoecia pronubana (one larvae at Ventnor)

;

Cnepliaaia osseana, Scop. (Appuldurcombe) ; Kndotheiiia ohlongana, Haw.
(Gurnard) ; and Choreiitis niyllerana, Fabr., and pupae of Orthotaelm

sparyanella, Thunb., in stem of ISparganiuni, (Appleford Wilderness).— S.

VVakh;ly, 4, Auckland Road, S.E.19. Uth April, 1937.

A NEW LOCALITY FoR Langelandia anophthalma, Aube.— On 27th

February last I discovered this extremely local beetle in some numbers
in soft decayed wood and wood-mould in the partly hollow interior of

the trunk, almost in tbe roots, of an elm recently blown over, in Windsor
Forest, Berks. The only other British localities are in Kent : for many
years it was known to occur only at St. Peter's, near Broadstairs, where
it was discovered by the Kev. Canon Theodore Wood in his garden, in

decaying seed potatoes underground (Fowler, Brit. Col. Vol. III. p. 193),

and taken there since by a few collectors : but m August 1935 it was
found by Mr. J. A. Stephens by sifting earth in his garden at Chatham,
and subsequently in numbers. The occurrence of this species at

Windsor shows that it is not confined to the extreme south-east of

England, as it previously seemed : and it is the first instance of its

having been found in rotten wood in this country.—A. A. Allen, 63,

Blackheath Park, S.E.3. 18t/i April, 1937.

[I was to have gone with Mr. Allen, but my unfortunate accident

prevented it. He however kindly brought me a bag of frass from tbe

tree, and with the little sieving I was able to do, with the help of Miss

Kirk, we managed to find 9 specimens.

. Reitter says—" This species lives under rotten wood buried in the

earth, and under large, deeply imbedded stones. Perris found the larvae

in the rotten wood of old piles sticking in the earth, and suggested that

they lived on the rejectimenta of other wood-boring larvae."—Horace
Donisthorpe.]

Two *' Northern " beetles in Kent.—When looking through some
back numbers of this journal I came across a note by Mr. Donisthorpe
on his capture of the weevil Magdalis carbonaria, L. at Crowthorne,
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Beds. In this connection it may be of interest to record my capture

of this usually northern species in a still more southerly locality, viz.

Swanley Wood near Farningham, North Kent, where I beat one

example of each sex off birch in May 1933. Curiously enough in the

same locality a few weeks previously I had taken another (and much
more strictly) northern species

—

Cis punctulatus, Gyll.—not recorded,

to my knowledge, from any British locality South of Cumberland.
About half a dozen specimens occurred in small dry Polypori (probably

P. abietiniis) on the trunk of a dead standing pine. Though often

searched for, neither species has turned up again since.—A. A. Allen.

Collecting Notes for late summer, 1936.—It is not a matter of

much moment, perhaps, but the specimen of Danaus archippus [plexippus)

was observed at Salcombe on 16th September, not 24th as mentioned by
Dr. Kettlewell (p. 45).

I have not seen Lasiocampa trifolii from the Cornish mainland, but

I have some bred from Scilly Isles larvae and they are nothing like as

rich and dark as male quercus. The forewings are lighter outside the

band than inside and the hindwings are noticeably lighter than the

fore-wings, which are about the same shade as the more chocolate brown
males of O. potatoria.—C. Nicholson, Tresillian, Cornwall.

Argynnis lathonia (?) AT Monk's Wood, Hunts.—Seeing a note in

The Field of the observation of two brimstone butterflies, a large

fritillary and a small fritillary about the size of a tortoiseshell butterfly

on 22nd October last, I wrote to the writer. Dr. Charles Mathias, of

Bomsey, Hunts, sending him good coloured plates of the large fritillaries

and lathofiia and he duly replied as follows :
" The larger fritillary was

without a doubt a "high brown." The smaller one certainly not a

"comma," as I have caught specimens of them in years gone by. It

must have been a "Queen of Spain," as it corresponds with the plate,

and I saw it quite close settled on a leaf with its wings outspread as

No. 4 on South's plate No. 63 I regret I had not the means
of catching the specimens." Assuming the determination of the

specimens to be correct, is its occurrence in Hunts a new record ? It

has occurred in Cambridgeshire, and as that also is an inland county,

both are noteworthy for a butterfly the vast majority of whose represent-

atives in our islands have been taken or seen on or near the coast.—C.

Nicholson, Tresillian, Cornwall.

Plusia moneta on Holker Moss.—Can Captain Parsons say

whether these larvae (p. 28) feed on Monkshood in a wild state, or on
Delphinium in gardens, and was the valerian that attracted the moths
wild or cultivated?—C. Nicholson, Tresillian, Cornwall.

[Many English Entomologists seem to be unaware of the fact that

the larvae of Polychrysia moneta, also feed sometimes on Artemisia, from
which I have reared this species in a wild state in Switzerland and in

my garden at Rodborough,—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher.]

Larvae of Callimorpha dominula eaten by Cuckoos.—A paragraph

signed E.W. in the Hampshire Chronicle of 16th May last induced me to

write for further information and I received a reply from Miss Ethel

M. Williams, of Oxford, which may be summarized as follows, combined
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with the newspaper article. "Judging by my own experience I should

say that there is no better spot in which to find cackoos than somewhere

near a breeding place of the Scarlet Tiger moth. The larvae of this

moth are full grown in May and ready lor the cuckoo to eat before he

has any chance of finding his best loved " Woolly Bears," the larvae of

the Common Tiger. The best place that I know for Scarlet Tigers and

for cuckoos is a reed bed near Winchester where I have seen cackoos

pulling up from the soft ground objects that appeared to be the larvae
;

they were short dark objects pulled out of old damp masses of the reeds

of former ye^rs, and, seen through field glasses, appeared to be cater-

pillars. I may mention that a water-bailiff once told me that he had on

one occasion counted 28 cuckoos feeding at the same time on a reed bed,,

where many Scarlet Tigers were wont to congregate. My informant's

reed bed was some distance away from mine and he was a perfectly

truthful man, who knew what he was talking about, and I do not for a

moment doubt that his account of the cuckoo-assemblage was correct.

Scarlet Tigers were abundant in those reed beds in their season."

This seems to be a very interesting observation and makes one

wonder whether the cuckoo may be responsible for similar depredations

in other localities, such, for instance, as in the well known Deal and

Dover district.

Are reed-beds a well-known habitat of this species? South says

in Muths of the British hies, Series I. page 167, that it seems "partial to

marshy ground," but the ^ood-plants he gives on p. 165 do not grow

in marshy ground, with the exception of sallow. Owen Wilson [Larvae

of the British Lepidoptera) gives a much larger list, including Comfrey,

Forgetmenot, Meadowsweet and Willow, as others growing in wet

places, and I should think that forgetmenot is the most probable of

these to be found in a reed-bed. It seems difficult to believe that these

larvae would feed naturally on sallow and willow, exceptmg perhaps

Salix repens, which is commonest on heaths.—C. Nicholson, Tresillian,

Truro, Cornwall.

[In the Stroud District C. dondnuia occurs on a very dry hill-tO(3,

the larva feeding most commonly on bramble, but it seems to be

polyphagus, occurring commonly on beech, sloe, white-beam, wild pear,

honeysuckle, Eupatoriiun, etc.—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher.]

(geUKHENT NOTES AND SHOHT NOTICES.

Mr. W. G. Sheldon has just reminded me that the month of May
is the time to make the Annual Appeal for funds to aid the upkeep of

that portion of Wicken Fen, which is reserved as a sanctuary for

marsh-loving plants, insects, birds, etc. Some readers may not know
that permits are given to naturalists who wish to collect or observe the

wild life indigenous to that class of habitat. The care of the Fen is

under the supervision of an influential Committee for whom Mr.

Sheldon acts as Treasurer, and he would be pleased to receive sub-

scriptions and donations at " West Watch," Oxted, Surrey. Last year,

he tells me, the amount collected was £120 13s. 6d.

Part 64 of the Supplement to Seitz Palaearctic Noctiddae Vol. III.

consists of 3 sheets of the Appendix to this Supplement, and contains

descriptions of more than 40 new forms, which have been noted to

about 30 species occuri'ing in the British Isles. Incidentally it is pointed
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out that the name of the genus in which .sfr/V//7/.s', latrujicnla, hieoloria,

etc. have been placed should be Procns, Oken (1815) in place of Oligia,

This action will probably be ignored by British auihorities, who have
turned down Oken's work, in spite of the fact that the work is much
more comprehensively thorough than is the work of Fabricius. The
Ayrofifi groups, Hadeninae, C2(ct(llifiae,A)iiphipyrbnie, and the Erastriinae

in part are dealt with.

Parts 65 and 66 of the Supplement deal with further Palaearctic

Geoinetriilae in 6 sheets and 1 plate. Mr. Prout writes of the Larentihiae

{Hydrinii(eninae) and in treating of the huge genus Cidaria makes the

following remark " Concerning the genus (or rather sapergenus) Cidaria,

I remain firmly convinced that many of its elements really represent

natural genera, but I have not thought it necessary to force this view

upon the reader and therefore continue to deal with them as subgenera."

The 48 pages contain some 140 additional names to the 34 British

Geometers included. The one plate contains 64 figs.

Of the Main Volumes 8 parts of the American Bombyces comprising

6 sheets with .S plates mainly of American Aegeriidae grouped as in

Junk's Catalogue is adopted and the figures, owing to the deterioration

of specimens, are copied from the works of Oberthiir and Beutenmliller.

Also 2 parts of American Noctuae, one sheet and 5 plates (nearly 400
figures) have recently appeared.

Under the editorship of Prof. J. W. Heslop-Harrison, D.Sc, F.R.S.

an extensive survey of the Natural Ki^itory of the hie of Raasay and of

the adjoining islands has recently appeared as a part of the Proceedings

of the University of Durham Philosophical Society. A considerable

portion of the book gives a survey of the Geology and a List of the

Plants found with notes on most of the species with numerous plates

of views and several maps. The remaining pages prepared by Prof.

Harrison and his son give the results of numerous visits of groups of

students who had worked on the Lepidoptera, Trichoptera, Cecido-

myiidae, Hymenoptera, Psyllidae and Hemiptera-Heteroptera of the

islands. 329 species of Lepidoptera are listed ; in the other Orders the

species observed were not numerous but no doubt farther visits

and more concentrated work on them will result in many further

discoveries and will enlarge the lists. The book is a thoroughly good
record of the work which has been done and a good basis for further

survey in each department. The plates, 17 in number, and 2 maps are

a great help to the understanding of the character of the ground worked.

As one may judge, in a measure, from our supplement on the British

Noctuae, the varietal nomenclature m Lepidoptera is, to an extent, far

beyond the views of the early pioneers in the study of species variation.

But when one looks through the new Staudinger List just issued one
is appalled by the number of the form names already published to each
of the butterflies indigenous to the British Isles. F. machaon has 48.

A. crataegi has 24. P. brassicae has 22. P. rapae has 26. P. napi has 47.

M. cardaijiines has 19. G. rhaiuni has 15. C. kyale has 86. C. croceus

{&leeto?) has 18. L. sinapis has 30. P\ epiphron has 23. PJ. aethiops has
40. M. (tS.) galathea, has 80. S. semele has 87. P. aegeria has 25. P,

m.egera has 85. A. hyperantus hSbS 18. E. tithonushas 19. E. jurtina has
41. C pauiphilus has 48. C.tiphon ha€ 13. A. iris has 24. L. Camilla

has 6. T'. atalanta has 13. V . cardui has 16. T'. io has 19. V. urticae has
36. r. polychloros has 14. V. autiopa has 18. P. c-alhnm has 22. M.
aurinia has 36. ^J. cinxia has 28. M . athalta b;is 64. B. euphrosyne-
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has 21. Some of our readers will remember that in the case of E.
cardaniiyufi 19 does not include all, for one of our contributors Dr. H. B.
Williams dealt with nearly 30 forms in a paper he contributed to the

London Naturalist some years ago. In fact, the compilers of this List

say that " Only the best known aberrations are included," As far as it

goes this List will be of immense use in preventing a great deal of

duplication in the re-naming of forms which have already been noted
and described. The literature from which the names have been
extracted is cited, such as Seitz, Warren, Oberthiir, etc.

(D B I T U A R Y.
Hugh Parry Jones, F.R.E.S. 1893=1937.

Mr. Hugh Parry Jones died on 7th February from pneumonia after

onlj^ a few days illness. He was in his fortj^-fourth year, having been
born on 11th July, 1893, at Cambridge, where his father was in practice

as a solicitor. He was educated at the Perse School, Cambridge, but

a breakdown in health stopped him from entering the University and
also prevented his serving in the war. In 1919 the family removed to

Lymington, and later to Brockenhurst ; this effected a great improvement
in Mr. Jones' health and enabled him to indulge to the full his passion

for collecting and studying insects of all orders. His favourite groups
were the Hemiptera and Aculeate Hymenoptera of which he had a very

thorough knowledge. In mounting his specimens he displayed a degree

of skill rarely equalled, and his extensive collections (which he
afterwards presented to the Nottingham Museum) are most beautifully

arranged. He was a talented artist and made a larp^e series of coloured

drawings of Aculeates which he intended to publish in a series of

monographs on the group.

In 1923 Mr. Jones was appointed assistant-curator of the

Nottingham Natural History Museum, and here his ability in naming
and arranging the insect collections found full scope. In 1931, on the

retirement of Professor J. W. Carr, he became curator.

Mr. Jones' published work included a guide to the Museum, a
" List of the Aculeate Hymenoptera of Hampshire and the Isle of

Wight," " An Account of the Hemiptera Heteroptera of Hampshire
and the Isle of Wight with additional Notes on British species not

recorded from the County." This valuable paper, which was issued as

a Supplement to the Entomologist's Record and Journal of Variation,

extends to 87 octavo pages of small type and is illustrated by two
structural plates ; it is really a full synopsis of the British genera and
species of the Heteroptera. As recently as January this year he
published in the Entomologists' Monthly Magazine an account of a new
British species of " Mason-Wasp " {Microdynerus exilis, H.-S.), which
he redescribed in great detail. He had made extensive notes for a

monograph on the British Odyneri, and had he lived would doubtless

have made important contributions to our knowledge of the Aculeate

Hymenoptera. It is a great pity that his extensive knowledge of these

cannot be made available to his fellow workers. He was a Fellow of

the Royal Entomological Society, which he joined m 1929.

Mr. Jones married a daughter of Mr. W. A. B. Ferris of Brocken-

hurst and grand-daughter of Canon Ferris of Nottingham. She and
a son survive him, and the sympathy of all entomologists will go out

to them in their bereavement.—J. W. Carr.
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Mermis Thread Worm (Nematode) in Wasp (Vespa vulgaris).

{With Plate.)

By EICHARD BECK.

On the 19th October, 1932, I was asked to take a wasp's nest in a

narrow lane off Durleigh Road, Bridgwater, as the wasps were interfer-

ing with tradesmen delivering goods by horse-drawn vehicles. It was
situated in a difficult position in a bank composed of loose earth. I

gave it a good dose of petrol and covered the hole with a sod. In

removing the nest, which was ten inches in diameter and had nine
" platforms," I lost a good many of the wasps, but secured the greater

part of the nest.

In sorting out the wasps from the comb and loose earth I was
surprised to see the large number of what I thought were queens—301

altogether—but on dissecting some of them found the spermatheca

abgrtive, very small or entirely absent. I sent a large number to Dr.

A. D. Imms of the Zoological Laboratory, Cambridge, who replied :

—

*' Towards the end of the season worker wasps often become fertile and

closely resemble queens, in fact there is no way of separating very

large workers from queens other than by dissection. Workers are

therefore only able to lay unfertilized eggs and they die at the end of

the season."

I set to work and commenced dissecting these large worker wasps

and queens, but was astonished to find Nematode worms occupying in

many instances the entire abdomen. Out of 31 dissected 8 had
Nematode worms.

With regard to the life-history of the Thread Worm, Dr. liiims

writes me :
— " The Mermis ultimately leaves the wasp and makes its

way into the earth where it becomes sexually mature and lays eggs.

When the larvae hatch from the eggs they make their way into various

insects and come to live in the body cavity of the latter. I have never

come across such an intense parasitization of a wasp population by

Mermis before."

The accompanying illustration shows the worm in situ in the

abdomen. One of them I uncoiled and it measured Scinches long. I

mounted three of these abdomens, with the worms exposed, in formalin

so as to keep a record. As the worms increased in size the tracheae

and digestive organs appear to have been squeezed against the inner

wall of the abdomen and were scarcely visible. Whether these large

wasps were able to fly I am unable to say. The nest was only three

minutes walk from my house ; we had plenty of the ordinary size

worker wasps visit us during the autumn, but none of the large-

workers.

[It is of considerable interest to note that the presence of nematode

worms in worker wasps has the same effect as m worker ants, i.e.,

increasing the size, etc. See Guests of British Ants, pp. 218-21.

—

Horace Donisthorpe.]
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Some Notes on Assembling Moths.

By P. B. M. ALLAN, M.A., F.S.A.

Part I.

" The Aurelians," wrote Moses Harris in 1766, discussing ' The
Great Egger,' "take this moth by Sembling. Their Manner is, to go

out with a live Hen in a Box, which is covered down with Gauze or

Crape ; when they are come to the appointed Place, where they are

pretty certain there is a Brood, they set the Box on the Ground, and

stand ready with their Nets. The Cocks will quickly come and attempt

to get at the Hen. . . . Not only Eggers and Vapourers, but any

Moth may be taken by Sembling. As to the other large kinds of

Moths, the usual Method is to tie the Hen to a Tree, Bush, etc., lightly

fastened round the Body with a Piece of sewing Thread, and there to

be left all Night ; and in the Morning, when you return, you will

almost be certain to find Madam accompanied by her Spark, .who will

not desert his Mistress, though her Favours be ever so easily obtained."

For many years, then, lepidopterists have made use of the attractive

powers of female moths to enrich their collections, and not a few have

recorded their experiences in print ; but the scientific literature of the

subject is not large, and, so far as I am aware, no one has yet produced

what could be called a ' standard work ' on assembling. Yet chemo-

tropism in moths is a subject of infinite interest, and apart from its

biological aspect it plays a certain part in the geographical distribution

of species. For example, in the case of those species which emerge in

the autumn and require a period of hibernation to mature their ova,

the females may travel considerable distances from the place of their

eclosion before they are ready for pairing. They must therefore have

the power to attract males to the new locality.

In 1935 some pupae of Satnriiia pavonia^ collected in mid- Wales,

were brought to me in West Essex. On 30th April the following year,

a female moth (whom I will call $ No. 1) emerged, and the following

day, although she was in the shade and a cold East wind was blowing,

she began to ' call ' at a little before noon. She had not moved at all

from the position she had taken up to expand her wings on emergence

from the pupa. She continued calling until dusk.

Next day, 2nd May, she was taken, in an assembling cage, by car

to a spot some miles away, where it was hoped S. pavonia occurred.

The welkin was overcast all day, and there was a very cold East wind.

She did not call. Nor did she call the following day, 3rd May, which

was even colder.

On 4th May the weather improved, and at 9.0 a.m. (all the times

mentioned in this paper are S.T.) I placed her in a large larva cage

beneath the eaves of a heavily thatched barn facing East. S. pavonia

has been recorded in this district only twice in the last thirty years

(there are two entomologists who have lived here for that period), and
I did not expect that my female would attract any male. She began

calling shortly after noon, and continued calling all day. There was
a light breeze from the east.

At 5.0. p.m. a male S. pavonia ( J No. 1) appeared on the ridge of

the barn and fluttered down the thatch directly above the female. The
thatch at the eaves was 2^ feet thick, and the cage was on a shelf
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right up under the eaves, against the wall of the barn. The barn was
about 60 feet long and 18 high, and the cage containing the moth was
roughly halfway along it. The amount of scent that was blown over

the roof of the barn could not have been very great. There were a

wall, a large house, elm trees and a ridge rising some seventy feet,

behind the barn. Beyond the ridge was open rolling country (all arable)

for several miles.

The male found the cage, and, on the door being opened, entered
;

but he made no attempt to pair. An hour later the female was still

calling, the male sitting on the opposite side of the cage and paying
no attention to her.

At 9.0 p.m. the female flew about the cage and buffeted the male
vigorously, as is the custom with all the larger moths of this Group
when the males spurn their advances. The male made no reply. He
never paired, and died on the evening of 6th May.

At 8.0 a.m. on this same day (4th May) another 2 S. pavonia ( ?

No. 2) emerged, and the following day she began to call shortly before

11.30 a.m. At noon both females were calling vigorously, their cages

being side by side under the eaves of the barn.

At noon I placed Male No. 1 in the cage containing the second
female. Again he declined to pair.

At 4.0 p.m. on 5th May a second male {^ No. 2) appeared on the

roof of the barn. He was netted and placed in the cage with Female
No. 1. At 5.5 p.m. he paired with her. They remained paired until

7.0 p.m., when they separated, the female then dashing violently about

the cage. The second male was also placed, next day, in the cage with

the second (virgin) female ( ? No. 2.) He did not pair again and died

at 5.0 p.m. on the following day, and when I removed his corpse from
the cage at 7.30 p.m. it was stiff and brittle.

At 9.0 p.m. (still 5th May), two hours after separating from the

male. Female No. 1 began to lay eggs. She laid a row about half an
inch wide, moving her abdomen from right to left, then crawled a wee
bit backwards and laid another row behind the first row, and so on,

always laying from right to left. - All this time her wings were held

upright, and quivering. At 9.15 p.m. she finished laying and dashed

violently against the cage, which she continued to do at intervals for

more than an hour. At 10.30 p.m. she settled down and began to lay

another batch of eggs. At 11.15 she was immobile, her abdomen
resting on the last laid batch of eggs. I did not visit her again that

night ; but she laid no more eggs, and next morning she was still in

the same position. She never moved again and died at dusk on 9th

May.
The following day, 6th May, the second female

( ? No. 2) began to

call during the forenoon, and at 4.0 p.m. a third male (^ No. 3)

appeared on the roof of the barn. He was caught and placed in the

cage containing the calling Female No. 2 and Males Nos. 1 and 2.

He at once paired.

I must here interject that the presence of the two males had caused

this virgin female to lay four eggs in the course of the morning.

Sexual excitement very often has this effect on female moths. A female

Notodonta dromedarius, placed in a cage with three males, laid eggs all

over the cage floor, when none of the males would mate with her.

Eggs laid in this manner are practically always infertile. I say
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' practically ' because I believe that once, with a 5 Auiphidasys betidaria,

this sexual excitement started the nuclear division which is the prelude

to parthenogenesis. The male with her refused to mate, yet all her ova

hatched. And after she had laid them she ' called ' and attracted

further males. However, I have dealt with this most interesting

problem at some length in a recent book."

At 6.0 p.m. this second couple ( $ No. 2 and ^ No. 3) separated,

and, like her sister, the female laid eggs that night. (The first one laid

180, the second 198). All these ova hatched—from noon to 2 p.m. on
3rd and 4th June, though a batch kept indoors hatched at noon and
1.45 p.m. on 26th May.

Female No. 2 died on 11th May, the Male No. 3 on 8th May.
Now, these female S, pavonia began to call in the forenoon

;
yet it

was 4 p.m. before a male appeared. And my previous experience has

been that, with a light breeze, in a locality which is known to harbour

the species with which you are experimenting, male moths commonly
begin to approach the assembling cage, from across, say, 40-acre

ploughed fields, ten minutes after the moth has begun to call. And S.

pavonia, 1 have said, has been recorded here only twice in the last thirty

years. Surely, then, these three males who came to my calling females

must have travelled many miles ?

But conclusions are dangerous things, and this is not the conclusion

to which I have come. For I do not believe the assertions of those

enthusiasts who claim that a male can be attracted from several miles,

though i think it is possible that under extremely favourable conditions

a female oak eggar, emperor moth or other large moth of the group

Bomhycina (Barrett) could attract a male from the best part of one

thousand yards. When I say ' one thousand yards ' 1 am thinking of

the rifie ranges at Bisley, and I bear in mind what a considerable

distance a thousand yards is. A correspondent of The Tunes (3rd

June, 1936) tells us that he has assembled male pavonia—"marked
males released "— from a distance of two miles. I hope that his

experiments were carried out with scientific precision and that the

possibility of error was eliminated by laboratory methods. Without
such precautions one could easily be misled. On being released, the

marked males might well have begun " rangmg " upwind in that search

for the female of the species which is their biological destiny ; and then,

when within half a mile or less of the caged female, have picked up
her scent and made a bee-line for her. The mere fact that the marked
males eventually reached the calling female would not constitute a proof

acceptable to science that they had picked up the scent two miles away.

On the great expanses of moorland in Scotland and mid-Wales the

male foxmoths and emperors do not confine their ranging to a few

hundred yards ; they travel miles against the wind in their search .for

a female's scent. How near they must be to a calling female before

they can become aware of her presence yet remains to be proved.

1 believe there is nothing more esoteric in the four hours' delay of

these male pavonia to find my females than this— that the position of

the cage prevented normal diffusion of the scent. The males were

searching the hedgerows within a thousand yards (or perhaps very

much less) of my barn, and had the assembling cage been in the open,

* A Moth Hunter's Gossi]}, Chap. VI.
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they would have found it long before 4 o'clock. The facts that this

moth is extremely rare here and that I attracted no more males when a

cage containing a fresh calling female was, later, placed in a more
propitious site, merely show, to my mind, that it is possible for a

species to maintain, unseen by entomologists, a foothold in a district

generally unfavourable to it. In this connection I may mention

that N. droiiiedarius was unknown in this district until I attracted, one

evening, three males to a calling female.

These experiments also afforded one more confirmation of a theory

which I have held, rightly or wrongly, for many yeaTs, namely that with

many species a male moth which has paired is unable to pair again,

though he is always attracted by the female's scenfc. I have made
many experiments on this point, all of them confirmatory, and I shall

welcome any assertions, based on experiments conducted in a way that

will satisfy science, to the contrary. A friend once told me that he

had kept a male Amorpha populi at stud; but unfortunately he did not

record his observations and I have failed to reproduce his experiment.

I do not assert that this theory applies to all species but only to those

with which I happen to have experimented [viz. certain of the Sphingidae,

Notodontidae, Lasiocanipidae, Endi'oniidae, Saturniidae, Arctiidae, some
of the Noctuidae, and the Boarmiinae). I should add, in parentheses as

it were, that I have prefaced the word ' attracted ' by ' always' because I

have never known a hale and hearty moth not to be stirred— if not to

dithyrambs, at least to a state of mild interest—by the scent of a female

of his species. A male betularia that has recently paired will fly into

the lee of a calling female, and. holding tightly to a leaf, use his wings

so vigorously that he raises the leaf up and down, ever and anon turning

round and bobbing just like a courting pigeon in your yard. But he

will content himself with performing these antics within three inches

of the female and will never, so far as I have observed, make any

attempt to pair.

Another conclusion, from these experiments, which it seems fairly
* safe to draw, is that in a wild state the female 8. pavonia flies some
distance between the phases of ovipositing. The first female laid two

batches of eggs, the second one five ; others with which I have

experimented have laid three and four. All the eggs were laid in one

night. The bodies of both these females were found to be empty of

eggs after death.

A series of observations have shown me that the females of the

larger moths in the group Bmiibi/chia (Barrett), whether fertilised or

not, do not fly again just before dawn, as is stated in some text-books.

My experience with such species as G. qnercifolia, S. pavo)n'a, K. versi-

color, L. qtiercns, M. iieiistria, M. ruhi and G. potatoria is that 11.30

p.m. is the latest hour at which the females fly. I should be glad to

hear the experience of other entomologists on this point.

{To he continued.)
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A few Random Thoughts on mass movement of Lepidoptera or

Pseudo=Migration.

The so-called "Migration of Insects " is a subject, which occupies

a deal of valuable space in an ever increasing nnmber of our current

magazines, but, in spite of the large number of observations recorded,

our knowledge of the urge seems, as a member of the South London
Entomological and Natural History Society said to me the other week
to have " got no forrader." Doubtless the consideration of this

biological question has been hampered from the first by the adoption

and misapplication of the term "migration"; a term which was bred

and born in association with vertebrate, sentient organisms, and
an utterly unsuitable term to use with its mass of associations, in

dealing with questions relating to the non-vertebrate Orders. The
term cannot be used without implying instruction (from parents, etc.),

observation, experience, reason, etc., coupled with a duration of life to

acquire such equipment necessary for true migration in the vertebrate

sense.

Now look at the vast majority of (I almost said all) the records.

They are bald, naked, simple facts of occurrence, unconnected observa-

tions and are practically useless. Let me give an example or two. It

has been recorded by several observers that an extremely abundant
swarm of Pliisia gamma appeared at Hastings coming in from the sea.

That was the bald fact alone, except that the individuals dispersed or

disappeared in the course of some days. Whence did they come ?

Whither did they go ? The swarm was met on the shore of Hastings

and we have no evidence of the extent of the swarm along either the

east or west of Hastings. Did any one record them during their

journey from the French coast ? Where on that coast did they breed ?

Such a huge mass if reared in a limited area should have left traces of

the larval feasts. Or did they assemble at some suitable spot from
surrounding areas ? and what induced them to take on this conspicuous

mass movement ? It could not be want of food ; it could not be

parental instruction (imitation). Which way was the prevailing

current oi air at that time ? Insects are well known not only to be

carried by the wind but to fly against it. The lights of Hastings could

not have been an initial start of the movement at that distance, but

they may have been a secondary factor, which caused the mass of the

individuals to converge upon the shores of the town. For " whence "

then we find nothing but conjecture. Whither did they go? The
report tells us that the mass of individuals more or less rapidly passed

on. But where, how and whither ? Among the numbers of nature

lovers in the S.E. Counties of England how many recorded sections of

this mass in their progress inland ? I think I am correct in saying

that less than half a dozen observations of P. gamma were made in the

week or two succeeding the advent of this swarm. When organisms

have, from some cause or other, become massed, as soon as congenial

circumstances arise they proceed to separate, to disperse. That is

what took place in the case of this Hastings incursion. Dispersal pure

and simple, strongly evidenced by some going away seaward again,

which action caused the erroneous observation that it was a " return

migration," implying by the use of the term " migration " that they

were conscious of the purpose of their effort. We get no further from
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this observation because it is not accompanied by a host of prae- and
post-observations to carry it further.

Now let us take another class of observation. A number of

examples of P. gamma are observed in a suburban garden hovering

over flov^^ers, wind S.S.E., about midday. They pass off from W. toE.
I take it that these F. (jamma flew over to the next garden, not over

the house, that the road ran E. to W. and that the garden faced S. ;

apparently the ciannna were not all together but at times during an

hour or two. This was in Morden, Surrey, 19th June. This observa-

tion is of no use unless previous and subsequent chains of records

are obtained on that and other close dates.

It is not inferred that such observations should not be recorded but

that to be of use they must be reinforced by a great many more observers

and widely spread, such as children in our schools. But do not let

our investigation be prejudiced by the use of the misnomer " Migration."

We are dealing with a phase oi the natural dispersal of organisms just

as the student of physical phenomena deals with the massing and
dispersal of particles of inert matter under the forces of attraction

and repulsion.

—

Hy.J.T.

New Finnish race of Scolitantides orion, Pall., compared with

the others of the species.

By ROGER VERITY, M.D., F.R.E.S.

A fine series of S. orimi, collected by H. W. Brandt, during the first

days of June, 1936, in ihe neighbourhood of Sordavala (Serdobol), in

southern Finland, affords a strikingly peculiar aspect and is by far the

most lovely race of the species known to this day. Its closest ally is

form oniata, Stdgr., but it differs from it by not being smaller than

the nominotypical orion of Russia, by the far greater extent and the

lighter tinge of the blue on upperside and by the total, or nearly total,

obliteration of the orange band on underside. It is the only race in

which the upperside can be described as entirely blue in both sexes,

with large, black marginal dots surrounded by bluish-white rings, so

that it somewjaat recalls the aspect of male baton and vicrama ; its tone

is also lighter and clearer than usual, as in the two latter, but it is,

either very slightly or more thickly, especially in the female, suffused

with black scales (they are often dense on the hindwing) and there is

a row of faint and shaded black, praemarginal, spots before the whitish

rings, which are the remnants of the continuous black band always

present in the other races, including oniata, as figured, for instance, by

Seitz and as represented from Turkestan in my collection. It is note-

worthy that there is always a large, black, discocellular spot on the

forewing, but in none of my males are there any dots of the discalrow

and a few are present only in one female out of six. The other very

peculiar feature, I see in no other orion, consists, in the aforesaid

disappearance of the characteristic orange band, on the underside : in

some specimens there are no traces of it left, in others a few, pale,

russet scales are perceptible, here and there, where the band usually

is, whilst, in others still, the latter is represented by a continuous, but

narrow area, sprinkled with scales of that colour, mixed with black

ones, which give it a dull, dirty, look. I propose naming this extreme
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degree in the variation of orion, standing opposite vietinche, Frhst. and
the entirely black form nigra, Gerh., race ultraornata, nom. nov.

As I have already remarked, the degree which comes next is ornata,

followed by ^^Z^^/)/*//, Esp. ==Zcrr/(7;/«, Frhst., which, in reality, is only

the ornata of Europe, already recorded by Staudinger himself as

occurring there, singly or locally, but which one might usefully

designate by another name, because it is, as a rule, less blue than the

most highly characterized ornata of Asia and it is connected by trans-

itional individuals to the further degree of melanism, one can take to be

Pallas's nominotypical orion, described originally as follows : "Wings,
above, fuscous ; disc sprinkled with blue; periphery of wings blackish,

with white chequered fringes, with a chain of bluish marginal rings and
with a black lunule in the middle of the disc." The statements that

the disc is only "sprinkled " with blue and that the periphery of the

wing gives the impression of being, on the whole, black, serve admirably

the purpose of fixing the grade of development of the black pattern in

the nominotypical form, which is evidently greater than in telephii—
lariana, whereas, on the other hand, the well developed bluish marginal

rings place it before the more melanic metioclie, Frhst., culminating in

the entirely black nigra female form. Pallas gives " Sisranum," in

Latin, as the locality of his orion, observed in May, and his book deals

with several provinces of the Russian Empire, but which that town is

in I am unable to find out. As to Friihstorfer's lariana, it seems to

me it is nothing but a synonym of telephii, Esp. as the original figure

of the latter, pi. 41, fig. 2, clearly represents the form with most blue

ever found in Europe, both in the original edition of Esper's work and
in Charpen tier's later and very much rougher reproduction ; we are

informed, at page 164, that it came from the mountains of Kreuzburg
(presumably that in Saxe Weimar), collected in July ; he distinguishes

it from orion and I do not see how lariana can be brought in besides

those two ancient names. Already there existed the third very ancient

name of battus in Schiffermiiller, from Vienna, described as " dark

blue, chequered with black " and ornata-Y\ke individuals are quite

frequent in that region, whence I have some, but, in this case, the

description is so inclusive that the name can only be done away with,

as a specific synonym of orion in general, its being impossible to apply

it to any special form.

It will be useful to conclude that facts, in connection with this

species, are simpler than might seem by the confusion which has been

created by these various synonyms. Friihstorfer's )iietioche from
some valleys of the Alps, such as those of his original description, in the

Valais and the Upper Adige (Siidtyrol), and others, such as the Anzasca
one and Lake Maggiore, and from other regions, such as Mt. Olympus,
in Macedonia, is, in reality, a distinct, melanic, race, but lariana is not

;

even on the lake of Como, whence it was described from Bisbino, there

also exists the darker form, referable to nominotypical orion, as

described by Oberthlir, who collected it at the Villa d'Este and states

in his Et. Lep. Coiirp., IV. p. 288, it is exactly similar to Hiibner's

figures 801-2, pointing out how different these figures are from those

numbered 328-80 in the same work, and that it is intermediate between

the latter and the race of the Valais ; now, the latter figures represent

the much more blue telephii= lariana, so that on the lake of Como, as

in my series from Vienna and as in most regions, telephii and
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nominofcypical orion both exist together. The only region of a certain

extent, in which telephii seems to exchide, or nearly exclude,

the latter, seems to be the south of France, where, according to

Oberthiir, both sexes are constantly broadly bine, both in the Pyrenees
Orientales and in the Alpes Maritimes. Friihstorfer, too, includes

females from la Turbie, near Monaco, in his lariana, showing this

name is a synonym of telephii, the Como and the French form evidently

being equivalent, even to his mind, but he having overlooked the fact

that the latter is pei-fectly similar to the one of Central Germany, as

figured under the name of telephii by Esper and by Bergstrasser on his

plate 56 (he also figures the nominotypical orion from the same county
of Hanau on pi. 60) and as figured by Hlibner from Austria, under
Schiffermiiller's name of battiis, in his figs. 328-30, included, in his

text, in the same paragraph as figures 801-2 of orioii and with the same
habitat, just as specimens from Vienna do, as a matter of fact, exhibit

this variation from telepliii to orion.

Effects of Radiant Heat on the Development of some Butterflies.

By ORAZIO QUERCI.

In the breeding experiments that we have made in these last few
years, we have inquired into the effects of temperature, humidity,

atmospheric pressure, wind and alimentation on the development of

some Lepidoptera. As the results of every experiment since almost
none were in accordance with those of the other trials, we suspected

that another factor was influencing the larval stages of the insects.

Last summer, while collecting on the Macedonian side of the

Olympus Mt., we rented a piece of ground with a source of water, and
several kinds or plants for larvae were planted there. By the end of

July 1936 the country was barren, while in our field the vegetation

was luxuriant ; then we put on the plants many eggs of different

species of insects.

Having seen that the frail shell of the eggs and pupae preserve the

vitality of those living things even when it is hot, we built some
shelters, with different sorts of material, in order to note the behaviour

of the larvae in the shelters, while the larvae in the open were injured

by heat.

When some eggs had hatched and everything was ready for experi-

ments, the Police invited us to leave Greece and to exchange some
American gold, although we had duly declared our money before

landing in this country. Besides that the Government stated that

everybody leaving Greece must pay 20,000 drachms for the visa to the

passport ; thus we should have been obliged to pay £76 for my wife

and I.

We made a petition to H.M. the King of Greece, and we were
allowed to remain here keeping our gold ; however during that troubled

time our expensive experiment was lost. Now we must give up with

Entomology and get another job, but before doing that we will

summarize what we have observed about the influence of radiant heat

on the development of some butterflies. Recently we have learnt that

the fatal effects of these rays have been proved by experiments, as a
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strong source of radium destroyed the vitality of some caterpillars, and
they were killed.

In the Encyclopaedia Britannica we read the following words, which
have given me the idea—" The rays resemble other specifics, which
are beneficial in small, but harmful in large amount, when applied to

living things."

Radia)it Heat and Eggs.—When heat was intense the eggs hatched
in a short time; when heat was moderate the eggs either hatched
rapidly, or delayed longer than we expected, or never hatched. At
Lisbon (Portugal) the weather was lovely by the end of December, 1932

;

some Pieris, Pontia, Eiichlo'e and Colias emerged in the country, and
we took a few mated females which laid many eggs that we kept in a

room where the temperature never was below 60°. In January 1933
the radiation became feeble and all those eggs dried inside. On the

other hand at Philadelphia, Pa., while the radiant heat was strong in

July 1932, some eggs of Pieris hatched after a fortnight in a refrigerator

at 45° to 50° {Ent. Rec, XLIV. p. 170, 1932).

Radiant Heat and Larvae of Pieridae.—When the larvae hatched and
the radiant heat was very strong, they dropped on the ground and died

almost at once {Ent. Piec, XLYII. p. 125, 1935). Sometimes the

larvae in our broods fed, moulted and pupated at a temperature of 91°

(I.e., p. 87) as radiation was moderate ; on the other hand they died,

even at 89° (I.e., p. 74) if the rays were strong, and when the larvae

died at room temperature they collapsed also in the subsoil of a big

building, where the temperature never rose above 80°, and in an ice-box

at about 60°. Only below 50°, confined in an ice-box, the larvae were
not injured by the strong rays. ,

In our broods the larvae grew well, even at a moderate cold, if

radiation was suitable, while they remained inactive until they collapsed

if, in spite of the mild weather, the rays were feeble for a long

time.

Only those larvae that met with favourable conditions of radiation,

heat and food during their short larval stage succeeded in pupating;

otherwise they died,

I must record that at Philadelphia some larvae of Pieris rapa e oiten

formed their pupae in a week, while at Tangier, in Portugal, Spain and
Greece they never became mature in less than a fortnight.

Having seen that the larvae of the Pieridae almost always died

above 90°, and that sometimes they were injured at 60°, we were

surprised when at Salonika we saw that in March 1936 many
caterpillars fed actively, moulted and pupated rapidly in an incubator

at 110° in spite of the little aeration, moderate light and high vapour

pressure. In such conditions the larvae rotted only when we fed them
with a poor quality of food (Ent. Rec. XL\III. p. 110, 1936).

Last December we took a worn female of Colias croceus, which laid

many eggs upon a plant of clover. The larvae that hatched were put

into an incubator of the University of Salonika, at a temperature of

about 100°, and I daily went and set a fresh plant to replace the faded

ones. In January 1937, on account of the prevailing influenza epidemic,

I was unable to supply those larvae with food, and they remained for

ten days in that hot room with dry plants only. When I looked again

at the breeding cage I saw that some larvae were still living, and a few
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had formed pupae, which produced adults in a few days, while

the sun was shining,

I believe that in both experiments, which I have recorded above,

the larvae resisted intense heat because the radiation was feeble.

Radiant Heat and Larvae of Papilio.—The larvae of a few species of

Papilio that we have reared never were injured by a strong radiation.

If radiant heat increased while they were feeding they were overcome

by stupor, but became active again if a fan was set going near them, .

The larvae which started to moult with a suitable amount of

radiation succeeded in casting their skins in a short time ; on the

other hand if the Millikan rays became intense, the moulting larvae

remained long dormant and they cast off their skins with difficulty,

after radiant heat decreased.

If radiation was suitable, the larvae that had finished feeding hung
up at once and in a perfect manner. At a very feeble degree of

radiation the mature larvae were overcome by stupor ; at a high degree

they became excited and afterwards dormant. Often those weakened

larvae hung up imperfectly, and sometimes remained on the ground

but did not die.

The larvae which had hung up in a short time formed pupae in a

few hours, and those active pupae emerged in a few days if radiation

continued to be suitable. However if radiation either increased or

decreased considerably while the active pupae were nearing their

physiological change they delayed emergence (^arrested pupae) until after

the environment became settled for several days near the optimum
range for the emergence of the pupae of the Papilio.

Sometimes the arrested pupae emerged when the climate was lovely,

but at other times they did not. I must confess that I am still very

far from being able to explain what are the complex causes of the

emergence of the pupae.

The mature larvae, that had laid dormant became feeble and even

under the most favourable conditions, needed some days to recover and

so form dormant pujiae that never emerged in the same year in which

they were formed.

Records about the Einergence of a few Kinds of Pupae.—It is well

known that the emergences of every kind of pupa are arrested by cold

and scanty radiation. Radiation is the most important factor, as is

proved by the fact that, in winter, the pupae rarely emerge even if they

are in a hot room. We record that some pupae of Papilio machaon

and Zerynthia ru)iii)ia emerged in full winter, in our rooms warmed by

a stove, at Madrid, Tangier and Salonika. That happened with the

combined efforts of heat and radiation ; however in winter we never

succeeded in producing a premature emergence of Pieridae.

The pupae of the Pieridae are more or less active, as their larvae die

from any sensible fluctuation of the rays. The pupae of Pier is

rajjae, Poiitia protndice, P. daplidice, Colias enrytheme and C. croceus

(which we have handled in America, Europe and Africa) never were

arrested by strong radiations. The emergence of some pupae of Pieris

brassicae was once arrested, at Lisbon, although on that day the tem-

perature never was over 75° {F:nt. Rec, XLVIII. p. 38, 1986.) however,

the radiant heat was so exceptionally strong that some men and horses

were harmed in the City. Those pupae emerged three or four months
after. When at Salonika we tried to arrest by heat the pupae of P.
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brassicae we did not succeed as those experiments were made in March
and April, and the radiation was not sufficiently strong.

The pupae of the second brood of Eiichloe belemia and K. ausonia
emerged in a few days until the radiation had a moderate strength

;

otherwise they delayed emergence until the following year, or atter

two years.

At Philadelphia we reared larvae of Papilio polyxenes of the third,

fourth and of the last mongrel brood. The active pupae emerged in a

few days, except those of the last brood, which were arrested when the

temperature fell, in October 1932, but they emerged, in a cabin of the

steamer at 75°, both at Boston and near the Azores Islands, while the

sun was shining. A few arrested pupae of the third brood emerged at

Philadelphia, in mid- August, after the radiant heat had decreased ; the

other arrested pupae of the third brood produced adults in September
together with those of the fourth brood. All the dormant pupae
remained. We took them with us, and they emerged in Portugal and
Spain from May to July of the following year.

The pupae of Papilio nmcliaon, from our broods at Lisbon and
Cuenca (Spain) emerged partly in a few days. Some emerged in winter
in a warm room at Madrid, and the others at Tangier in the spring of

the following year.

At Tangier we reared P. machaon from May to December 1934 and
obtained pupae of the second, third and fourth brood and of the last

mongrel brood. Both active and arrested pupae produced adults in

Morocco ; the dormant ones were taken with us when we came to

Greece. Most of them emerged at Salonika from May to September
1935 ; the others from May to October 1936.

In Greece we have not been able to rear P. machaon, as this species

is very scarce here and our African specimens never mated in our
cages.

Conclusions.—The various kinds of rays have a different influence
over living things according to their degree of intensity, and in

accordance with the climate of the place where the plants and animals
live.

Man can live in a cold environment until the rays are strong ; he
does not suffer at a relatively high temperature if the rays are very
feeble

; he fits well at any intermediate temperature provided that

radiation is balanced by the other factors of the climate.

The vital limits of the human kind are wide, and man can endure
strong deviations from its optimum range. Only when the rays are

either very intense, or very feeble in relationship to the environment, it

seems that epidemics spread.

The fertility of the insect is formidable, and if it were not for the
" balance in nature," most of them must die in the larval stage when
their genitalia are not yet formed. So, the limits of vitality of the
insects are reduced, and their eggs, larvae and pupae die at any slight

deviation from the suitable range.

I l>elieve that it will be hard to state by figures in any particular

case what the suitable range is, as the combinations of the different

kinds of rays with the other climate factors are endless, and every
species of insect has a different vital range in each of its stages.—

•

Salonika, 20th April, 1937.
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Argentine Notes. I. Papilionidae.

By KENNETH J. HAYWAED, F.E.E.S., F.K.G.S., F.Z.S.

Probably the height of every schoolboy collectors' ambition is to

possess a " swallow-tail," at least it was in my school days, but although
I was reputed to have more than my share of beginner's luck, it was
never my fortune to obtain a specimen, nor in fact have I ever seen

the British insect alive.

My first introduction to the Papilios was on the southern range of

the Island of Cyprus, where a form of /-. machaon (which is I believe

known as ssp. asiatica), flies sparsely over the wild country below Platres,

along the road to Trooditsa and on the bare summit of Troodos, the

reputed " Olympus of the Gods." Its capture was more a matter of

strategy and patience than a straightforward chase, as the nature of

the ground prevented rapid movement. I captured a fair series, and
every capture gave me a fresh thrill, possibly because they were my
first Papilios, or it may have been their likeness to the British form
of my schoolday dreams, then not so long left behind me.

But be it what may, they are the only members of their Family,
whose capture has ever caused me the slightest elation. I suppose it

is that they are mostly large and well known and rarely difficult to catch

that this is so, but the fact remains that I get far more satisfaction out

of the successful netting of a small dingy Hesperid, or an unusual
Pierh than from the finest of Papilios.

In the only published list of the Argentine Papilionidae I have at

hand, 49 species or forms are noted as occurring in the country, but the

list must be slightly longer since there are species not mentioned, that

I have seen or captured.

My first introduction to the Argentine species of this Family was
in the Parks and Gardens of Buenos Aires, when I first landed, and
where P. tlwas ssp. brasiliensis flies commonly. This insect seems to

be common in all parts of the country north of Buenos Aires, and at

the moment of writing a pair are disporting themselves amongst the

orange trees before the window, shadows of the " orange dogs " to

follow. Some of them reach as much as 7 or 7-|- inches wing spread,

the males especially being generally on the large side.

From Buenos Aires 1 went almost immediately to the northern
portion of the Province of Santa Fe, a province whose area exceeds that

of Greece. Here I remained for 5^ years, collecting, when time
permitted, in the vast quebracho forests that comprise the Chaco-
santafecino.

The range of Papilios found here was not great and of these, three

only were common. P. tlwas ssp. brasiliensis haunted equally our
gardens and the forest picadas,* and floated gracefully along the forest

edge. The other two common species remained very closely in their

selected haunts. Of these, P. hella)dchus, generally considered a rare

species and which is but sparsely represented in Argentine collections,

favoured the woodland edge, seldom venturmg far into the forest or

straying to any great extent into the bordering cultivation. Like certain

other insects, it was wont to resent the intrusion of other species into

* Forest paths or roads.
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its domain, and would fly at them and buffet tbem in the most approved

Charaxid-lil^e style. As the earlier stages appeared to be unknown, 1

decided to find their larvae, but although the adult was so common
and so localized that it appeared an easy task, nearly three years was

to elapse before I achieved my end and then only by spending many
hours watching the insects in flight till they finally betrayed their food-

plant, a not uncommon but little suspected Berbeiis [B. riiscifnlia'). I

have since learnt that Papilio aiujentinus also feeds on a Berberis sp.

Papilio perrliebus, on the other hand, was always to be found in the

flower covered glades along the rivers, especially in the spring, when
the scent of the wild petunias was almost suffocating. It is an msect
twelve years' collecting has led me to associate with the vicinity of

rivers. It flies freely in the virgin forest at Punta Lara to the south

of the city of Buenos Aires, a stretch of woodland that has miraculously

escaped the vandal hand of man where many unusual species have been

found, brought down from Paraguay and Brazil on the floating

camalotes by the two great waterways of the country, the Parana and

the Uraguay. In Misiones and Corrientes I have only found it along

the banks of the Alto Parana or by the larger arroyos,* and in Entre
Rios the riverine forests are its home.

Of the remaining species that I took in the Chaco-santafecino, all

were scarce. I do not remember taking the male of L. lycophioii but it

must have been present since one or two specimens of the female forms
oebalus and pirithoits were captured. The f>o))iponiHs form of /''. hjsitlwus

was also found and Ruryades diiponcheli, the former unrecorded I believe

from this country.

Then after a short time in Buenos Aires, whose bricks and mortar
were far from my liking, I found myself in the Province of La Rioja

(equal in area to Portugal), and here I was able to collect freely without

the restraint of Office hours.

Undoubtedly the commonest of the Papilios in the north west is

the elsewhere scarce Ktoi/aden duponcheU. It is a beautiful insect and
in the summer of 1930-31 it was excessively common both at Guayapa
(near Patquia) and in the small area of cultivation that nestles amongst
the Mogotes, those curious sandstone cliffs and canyons that form the

southern extension of the small range of sierras known as Los Colorados.

Amongst these sandstone valleys, filled with scrub and the giant cande-

labra cactus, I spent many pleasant days collecting insects and cacti,

or searching for a lost Indian burial ground. Apart from the rare

Chaco-santafecina records, I have only seen E. duponcheU (excluding

the northwestern provinces) at a spot on the Rio Lujan, an hour's

train journey north of Buenos Aires, where I found it not uncommonly
in March of 1930, finding at the same time the damociates form of

P. perrhebiis. The food plant of FJ. diipoiiclieli is Aristolochia linyua.

Rare specimens of Euryades corethrus are sometimes taken, and in

the villages or towns, where there happen to be Citrus plants, or flowers,

one sees the ubiquitous brasiliensis. P. jwlydamas is not uncommon
and I have taken it as high as 7500 feet in the Nevado de Famatina
on the Cerro Negro Oveno. Most of my collecting in La Rioja and in

the adjacent portions of the surrounding Provinces, San Juan, San
Luis, Cordoba and Catamarca has been oft' the beaten track, and in the

* Small streams.
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wilder portion, where Papilionidae are less likely to be found, and I

think the only other species I took in those parts was dauiocrates though

I believe that five or six other species are to be found. During the

summer of 1933-34 I spent six months collecting in my old haunts of

the Chaco-santafecino, along the north of Corrientes and the Alto

Parana litoral of Misiones. It happened to be one of the worst seasons

ever recorded here, due to the excessive cold of the previous winter,

followed by prolonged drought. My stay of a month in the Chaco-

santafecino did not produce a single Papilio, though I searched

assiduously for P. hellanichus in its favourite haunts. In Corrientes

only two species were to be found, and it was not till I entered Misiones

at Posadas that the season began to wake up. Here in some woodland
bordering the river I had the pleasure of making my acquamtance in

the life with several well known butterflies and three Papilios, poly-

(hnias, perrhebns and lainarckei were taken, and another unknown to

me, probably P. capys, successfully evaded every attempt to capture

it, confining itself to the denser woodland, where the net could not be

used.

Later on in the more northern portions of the Territory and on the

Brazilian borders, the Papilios became some of the commonest insects.

In all 19 forms were taken and on one occasion at Puerto Bemberg,
where the road through the villages was in places lined with beds of

zinias and other flowers, no less than ten forms were present at the

same time at one of these beds, including the rare /*. scaiiuonier, of

which I only obtained three specimens in all.

Here on these flowerbeds was variety, but on the damp sand along

the river's bank, on the muddy patches by the arroyos, and sometimes
after rain at the puddles on the roads, was quantity. On sunny days

from about ten in the morning till late afternoon P. thoas ssp. brasilimsu,

P. lainarckei, P. lycoplnoii and sometimes P. androgens, clustered in

dense masses of from a few inches to several feet in diameter, differing

from the similarly grouped Catopsilias in that the species intermingled.

Sometimes odd specimens of the beautiful P. stenodesinns would appear,

or ol: /-'. cafii/s. But whatever species were present all would be males.

They would remain quiescent for a few minutes, their bodies throbbing

as they sucked up the moisture, which was from time to time dis-

charged from the anus in large drops, their wings erect, quivering

with the slightest of movements. Now and again an insect would
make an impatient gesture with its wings, a quick flip, withdraw its

proboscis and move to another spot, or perhaps leave its fellows and
taking to wing circle over the spot till it had spied out some new
opening amongst the crowd, and dropping down walk around till it

found a place that pleased it.

To collect from such patches, one had only to approach quietly, sit

down, and select what was required with a pair of forceps.

I had hoped to obtain a long series of the beautiful diaphanous P.

prutesilans group, of which four species are known from Misiones, P.

protesilans, P. antosilans, P. telesilaun and P. stenodesnins. At times

they assemble in patches, like the species just mentioned, but it was
not my luck to see them thus. In fact only P. stenodesnins was taken,

the rest,' if seen, escaped (they cannot be distinguished on the wing and
even at rest it is difficult), and I learnt from other collectors that they

were absent from all their usual haunts that season.
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At the foot of the Igazu falls, probably the most colourful falls in

the world, stretching in a great semicircle for 2700 metres and
falling either directly, or as a double fall for 263 feet in a green setting

of tropical forest, the beautiful P. nephalion flew in the spray-drenched
forest, whilst in the drier forest above, the rurik form of P. lyuthons

was found, and a single specimen of the form brevifasciata.

Both the female forms oebalus and pirithous of lycopJiron flew

together in numbers early in December, whilst probably the commonest
of the Papilios throughout the season was P. hectoridex. P. polystlctiis

was also not rare, but P. laodocns was never very plentiful except for

a few days on a flower patch on the main picada between Puerto
Aguirre and Puerto Iguazu. A few P. anchisiades were also taken.

Early Stages of Indian Lepidoptera.

By D. G. SEVASTOPULO, P.R.E.S.

{Continued from Vol. XLVIII., p. 100.)

Sphingidae.

Rhyncliolaha acteus, Cr.

Ovum.—Yellow green, ovoid and small for the size of the insect.

Hatched 25.ix.31.

1st instar.-—Head yellow-green, body blue-green. Horn thin, about
half the length of the body, black with yellow base. Moulted 27. ix. 31.

2nd. instar.— Head yellow-green, body blue-green. A large white

subdorsal spot on the 4th somite and a series of smaller oval white

spots outlined in dark blue from the 5th to the 10th somite, the

posterior spots being less conspicuous than the anterior. Horn as in

previous instar. The thoracic somites begin to assume the typical

tapering Choerocampid shape. Moulted 29.ix.31.

3rd instar.—Very similar to the previous one. The spot on the

4th somite develops a dark pupil. The base of the horn orange.

Moulted 1.X.31.

4th instar.—Head blue- green. True legs orange-pink. Body
blue-^re(3n. Thoracic somites tapered with a dark dorsal and a pale

subdorsal line. 4th somite bearing a subdorsal ocellus consisting of a

yellow-green ring edged internally and externally with white containing

an indigo blue spot anteriorly, the posterior portion being bright green

dotted with white. A series of seven indistinct oblique white lateral

stripes. A series of six elongated yellow subdorsal spots outlined with
dark blue from the 5th to the 10th somite. Horn about half an inch
long, the base orange followed by a narrow black, a wide white and a

wide black ring, the tip white. The whole carried erect and curved
slightly forward. Moulted 3.x. 31.

Final instar.— Similar to the previous one except that the horn is

orange-pmk, short, thick and curved downwards. Pupated in a slight

web among leaves on the surface of the ground 8.x.31.

Pupa.—Brown with a dark dorsal line and lateral stripes. Ventral
surface white, a black central and two dark brown lateral stripes.

Wing cases pinkish-brown the edges darker. Tongue case free and
circular. A male emerged 20.x. 31.

Foodplant.

—

Caladiiiin.

Described from a batch of six larvae from ova found in Calcutta.
Of these, one assumed a pinkish ground colour after the first ecdysis,
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another after the second and three after the third, these all produced
the brown form of larva described below. The sixth remained green
throughout. All wild larvae that I have seen have been of the green
form.

Final instar.—Brown form.—Head and ground colour tobacco-

brown. The subdorsal thoracic line yellow. The ring of the ocellus

on the 4th somite very dark brown edged internally with white and
externally with yellow. The spots on the 5th to 10th somites very
conspicuous the centres bright yellow-green. Other markings the

same as the green form.

Hampson describes the horn as yellow and does not mention the
brown form. He also appears to have been ignorant of the shape of the
pupa as one of the characteristics given for the Chaerocampinae is

" Pupa without external sheath for proboscis." Seitz's description is

" Young larva green, later on often dark brown, in front very pointed
;

on the 4th ring a very large expressive fictitious eye, surrounded by
yellow and above shaded with dark ; on the other rings lateral light

ovals and below them dark oblique patches. Horn very small."

Hamps. Moths. Brit. hid. I. 100 : Moore, Lep. Ceylon, II. pit. 88.

1, la : Seitz. Indo-malay Bojiiby., X. 568.

LiMACODIDAE.

Natada stiffusa, Moore= [Macroplectra nararia, Mr., f. cos}niana,

Swh. (= stifusa, Mr.)] .

Head brown and retractile. Ground colour green. A purple-brown
dorsal stripe, broad anteriorly and narrowing to a line on the 7th
somite, from which it again broadens posteriorly. A yellow spot on
each side of the dorsal stripe on the 7th. somite. A series of 11 lateral

projections with urticating bristles, the 1st and 2nd short red and
directed forward, the 3rd long, red and directed sideways, the 4th to

10th short, green and directed sideways and the 11th long, green and
directed backwards. A double dorsal row of tufts of very short urtica-

ting bristles. In some examples the dorsal stripe is almost obsolete.

Cocoon.—Spherical, purplish brown.
Foodplant.

—

Lagerstroemia indica (Crape Myrtle).

Described from a full fed larvae found in Calcutta, 25.xii.31, pupated
28.xii.31 and a male emerged 19.i.32.

Hampson describes the larva of N. nararia, Moore, which he makes
conspecific with suffusa, as " yellowish-green above, pink below ; a

yellow or pinkish dorsal band ; a subdorsal series of red tipped spinous
tubercles ; a sublateral series of larger whitish tubercles with very short

spines, the tubercles at each end being long, those at the posterior end
longest."

Hamps. Moths Brit. India,!. 381-2; Moore Lep. E. I. Co. pit. 21.

figs. 8, 8a: Hering-Stz. hid. Mai. Bomb. X. 716.

The Genetics and Status of Xylomania (Xylomiges) conspicillaris, L.

and ab. intermedia, Tutt, and ab. melaleuca, View.

ByE. A. COCKAYNE, D.M., F.R.C.P.

I was much interested to hear that in 1933 Mr. G. B. Coney bred
a large number of X. conspicillaris from a wild female taken in

Somerset and that he obtained types and intermediates as well as ab,

melaleuca, View. The proportion of types and intermediates in the
Taunton district is very small, so much so, that doubts have been cast
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on their occurrence there. In Gloucestershire, though the species is

rarer, there is a much higher percentage of these two forms.

In answer to my enquiry about his brood Mr. Coney kindly tol(i

me that the wild female was ab. Melaleuca and that he had bred 107

rnelaleuca, 22 ab. intermedia, Tutt, and 17 types. I had been under the

impression that intermedia was the heterozygote and that melaleiica and

type were the two homozygotes. His information showed that this

could not be so, but the numbers he gave did not agree with any

simple Mendelian ratio. I noticed however that the ratio of melaleiica

to types and intermedia together was nearly three to one, and after

puzzling over it for some time I thought that possibly there was sexual

dimorphism and examined the sex of such as were available. The 7

types were all males and the 12 i)itermedia were all females. Mr.

Coney was good enough to examine those still in his possession and

found that his 6 types were males and his 6 intermedia were females,

and that both sexes were represented in his melaleuca. To confirm the

view that types are males and intermedia females I examined the

continental series in the British Museum and found that the 14 types

were males, as I expected, and the 8 intermedia were females. Mr.

H. B. Williams examined his specimens and found that his 2 types

and 4 interinedia alleged to come from Taunton were males and females

respectively, and that his type from Worcester bred by Hancock in

May, 1908, was a male. Taking them all together the 30 types were

all males and the 30 ab. intermedia were all females, and there can be

no doubt that the species is sexually dimorphic and that ab. intermedia,

Tutt, is merely the female of the plainer grey type. Even in ab.

melaleuca there is some sexual difference, the females being more
distinctly black and white than the males.

Reverting to the brood bred by Mr. Coney, there were 107 melaleuca

to 39 type and interiitedia, which is in close agreement with the ordinary

3 : 1 ratio, though there were three too many type and intermedia.

There can be little doubt that the wild female parent was heterozygous

for the pale sexually dimorphic form and must have paired with a male

of the same constitution, and in view of the rarity of this form in

Somerset it is probable that the male was a brother of the female

parent. The grey type form then is the male and the variegated ab.

intermedia, Tutt, is the female of the pale form, which is recessive to

the common black and white ab. melaleuca, View. I have found a good

many records of broods of melaleuca bred from wild females of the same
form, but I have been unable to find any record of a brood like that of

Mr. Coney, or of one with ifitermedia as the female parent.

Seitz gives figures of all three, and says that melaleuca is the

commonest and that ab. interuiedia is commoner than the type. It is

unlikely that there is any difference in the numbers of the two sexes,

but more females than males may be found owing to the difference in

their appearance or to some difference in their habits.

Description of the Larva of Mallocephala deserticola, Berg. (Arctiidae).

By KENNETH J. HAYWARD, F.R.E.S., F.E.G.S., F.Z.S.

Length 35-38mm.
A greyish larva with a white dorsal and a greyish lateral stripe,

ringed on each segment with tufts of short brown hairs and longer

darker hairs, the head brown..
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Head, argus brown (Ridgway III. 13.m), frons of the same colour,

the clypeal suture white. Antennae, mandibles and palpi white, ringed
or marked with brown. Thorax and abdomen white speckled with
black, the speckling irregular in shape and size and much reduced on
the ventral parts. A pure white doraal stripe and a greyish lateral

stripe, the latter formed by reduction of the dark speckling.

Prothoracic segment with a brown dorsal pad speckled with minute
brown warts from which rise tufts of short light brown hairs or longer
sparser darker brown hairs, all these hairs closely spined with tiny up-
pointing spines. Apart from this dorsal pad thei-e are a pair of posterior

trapezoidal tubercles slightly posterior to the pad and laterally two
more prominent tubercles. All the tubercles carried by the larva are

covered with the minute brown setose warts. The meso- and
metathoracic segments with rings of eight similar tubercles. The 1st

and 2nd abdominal segments carry anterior and posterior trapezoidal

tubercles and in line with the latter a rmg of tubercles comprising
supraspiracular, subspiracular, lateral and marginal and on the ventral

portion of the larva a pair of very small ventral tubercles and
between this pair and the marginal tubercle a somewhat larger ventral
tubercle. The leg-bearing abdominal segments are the same except for

the lack of the ventral tubercles and the 7th and 8th segments
correspond to the 1st and 2nd. On the 9th abdominal segment there

is a pair of large dorsal tubercles or pads with a single lateral tubercle.

The 10th segment has two defined but smallish tubercles on the dorsum
and a posterior ridge but the whole segment is lightly covered with the

small dark brown warts. Below the anus are two very feeble tubercles.

The prolegs are externally brown, darker at the joints, internally

brown and white, the final segment dark brown. The claws are simple
but near the end of the final segments are two short bristles. The
legs have a half ring of the brown setose warts on each segment.

The abdominal and anal claspers are light brown with numerous
brown setose warts and the hooks are placed in a line with a secondary
row of very minute hooks behind.

The larva appears to be a general feeder, having been taken on
about ten different foodplants at Concordia (Entre Rios) in October
1934.

Jg^ T E S ON COLLECTING, etc.

Single Brooded Polyommatus icarus ; Sheffield.—The common
blue is by no means a common butterfly in the Sheffield area, but from
time to time, small colonies appear in new places and then disappear

again as suddenly as they came.
In South Yorkshire, about 12 miles from Sheffield, there is a belt of

Magnesian Limestone on which P. icarus is widespread and abundant.
There, two broods are produced every year, one in June and the other
in August, and occasionally a third brood occurs. A third brood, for

instance, was produced at Maltby in late October 1934. The specimens
were extremely small.

In North Derbyshire, there is an extensive area of Carboniferous
Limestone, the nearest point being about ten miles from Sheffield ; and
in the valleys and dales, among the Limestone hills, P. icarus is to be
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found. It appears to be always double-brooded there, but I have no
record of specimens of a third brood.

Between these two Limestone areas, Sheffield is situated ; on coal-

measnre shales and gritstones ; and it is on this geological area that P.

icarus is scarce and erratic in appearance.

On a hillside near to Sheffield there is established a very strong

colony of P. icarus, which is remarkable for being perfectly single

brooded. This locality consists of a few acres of abandoned land on
which are outcrops of coal-shale, containing a large percentage of

sulphur and iron. On this land, the few plants which thrive include

Birds-foot Trefoil—the "blues" food plant.

The locality faces South-East and is sheltered from the Northern and
Westerly winds, and the altitude ranges from eight hundred feet, to

eight hundred and fifty feet above sea level.

The butterflies begm to emerge about the fifth day of July and are

never early or late by more than a-^-few days. They are in full flight

during the second week in July and by the beginning of August, the

last few specimens are fluttering about with tattered wings.

I have never found a specimen of a second brood, though I made
many careful searches during the very fine summers of 1933 and 1934.

The specimens of this colony are very large, many of the males

reaching 1*75 inches in expanse, whilst few of the females expand
below 1*50 inches.

The underside variation is slight, but the tendency is towards

diminution in size and number of the spots and markings. Var. icarinns

is quite common, and I have seen a few modifications with the number
and size of the spots much reduced. I found one male variety, which
had the row of markings along the edges of the underside of the fore-

wings absent, giving a peculiar streaky effect.

The females provide many fine upperside forms. Beautiful large

specimens of var. caerulea occur, and females with the veins of the hind

wings streaked with blue are common. The brown form showing no
trace of blue also occurs, but is always smaller in size.

The best form I have found, has the hind wings and half the fore

wings bright— but not shiny— blue, and has a conspicuous white dot in

the centre of each wing.—T. D. I^'earnebough, Upperthorpe, Sheffield.

CiDARIA (ThERa) OBELISCATA AND C. (T.) VARIATA IN CoKNWALL.
Referring to my remarks on p. 26, I am glad to be able to add that

another wing found in our verandah was quite distinct from either the

grey or the brown form of obeliscata there recorded, and on my sending it

to Dr. Cockayne at our Editor's suggestion, the Doctor returned it with

the welcome and unexpected information that it was the true variata.

At the same time he very kindly sent me 3 specimens of the latter species

from the New Forest, of which the largest specimen resembles those

mentioned on p. 26 as obeliscata but is more fuzzy and none of them
resembles my single wing, which was much blotched with fuscous grey

and had the dark squarish mark in the inner marginal end of the central

fascia very black. It is thus extremely interesting to find that both

grey and brown forms of obeliscata and a dark grey form of variata

occur here. As the latter species feeds only on spruces, I conclude

that it must have come from the big spruces on Pencalenick estate, or

from young trees planted at the same time and in the same damp
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meadow as the young larches already referred to on p. 26, and I hope

this year to find the respective larvae of these species, as well as the

imagines, in due season, having never paid special attention to the

oheliscata-variata group. I may add that the above notes about the

wing of true variata are in the past tense because the wing no longer

exists having met with an accident that rendered it useless ! I hope

to be able to report further developments this year.— C. Nicholson,

Tresillian, Truro, Cornwall.

Unusual pupation site of Mimas (Dilina) tiliae.—My friend Mr.

ClifTord Craufurd tells me that his son recently found a last year's

bird's nest against the trunk of an elm tree, some two feet from the

ground, and brought it home for identification. On pulling it to pieces

they found, in a loose cocoon underneath the nest, a pupa of D. tiliae.

The moth is common in this town, where limes abound, but neither of

us has yet found its larva here on elm, though elm is a common food-

plant in other districts.—P. B. M. Allan, 4, Windhill, Bishop's

Stortford.

LiMNOPHORA signata, Stein :—I think it worth putting on record

the capture of a small series of this Anthomyiid fly at Mudeford, near

Christchurch, Hants, on 19th and 20th August last year. The
specimens were swept amongst marshy growth on the foreshore. I

recognized the genus at the time of capture, but failing to identify the

species by means of Mr. Collin's monograph on the British Species of

Limnophora, in the E.M.M. Vol. LVII. (1921), I gave types to him

at the Verrall Supper this January. He subsequently wrote naming
the species as above and adding that the only previous British record

known to him was that of 2 J <^ taken at Milnthorpe, Westmoreland,

on 23rd June, 1929, by Mr. H. Britten. In his letter Mr. Collin

mentioned an amusing incident in that the day after the Verrall Supper

he met Mr. Britten (who had came to town for it) at the British

Museum and in the course of conversation asked if he had taken any

more specimens " little realizing that there were some in my hand-bag."

L. signata has been described as regards the J <y by Mr.

Collin in his paper " A revision of the Greenland species of the

Anthomyiid genus Limnopliora " in Trans. Royal Ent. Soc. Land. Vol.

LXXVlil. pp. 278-9. The $ $ have been' hitherto unknown, but

Mr. Collin tells me that, like the male, they need comparison with L.

veterrima, Zett. only, to which species they would run down in his

Table of females, but may be primarily distinguished by their narrower

build and the presence of some indication of darker patches on the (not

so pale grey) abdomen ; if the frontal characters are overlooked, the

biserial acrostichals in front of suture would lead one to T. biseriata,

Stein, which however is a darker grey insect with obvious round dark

spots on abdomen and no spines to ovipositor.—H. W. Andrews,

(F.R.E.S.).

Mole Crickets a Garden Pest in Hants.—Mole crickets are

sufficiently numerous m parts of Hampshire to be a garden pest. I

have received an account from Mr. R. A. White, of Sandhills Lodge,

Mudeford, Christchurch, who informs me that they are infesting an

area of about twelve acres, chiefly kitchen garden, but with some
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flower borders. The soil is rather on the li^ht side, but always wet
in winter. The plants that suffer most are the tender ones, that have
just been planted, and some potatoes have been eaten through, but the

permanent flower borders do not seem to have suffered much. Mr.

White writes that when several were kept in a tin together, they were
partially, or completely, eaten, so they do not decline animal food when
hungry. In one part, about 70 square yards which had not been dug
for two years, Mr. White took no less than 82 mole crickets and it

is to be noted that they were all in the wettest part, where some of the

ground has been under water during the past winter.—G. Fox Wilson,
Royal Horticultural Society's Laboratory, Wisley, Ripley. 8th May.
1987.

(grURKENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
The Transactions for the Society for British E7itomology, Vol. 3,

1936, was issued a while ago.—Perhaps the best remark one can make is

that of a member of the South London Society when we met the other

evening—" What a fine part the Sy. Brit. Ent. has just issued." And
it is. The first paper is the filled-in paper, which was read by Dr.

A. D. Imms, M.A., F.R.S., as the Address to the Congress of the

Society held at Cambridge in June last. An exposition of the

"Ancestry of Insects," a very clear statement of the present position,

with references and completion of points which were so ably put in the

abbreviated delivery at Cambridge, illustrated with eleven diagrams.

Among the other eight papers included are F. Balfour Browne on the
" Aquatic Coleoptera of Somersetshire " ; G. J. Kerrich, " The
Ichneumonidea of Wicken fen "

; Rev. A. Thornley, part III. of a
" List of Cornish Diptera " ; J. H. Cook, " A Study of Calosoma

inquisitor (Col.) "
; G. A. Walton, " Oviposition in the British species

of Notonecta (Hem.) "
; etc. There are 171 pp. and 17 plates, besides

numerous text figures. All the treatises form a very reliable addition

to our knowledge of those British insects of the so-called " neglected

orders " and their issue amply justifies the formation of such a Society

with a definite object.

In the March number of VAmateur de Papillons, VIII. p. 205, Herr
Warnecke of Kiel returns to the question of the second brood of

Hylophila jjrasinana which had been raised on p. 67 of the same volume
a year ago by Messieurs Abbayes and Pesson. In the present article it

is shown by breeding from the ova of H. prasinana taken in the early

part of the year that a second brood has been obtained several times

and that the resultant insects are what was described as a true species,

H. fioHi, by Costantini in 1911. It seems that this second generation

occurs only very rarely North of the Alps and even in the South is not

always produced naturally.

Month by month the interesting and useful Belgian periodical

Laiuhillionea adds to its store of photographic plates of aberrations of

Lepidoptera, mainly of the Rhopalocera. Recently they have illustrated

among other species named forms and "curiosities" (unnamed)
of P. machaon, E.tithonus, C. dispar, H. phlaeas, L. arion, P. coridon,

A. hyperantus, P. aegeria, as well as of numerous non-British species.

Another instalment, Pt. IV., of the wonderful store of matter on
Leaf-Mining Insects collected and arranged by Prof. Hering of the
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Berlin University Die Blatt-Minen Mittel-und Nord-Europas, has just

appeared. It consists of 112 pages, 2 pits, and deals with the mines of

over 560 species and illustrates nearly 150 mines (including Coleophorid

cases) in the text and on the plates. Based on plant names this part

treats of the tenants of from Myrica to Riibns. For instance Qnercus

has no less than 64 species recorded. In this case the distinction between

the mines of the various species of Lithocolletis mining in oak leaves is

extremely uncertain, and the author has given a special analysis of the

colour, marlcing, etc. of the imaginal fore-wings on p. 429. Under
Pirns (Pyri(s) 51 mining species are given ; under Populiis, 39 ; under

Prunns, 83; and so on. Details of the disposal of the frass, of pupation

in the mine or on the ground, of partial miners like the case-bearers,

etc. are all used in the differentiation of the various species. This

work will be a most useful book of reference and save endless research

particularly to lepidopterists, dipterists and hymenopterists so that all

our biological libraries should contain a copy and we would point out

that after completion the price will be considerably enhanced whereas

now the parts can be obtained at a discount of 25% from the publishers

Messrs. Feller, Neubrandenburg, Berlin.

Our request last month for notes on any hitherto unrecorded forms

of species of Noctuidae occurring in the British Isles with which we are

dealing in our supplement has produced a number of recently observed

new forms for which we wish to thank our correspondent. Will others

please follow his example.

The death is announced of the well known myrmecologist, Prof.

Wm. Morton Wheeler of Harvard University, Cambridge, U.S.A., on

19th April at the age of 73.

Our colleague Mr. H. Donisthorpe has not yet recovered from his

accident in February last when he was knocked down by a car near his

home. He was insensible for five hours and has since undergone

x-rays and had one or two minor operations in hospital.
.

For some time

he has to take things very quietly, not at all congenial to a busy man.
The London Natnralist, 1936, has just been pubHshed, recording

the activities of the various subsidiary societies or sections into which

the London Natural History Society is divided. About 16 pages are

devoted to the various reports including a sympathetic obituary of our

late colleague Rev. C. R. N. Burrows by L. P. Prout.. Mr. H. Burkhill

contributes many notes on Plant Galls and writes the annual summary
of the information sent in on the butterflies. An interesting paper

was read on Predaceous Flies and a Summary of Notes on Dragonfiies.

We believe that South was the authority for the name hyperanthns, not

Linne ; nor was Linne the author of egeria and phloeas. This Annual

is an admirable summary of the doings of the Society's members, is

well edited, well printed and produced and a worthy addition to a long

series of volumes.

In L'Amatenr de Papillons for April M. le Marchand gives a short

account of the family HeUodinidae of the Tineina, dealing shortly and

analytically with the genera Pancalia {lenivenlioeckella, etc.), Anyasvia

{aeratellnm), Heliodines [roesella), Strathniopoda (^pedella), and Schrecken-

steinia {festaliella), with characters analysed and figures added. The
habits of the larvae are described, and the pose of the imagines when
at rest. The larvae are for the most part miners in leaves, stems, roots

or galls, and exotic species feed on coccids. They are considered to be

very primitive forms.
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We have received several separates from Dr. Hans Byfcinski-Salz,

including " A Contribution to the knowledge of the Lepidopterous

Fauna of Sardinia " with a plate ; and a pamphlet dealing with the

" Nomenclature of Bastards," etc.

It is with much pleasure we notice that Prof. H. Beckwith-

Whitehouse, M.Sc, F.R.E.S. has received the honour of Knighthood.

The belated volumes of the Russian Rev. cVEnt. de VV.R.S.S. {Rev.

Basse. d'Ent.) XXVI, for 1935 (pts 1-4) and XXVII (pts. 1-2) hava

recently come to hand. They contain numerous valuable faunistic

articles, unfortunately in characters which preclude the understanding

of them, although in most cases a summary of an article is added in

English, French or German. The numerous illustrations also give

much help to the ordinary student. The special study of the influence

of food plants upon vitality in Loxosteye sticticalis, a pest on various

crops and hitherto considered to be highly polyphagous. After

several years of careful experiment and under varied controls the group

of most favoured host plants was found to be actually small and chiefly

of the order Chenopodiaceae. The summary of this article is in English.

Perhaps the most interesting article is one describing the area of the

vast plateau in the midst of the Khibines Mts., about 67° N. and 2° E.(?)

giving the flora and fauna observed during the years 1930 to 1935,

every year under snow for eight to nine months. One of the illustra-

tions figures the chrysalis and just emerged imago in its natural

surroundings, of Argynnis polaris, the larva of which is stated to feed

exclusively on the flowers of Dryas octopetala.

Our sometime correspondent Dr. Skat Hoffmeyer, of Aarhus,

Denmark, contributed an interesting note in Lamhillionea for May on

the occurrence of Heodes {C/uysophanns) dispar ssp. rutilus in Denmark,
where it has been captured recently. There is a map of the distribution

area of the species showing the main habitat to be Russia from

Leningrad to the Lower Danube basin inclusive and northern Asia Minor,

with outlying small areas N. Germany (the Oder basin), the Alps,

Holland, Denmark, Belgium, near Bordeaux, etc.

The Ent. Rund. of May contains a continuation of Herr Draudt's

notes on Noctnidae. This time a capital coloured plate is given of new
Agrotidae (sens, lat.) from China.

In recent numbers of the Ent. Zeit. [Int. Ent. Zt.) Herr Hoffmann
of St. Catharine, S. Brazil, is giving a series of biological notes on the

lepidoptera of S. Brazil, including the life-history of species of Morpho

and other species well-known as imagines, but whose earlier stages are,

for the most part, desiderata. In the same periodical the genus Zygaena

is one of a series of articles illustrated by no less than 21 figures mostly

of newly described forms from Western Asia areas.

Part 1 of Vol. IV of the Trans. Socy. for British Entomology has

recently been published. It consists of a very valuable memoir on the
" British species of Dacnusa (Hym.) Fam. BraconidaeJ' by G. E. J.

Nixon, B.A., dealing, in a comprehensive way, with species of which

little has hitherto been known, and of which the already known facts

are very confusedly recorded. The paper deals with some 68 species

and is illustrated with 22 plates. The dates of the works of reference

1839, 1885-9, and 1891 are sufficient evidence that this is a piece of

work which has long wanted doing.
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No. 2 of Vol. IV. of the Arbeit u. morphol. iind taxnn. Ent. of Berlin-

Dahlem, which comes regularly to hand, consists of 96 pages of matter

mostly taxonomic, and is a wealth of facts necessary to all students of

a country's fauna and to specialists working on limited genera or families.

It is announced that the VII International Entomological Congress
will be held in Berlin in the August of next year (1938).

M. Ch. Boursin of Paris is also working on the Agrotidae (sens,

lata.). In the Ent. Riuid. for May, he commences a study of the

species now placed in the genus Athetis, Hb. {Caradnna, Auct.) We
also here acknowledge a series of separates on the Noctuidae which he
has kindly sent.

Melanumus, Albi'nismiia n. Riifinismus, by Herr. W. F. Reinig, 122

pp. over 80 figs, published by Messrs. G. Thieme at Leipzig, price M.
5.20 (less 25%) is an attractive work giving a summary of the theoretical

and practical problems of genetics and allied questions. Melanistic

colour is considered in three grades. 1. " Abundismus," perhaps best

illustrated by the examples given, viz. Spilosorua hihricipedinn and its

var. walkeri or by the beetle Adalia hipnnctata with 2 black spots and
its var. with increased size of the spots. 2. " Nigrismus " illustrated

by Pieris brassicae and its form wollastoni from Madeira, and 3. " Melan-
ismus " s. str. by Papilio viachaon and its completely black form «/^ra.

Next the geographical distribution of the principle of Melanism is

dealt with under Island-melanism, Mountain-melanism, Moorland-
melanism, Industrial-melanism, and melanism which occurs in arctic

areas, coastal areas and in oases. Another section deals with the

genetics of melanism, summing the experiments of Federley, Tower,
etc., as far as they concern melanism ; and then considers melanism
due to the influence of breeding modification quoting from Standfuss,

Bacot, Prout, Porritt, Harrison and Main, Doncaster, Goldschmidt, etc.

This section is fully and very well illustrated by excellent figures.

Then the results of heat and cold in temperature experiments in relation

to melanism, and also the bearing of chemical influence in causing
melanism. A few words are given on hunger-melanism. Albinismus
is then treated under Total, Partial and Irregular. This is succeeded

by Geographical distribution of Albinismus, etc., and so on with
Rufinismus. The matter is very well emphasized with examples in all

Orders, but mainly with the Insecta and there is a good bibliography.

[There are some errors of nomenclature here in the examples given

by the author.

—

Eds.]

Have any of our readers a light-trap ? If so we should welcome
some hints on its use and the resulting captures. Our own trap is

more or less of a failure. 'Tis true we have used it only on what we
have considered not unfavourable nights with results last year of odd
specimens of Hepiahis lupidinusi from 16th May to 17th June, 17
examples in all. The total moths for 65 nights was 53 with a few
flies of sorts.

Will subscribers please send us slwrt notes, especially on micro-

lepidoptera as soon as possible as we now have no matter in type for

the next number. With a new printer it will be necessary to get all

matter in earlier than we have in the past.
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I quote the following effusion from the Cactus and Succulent Journal

of America (from an Australian origin)—
Chelinigea, Cactoblastis

Are the little chaps to deal

With the Priciily Pear. The last is

Also known as Cochineal.

And tho' pests for long have racked us

—

They are the blokes to blast the Cactus.

Tho' the Cactus crying " Mea
Culpa " for compunction plead,

Savagely Cheliginea

Gobbles it with horrid greed.

Till appears a passing fair land

Where once spread a tangled pear land.

So abandoning disguises

Cactoblastis chews away,

Till another problem rises

To confront another day :

When the pear pest in the past is,

Who will blast the Cactoblastis ?



18th June.

NOTICE

Owing to the receipt of the following completely unexpected

notice from the present owner of the firm which has printed this

magazine for nearly 40 years, doubtless there will be a considerable

delay in the next few issues, until we can find a suitable firm to

carry on.

We trust our subscribers will be patient with us during the

interval, if it occurs.

{Copy) ARCHER & CO.

May 19th.

Dear Sirs,

The owner of the above business has definitely decided to

close down on July 31st next.

We regret that under the circumstances we shall be unable to

print the "Entomologist's Record" after the June number. . . .

Archer & Co,

P.S.—An endeavour will be made to issue an Aug. -Sept. number
early in September.

—

Hy.J.T.
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AUTUMNAL LEPIDOPTERA IN KURDISTAN.

Preliminary Notes on Some Excursions in the Rowanduz Chai Valley,

Iraq.

(Plate VII.)

By E. P. Wiltshire.

This article deals only with lepidoptera on the wing between late

August and early October in a certain section of the Zagros range lying

between Erbil and the (Persian) Urumiyah Plain. It has no claim to

completeness, since much of the material is still undetermined. Con-

tinental collectors have been working recently in more western and
northern parts of Kurdistan and Armeniat ; these notes are of interest

as being, I think, the first made in recent years about the south-easterly

section of Kurdistan, whose faunistic afl&nities, still predominantly
Pontic-Turanian, show also a partial Farsi-Baluchi character : in a

word we have deserted the Taurus and Anatolia, and are concerned with

the Zagros and the edge of the great Iranian plateau.

The parallel limestone ridges, running N.W.-S.E., of the Zagros

range are often cleft by deep canyons or " tangs." One of the most
remarkable of these is the Rowanduz Gorge, through which flow, under
almost vertical cliffs two or three thousand feet high, the waters from
the higher mountains further east, such as Kawdo and Algurd. Above,

i.e., east of, the Gorge, the Mosul to Tabriz road follows the winding
and gradually rising course of this little river up to its source at Rayat,

the Iraqi frontier post, where the road climbs suddenly up from the

village (c. 4000 ft.) over the last ridge of mountains (the pass is 6000 ft.

at its highest point) before dropping down into the plain of Urumiyah.
The Rowanduz Gorge itself is nearly ten miles long, and the waters in

its ravine are not more than 1800 ft. above sea-level; yet the precipitous

cliffs render it far cooler and shadier than other places of this low

elevation in Kurdistan, Soon after leaving the Gorge, the Rowanduz
Chai joins the Greater Zab, a tributary of the Tigris. Diana, a vlJlage

2800 ft. high, lies, in a mountain-hemmed plain, a few miles above the

upper end of the Gorge. Berserini Gorge, less canyon-like than Rowan-
duz Gorge, but just as beautiful, is about fifteen miles upstream from

Rowanduz, and, at the most, 3000 ft. high. It does not quite belong to

the cooler upland region of Rayat. In July and August the heat at

tVide :

a. " Lepidopteren-Fauna von Marasch in Turkisch Nordsyrien." Osthelder

and Pfeiffer. Munch. Ent. Ges. XXI, 1931, Heft II.

b. " Weitere Beitrag zur Lepidopteren-Fauna Inner-Anatoliens." Wagner,
I.e., XIX, 1929. Nummer l.

c. " Einige neue Arten und Rassen aus den Ausbeuten des Herrn Ernst

Pfeiffer." Wehrli, I.e., XXVI, 1936, Heft I.

d. " New Heterocera from Asia Minor." Bytinski-Salz. Ent. Ree., Vol.

XLVIII, No. 9, September 1936.

e. " Zweiter Beitrag zur Lep .-Fauna Inner-Anatoliens." Wagner, Int. Ent. z.,

23 Jabrg., No. 48 and Np. 2.

" Dritter ditto ditto." 24 Jabrg., Nos. 46 and 47.

" Vierter ditto ditto." 25 and 26 Jabrg., Nos. 47, 13, 14, 17, 18.

f. " Beitrag zur K. der Noct.-Trif. Neue Cucullia und Atbetis von Marascb."

Boursin, Miinch. Ent. Ges., XXIII, 1933, Heft I.
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these lower elevations is extreme though the air is dry and tl:e nights

pleasantly cool. Winters are snowy and wet, and there must be few or

no insects stirring from December to March.
Rolling hills, clad with tall, honey-coloured grass and dotted with

oak, often no more than scrub, and at its best forming woodland com-
posed of trees not more than 20 ft. high—these characterise tlie scenery

of this part of Kurdistan. Chief among the trees and shrubs are three

kinds of Quercus, Crataegus, pistaccio, Paliurus spina^christi, and (in

the streambeds) willow, oriental plane, ash and Persian poplar. Some
conspicuous plants are hollyhock, spurge, mullein, liquorice, Prosopis

stephaniana, Aristolochia and Gypsophila.

The soil and rocks are usually of an olive or a lilac-grey hue ; and
the typical colour-scheme of the moths of this area, a pale grey or white

crossed by blackish bands, may be seen in all taniilies, eg. : Fae.dia

murina, Dichag^/ris singularis, Elaphria wiltshirei, and Leptarchis

psologramma. Where local races have formed, as in Elaphria huden-

heimeri and E. zernyi, they are often characterised by pi'llor, smallness,

and faint marking. But this is only so in some species : this dr'stinction,

for instance, separates the Kurdish and Mesopotamian from the Pales-

tinian and Lebanese race of hodenheimeri^ but singularis is the same in

both Kurdistan and Palestine.

The following notes are the result of visits made as follows .

—
28th August 1935—Rowanduz Gorge, evening.

14th September 1935—Rayat, evening.

25th September 1935—Rowanduz Gorge, evening.

26th September 1935—Rowanduz Gorge, morning.

6th October 1936—Diana, evening and daytime.

7th and 8th October 1936—Rowanduz Gorge, evening.

9th October 1936—Berserini Gorge, evening.

10th October 1936—Rowanduz Gorge, morning.

Abbreviations :

B.G.=Berserini Gorge.

det. B. = determined by Boursin (I am greatly indebted to M. Charles

Boursin, of the Paris Natural History Museum, for his assistance

in identifying my Agrotidae).

D. = Diana.

(p) (det. B.) = probably, according to Boursin.

R.=Rayat.
R.G.=Rowanduz Gorge.

Where no locality is indicated, it may be inferred that the insect occurs

throughout the river valley. Roman figures indicate the month
of the year.

RHOPALOCERA.

By the autumn, butterflies are very ragged. Satyrids, numerous in

these parts, are still to be seen, but few are worth taking ; they include

S. circe ssp. asiatica, S. hriseis, 'S. roxelana, S. anthe, S. pelopea and
>Si. fatua ssp. sichaea, all of which continue on the wing into October;

so does, where the oaks grow tall, Zephyrus quercus ssp. longicauda,

Riley. Argynnis maia ( — pandora) flies well into September, and Tera-

colus fausta was seen in this month in Rowanduz town. Fresh Gonep-
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teryx farlnosa were taken in October in R.G. In general, however, this

is not the best time for Rhopalocera,

HETEROCERA.

During the early part of August there is a lull in night-life, except

at high altitudes. At the end of this month, with the drop in the

temperature, the autumn moths suddenly appear in large numbers.

They are most easily taken at light ; sugar, of no appeal earlier in the

year, now also begins to attract, but never very large numbers.

Macro-Heterocera.

Marumha quercus, SchiflF. 2nd brood, 28.viii, R.G. Paler, with

fainter markings than the first brood.

Dysauxes ? famula-hycdina^ Frr. 2nd brood, v. common to light in

ix and x, from R. to R.G.

Drepana hinarm, Hfn. 9.x, E.G.

Paedia murina ssp. cinerascens, H.S. 7.x, R.G.

Axiopaena maura, Eichw. ix, x, R.G. and B.G. The range of this

magnificent black tiger-moth extends southward to Baluchistan. Three

were taken at light, and all have red collars and red anal patches in

the hindwings' black band.

Lymantria destituta, Stgr. v, common in early summer as well as

autumn.

Lytnantria lapidicola ssp. mardina, Stgr. Scarcer than the preced-

ing, 28.viii, R.G.

Thaumetopoea solitaria, Frr. R.G., ix-x. Fairly common, Leban-

ese examples are brighter and neater.

Lasiocampa eversmanni, Ev. Common to light, ix-x,

Lasiocampa terreni, H.S. Less numerous than the foregoing, with

whfch it flies,

Bryophila ssp, diversae. This genus is richly represented in the

Kurdish mountains especially in the more craggy and precipitous

parts, R,G,, shadier, moister, and rockier than other parts that I

know, is a paradise for these little moths. Unfortunately the genus

badly needs revising, and the following names, some of which cannot be

considered, final, do not cover all my material: ravula, Hbn, f, (det, B,),

tahora, Stgr. (det B.) (also a,t Mosul), eucta, Hamps. (p.) (det. B,) (also

at Mosul) and algae, F. (p,) (det. B,),

Euxoa vanensis, Drdt, (det, B,), R,G,, 25, ix. Known from Armenia

and Marash, Taurus,

Agrotis obesa, B, ssp. scytha f. fusca, Cti. (det. B.). 9.x, B.G.

Agrotis crassa-golickei^ Ersch, (det, B.), x, to light and sugar. Also

from Mosul, Bagdad, and Syria,

Agrotis radius, Haw, (puta, Hbn,) ssp, ? In the males, the purple-

brown terminal shade makes a pretty contrast to the pale greyish

ground colour; this race occurs as far south as Qaraghan, Iraq, x,

Agrotis anastasia, Drdt. Paratype, R.G., 25. ix. (The type came

from Armenia).

Bichaguris singidaris, Stgr. (det, B.), x, R.G. and B.G. Five

examples of this rarity, to light. They do not differ from the Pales-

tinian race.
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Bhyacia ms'igmita, Led. (det. B.). 24.viii and 14. ix, R. ; 25. ix, R.G
(Also at Shaqlawa). One specimen, at B.G., 9.x, is insignata-colwmhina,

Drdt. (det. B.).

Bhyacia pontica, Stgr. (bona sp. teste B.) f. consenescens, Stgr.

(det. B.). R., 14. ix; R.G., 9.x. Paler ash-grey than Lebanese examples.

Bhyacia semiramis, Boursin (ined.). The three types of this new
species were taken at B.G., on 9.x, together with large numbers of

Maraschia grisescens^ which it closely resembles.

Bhyacia caerulea, Wgnr. (det. B.) (bona sp. teste B.). B.G., 9.ix.

Not uncommon to light.

Bhyacia palaestinensis, Kalchb. (bona sp. teste B.). x, to sugar.

A dull, grey, large moth. Herr Grosse took the true xanthographa,

Schiff. (redder) at Sheikh Adi together with this species, and it pro-

bably also occurs in this valley.

Miselia oleracea, L. 29.viii, Shaqlawa, to sugar; doubtless also in

this valley.

Cirphis syriaca, Osth. (Cirphis scirpi ssp. syriaca, Osth.) (teste B.

sp. distinct from scirpi; comes near alopecvri, Brsn.). x. Common,
occurring also early in the year.

Sideridis putrescens, Hiibn.-G. x. Common.

Sideridis vitellina ssp. pallida, Warr. ix-x.

Genera Eumichtis and Dryohotodes. B.G., one species in the former,

probably iniiscosa; and two different species in the latter, of which

Boursin considers one (Dryoh. longiclava sp. n. Brsn. ined.), and per-

haps both, to be new, adding, however, that the place that longiclava-

should occupy will be discussed in the description itself.

Derthisa ledereri, Chr. A long and variable series, taken partly at

light, partly settled after dark on low herbage, at D., 6.x. Occurs in

xi also at Khanikin.
Pallnperina. dumerili-aequalis, Schaw. (det. B.) {—Episema indis-

tincta Rbl.). D. 6.x.

Stilbina hypaenides, Stgr. x. Very common, to light and at rest

after dark.

Rypeuthina fulgurita, Led. The same remarks apply as to the fore-

going.

Genus Elaphria, Hb. (Athetis, Caradrina). This genus is richly re-

presented in Kurdistan, rather more in the hills and gorges than the

plateaux and plains. My visits to the valley of the Rowanduz Chai have

already produced three new species and two new subspecies, all given

below, and other discoveries will probably reward further hunting.

Elaphria (Hymenodrina) wiltshirei, Brsn. (det. B.). R.G., late ix

and early x. Not very common : there are, I believe, only 4 examples

in existence, one taken by Herr Grosse of Prague and c? c? 9 by myself.

The wings are very delicate and soon become rubbed.

Elaphria (Hymenodrina) parvaspersa, Bren. (det. B.). Hole- and

allo-type, R., 14. ix, at 5000 ft.

Elaphria (Hymenodrina) surchica, Brsn. (det. B.). Holotype, R.G.,

7.x. Herr Grosse, of Prague, is the first captor of this species, of which

he obtained two in 1935.

(To he concluded.)
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SOME NOTES ON ASSEMBLING MOTHS.

By P. B. M. Allan, M.A., F.S.A.

Part TI.

(Continued from page 69.)

A correspondence, on this subject of assembling, in The Times last

summer elicited some remarkable information. Unhappily most of it

did not accord with my own observations. But I was particularly struck

by two assertions—one, that males usually come to the assembling cage

downwind, the other that the wing vibration frequently observable dur-

ing " calling " is the lepidopterous method of sending out wireless

signals. I have not yet been so fortunate as to meet a male moth who
could smell, from a quarter of a mile or so, a scent that was being

blown aAvay from him, and my experience of wing vibration is that it

is only a manifestation of sexual excitement. The pussmoth presses her

wings tightly to the roof of the assembling cage when calling, and
" drops " her body so that the scent organ is pointing to the floor of

the cage. There is then no wing vibration. And all the moths, which

I have observed, indulge in wing vibration while ovipositing—provided

they are free to fly about a cage and are not confined in a small box.

I take it^ that on these occasions there is no need for them to inform

the males, by wireless, of their fecundity. Moreover, if you place a

number of freshly emerged male and (virgin) female moths of the same

species in a cage together, you will find a good deal of wing vibration

going on if you visit the cage at the customary hour of pairing. One
would have thought that the interference would have made reception

somewhat difficult.

It is stated in some books that the female exposes the scent organ

by retracting the integument of the anal segment. My own observa-

tions have shown me that although the integument is sometimes re-

tracted somewhat during " calling," the scent organ is always extruded

from inside the anal segment. I have observed no shortening or

*' humping " of the abdominal segments during extrusion of the scent

organ. On the contrary, the abdominal segments are sometimes some-

what extended during " calling." It is not unreasonable to suppose

that were this scent organ merely the posterior part of the vagina, ex-

posed by retracting the integument, the length of the abdomen covered

by the integument would be shorter. This, in each instance which I

have observed, is not the case. When the scent organ of a $ A. hetu-

laria registered 5 mm. on a card, the abdomen remained the same length

as it was before she began to call.

What, then, is this " scent organ " which some female moths ex-

trude from the anal segment ? Is it a diverticulum of the vagina ? The

histologist answers "no"; for if you kill a virgin female moth, cut

off the anal segment and examine it by ordinary histological methods

—that is to say, stain and embed it in paraffin wax, then cut longi-

tudinal sections with a microtome—you will not discover any process

which resembles the organ so obvious to the naked eye when the moth

is " calling." And as the " organ " is extruded from the anal seg-

ment, the bursa copulatrix (which in most lepidoptera opens on the 8th

sternite) would seem to be ruled out.
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I do not knoAv of any book which ]iictiiTcs or describes these parti-

cular scent organs of our British lepidoptera, though they? are distinct

in each familj'. For example, in some of the larger moths of the family

Boarmiinae the organ resembles in shape the beak of a chough but is

not so pointed, and when turgid measures 5 mm. in length. In Gastro-

pacha quercifolia it is like a greenish pearl. In the Prominents, again,

it is usually beak-like with a square tip.

The answer to my question would appear to be this: that the " scent

organ " which is extruded from the anal segment of certain moths is a

modified ovipositor. It is an elongation of the vaginal end of the com-
mon oviduct, and its extrusion is brought about by muscular effort.

Imms has pointed out that the vagina differs morphologically from the

common oviduct in that it is an invagination of the body wall. It is pos-

sible that the '' scent organ " is an intussusception of the vagina, the

innerfold being furnished with scent producing cells. Confirmation that

the extruded scent organ is also the ovipositor in at le^st one species

can be obtained by watching closely the ovipositing of a 9 ^. hetu-

laria—a species which deposits its ova in the slits and crevices of bark.

As when *' calling," the scent organ ovipositor is extruded to its full

extent (a trifle over 5 mm.) and inserted into the chinks of a piece of

bark. In certain other groups and families the scent organ is plainly

visible during ovipositing, though not extruded to any extent; in the

case of some of the Prominents T found it to be extruded about half-

way. In yet other families, in which the scent organ is of appreciable

length when " calling," it is invisible during ovipositing.

In a few groups of the British lepidoptera the ovipositor has re-

tained its function of inserting the ova in crevices. In the case of

those groups which deposit their ova on foliage it has ceased to be more

than a canal. But in every group which I have observed (see page

62), it has become modified as a scent organ which is used for the

purpose of attracting the male.

In addition to its modification as a scent gland by the development

of scent producing cells, it has acquired, in a greater or lesser degree,

in most of the species which I have observed, the property of dilatation

and contraction, necessary for dispelling the scent. I have not, however,

seen any accounts of the diastole and systole of these scent organs

which take place during the excretion of the scent. These movements
are usually rhythmic, though in many cases the movements are so slight

as to be undiscernible by the unaided eye. In certain species, however

(e.g. Dasychira piidihunda), there is no perceptible systole-and-diastole,

the scent organ, which does not appear to alter in size, being bodily

extruded and withdrawn right into the anal segment. In I), pudihunda
the scent organ is remarkably small, globular and yellow, and it is ex-

truded and withdrawn with a rhythm as regular as clockwork, and
remarkably fast—120 " beats " a minute.

With some moths the rhythm is so automatic and persistent that

it continues if you handle the assembling cage roughly and swing it

about; with others, a slight vibration, or even the brief flash of an

electric torch, will alter, slow it down, or stop it. It is necessary,

therefore, to acquaint oneself with the habits of the insects with which

one experiments.
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Sometimes, e.g., with A. hefnlnrin, the rhythm of diastole, systole

and pause is fast—2 : 1 : 4 (secx>nds), the organ being orange when
turgid, grey when relaxed. In other species, such as those which have
more or less globular scent organs (e.g., G. quercifolia), the rhythm is

much slower and very difficult to determine, since there is little differ-

ence in size and colour of the organ during dilatation and contraction,
the chief indication of systole being the appearance of a dent on the
posterior surface. In still other cases, e.g., N. dromedarius, diastole

lasts about 60 seconds, at the end of which period the organ is with-
drawn bodily into the anal segment. At 18-second intervals the whole
abdomen is cocked up for 3-4 seconds ; but the scent organ is not in-

creased in size during this action. There is no wing vibration, the
wings being in the penthouse position. The rhythm and the extent of

dilatation often vary with the duration or virginity. Other factors,

about the precise nature of which I am still ignorant, also cause a varia-

tion in the rhythm as well as in the extent of dilatation.

AVith regard to the change of colour which occurs during dilatation,

this is possibly due to the inherent colour of the chemical substance

(I deal wdth this in the third part of my paper) secreted by the scent-

producing cells. If this be so, it would follow either that there is a

sphincter at the distal end of the scent organ and that the secretion

of scent>-producing cells is pumped into the organ, swelling it out ; or

that dilatation ia due merely to the accumulation of the secretion of

the scent-producing cells situated on the organ itself.

Whether this specially modiiied prolongation of the vagina deserves

the name " osmesome " {6(riJ.rj and frC/xa) or " osmadene " (oo-iJLr]

and aSrjv) I leave to others to decide. But I would suggest that

the term " ovipositor " is misleading in the case of a structure of w^hich,

in spite of its evolution, the prime purpose now is chemotropic.
*' Scent organ " is too general a term, and it would be a convenience

for description if this organ could be denoted by a distinguishing name.

The function of the scent organs of male moths I take to be purely

excitatory. As with the scent scales on the male butterfly's wings,

their secretion acts upon the cells of the female's central nervous sys-

tem and in some way hastens maturation of the ova. But it probably

has other tonic effects which bring about the requisite accompaniments
of pairing. A male moth kept in a cage with a calling female, but

separated from her by gauze, will keep the integument of his anal seg-

ment retracted all day long. This I believe to be simply a reflex action.

The cage reelvs with the female's scent, and the effect of this scent on

the male is to evoke the usual automatic response.

Whether a female moth can emit scent when she is too old to pair

remains to be proved. On 15th May 1936, at about 4.30 p.m., a '$ D.
vinula emerged in my cages. On the afternoon of June 1st (she being 17

days old), I placed her, together with a male which had just emerged, in

a fresh cage. The female, being feeble, lay on the floor; the male caught

hold of the side of the cage to which I applied him, and resumed his nap.

At 9.41 p.m. the male awoke and erected his antennae, holding

them at right angles to his body and at an angle of about 45° to each

other, spreading his wings flat. At 9.49 he took wing and flew about
the cage, settling on the ceiling every now and then to vibrate his

wings. The female took no notice of him, and when, at 9,52, he found
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her and crawled over one of lier forewings she was still motionless.

At 9.57 he settled close to her and vibrated his wings, but she gave no

sign of recognition.

At 10.0 the male settled on the ceiling and closed his wings, and

as he did not move again till 11.0 I went to bed at that hour. The

female did not move all evening and indeed never stirred again. She

died in the afternoon of June 8rd, aged 19.

Next morning (June 2nd) I found that the male was still on the

ceiling but at a different spot; so perhaps he had flown again after 11

p.m.

This observation does not prove that an elderly female moth can

excrete scent, and indeed the scent organ of this particular female was

not visibly extruded after May 26th (aged 12), on which night, at 9.35,

she " called " from the position she had been in all day. It shows

rather that the scent lingers for some time after it has been expelled.

There was no question, in this experiment, of the cage being saturated

with scent, for I had placed both moths, during the afternoon, in a

fresh cage. But I think the female was scented sufl&ciently to attract

the male's attention, although she had not actively excreted scent, so

far as I could see, for six days.

I have found that an unpaired female usually lives about twice as

long as one that has paired. For example, an unpaired 9 A. hetu-

laria (a species in which the tongue is atrophied, the perfect insect

taking no food of any kind) will live for 22 days. Calling, with this

species, continues nightly until three or two days before death. The
paired 9 -4.. hetularia usually dies on the 8th to 10th day, sometimes

sooner. It is possible that the shorter span of life in the paired female

is due to nuclear division of the zygote. This may be accompanied by

a certain chemical change or changes, the products of which, passing

into the circulation, poison the central nervous system. By " poison "

I mean cause gradual disintegration of the cells of the central nervous

system, s.o that the animal must, presently, die.

Some writers have asserted that certain species do not call unti[

midnight, or at least very late at night. The Prominents and Cerwridae

are usually mentioned. My experience in the case of all those night-

flying moths with which I have experimented (including both the above-

mentioned families) is that the females begin to call at dusk; some at

early dusk, some at late dusk. For example, on May 16th, a female

N. dromedarius began to call at 10.12 p.m. (S.T.). The following night

she began to call at 9.48 p.m. Most of them finish calling by half-

past eleven, though occasionally T find one still calling when I go to

bed at midnight. Such occasions, however, are rare. They occur

chiefly with the geometers. Those Avhich finish early sometimes call

again an hour before dawn. The bombyces with which I have experi-

mented do not, nor do the commoner Prominents.

(To he continued.)
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VARIATIONS OF EUMENIS ALLIONII, G.-H. = FATUA, FREYER.
By Roger Verity, M.D., F.R.E.S.

The generic name of this species has not yet been established as

definitely as would be desirable. Since the omnibus genus Satyrus has
l)3en split up, the group fidia, including statilinus and fatua, has been
united by some authors, such as Wheeler, as far back as 1902, to the
fagi group and in my own articles T had, till now, done so too. T

have, however, come to the conclusion that it should be grouped with
semele^ for its Jullien's organ belongs to the same types as the latter's

:

the bunch of rods of the two sides of the abdomen are placed, close

together, near the centre of the dorsal surface and not lower down, on
the sides of the abdomen, because the tergite of the VTII segment is

quadrate and narrow and not spread out into two broad wings, as in

fagi. This difference has been illustrated by Dampf in the Entom.
Zeitschr., xxii, p. 77 (1908). Therefore, the statilinus group belongs to

the genus, now, called Eumenis, whereas the fagi genus is the one called

Hipparchia] circe is an Aulocera and the actaea group remains the geno-

typical one of Satyrus, according to the resolution of the International

Committee of Zoological Nomenclature, who has examined this parti-

cular case in one of its last meetings, at Lisbon.

The next remark to make, concerning this species, is that the specific

name of fatua, it is usually known by, cannot be used validly, accord-

ing to the definite, modern, Rules of Nomenclature. Geyer's name of

allionii has precedence over it by several years and the reason for which
it had been discarded, during more than a century, may seem very

practical, but has no foundation in the aforesaid Rules. That reason

was that it resembled too much Fabricius' name of alUonia, given to a

variety of the closely allied species statilinus, Hufn. Now, in the Rules
of Nomenclature^ differences of spelling, which do not interfere with

the action of the Rule of homonymy, have been explicitly made out and
consist, for instance, in a y instead of an i, or in an ae instead of an e,

or, that is to say, in recognised equivalents, whereas the difference be-

tween allionii and allionia is small, but quite definite, so that it quite

excludes the application of the aforesaid Rule, and leaves allionii per-

fectly valid.

Another fact to be noted is that Fre5'er's figures do not, in the least,

represent the form of the species, which is considered nominotypical

and which is, on the contrary, exactly the one figured by G-eyer. Freyer

figures a couple of large and boldly and heavily marked insects, corres-

ponding to the Syrian and Palestinian form, which Lederer named
sichaea a few years later, in 1857, so that, anyhow, some sort of cor-

rection would have been required, and we must, as things stand, make
the two together, as follows

:

Race allionii, G.-H. = fatua^ auct. nee Freyer.

Race fatua, Freyer = sichaea, Led. et auct.

The relationship between these two forms seems to be of a simple

racial degree, as transitional forms and local races have been noticed

and described by various authors, beginning by Staudinger in 1871, who
records some from Smyrna and from the Taurus, mixed with a majority
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of nominotypical allionii, or fatua, as, ho calls them, in the Horae Soc.

Ent. Boss., vii (1870), p. 73.

That author also mentions, there, that the fatun of Amasia exhibit

the peculiarity of a more or less pronounced obliteration of the three

transverse dark streaks, which cross the hindwing, respectively, near

the base, beyond the end of the cell, and along the external margin on

the underside ; in some individuals there is no trace of them left at all,

and the only fatua females he has seen entirely devoid of pattern on the

underside are from this locality, whereas in statilinus such a form often

occurs in the south ; he also adds that this race is not as large and strik-

ing as the examples from Greece. No other author since those days

seems to have noticed that local form, but specimens from Amasia in my
collection agree perfectly with his remarks and suggest that, nowadays,

when local forms are worked out and compared, this one is well worthy

of being defined and named race elineata, nom. nov. According to

Staudinger, it is the extreme northern form of the species, correspond-

ing to nominotypical sfatilinus , whereas sichaea is the southern calori-

petal one, corresponding to what was, in those days, called^ in a general

way, aUionia, F.

Another still more distinct and striking race is the most eastern

one, which had been noticed since last century at Askhabad, in the

Achal-Tekke region, as being of a clearer and lighter grey on the under-

side. The series brought back by Brandt from above Keredj, in the

Elburz mountains, at m. 1500 to 1600 (end of August), exhibit this fea-

ture to its highest degree, and, furthermore, exhibit others which strongly

recall the pisidice, Klug, described from high altitudes on Mt. Sinai

and usually accepted as a distinct species, proper, besides this mountain,

to the Lebanon and other mountains of Syria. The underside pale

colours and effaced patterns of pisidice are certainly very different look-

ing from the more usual ones of allionii — fofua, and, still more so,

from those of fatua = sichaea, and stand to them exactly as those of

stulta, Stdgr. stand to parisatis, Koll., but the race of the Elburz men-
tioned above raises serious doubts as to the reality of that specific dis-

tinction, for it seems to constitute a very complete transition from
allionii to pisidice, which one would be at a loss to have to refer to

either one or the other exclusively, so that the latter appears to be an
extreme eastern form of nominotypical allionii, standing opposite to

fatua = sichaea. Of pisidice all my specimens from the Elburz moun-
tains have, in fact, the characteristic, entirely white, fringes, on both

fore- and hind-wing, and the basal and discal black streaks of the under-

side of both wings, much straighter than in allionii - fatua, owing to

their much smaller sinuosities. Apart from the pisidice features, this

race is, on an average, smaller than any other allionii one and especi-

ally striking by the amount of white on the underside, which is very

pure and broadly uncovered, on account of the particular minuteness,

paleness and partial effacement of the capillary grey streaks; also on

the upperside the black tends to be greyish and, between the submar-

ginal streak and the outer margin of the hind-wings, it is still lighter,

and, in some examples, even decidedly white, somewhat recalling th*.

aspect of E. stulta. I name it persiscana, nom. nov.

Finally, I must mention that Turati, in the Archivio Zoologico

Italiano, xiii (1929), p, 180, has named insularis specimens of allionii ~
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fatua collected in the Italian islands of the Greek Archipelago, bui
neither his description nor his figure seem to indicate any peculiarity

by which to distinguish it from the widespread race of Asia Minor, to
which belongs the form figured by Geyer. I am sorry to have to note
that Turati is very much mistaken in stating again, in that article,

as Curo and the old authors used to do, that allionii = fatua exists in

Central Italy. No specimen, or authentic record, of it exists at all,

although it has been looked out for, particularly during the last fifty

years, in all sorts of localities of Peninsular Italy and in Sicily.

NOTES ON COLLECTING, &0.

The Season.—It was a bad Spring here (Newton Abbot, Devon), and
hibernated io and c-alhum in a very battered condition were still seen
right into the early days of July, but some produced young earlier than
these could, as I saw freshly emerged c-alhum and io about a week ago
here in Newton. Larvae of the latter taken from a large brood nearly
full grown were 50 per cent, diseased—bacteria not hymenoptera.

—

R. C. L. Perkins, 23.vii.37.

Early Stages of Indian Lepidoptera (ante^ pp. 80-81).—The larva

and pupa of Bhyncolaha acteus were also described by Dudgeon {Bomhay
N.H.S. Journal, XI. 414-415: 1898), who gave the foodplant as

Colocasia. At Pusa the larva was found on Pythonessa wallichii and
the larva and pupa were described and figured in Pusa Bulletin, No. 89,

pp. 67-68, fig. 39 (1919). The life-history of Natada nararia was described

and figured by E. Ballard and Rao Sahib Y. Ramachandra Rao in

Proc. Fourth Entl. Meeting, Pusa, pp. 153-156, tab. 26 (1921); the larva

occurred on Pithecolohium dulce at Coimbatore.—T. Bainbrigge
Fletcher, Rodborough, 27th July, 1937.

Cacoecia podana on Laurel —A larva found rolling Laurel-leaves

in my garden at the beginning of June emerged on 29th June as Cacoecia

podana. This species has a very wide range of food-plants but, so far as

I know, is an addition to the list of species whose larvae feed on Laurel

with impunity.—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, Rodborough, 27th July, 1937.

LozoPERA beatricella IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.—On 22nd June I bred a

specimen of Lozopera heatricella from a pupa found at Rodborough on
23rd May in a stem of hemlock {Conium maculatum). This interesting

extension of its known range in England is due to Mr S. Wakely, who
noticed the affected stem whilst on a brief visit here. It has been
recorded from Somersetshire by Hayward (Entom. LXVIII. 30 : 1935)

and should be looked for in other counties where, as Mr Meyrick
observes, it is " probably overlooked."—T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, Rod-
borough, 27th July, 1937.

Record of Macrolepidoptera found in a London Garden.—From
time to time lists have appeared in these pages of species taken in

various localities. For the greater part of the last 25 years my duties

have kept me within the Metropolitan Borough of Lambeth. I have
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held two Benefices at different times in this area, and in each case the

Vicarage was situated in a district which is almost entirely built up with

small houses. The garden in each case was larger than those of my
immediate neighbours ; in the present instance it comprises nearly half-

an-acre and contains several old trees (lime, hawthorn, apple, pear, and
plum). There is also an adjacent garden which has been allowed 1o

run to waste and is overgrown with weeds of all kinds. Some of this

property was once a part of the former estate of Brockwell Manor.

During the four years I have been here I have kept a careful record

of every new species I observed in and around the garden itself. On a

very few occasions I have used " sugar." Many of the species recorded

below have come to light at my study window. All cases named have

been observed by me, except where otherwise stated, and with one or

two exceptions, also noted, all have been recorded since September 1933.

Two of the most noteworthy records are the taking of a specimen of

H. ahrupfaria, var. hrunneata, Tutt, on the fence in May 1935, and the

occurrence of a fine S. vespiformis on an American Pillar Rose on 5th

July of this year. I believe the former is the first recorded instance

south of the Thames. S. myopacformis breeds regularly in both apple

and pear in this garden. I have never taken it elsewhere. It is

perhaps worth noting that two specimens of A. atropos were taken dur-

ing the last week of June this year in this immediate neighbourhood

;

one within a hundred yards of this door.

As an example of peculiar times of emergence, it is perhaps worthy of

record that I took a male C. quadripunctata at my window on 10th

February of the present year.

List of Species recorded :
—

Rhopalocera.—Pieris hrassicae, P. rapae, P. napi, Euchlo'e

cardamines, Gonepteryx rhamni, Polygonia c-album, Aglais urticae,

(Nymphalis (V.) antiopa was observed by a neighbour in a garden half-

a-mile distant, in August, 1935), Vanessa io, V. cardui, V. atalanta,

Maniola jurtina (janira), Pararge megera, Heodes phlaeas, Polyommatus

icarus, Lycaenopsis argiolus^ Augiades sylvmius (Ochlodes venata).

Heterocera. Sphinges.—Mimas tiliae, Smerinthus oceilata*, Amor-

pha populi, Eumorpha elpenor. (One specimen of Herse convolvuli was

taken by me in a garden in this district some years before I came to

reside here.)

BoMBYCES.

—

Dicranura v'inula, Pterostoma palpina* (a pair in cop,),

Lophopteryx camelina* , Phalera hucephala. Orgyia antiqua, Porthesia

chrysorrhoea (similis), Spilosoma menthastri, Diacrisia lutea (luhrici-

peda), Hipocrita jacohaeae, Hahrosyne derasa* , Cilix glaucata.

NocTUAE.

—

Acronicta aceris, A. megacephala, A. psi, Metachrostis

(B.) perla, Agrotis segetum, A. puta, A. nigricans, A. exclamafAonis,

Noctua c-nigruni, N. xanthographa, N. ruhi, N. plecta, Triphae/na

pronuha, T. comes (orhona), T. fimbria (this was bred from a pupa dug

up in the garden), T. janthina, Barothra hrassicae, Mamestra persicariae,

Mamestra oleracea, M. trifolii, Xylophasia monoglypha, Dipterygia

scahriuscula, Euplexia lucipara, Leucania lithargyria, Leucania pollens.

Phlogophora meticulosa, Mania maura, Hecatera serena, Apamea
secolis, A. ophiogramma, Miana strigilis, M. hicoloria, M. fasciimcula,

Naenia typica, Helotropha leucostigma, Caradrina morpheus, C. quadri-

punctata, Busina tenehrosa, Taeniocampa stahilis, Orrhodia vaccinii,
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Cucullia umbrafica, Plusia moneta, P. chrysitis, P. iota, P. garriTna,

Ahrostola triplasia, A. tripartita, Catocala nupta (often common),

Zcunclognatha grisealis, Hypena prohoscidalis.

Geometrae.—Acidalia (Sterrha) seri-ata = virgularia, A. (S.)

fuscovenosa = interjectaria, A. (S.) aversata, Anaitis plagiata, Operoph-

tera (Cheimatohia) hrumata, Euphyia silaceata, Thera oheliscata (the

nearest firs are in Brockwell Park close by), Xanthorho'e ferrugata, X.

fluctuata, Ochyria designata, Calostigia (M.) didymata, Gonodontis

hidentata, Eupithecia oblongata, E. pnlchellata, E. linariata, E. assitni-

lata, E. vulgata, E. subfulvata, E. succenturiata, E. pumilata, Chloro-

clystis rectangulata, Pelurga comitata. Abraxas grossulariata, Metro-

campa (Campaea) margaritata, Deuteronomos alniaria, Selenia

bilunaria, Crocallis elinguaria, Euphyia bilineata, Ourapteryx sainbu-

caria, Opisthograptis luteolata, Lycia hirtariu, Biston (P.) betularia

and form carbonaria (doubledayaria) , Hemerophila abruptaria and f.

brunneata, Tutt, Boarmia rhomhoidaria (gemmaria) , B. repandata,

Itame wauaria.

Cossus cossus, Zeuzera pyrina, Synanthedon (Sesia) vespiformis =

cynipiformis, S. myopaeformis, Hepialus humuli, H. lupulinus, Semi-

thea aestivaria (strigata).—(Canon) T. G. Edwards (M.A., F.Z.S.).

*Those marked were taken in W. Norwood between 1925 and 1929. The

garden has since been covered with a block of flats.

" CoBNiSH Notes."—Be Mr Nicholson's note on p. 61, P. moneta

was attracted by presumably cultivated valerian, as it was in a cottage

garden and there was no other sign of it that I noticed within miles

around. I have no knowledge of the natural habits of the larva as I

have only met it once, received through the post.

I should be interested to know if Mr Nicholson has taken Envois

prasina in Cornwall, as I found the larvae common at Mawgen, N. Corn-

wall, this spring, where Mr Siviter Smith records he took them in

1932.

If there is in existence a fairly up-to-date, list of Lepidoptera for

Cornwall I should be grateful if someone would enlighten me.—(Captain)

C. Q. Parsons, Alma Marceau, Seaway Lane, Torquay.

Leucopteea lotella, Staint. IN Hampshire.—Mines of this species

were found in leaves of Lotus major at Crackiiore Hard during the fourth

week of June 1937. The foodplant grows luxuriantly among huge clumps

of sedge and the mines occur chiefly on the lower leaves in very secluded

situations. Lotus corniculatus occurs on the same ground more spar-

ingly, but only a few mines were found on this plant. The tiny white

cocoons were found at the end of the month on the underside of the

leaves of Lotus. The first moths emerged on the 18th July. Although

this is the first time that I have found this insect it is probably wide-

spread wherever the foodplant occurs, for I found mines on the occa-

sion of the visit to Pa,mber Forest on the 11th of July arranged by the

Society for British Entomology at its third Annual Congress at Reading

this year.

—

^Wm. Fassnidge.

MoMPHA ochraceella, Curt. near Southampton.—Imagines of this

species are fairly common most years in large clumps of Epilobium hir-

sutum, but are always difficult to obtain in good condition. I have
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frequently sought for the larvae, which feed in the roots, but without
success. This year, on 5th May, at Bitterne Park, near Southampton,
I found tho cocoons plentiful, spun up on the mid-rib of the lower leaves

of the foodplant in very sheltered situations, especially where stinging-

nettle grows mixed with the Epilohium. In less sheltered situations

the vast majority of these pupae were found to be picked out by birds.

From a considerable number of pupae brought home not a single para-

site was bred; every pupa produced a moth. The proper time to seek

the&o pupae is the fii'st fortnight in May. A slight pucker is visible

normally on the upper side of the leaf, especially where the larvae have
mined along the mid-rib to near the end ; but, if well-grown plants of

Epilobium in very sheltered situations are cut close to the ground, then

every leaf can be examined and the pupae easily seen if present.

—

Wm.
Fassnidge.

Epichnopteryx RETiELLA, Newm. IN HAMPSHIRE.—Males of this

Psychid occurred in fair numbers on the salt marsh at Cracknore Hard
on the 29th of May this year. The weather was calm and sunny, and
the moths flew freely from 3 p.m. till 6 p.m., and settled with out-

spread wings on many species of grasses where they could be easily seen

and captured. Large numbers were noted floating with out-spread

wings on the surface of salt water pools, and this would betray the

presence of the insect. Cracknore Hard is situated on Southampton
Water, opposite the new docks. When I visited this locality again on

1st June I could not find a single specimen, though croAvds of Buccw-

lutrix maritima^ Staint. were flying among Sea Aster and some Aristo-

telia hrizella, Treits. were taken by sweeping the floAver heads of Thrift.
—Wm. Fassnidge.

Platyptilia tessbradactyla, L. in East Tyrone.—On 23rd June
1937 several colonies of this very local Plume were discovered on an
area of rocky moorland, north-west of Oookstown ; the images resting

and feeding on the flower-heads of Antennaiia dioica, the mountain
Cudweed, growing in sheltered spots amid the rocks. The moth is very

sluggish, keeping close to the foodplant, and not fljnng far when dis-

turbed, except when carried by the wind. Another colony was found

late in the evening many miles away to the west, where the foodplant

grows abundantly on high " eskers " (gravel ridges), accompanied by

stunted Erica cinerea and Calluna. Barrett Avrites ** That the moth
flies in the late afternoon and evening among Gnaphalium (Cudweed)

at road sides and dry banks at the edges of bogs. It was first met
with in these islands in June 1895 at Clonbrock, Co. Galway, by the

Hon. R. E. Dillon and Mr W. F. de V. Kane." In the west of Ireland

the moth occurs on the limestone; in East Tyrone the localities are all

on Metamorphic rock.

—

Thomas Greer, " The Bungalow," Sandholes,

Dungannon, 26th June 1937.

*' Robber Flies " attacking Tortrix vtridana.—At the South Lon-

don Entomological Society's Field Meeting at Ashtead on the 12th June
last a number of " Robber Flies " {Neoitanus cyanurus) were noted prey-

ing on the hordes of Tortrix viridana imagos which infested a section

of the Oak woods. The flies were carrying their victims upside down,

head foremost, the wings clasped between the legs of the flies and held
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in position by the natural out-thrust of the moth's wings. The green of

the viridana moths made the flies conspicuous and gave a curious glid-

ing eflPect to their flight.

On netting a fly the moth was immediately dropped and the fly made
determined efforts to escape. In each case examined the viridana moth

was dead and did not appear to be crushed in any way.

From the curious position in which the moth is carried it would

seem as though the moth is killed or numbed first and then arranged by

the fly in the most convenient way for carrying.

It would be interesting to know whether the fly sucks the juices

from the body of the viridana moth whilst carrying it, or whether the

moths are carried off for the fly to deposit near its ova for the purpose

of supplying food for the resulting larvae.

I am indebted to Mr H. W. Andrews for the name of the fly. T had

not a specimen for him to examine but from my description he was able

to trace the fly and show me the specimens in the South London Society's

collection.—R. W. Attwood, 36 Tannsfield Road, Sydenham, S.E.26.

CURRENT NOTES.

We have received, from Herr Fritz Hoffmann, of Sta. Catharina, S.

Brazil, a series of about 30 separates on Brazilian Lepidoptera, which

he has Avritten for various entomological periodicals during the past few

years. These papers record his observations on the life history of many
species, giving both interesting biological facts and scientific details of

all four stages of each, ascertained by his breeding experiences. He
has also listed and noted on the species of the different lepidopterous

families in the area he has worked. At the same time he has added

much detail as to distribution as given by Seitz's work, extending and

criticizing the areas of occurrence given in that work. No doubt Herr

Hoffmann would be pleased to hear from anyone interested in the Lepi-

doptera of S. America; at present we know of no one in this country

who has more than a passing interest in the S. American fauna! area.

In a recent number {Fasc, 4^ 1936) of the Memoires du Museum royal

d^Histoire naturelle de Belgique, Professor F. Carpentier describes an

elaborate examination of the thorax and its Jippendages and of the wings

and leg of the mole crickets and certain creatures considered to be re-

lated to them, and assesses the mutual aflSnities of Gryllotalpa, Tridacty-

lus, and Cylindrogaster. He finds that the curious Australian Cylin-

droaclietidae are not connected with the mole crickets, the outward re-

semblance being due to convergence. He connects them rather with the

Tridactylidae, the small, very active little crickets that are found in

swarms on wet mud in the tropics and subtropics, and allots to both a

common origin neither with the Gryllotalpidae nor with the Gryllidae,

that is the true crickets, but near that of the Tetrigidae, which have

been removed by Zeuner away from the Acrididae.—M.B.

Pests of Orxamental Garden Plants, by G. Fox-Wilson, N.D.H.,

F.R.E.S., F.L.S. (Bull. 97, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.)

Published by H.M. Stationery Office, S.W.I. Price, 3/6 (postage extra).
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—The wonderful spread of the cult of the home garden during the past

twenty years has called for a comprehensive book, such as the present,

treating of the sources of the various troubles, which we garden lovers

are continually meeting more or less. Books and pamphlets dealing

with particular pests with which the commercial grower has to contend

exist in plenty, but the home gardener's problem of control will be

hardly the same, and in some neighbourhoods neglect in a small garden
may spread to the commercial grower near-by. Prevention as well as

cure is considered by the author. The book commences with " Control

Measures "
: 1. Cultural including Drainage, Cultivation, Weeds, Rub-

bish, Manure and Prevention of Pest Introduction ; 2. Mechanical in-

cluding Handpicking, Trapping, Shaking, Pruning ; 3. Chemical

methods, etc. The next portion, which is very fully illustrated, deals

with the " General Pests," Slugs, Snails, Woodlice, Millepedes, Aphides,

Cutworms (caterpillars), Chafers (beetles), Wireworms, Leatherjackets,

and the ubiquitous Ant. Finally these pests are dealt with fram other

aspects, viz., the Lawn, the Rose Border, the Herbaceous Border, the

Annual Border, the Rock Garden, Bulbs and Corms, Trees and Shrubs,

the Glasshouse. There are 120 illustrations, some with multiple figures,

and the book concludes with an adequate Index. That the author is

the talented expert of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Wis-

ley may be taken as a guarantee that the matter and advice are the best

that can be given at the moment. The binding is strong and service-

able and the work should be of more real and helpful value than some

of the existing compilations by non-practical writers.

A meeting of The Entomological Club Avas held at 1/5 Albany, Pic-

cadilly, on 21st April, 1937, Mr R. W. Lloyd in the chair. Members
present, in addition the Chairman, were Mr H. Willoughby Ellis, Mr
Jas. E. Collin, and Dr Harry Eltringham. Visitors present were Major

E. E. Austen, Dr A. D. Imms, Dr Karl Jordan, Dr S. A. Neave, Dr
Hugh Scott, and Mr W. H. T. Tams. The members and guests arrived

soon after 6,30, and after preliminary refreshment were entertained

in the various rooms of the Chairman's enlarged house, which is full

of works of art of absorbing interest, including a unique collection of

Turner's drawings, a further addition to which has recently been made;

a large collection of prints and Oriental Objets d'Art. Dinner was

served at 7.30, after which the Chairman's collection of British

Beetles and Lepidoptera was inspected, and provided reminiscences

of the earlier collecting days, where the originals of many interesting

records were to be found. The company remained until a late hour,

after having spent a most delightful evening.—H.W.-E.
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AUTUMNAL LEPIDOPTERA IN KURDISTAN.
Preliminary Notes on Some Excursions in the Rowanduz Chai ValSey,

Iraq.

By E. P. Wiltshire.

(Concluded from p. 94-.)

Elaphria {Hymenodrina) sp.? 9 9, R-, 14. ix, at 5000 ft. No males

have yet been taken of this boldly banded species, which Boursin thinks

may be a form of rjahovi.

Elaphria (Caradrina) clavipalpis, Scop. ix-x.

Elaphria (Ereviodrina) salzi, Brsn. (det. B.). B.G., 9.x,

Elaphria, (Eremodrina) helucha, Swinh. (bona sp.) (det. B.). B.G.,

9.x. Also at Mosul, and Palmyra (Syrian desert).

Elaphria {Eremod/rina) zernyi ssp. debilis, Brsn. (det. B.). R.G.
and B.G., ix-x.

Elaphria (Eremodrina) hodenheimeri, Drdt. ssp. chlorotica^ Brsn.

(det. B.). The nomino-typical (Palestine-Lebanese) race is redder than
this form which occurs in the upland semi-desert plain of Iraq as far

south as Khanikin, and extends into the Kurdish hills certainly as far

as R.G., perhaps further. The species is represented by yet a third

race (ssp. plesiarchia, Brsn.) in the mountains of Northern Iraq (Persia).

The autumnal brood flies from ix to x, and I have taken it at Khanikin
in xi and iii.

Cryniodes hischoffii^ H.S. i = Antit]iv€ apora, Stgr.). E.G., 7.x.

Occurs also in the Lebanon in ix.

Enargia regitm, Stgr. x. Varies somewhat, though I have no

Kurdish examples quite so vividly coloured as the vividest of my
Lebanese examples.

Maraschia grisescens, Ostli. Previously only known from Marash
(Taurus). A long series of females and one male came to light in B.G.,

9.x. Among the.m, almost indistinguishable, Avere a few Wiyacia semi-

raniis, Brsn. of both sexes.

Folyphaenis suhsericata. H.S. R.G., 25. ix. One, to sugar. Much
commoner in the Lebanon.

Mania uiaura, L. ix, to sugar, Shaqlawa ; doubtless also occurs in

this valley.

Amphipyra pyra)nidea^ L. The same remarks ajjply as to the fore-

going.

Porphyrinia ostriiia, f. aestivalis, Guen. ix-x.

Porphyrinia parva, Hbn. ix-x.

Tephrochares inquinata, Led. R.G., ix-x. Commoner in the

Lebanon.

Cortyta vetusta^ Walk. D., x.

Autophila ligaminosasubligaminosa, Stgr. (det. B.). B.G., 9.x. A
transitional form to the Lebanese ssp. rhodochroa, Brsn. (ined.).

Toxocampa craccae, F. R., ]4.ix (at 4000 feet).

AcantJiolipes regidaris, Hubn. A common summer insect, still out

in late August. It occurs also at Bagdad and Marash.
Aleucanitis cailino, Lef. R.G., 7.x. Also occurs in high summer.
Bhynchodontodes ravalis, H.S. A summer insect, liking damp spots,

and still out at the end of August.
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Scopula and SterrJui. Several species of these genera are not yet

named.
Scopula ochroleucaria, H.S. D., 6.x. Also from Mosul and

Bagdad.
Sterrha filicata, Hbn. R.G., x.

Somatina wiltshirei, Prt. (ined.). R.G., 28.viii, and B.G., 9.x.

Also flies in high summer.
Anaitis plagiata, L. R.G., 8.x.

Cidaria salicata, Hbn. A small scries, B.G., 9.x. T have the spring

brood from D.

Eupltheciu. I have several species from this genus, still unnamed.

Eumera hoferi, Wehrli. 14. ix at 6000 ft., R. Very common at

lower altitudes, in early x.

Nychiodes divergaria, Stgr. x. A rather small race, spanning 33

mm.
Boarniia rhomhoidaria, Schiff. x. T have not yet compared these

with my series from the Lebanon of suritnurua, but they are j^robably

referable to this race.

Boarmia uuibraria, Hbn. B.G., 9.x. Three fine examples.

Gnopharmia and Gnophos. These genera are richly represented.

Macaria syr'mcata^ Stgr. Still flying in x, after successive broods

all summer.
Aspitates ochrearia, Rossi. D., x.

Pyralids and Micro-Heterocera. Until the considerable material

of my 1936 visits has been determined, it is probably wiser not to cata-

logue the few species whose identification is sure. New species from the

1935 visits were described recently by Meyrick in Exotic Microlepidop-

tera, Vol. V. It is, however, perhaps worth mentioning that a further

short series, from B.G. and R.G., was obtained m x.36 of the hand-

some and distinctive Leptarchis psologramma, Meyr., described from a

single specimen caught at R.G., 25. ix.

CORRECTION.

Instead of palaestlncnsis, etc., read:

—

" Bhyacia? sp. n. ined.

near palaestmensi s , Kalchb. To sugar, x.36, D., R., and B. Its

dull, grey coloration distinguishes it from o:anthographa, Schiff., the

Kurdish race of which is reddish. Boursin has recently examined the

type of pcdaesfinensis and finds that, though superficially very close,

it is distinct from the present species, which occurs in Sicily and Syria

as well as in Iraqi Kurdistan, and which, if it is not pidverea, Hamps.,

he intends to name after Grosse, wdio took a series of it at Sheikh Adi

together with the true xanthographa, Schiff. This latter species, no

doubt, also occurs in this valley."

KEY TO PLATE VII.

Figure a:—Rowanduz Gorge, viewed from the Alana Su falls, looking

north over the lower Alana Su ravine.

Figure b:—New forms from Kurdistan:

KEYS TO MOTHS.

1. Lejjfarchis psologramma, Meyr.

2. Autophda ligaminosasuhligaminosa, Stgr., trans, ad ssp.

rhodochroa, Brsn.
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3. Elaphriu salzi, Brsn.

4. ElapJiria iciltshirei, Brsu.

5. Elaphria surchica, Brsn.

6. Elaphria zernyi, ssp. dehilis^ Brsn.

7. Elaphria helucha, Swinh.

RECORDS ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FEW PAPILIO.

By Orazio Quergi.

The object of the following not^es is to record what we have learnt

during the rearing of Papilio polyxenes, Fab. at Philadelphia, Pa.,

and of P. machaon, Linn, in Portugal, Spain and Morocco.

Hatching.—In the hottest periods of the year the eggs hatched in

six days, but if the skj- was often cloudy the hatching was delayed one
to two days longer. When the heat was moderate but the sun was
generally shining some eggs hatched in a week ; however, if the solar

radiation was scarce and feeble, the hatching was sometimes delayed

for twelve days.

Feeding larvae.—The larvae hatched all together but never started

for their first moult at one and the same time. Those that took to

their food the more readily grew more rapidly than the others.

While the larvae of some Lepidoptera died on the advent of a cold

spell or a heat-'wave, those of the Papilio never died in our cages. They
fed both at about 50° F. if the sun was shining, and at over 90° if the sky

was cloudy. When the heat was moderate and the radiation was not

strong the larvae Avere caught by a temporary stupor. If it was hot

and the rays were intense the larvae, even in the shade, ceased feeding,

but became active again if a fan was set going near them.

Moulting larvae.—When the temiDerature was fairly low, the larvae,

that had started to moult, were unable to throw off their skins, and
remained inactive as long as the radiation was not a little stronger than

that at which they could feed. The caterpillars that began to moult in

the morning often succeeded in casting their skins in a short time, but

those that started in the afternoon Avere caught by stupor when radia-

tion decreased, and delayed moulting until it was again strong enough
on the following days. Sometimes the moulting larvae became inactive,

even during the day-light, after the sky grew cloudy.

In a hot environment, while the larvae that Avere feeding continued

to do so, those moulting became dormant from an excess of radiation,

and delayed casting their skins until it became more feeble in the night.

On the other hand, the larvae, which started to .moult at sunset, cast

their skins rapidly. Often both tlie feeding and moulting larvae were

A'ery active Avhile it Avas hot and raining, and the sky was coA^ered hj

thick clouds.

Varying rate of growth of the larvae.—Those larvae that matured,

when radiation AA'as l:)alanced both by temperature and other climatic fac-

tors, hung up at once and in a perfect manner. If it was rather cold

and the radiation AA'as feeble, the mature larA'ae AA'cre unable to hang
up ; if it AA'as hot and the rays AA'ere strong, the larA^ae became excited

and afterAA'ards dormant. In both cases they became actiA'e again after

the radio-thermic environment returned to a suitable rate. Sometimes
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the mature larvae that had remained dormant hung up imperfectly,

while the Aveakest ones remained on the ground, but did not die.

Suspended larvae.—The larvae, that had hung up in a short time,

formed pupae in a few hours if the environment continued to be suit-

able after suspension. When the influences of the climatic factors Avere

balanced, pupae were formed in our cages at any temperature between
50° and 95°.

If the intensity of the radiation changed suddenly after suspension

even those larvae that had hung up rapidly became dormant.

The larvae that liad lain in lethargy became feeble and, even under

the most favourable conditions, they needed some days to recover and

so form pupae.

Active pupae.—The pupae that were formed rapidly produced adults

in a week to a fortnight, according to their degree of activity, provided

that the weather was suitable sufficiently long.

Arrested pupae.—Neither heat above 90' with a strong radiation,

nor cold down to 45° with a feeble radiation, produced any change in

the recently formed active pupae. Instead their development was ar-

rested, either above 85°, when the sun was shining, or below 60°, when
the sky was cloudy, while the pupae were Rearing their physiological

change.

The active pupae of which the development had been arrested delaj^ed

emergence until after the temperature settled between 65° and 85°

with a moderate radiation and a big amount of sunshine. The arrested

pupae in our cages produced adults in one to four months according

to their degree of latent vitality and the fluctuations of the climate.

Dormant pupae.—None of the pupae formed by weakened larvae have

ever been seen to emerge in our cages during the same year in which

they have been formed. Most of them produced adults gradually in

the following j'ear, but some pupae of P. maduion went over tAvo

Avinters. Many dormant pupae either rotted, or dried inside, and their

shells remained empty.

Adults.—^^The adults mated Avhen the combined effects of light, radia-

tion, temperature and humidity Avere nearing their favourable rate.

Light has a preponderant effect^ radiation is beneficial in a certain

moderate amount.

LIMONISCUS VIOLACEUS, MULL. (ELATERI DAE), A GENUS AND
SPECIES OF COLEOPTERA NEW TO BRITAIN.

By A. A, Allen.

The genus Limoniscus, Reitter ^Bestimmungs-Tabellen, 56, 1905, p.

12, 14) is closely related to Limonius, Esch. According to its author, it

is distinguished from the latter by having the posterior margin of the

thorax excised near the angles, Avhich extend forAvard in a point beneath

(Fauna Germanica, 1911, vol. iii, p. 224). These characters, hoAA^ever,

do not appear very obvious, at any rate in my specimen, and at least

as far as the British fauna is concerned, the tAvo genera may be more

readily separated as folloAvs :
—

1. Penultimate joints of antennae fully as broad as long: posterior

angles •tjf thorax projecting slightly outAvards, with a strong keel not
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parallel to the side • extreme base of thorax broader than elytra at

shoulders; scutellum extremely finely and thickly punctured, very dull.

(Habitat, decaying timber) LinKmiscus, Reitt.

2. Penultimate joints of antennae narrow, elongate; posterior angles

of thorax not projecting outwards, not carinate, nor with a feeble keel

parallel to the side ; extreme base of thorax narrower than elytra at

shoulders; scutellum not thickly punctured, shining.

(Habitat, grassy places, etc.) TJmonius, Esch.

L. violaceus, Ph. W. Miiller in Germar. Mag. Ent., iv, 1843, p. 184

(Elater).

Leaden-black, somewhat dull, fore parts Avitli a feeble steely-blue

reflection, elytra dark metallic blue, or slightly violaceous in some speci-

mens and some lights, tarsal claws ferruginous ; body clothed with thin

and short silvery-greyish pubescence, which is inconspicuous above but

more noticeable beneath, especially at the sides and on the abdominal

segments. Antennae stout, joint 3 a little longer than 2, 4-10 broad and
obtusely serrate. Head with the front finely bordered and obs-oletely

emarginato in the middle, together with the thorax densely and strongly

punctured. Thorax longer than broad, sides slightly converging in

front and subparallel behind, indistinctly channelled. Scutellum

obscurely fusco-aeneous, very dull, appearing shagreened but under a

high magnification seen to be very thickly and finely jDunctured,

obeoletely carinate longitudinally. Elytra very slightly and gradually

narrowed behind, somewhat depressed on disc, apex rather bluntly

rounded ; interstices closely punctured, but less strongly than the

thorax. Length, 11 mm.
The colour, combined with the general shape and puncturation, etc.,

will at once separate this from any other British Elaterid.

On 17th May, 1937, I found a single specimen of this interesting

addition to our indigenous Coleoptera in Windsor Forest, in an old

decaying beech trunk, at some depth below the surface of the wood.

No other examples of the beetle could be found, either in this tree or

in the several beech trunks in a similar condition near by. Tn June
another thorough search was made by Mr Donisthorpe and mj^self,

without success, except that Mr Donisthorpe obtained a larva, which

seems likely to belong to this species, and from which, we hope, the

perfect insect will be reared.

The few members of this genus are chiefly Asiatic, the present species

alone being an undoubted native of Europe. On the Continent L.

violaceus appears to be very rare ; it is found in parts of France, Ger-

many, Italy, and perhaps more especially Austria. The four specimens

in the National Collection of Coleoptera at the British Museum are all

from the latter country.—63 Blackheath Park, London, S.E.3, 29th

June, 1937.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Influence of Reflected Radiation.—This summer we have resided

at Bolognola, on the Sibyllini Mountains, with our granddaughter,

Lycaena Romei, who for several years has helped us to collect. We
often spoke about radiation, trying to increase our knowledge. We
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noted that, when the snn was shining, we conld remain a long time

and without shelter either near a stream, or in a verdant meadow, or

close by a wood; on the other liand, Ave could endure only a short time

our stay in a stony and dry environment, although botli temperature

and radiation were the same. Then my granddaughter put into two
equal boxes manj" larvae of Pieris hrassicae. One of the boxes was set

upon a moist plot of Aveeds, the other on the bare soil. Both exposed

in direct sunshine. The thermometer marked about 110° F., and, after

two hours, the larvae on the Avcedg were not injured, but the others on

the bare soil had died.

These simple experiments, carried out for a few days, prove that

tliG solar radiations are beneficial to life until the rays are absorbed by

dampness and vegetation of the ground ; on the other hand, if they are

reflected by a barren environment, they become harmful. The dry soil

acts like a condenser.—0. Querci.

NOTES ON COLLECTING, &C.

Coleoptera, etc., at Heston.—I have never actually collected at

Heston, and the few species mentioned below have been either taken,

or seen, in the house and garden, or Avhen out for walks.

A few insects Avhich have occurred in the house are:—The House
Cricket (Gryllus domesticus, L.), when we first came here, which seemed
rather curious for a quite new house. Bemhidium articulatum, Pz., in

bath. Cryptophagus acutangid\is, Gyll., has put in an appearance at

intervals for over tAvo years, ahvays in the bath ; some specimens having

a much reduced tooth to the anterior angles of the thorax. C . puncti-

pennis, Bris., in cupboard in kitchen. Throscus elnteroides, Heer, in the

bath; this is probably a ucav record for Middlesex. T have taken it very

sparingly in Windsor Forest and not uncommonly at Mr B. S. Wil-
liams' locality in Herts. There are not many other localities known.

Anohiurn dowesticuiii, Fourc, occasionally on AvindoAvs, etc. Bem-
hidium lampros, Hbst., in the churchyard. Carahus monilis, F. Dear

Miss Kirk used to take this species in gardens in this area-, some of

the specimens being of a distinct green colour. A7nara plehia, Gryll. ; .4.

trivialis, Grjdl. ; Harpalus ruficomis, F. ; Pterostiehus madidus, F.;

Ocypus ater, Glr. (more frequently found on the coast) ; 0. sicid,us, Stierl.

(the first specimen I have ever taken) ; Lucanus cervus, L. ; Agriotes

ohscurus, L. (very small specimens); and Nacerdes melanura, L., have

occurred on paths and pavements. The last is also much more common
on the coast. I have found it in sea-breakers in numbers at West
Worthing, etc. Inland I have taken it at Penge, in London, and in

Windsor Park and toAvn.

In the Ent. Mo. Mag. for 1935 and 1936 a number of extra records

are given for this beetle, and in the latter \'ear there is a. note by Mr
Laing on the destructi\^e habits of the insect.

Aphodius granarius, L., on the Aving and once in the house, and
Atheta longicorriis, Gr., on grass in the garden. Cis vestitus, Mell.,

one under bark of a post; and C. holeii, Scop., C. villosulus^ Marsh.,

and C. micans, Hbst., Avere common in fungus on posts.

—

Horace
Donisthorpe,
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A Small Captive Strongylognathus-Tetramorium Colony.—

[

described* a new Strong yJognathus species taken by Captain Diver at

Studland, Dorset, in 1935 in a nest of Tetramorium cncspitum. On
23rd May, 1{?36, I joined Captain Diver with the intention of taking

inhabitants from this colony (or others if found) to keep alive under
observation. It was also hoped to find a female of the new species.

This was not done, though the nest was carefully dug up—some larvae

and pupae were taken, and the Strongylognafhus L^ b Avere found only

to be present in the proportion of 1-2 % to the Tetramorium ^ ^ . A
certain number of the latter with 6 Strongylognathus g ^ were estab-

lished in a plaster observation nest, and were kept under observation

for a good many months. The pupae proved to be all Tetramorium ^ ^ .

The Strongylognathus ^ ^ moved about freely amongst their hosts, no

notice, hoAvever, being taken of them. Most of the larvae disappeared,

but a few pupated and proved to be Strongylognathus S S • These were
unfortunately killed and cut up before I could get at them. As there

were no more larvae and no 9 present, the Strongylognathus ^ ^6 were
killed and set for the cabinet, and the Tetramorium ^ ^ let loose in

the garden.

—

Horace Donisthorpe.

Methylated Spirit as a Eelaxing Agent.—Some years ago I pub-

lished a short note {Entomologist, Ixii, p. 284) on the use of methylated
spirit as a relaxing agent and I mentioned it more briefly in a recent

note on the Preservation of Heterocera in India (Journ. Bomh. N.H.
Soc, xxxviii, p. 634).

I have since found that it is not necessary to bring the insects into

actual contact with the spirit and that the action is very quick if the

specimens are exposed to the vapour from a mixture of spirit and water.

It is not difficult to devise some sort of stage on which papered speci-

mens can be placed, whilst pinned insects can be simply pinned to ihe

top of the relaxing tin above the liquid.

This method avoids any matting of the hair on the thorax and
abdomen, whilst it is almost as rapid, both in the actual relaxing and
drying off, as my old method of damping the specimens with the spirit.

Forty-eight hours is more than sufiicient to relax even large insects and
they will dry in about the same time.—D. G, Sevastopulo (F.R.E.S.),

London, 3.viii.37.

A Preservative Fluid for Metallic Pupae.—About a year ago, I

made the accidental discovery that a saturated solution of bichloride

of mercury (corrosive sublimate) in water, to which is added an equal

volume of 95 % alcohol, would preserve the brilliant golden pupae of

the Danaid Euploea core, Cr., in their full beauty. I have pupae that

have been preserved in this fluid for over a year and they are almost

as bright as the day they were killed. I have never before been able

to preserve the gold colour for even a few days.

The only other species that I have tried in this fluid is Danaus
limniace, Cr., f. mutina, Fruhs., a very beautiful green pupa with large

golden spots. This has not been a success, as the green pigment is

soluble in alcohol, but the gold colour of the spots has been preserved.

It seems probable, therefore, that this solution will prove successful

*Ent. Mo. Mag., Ixxvii, 111-16. T. figs. 1-7 (1936).
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with all metallic pupae except those that have green or any other

alcohol soluble pigment. The English species that seems most suited

for a trial is the brilliant golden pupa of AgJais urticae, L.

—

Id.

Emigrant Butterflies.—It would be interesting to know if observers

in England notice any difference in the numbers of Vanessa (Pyrameis)

cardui in 1936 and 1937. Last winter was exceptionally mild, but this

winter has been unusuallj" severe in Iraq, and, I hear, in Egypt also.

Perhaps this will diminish the stock that usually survives the winter
in these regions, and thus diminish the number of larvae this coming
spring; this would lessen the northward urge commonly attributed to

successive broods finding, on hatching, their breeding-grounds crowded
with the offspring of the first butterflies which oviposit in February
and March. Was this species noted commonly in 1936 in England?
In the plain of Iraq, I may add, the chief foodplant is Malva parviflora,

L., on which the larva may be found in large numbers in March; it

withers in April.—C. P. Wiltshire, Iraq. P.S.—From the English
viewpoint, " Emigrant " ought to be " immigrant," I suppose. But I

write from mine,

Euchelia jacobaeae and Ragwort.—Three years ago ragwort ap-

peared in a large park in this district. Last year the plant had in-

creased greatly, and this year ragwort has spread a yellow carpet over

some hundreds of acres. E. jacobaeae^ the chief natural '* control " of

this weed, has been seen sporadically in the district for some years, but

usually only single specimens, and, so far as I know, it has not been
seen previously in the park in question.

This year the moth has appeared in profusion. Its larvae are

smothering the ragwort at the east end of the park and are to be seen,

in lessening numbers, for about a mile to the west. The plants are

stripped bare of both leaves and flowers, and larvae are wandering to

various low-growing plants some yards from the natural foodplant.

Whence have these moths come? None of the local entomologists

has liberated ova or larvae, and indeed the profusion of the insect is

too great to be accounted for by any artificial introduction. Like
Callimorpha dominula the males of this species often fly in the day-

time ; the females begin to fly only at late dusk, and ovipositing is per-

formed at night. Are there any records of mass movements of E.

jacohaeae by night? It would, seem that a considerable swarm of female

moths has come to the park from somewhere. Presumably when this

insect has cleared off all the ragwort in a district the emerging moths
migrate—if not to " fresh woods " at least to " pastures new." But I

should like to know if there are any records of these mass movements.
I use the term purposely because I have found twelve full-fed larvae on
a single-stemmed plant; and since with most moths in the wild state

only about one per cent, of ova laid results in an imago, and a female
E. jacohaeae does not lay 1200 eggs on a single plants it would seem
that this one plant had been visited by several females. Trade follows

the flag; does E. jacohaeae follow the ragwort?—P. B. M. Allan.
Bishop's Stortford.

[Euchelia, Bdv. (1829), is the generic name of years. Hypocrita, Hb.
(1806), is a Tentamen name and has been much used. And Tyria^ Hb.
(1822), is the more recent old name now advocated,

—

Hy. J. T.]
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Parthenogenesis in Callimoepha dominula.—On 11th July a de-

formed female of this species emerged in one of my cages. On 13th

July, there being no male to mate with her, she began, at late dusk,

to scatter ova about the floor of the cage, as is the habit of this moth.

She continued ovipositing on the 14th, and on the morning of the 15th

I removed about 140 ova from the cage and put them in a glass-topped

cardboard box.

On the afternoon of 15th July a male C. dominula emerged in the

same cage, and on the following morning he paired with the deformed
female. They were in cop. for 25 hours. When they separated I put
the deformed female in a chip box, and that night (17th July) she laid

three eggs, and on 18th July four. Thereafter she laid no more ova
and died in the night of 22nd /23rd July.

The unfertilised ova in the glass-topped box changed colour in the

afternoon of 22nd July, and at 10.30 p.m. on 23rd July larvae began
to emerge. They continued to emerge from the 24th to the 28th. Fif-

teen ova were addled.

The seven ova laid after impregnation were addled.

—

Id.

Periplaneta orientalis, L., in the Open.—On 7th August I was
busily engaged putting out a fire that had broken out in a prone dead
elm in my garden. Numbers of interesting creatures were driven out

by the heat and smoke, such as a handsome grass snake, lots of Isopoda
and a Lithohius. But what astonished me was an adult female cook-

roach. I caught her, but a smaller one escaped.

The occurrence of this cockroach in the open in England is surpris-

ing, and has never before occurred to my knowledge except in municipal
rubbish heaps, where the fermentation maintains a high temperature,

so that they are often swarming with cockroaches and crickets.

The elm was about 50 yards from my house, but there are certainly

none with me. The only other house in the neighbourhood is separated

by a spacious garden and a large meadow.

—

Malcolm Burr, " The
Hermitage," Dorney, Windsor.

Observations on the Feeding of Meconema thalassinum, De Geer.

—W. J. Lucas in his British Orthoptera, London, 1920, on p. 192, men-
tions that Meconema thalassinum is sometimes carnivorous, and with

reference to this the following observations may be of interest :
—

I obtained six nymphs of this Tettigoniid by sweeping young elm

trees at Brentwood, Essex, on 16th July 1937, and took them all home
in a box together. They were all probably in the last nymphal instar,

and one, a male, had a damaged leg. Two had disappeared by the

evening, presumably eaten by the rest, and the antennae of most of

them were much shorter than when they were first caught. There were

no pieces lying about so I came to the conclusion that they had nibbled

each other's antennae.

Having no fresh elm leaves, I gave them some lettuce leaves, which

they ate readily. They would not eat rose or apple leaves. They also

liked drinking the blood of a crushed Pieris rapae, and would nibble

the muscles. Tarsal joints disappeared from time to time, probably

through nibbling, and after a few days one became quite incapable of

climbing twigs I had put in and died of exhaustion.
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Tliero vrere now only one female and two male njmiphs left, one of

the males being the one with the damaged hind leg, which it had cast.

For several days they rested under the elm leaves and showed no in-

clination to move or eat.

On the 29th Jnlj^ the males ecdysed. The next morning the female
nymph was found half eaten on the floor of the cage. She had appeared
to be quite healthj' on the previous evening, so presumably the males
had killed and eaten her though, unfortunately, I never actually wit-

nessed the cannibalism. As I was going away for a holiday I was un-
able to watch the imagines anj' further.

—

Paul Freeman, Imperial

College of Science and Technology, South Kensington, August 1937.

CURRENT NOTES.

We have received the following notice concerning the Seventh Inter-

national Congress for Entomology which will convene in Berlin, from
August 15th to 20th, 1938. Discussions will be held in the following

sections and on the subjects indicated below :
—

A. General Entomology:

(1) Sj^stematism and Zoogeography. (2) Nomenclature and Biblio-

graphy. (3) Morphology, Physiology, Embryology and Genetics. (4)

Oecology.

B. Applied Entomology -.

(1) Medical and Veterinary-medical Entomology. (2) Agriculture

and Sericulture. (3) Forest Entomology. (4) Agricultural Entomology
((a) Viticulture and Pomiculture, (b) Agriculture and Olericulture, (c)

Vermin, (d) Means and Methods for Fighting Vermin).
All entries for participation, and all inquiries, should be addressed

to the Secretary General, Professor Dr Hering, Invalidenstrasse 43,

Berlin, N.4.

Dr Hering is well known as the apostle of the study of leaf-miners.

Part 5 of Dr Martin Bering's Vie Blntt-minen has recently been

issued and contains the remainder of the ordinary text dealing with
the mines to be found on Huhus to Zinnia. It consists of 112 pp. and
includes the mines of over 500 species, of which 143 are illustrated.

These last are well chosen, for instance, the contrast between the cases

of Coleophora hadiipenella and those of C. limosipenella is given,

There is one plate, vii, illustrating various mines found in oak leaves.

There are 53 mines found in Salix, 21 in Stachys, 20 in Ulmus, and so

forth. The wealth of information condensed in the analytical tables is

most remarkable. There now remain only the various indexes, refer-

ences and addenda for the next part, the concluding one. We urge
those who wish to obtain this valuable work to do so at once, as after

publication the price will be nearly double.

The third and last part of Dr Walther Horn's work on the History
of Entomology, Die entomologische Sammlungen, Entomologen &
Entomo-Muscolocjlr^ containing a list of all past and present entomo-
logists, dates of birth and decease, scope and present destination of
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their collections, has just come to hand. This compilation must have
taken many years of constant work to produce such a wonderful result.

The whole work is illustrated by a series of 38 plates on which are
reproduced copies of a sample of the labels attached to the insects in

a very large number of cases. Truly Dr Horn's work is encyclopaedic.

Herr G. Warnecke, of Kiel, has sent us separates of his recent
articles. One in particular on the Macrolepidoptera of South-west
Arabia, with a plate of new species and forms, is a most useful pamph-
let. It records the results of the expedition of Dr v. Vissmanns to the
area in 1931. Another article discusses the Lusitanic-Atlantic element
in the Lepidopterous Fauna of the German coast of the North Sea.

The first 3 parts of the 1937 volume of Iris have been published. The
first 100 pages contain an annotated List of the Macrolepidoptera of

Aachens, by the late Herr Piingeler. There are several diagrams ex-

plaining the physical conditions of the area comprised ; a map of the
district, elevations, areas of late and early frosts, the Geological for-

mation. Herr Osthelder contributes notes on the Microle]ndoptera of

Hungary. There are also a contribution on the Arctiidae of Shanghai

and a note on the Microlepidoptera of the Mediterranean seaboard.

Another section of the comprehensive Catalogues of Insects, which
Herr Dr Wm. Junk, of the Hague, is publishing, is now in hand. We
have received Pt. 3 of the Hymenopterorum Catalogus, which appears
quite as full of references as are the now famous Lepidopferorum Cata-

logus and Coleopterorum Catalogus. These Catalogues are so divided

into groups, families, etc., that a specialist can obtain only the

portion he wants. Dr Hedicke, of the Berlin Museum, is the editor.

Pt. 3 dealt with Pamphiliidae.

We regret to announce the decease of Lord Rothschild of Tring. A
memoir will appear later.

Urgent.—We must ask our contributors to send in all manuscript
not later than the 20th of the month, at least.

SOCIETIES.

The 3rd Annual Congress of the Society for British Entomology was
held at Reading from July 9th-12th, under the presidency of Dr B. M.
Hobby, M.A., D.Phil., F.R.E.S., and was quite a successful meeting.
Owing to the clash of other gatherings the numbers present were less

than last year. An admirable progi;amme was arranged, and the various
meetings were held in the spacious and well-equipped new University
Buildings. The Saturday events were, in the morning, An Address of

Welcome from Prof. W. B. Brierly; the Presidential Address by Dr
Hobby, " Predacious Insects and their Prey," an admirable summary
of the results of the President's recent investigations; from Mr J. A.
DoAvnes, F.R.E.S., ''A Study of the Insect Fauna of the Dock," an
account of a very intensive investigation of the relation between a plant
and its insect dependents. The usual photographic record of those pre-

sent was taken and the members adjourned to Wantage Hall for lunch.
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The afternoon events were an Address by Mr T{. B. Benson, of the

British Mnseum, " The Present State of our Knowledge of the British

Sawflies," succeeded by a paper, " The Lepido])tera of the Reading Dis-

trict," by Mr C. Runge, the Vice-President of the Reading Natural His-

tory Society. Tea was then taken in the Buttery of the University

and a visit Avas made to the University Zoological Museum, and the in-

spection of the exhibits brought bj^ members of the Congress. In the

evening the Conversazione and Dinner took place in AVantage Hall.

The following day was spent in a Field Meeting at Silchester and a

walk in Pamber Forest, and Avas quite enjoyable until the rain fell in

the afternoon. On 12th July Mr W. E. H. Hodgson gave a paper,
" The Narcissus Pests "

; Dr Malcolm Burr, F.R.E.S., read. " Notes on

the Distribution of the British Orthoptera "; Prof. F. Balfour-Browne,

F.R.E.S., described " The Sculpture of the Wing Cases of some AVatcr-

beetles "; Mrs K. J. Grant, F.R.E.S., a paper, " Recent Migrations of

Flusia gamma in Great Britain." This was, so far as we experienced

and report tells us, another very successful meeting, no doubt due in

large measure to the enthusiastic organization Avork of the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr E. Rivenhall Goffe. Maj^ ^we make a suggestion for future

Congresses, and that is to arrange a Public Lecture by some well-known

Naturalist as a piece of missionary work on behalf both of the Society

itself and of the Society under Avhose auspices the gathering takes place.

REVIEWS.

Insects op the British Woodlands, by R. Neil Chrystal, M.A.,
D.Sc.—In his preface the author refers to this book as " an elementary

treatise on the insect life of the British Woodlands, for use in training

schools of the Forestry Commission," but it deserves a much wider cir-

culation, and should find a place in the lil^raries of all Natural History

Societies, as AA^ell as being a most suitable gift book for a young entomo-

logist. More advanced students, Avho AA'^ould like to refresh their knoAv-

ledge of Orders other than their OAvn speciality, Avill find in this work a

precis, as it Avere, of the larger and more expensive Avorks on General

Entomology. It reads easily, as the author has the gift of being able

to compress a great deal of information into clear and concise para-

graphs. Technical and detailed descriptions are aA^oided in the body

of the book, but in tAvo a])pendices brief scientific descriptions of some
of the more important Forest Species are given, and a Table giA^es page-

references, host-trees, and names, of some 150 species arranged by

Orders under the biological headings of '' Bark-feeders," " Leaf-rollers,"

etc. There is an introductory chapter dealing with classification and
morphologj', then six chapters on' the different Orders treating the

various Forest species from the biological and economic, as Avell as from

the taxonomic, aspect, a method Avhich makes this AAork fuller and more
interesting than the average text-book. Finally, an admirable chapter

on origins of insect attacks on Avoodlands, natural and artificial con-

trols, and collecting methods. There are 33 plates containing 205 illus-

trations, both photographs and draAvings, a bibliography and index,

and, not least amongst its good points, the book is published by Messrs

F. Warne & Co. at the very moderate price of 7/6.—H.W.A.
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SOME NOTES ON ASSEMBLING MOTHS.

By P. B. M. Allan, M. A., F.S.A.

Part III.

(Continued from page 98.)

Very little is known about the chemistry of the scents secreted by

moths, and in this connection much work is still to be done on the

chemistry of the plants which nourish their larvae. The well-being of

a lepidopterous larva depends upon the chemical properties of its food-

plant, and the chemical substances found in a plant may be the pro-

ducts either of metabolism or katabolism. And since certain external

characteristics of a plant are transmitted by the genes of its parents,

it is possible that future research may show that the chemical charac-

teristics of that plant are evolved by a katabolic process coincident with

the breaking up of the chromosomes.

The female moth on its errand of ovipositing is attracted to a food-

plant by the odour of that foodplant. It has been asserted that the

scent of the plant acts as a stimulus to the moth's central nervous sys-

tem, evoking the reflex actions concerned with ovipositing. A proof of

this would seem to lie in the well-known fact that a female moth disturbed

during the act of ovipositing will sometimes continue to lay her eggs

on the first object upon which she settles, be it the post of a verandah,

a tennis net, or even a garden roller. The reflex action of emitting ova,

it is suggested, continues until the stimulus has passed or the action

is complete.

For my part I doubt this stimulus of scent. I regard ovipositing as

a tropism, not as a reflex action. It is an abstract response to a stimu-

lus that may come from within no less than from without—an " instinc-

tive " action hj the whole animal, not merely by a part of it. And in

my opinion the stimulus is a chemical one and comes from within. It

arises from maturation of the ova. Just as in nest-building by birds (a

tropism), the stimulus is provided by the genital organs themselves.

The "urge" to oviposit in larva-cage or pill-box is not usually initiated

by the scent of a foodplant. But that it is the odour of a foodplant

which attracts an egg-laying moth to it there can be no doubt at all.

This has been shown by several observers.

The larvae resulting from ova laid on a foodplant are provided by

the plant, by means of one of its chemical constituents, with a pro-

tective colouring which ensures them a considerable degree of immunity
from their enemies. Thus the plant doubly ensures the destruction of

its own leaves : it attracts the imago and it protects the larvae. Pre-

sumably the price paid in damage to its foliage is worth while when
set against the advantages of cross-fertilisation to the race. At all

events, the balance is maintained. There appears to be little or no
correlation between the two ; that is to say, the imaginal form of the

insect whose larva feeds on a particular plant is seldom the one which

fertilises the flowers of that plant. The foods in the two cycles of the

insect are different : the imago needs and is attracted to the flowers

by honey, and it is this cycle only of the lepidopteron in which the

plant is interested, so to speak. The other aspect is harmful to the

plant but unavoidable and part of Nature's plan.
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With regard to polypliagy, there would seem to be three ways in

which we can account for it :
—

(a) In the case of Argynnis paphia, Linn, (which Avill eat Viola

canina, V. odorata, V. tricolor, and garden pansy), and other lepidop-

tera which are polyphagous within a definite Family of plants, one

Avould suppose that insect and plant were evolved side by side.

Lepidoptera for the most part are dependent on flowering plants

and did not evolve until these were to be found. It is pos-

sible that " in the beginning " the only species of Viola in existence

was V. canina. The Violaceae are a primitive Natural Order, and V.

canina is an old type, as witness its dependence on cleistogamous flowers

for seed production : it has only recently begun to develop the habit

of cross-fertilisation. The Natural Order is pollinated by the aid of

bees. It may be, therefore, that Argynnis paphia and Viola canina

evolved side by side, and that now, though other species of Viola will

serve equally well as foodplants for the larvae, the imago, being con-

trolled by blind instinct, is unaware of this fact, though the larvae are

not, and so still will only (normally) oviposit on V. canina.

(b) In the case of those insects, such as Triphaena fimbria, Linn.,

whose larvae eat, for example, sallow in early spring and low-growing

herbaceous plants at a later stage of their growth, these may be stages

in the evolution of a polyphagous type as a survival factor. The essen-

tial food body needed for the full development of the insect (pigmen-

tation of the imago, for instance) is only to be found in plants which

appear later in the spring; so the larva, awakened from hibernation by

the temperature factor, has to start on some other plant and wait till

the " normal " food appears. When the converse is the case (i.e. feed-

ing on low-growing plants first and finishing on shrubs), the reason

probably is that under natural conditions the original '^ normal " food

tends to become smothered by over-growing vegetation. Thus are pro-

duced changed conditions of light, moisture, heat, etc., inimical to the

larval development, before the larva is full grown.

One must never lose sight of the enormous age of insects. The
formation of continents and oceans are novelties compared with the

age of our Lepidoptera. The earth's changes have forced them to

" adapt and adopt."

(c) In the case of those Lepidoptera which are widely polyphagous,

these may or may not be high in evolutionary development. Species

such as Callimorpha dominula, Linn, (which Meyrick regards as the

most ancestral form of the Arctiidae) are polyphagous probably be-

cause, since the female imago scatters her ova on the herbage, the

larvae must, within limits, eat the plant upon which, or at least close

to which, the ova fall. On the other hand the female images of certain

species have " learnt " by evolutionary processes that many plants will

suffice for their larvae's nourishment. They have adopted a good sur-

vival factor as compared with those in Class (a). For the insects in

Class (a) run the risk of extinction should anything happen to their

one and only foodplant (e.g. Calymnia diffinis, Linn., and elm disease).

I do not put it more strongly than " run the risk " because of the

adaptability which Instinct so often displays.

In an article on the pigments of butterflies' wings, published in

The Biochemical Journal in 1926, D. L. Thompson showed that flavone
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is present in the wings of Satyrus galathea, Linn., and that flavone

occurs in its larva's foodplant. Flavone is a carotenoid—a group of

pigments which are intimately associated with chlorophyll—and it is

the " parent " of a group of pigments (anthoxanthins) which occur

largely in plants and in lepidopterous larvae. For example, chrysin

(dihydroxyfiavone) is found in the buds of poplar ; luteolin (tetrahy-

droxyflavone) in mignonette
;

quercetin (pentahydroxyflavone) in the

flowers of horse-chestnut. It is likely that these anthoxanthins could

be shown to be present in larvae which feed on poplar, mignonette and
horse-chestnut. There is no reason to suppose that this is not the case.

Therefore there are two qualities in every plant nourishing a lepi-

dopteron which are essential to that lepidopteron : a pigment-forming

body and an aromatic body. And it is possible that both these bodies

are the products of katabolism of a common body. For acetic acid

and acetaldehyde—hydrocarbon groups found in all botanical perfumes
—are oxydation products of carotene.

Incidentally I would remark here that /3-carotene exhibits the same
physiological activity as Vitamin A, and it has been proved that caro-

tene yields Vitamin A in the animal body. If you watch Hyloicus
p'inastri, Hb. emerging you Avill notice that the " horn " on the

8th abdominal segment remains semi-transparent until the larva

has eaten a part of its eggshell, when the " horn " begins to turn

black. If the larva is deprived of its eggshell the '' horn " remains

greenish-brown for some time and the young larva does not '^ do

so well " nor grow so quickly. It would seem, therefore, that this

colour change in the " horn " is due to an active body contained in the

eggshell, and it is possible that this active body is ^S-carotene. The
black pigmentation of the " horn " is interesting (cf. the black rings

on the larva of the Cinnabar Moth) ; but that is outside the scope of

this paper.

It would appear, then, that the chemical constituents of the scent

secreted by the female moth are derived from the plant upon which its

larva fed. This, of course, is what we should expect. But the task of

the chemist who sets out to isolate these scents is a big one : there are

many thousands of species of moths on this Earth, and each species has

its own particular scent. A female can attract males of her own species

only.

Moreover, a great many perfumes are isomeric, that is to say they

are composed of the same elements in the same proportions and having
the same molecular weight, but with the molecules diflFerently grouped.

Thus zingiherine, Cjs H24, which is the main component of ginger oil,

smells quite different from hisaholene (in oil of bergamot) and selinene

(in celery), both of which also contain fifteen molecules of carbon and
twenty-four of hydrogen. In another chemical group (the cycloparaffins)

those substances containing 12 carbon atoms to the molecule smell of

camphor; those with 13, of cedar; those with 14, of musk; withi 16, of

civet; and so on. So a different grouping of the molecules, as well as

the addition of one carbon atom, can alter a scent so radically that

even our impeifect olfactory organs can readily discern it.

The scents secreted by moths are infinitely more diffusible than any
which can be smelt by man. Our noses can appreciate three one-hundred-

millionth parts of one grain of musk; but I have not yet obtained the
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faintest whiff when my nose has been within an inch of a vigorously

calling female lappet. Perhaps other entomologists endowed with a

keener sense of smell have been more fortunate. The scents emitted by

certain butterflies are readily perceptible by the human nose (Dr G. B.

Longstaff has much to say about this in his book, Butterfly-Hunting in

Many Lands); but I am inclined to believe that these particular scents

are repugnatorial. It would seem to be impossible to obtain a sufficient

quantity of one of these moth scents for analysis, since their instability

is such that death may bring about a change in the arrangement of

their molecules.

Certain insects are attracted by scents which the females of their

species do not, so far as we can tell, secrete. In some cases the odour

is associated with the insect's food ; in others, with its customary site

for ovipositing. In others, again, we can assign no reason for the at-

traction. J. Dewitz showed that "it is the scent of the nectaries of

the vine flowers that attracts the vine moths and induces them to ovi-

posit on the unopened buds." (Imms.). But no one has yet suggested

why the odour of boiling cocoa should attract Hepialus fusconehulosa

(velleda, Hb.). The attraction which a decomposing animal has for

Apatura iris, Linn., is known to all entomologists; but the significance

of the butterfly's response to this smell is not yet understood. Experi-

ments, in this instance, with decomposition products, e.g. putrescine

(tetramethylene diamine) or cadaverine (pentamethylene diamine),

would be interesting ; but unfortunately on account of their instability it

is a matter of the greatest difficulty to separate these complex substances

in a condition even approaching purity. Being non-volatile and non-

crystalline, the ordinary methods of purification cannot be applied to

them

.

The experiments of F. M. Hewlett (a brilliant Cambridge biologist

who died young) with fruit flies were spectacular. On one occasion he

arrived at a big lecture hall with a gauze cage full of blue, green and

red Trypaneids. As soon as everyone was seated he opened the cage

and let the flies loose. They flew all over the hall. Presently he said :

" I will show you how I get my flies back," and proceeded to place

three saucers on the table, into one of which he poured a few drops of

isoeugenol, into another methyl-eugenol, and into the third a mixture

of each. As he went on with his lecture the audience noticed that the

flies (they were Dacus diversus^ D. zonatus and D. ferrugineus) were

coming to the lecturer's table from all parts of the hall, and that each

species was settling on a particular saucer, the blue at one, the green

at another, the red at the third. By the end of the lecture the flies

had all collected on the saucers, and the lecturer was able not only to

cage them again but to report that all had been recaptured.

All these flies were males : the females are not attracted by these

substances. Neither food nor cviposition is therefore concerned. Un-

fortunately Hewlett does not appear to have carried his experiments

further by treating a female Dacus with these allyl-derivatives of ben-

zene and observing the reactions of a male insect placed with her in an

observation cage. Perhaps some of my readers will undertake this.

I am indebted to my friend, Mr R. D. Anstead, M.A., C.I.E., for

some suggestions, for the account of Hewlett's lecture, and for much
stimulating talk on the subject of this part of my paper.
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The well-timed complaint of Brigadier-General Cooke in the July

number of the Entomologist with regard to the recent flood of changes

in entomological nomenclature has aroused me to look carefully into

the matter and to write further in the same strain.

Common sense would surely consider that the chief reason for any-

thing having a name at all is that other people many know what one

is talking about, and the principal result of all these changes is that

nobody any longer does know in the case of many insects. The ab-

surdity of any rule which enables a name well-known as that of one

insect to be transferred to another, for whatever reason, is so obvious

as to need no comment ; such cases for example as Camilla-sihylla and

pheretes-orhitulus can do nothing but create chaos. Changes between

names all of which have always referred to the same insect, as for

instance medon, agestis and astrarclie, are tiresome but not confusing,

whereas these cross-references which can serve no useful purpose should

always be absolutely forbidden.

But I want to go much deeper than this. Why are we to accept

these changes? In any case, where a change is made the full reasons

for the change should be clearly set out, so that the matter can be

fairly argued out. This was always done, for example, in Tutt's great

work, which the Committee seems to ignore, but now it appears that

we are expected to accept all this on the ipse dixit of a committee which

has evidently adopted the dictatorial methods now so fashionable else-

where. Unless, or until, such complete reasons are published in every

instance, it is futile to expect these changes to be accepted—outside

the pages of the Entomologist, which seems to have swallowed them
wholesale {v. page 164), with accompanying indigestion on the part of

its readers.

It is true that a book was published some few years ago by the

British Museum authorities giving reasons for the changes in generic

names, but this takes in no names later than 1865, and takes no ac-

count of the far more important specific names at all, and these are

apparently arbitrarily changed in the list published by the Royal Ent.

Soc, no reason (so far as I can make out) having ever been published.

Moreover, the British Museum never seems to advertise its publica-

tions, so how is anyone expected to know of their existence ?

Furthermore, I am quite sure that some of the deductions from the

facts given in the published book are definitely wrong, and many more

are strongly suspect.

I should like here to draw attention to Mr Turner's weighty com-

ments in Vol. xlvi of this magazine, especially those on pp. 36, 46, 92,

and 108, but the whole series deserves the closest attention. At the

moment I wish particularly to mention the use of Lycaena for the

" coppers." The whole question was argued out in Tutt's great work

on the British butterflies, Vol. i, p. 303, etc., and again in Vol. xiv,

p. 302. The " argument " by which the List comes to the conclusion

that Oken did not restrict the name to the " blues " in 1815 is perfectly

unintelligible, and the correct use of Lycaena would involve other al-

terations in the list.
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Then, again, why are we to accept on the ipse dixit of the Commit-
tee the suppression of generic names which are generally accepted?
For instance, the " lumping ' together of Dryas, Argynnis and
Brenthis. There is no doubt much to be said for the amalgamation of

the first two, but the reasons should have been stated. Again, only

complete ignorance of the early stages of some of the " hairstreaks "

could excuse the extended use of a single generic name. Again, Why?
I do hope that all entomologists who feel as I do in this matter will

combine in asking for the precise reason for all changes made, and will

refuse to be put off by mere references to a code of regulations. I may
add that in the first British Committee on Nomenclature (1912), of

which I was a member, there was a strong inclination to ignore the

rules of the Zoologists altogether, as being unsuitable in the case of

Entomology. Indeed, so strong was the consensus of opinion in the

International Congress in 1912 that I was quite under the impression

that the rules of the Zoological Congress had been definitely discarded

for Entomology, It would certainly be the best solution of the present

muddle, especially in view of present interpretations of some of the

rules, e.g., those relating to what are and what are not to be considered

synonyms, which a,ppear to have been constructed with a view to pro-

ducing as much confusion as possible.

EARLY STAGES OF INDIAN LEPIDOPTERA.
By D. G. Sevastoputx), F.R.E.S.

(Continued from p. 81.)

Polytela gloriosae, F. (Noctuidae).

Head brown. Legs brown with black tarsi. Prologs orange. Ground

colour purplish black. 1st somite with an orange dorsal blotch edged

anteriorly with six black and posteriorly with two white spots. 2nd

and 3rd somites each with an ovate orange subdorsal blotch containing

a black dot and with a white spot on the outer edge. 1st to 12th somites

with a white dorsal spot on the posterior edge of each somite, the 6th

to 12th somites with a smaller white spot on the anterior edge as well.

4th to 9th somites each with two subdorsal white spots. 10th to 12th

somites each with an orange subdorsal blotch. A lateral white spot be-

tween each somite from the 1st to the 11th. 3rd to 11th somites with a

eublateral white spot on the anterior portion of each somite. The dor-

sal and lateral spots largest.

Pupa reddish brown, subterranean.

Foodplant.—Various species of Lily, particularly Gloriosa superha

and Amaryllis.

Described from a full fed larva found in Calcutta 31.vii.32, buried

itself 2.viii.32, and a male emerged 14.viii.32.

Seitz gives the ground colour as " purplish brown irrorated with

silvery blue " and describes the white spots as yellow. Hampson de-

scribes the larva as ''smooth; purple black with dorsal, lateral and
sublateral series of white spots

;
purplish lateral blotches on thoracic

and two terminal somites; head, legs and a dorsal spot on 1st somite

red."

Moore, Lep. Ceylon, III, pit. 145, figs. 1, la.
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Ophiusa coronata, F. (Noctuidue).

Head brown, a yellow stripe along the median suture, a submedian

yellow line and a pink stripe edged anteriorly with yellow and pos-

teriorly with black. Body sienna brown, a double dorsal, a double sub-

dorsal and a lateral line of somewhat paler brown. The dorsal lines

touch twice on the 8th somite enclosing a dark spot. A pair of sub-

dorsal yellow tubercles on the 11th somite. Ventral surface light brown

with darker specks. Claspers externally very dark brown with a trans-

verse yellow stripe, internally orange. A velvety black spot between

the first and another anterior to the second pair of prologs. I found

one example in which the ground colour was flesh pink.

Pupa dark purple and enclosed in a slight cocoon of gummy silk

spun, in captivity, between leaves.

Foodplant.—Japanese Honeysuckle.

Described from a full fed larva found in Calcutta 19.x.31, pupated

26.x. 31, and a male emerged 9.xi.81.

Hampson's description appears to have been made from an im-

mature preserved specimen. The yellow edged lateral spot on the 5th

somite is only present in immature examples. The brown stripes of the

head darken to black in preserved specimens. The mention of paired

black tubercles on the 10th and 11th somites must be a mistake, the

pair on the 11th somito is the only one present and that is yellow.

Moore, Lep. Ceylon, III, pit. 166, fig. 5.

{To he continued.)

NOTES ON COLLECTING, &C.

OviPOSiTioN OF Pertzoma flavofasciata (decolorata).—At Storring-

ton, Sussex, on 7th June 1936, at 9.40 p.m., I saw a female of P. flavo-

fasciata deposit an ovum on the flower stem of red campion just below

the calyx. The vegetation was difiicult to work in and I only saw her

actually do this once, although she appeared to do the same again.

—

Geo. Robertson, M.D., Storrington.

Early Dates from Storrington.—The first dates I have this year

are Ectropis histortata (crepwicularia), dark form, 14th February;
Erannis marginaria, 15th February ; Taeniocampa pulverulenta

(cruda), 15th March.

—

Id.

The Rev. M. H. Huthwaite reports the occurrence of Plusia hractea

and of P. festucae on valerian bloom in his garden at Whickham, New-
castle-on-Tyne. These species were reported more than thirty years

ago from this area by the late J. E. Robson a? being " decidedly rare
"

and " a scarce insect " respectively {Cat. of Lep. of North. Durh. and.

Newc, Vol. I, p. 185). It is interesting to find that these species still

occur near the famous and beautiful locality of Gibside.

—

Hy. J. T.

Captures in Scandinavia in August 1930.—My nephew collected

some butterflies for me in Norway (Tellemarken area) last August and
the Rev. G. Wheeler, of Worthing^ has kindly named them for me. Un-
fortunately, many are in poor condition. There were three examples

of Brenthis euphrosyne , two of which so much resembled B. selene that
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they Avere at first placed with the single specimen of that species. Four
examples of Erehia ligea were of the typical form which is Scandinavian;

another example is the form dovrensis^ and is exactly like that figured

in Warren's work on the genus Erehia. There is a pale Heodes phlaeas,

which is the form schmidtii, and. not alha, which is quite white. The
" blues " are Polyomniatus icarus and Plehejus aegon, but their con-

dition is not sufficiently good to show minute peculiarities. Brenthis

arsilache varies very little except in size. Hipparchia semele is pro-

bably the pallida form, and quite unlike the examples found in Fin-

land. The Urhicola comma are quite typical ; the catena for.m is gener-

allj" said to be commoner in Scandinavia. Aglais urticae, though rather

dark, are not the polaris form. There is one each of Argynnis adippe and

A. niohe. The Vanessa antiopa were mostly in splendid condition and

of quite the typical form,—G. Robertson, M.D., Storrington.

The End of a Captive Colony of Myrmecina graminicola, Latr.—
On 1st May 1910 I took a small colony of Myrmecina graminicola, Latr.,

consisting of a dealated' female, a certain number of workers, eggs, and

young larvae, situated in a holloAv flint at Box Hill. These were taken

home and established in a plaster observation-nest. A full account of

the doings of these ants up to the end of June 1926 can be found in

my book [British Ants, 2nd Edtn., pp. 85-88 (1927)]. From that date

until 1935 the colony carried on as usual. In April 1935 the ants were

brought doAvn to Heston and in August and September many of them
died. On 1st October there were only 20 (del. Q 9, and ^ ^) present

with a number of small and medium larvae. The colony never did well

again. On 1st January 1936 only 13 ants were left, and a certain num-
ber of larvae ; 25th March only 11 ; 1st April only 10, and the larvae

had not grown, though the nest Avas well fed. 10th May—Eggs were

laid and the larvae a little larger. 28th June—Only 8 ants. During
the summer a number of d d emerged and died off ; eggs and larvae

disappeared. 16th August—Only 1 del. 9, 5 '6^, and 8-10 larvae.

On 3rd January 1937 only 1 del. $ , 4 g ^ , and a few small larvae.

In March the ants attacked each other (as they did when much more
numerous in 1919). The ^^ died or were killed off; only two were

present in April, and on 7tlTl May these Avere dead. The solitary re-

maining 9 settled doAvn with the 5 larvae then present. I gave her

honey and dead flies and she fed the larvae. One of the larvae became
of a blackish colour and the 9 removed it. Tavo of the larvae were

g ^ and 2 (S (S . In June the 9 laid eggs. One o" larva pupated on
12th June. On 18tli June one of the g larvae died. On 24th June,

after wandering about the nest, the 9 died, and thus ended this not-

able colony. It had been in my possession for just over tAventy-seven

years. The most remarkable feature Avas the production of winged
females after the colony had been in my possession for over five years.

These, therefore, Avere produced from eggs laid in captivity. Copula-

tion t-ook place in the nest; the young females later removing their

own wings. The males sometimes endeavoured to copulate with wor-

kers, and even dead ants. As I haA'e pointed out (i.e.) it is much to

be regretted that I did not think of marking the original queen in

some way as, after Avinged females had been reared for several years,

and having removed their Avings had joined the other ants, it was im-

possible to recognise her again with certainty.

—

Horace Donisthorpe,
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The Vanes sidae in the Present Season.—I do not kno\v^ if the

Vanessidae have been rather less abundant than usual this year? With

me there have been very few of any of them. T have a Buddleia that

has been full of bloom and have only seen 2 Aglais urticae and 2 Vanessa

io on it at any time. Last -year T have seen 4 species

—

A. urticae, V. io,

V. atalania, and Polygonia c-alhum—SiW at one time and always 2 or

3 of these species in number. As to P. c-alhum I have never seen it in

Kent before 1935 ; in that year I caught 2 here at Ryarsh and last year

I saAv 4 or 5. There were two broods of A. urticae on the nettles grow-

ing close to the house, of Avhich one brood disappeared after a few days;

the other brood were also entirely destroyed when nearly full fed.

The other point of interest to me was the occurrence of Catocala

nupta, of which I saw a pair on a ledge, the moths being only a few

inches apart. A few days later I saw another pair also close together.

Although I see C. nupta every year, I have never seen a pair before

side by side and I was much interested to note the marked difference

in their colouring.—H. S. Fremlin, " Heavers," Ryarsh, Kent,

3.ix.37.

Some Cucullia Notes,—In the Arundel District of Sussex three

species of Mullein occur

—

Verhascum nigrum-, in great quantity; V.

lychnitis, very local, but plentiful in a few spots; and V. thapsus, the

hardest of the three to find, yet not really scarce. In the early part of

the summer (late May-early July) the larvae of Cucullia verhasci are

plentiful on all three species of mullein and occasionally occur on Scro-

phularia. Later (mid July-mid September) the larvae of Cucullia lych-

nitis occur on the same plants. No matter how much the larvae of C.

verhasci have damaged the flowering stems, the plants send, up fresh

shootS" in time for the C. hjchnitis larvae. But whereas C. verhasci ap-

pears to have no preference for any particular species of Verhascum,

C. lychnitis prefers V. nigrum,, and is rarely found on the other Verhas-

cum species or on Scrophularla. This is rather curious, since its name
suggests V. lychnitis as the food, and on the Continent this is said to

be the case, but in this district a single V. nigrum or V. thapsus in a

group of V. lychnitis is the most likely plant on which to find the larvae

of C. lychnitis. In some districts these larvae are little " stung," while

in others they are very heavily " stung " indeed, principally by Diptera.

—A. J. Wightman, F.R.E.S., Pulborough.

Sugar and Light in the Summer of 1937.—The recent summer has

provided comparatively few opportunities for successful night work. For
the greater part of early June, wdiilst I was staying in South Cornwall,

the nights Avere cold and clear, and the prevailing wind w^as in the

North. Sugar proved to be useless and very few insects came to light.

On one such evening after putting a lamp on the lawn for an hour and
a half, I was on the point of retiring when a small Geometer settled

on the sheet. This appeared at first to be a small specimen of Lum-
propteryx suffumata, but on closer observation I detected something un-

usual in its markings. Further investigation proved it to be the newly-

discovered species L. otregiata—and from a fresh locality, Mr Prout,

of the British Museum, subsequently confirmed the identification. The
only other capture of interest in this locality was a fine series of ThecJi

hetulae larvae on the Sloe, which ultimately emerged in good condition.
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A night spent on Wicken Fen in early August yielded a few Arsilonche

albovenosa (second emergence) and also a second brood of Phragmatohia

fuliginosa, together with a few of the rarer "wainscots," including

Phragmataedia castaneae.

During a week spent in Dorset during the first week in September,

I tried sugar every night, but the only insect of interest that I took in

this way Avas Leucania alhipimcta. I also took a specimen of Ileliothis

pelfig era flying in the bright sunshine, and a female Selidosema erice-

taria whilst dusking, on the valerian.

—

(Ca^non) T. G. Edward, M.A.

F.Z.S.

Stigmella (Nepticula) suberivora, Statnt.—On 2nd September 1

bred a specimen of this moth from mined leaves of Quercus ilex, taken

on 10th August at Freshwater, Isle of Wight. I see that May is given

in Meyrick's Bevised Handbook of British Lepidoptera as the month for

the imago. It would be interesting to know if specimens of a second

brood had been noted previously. Similar mined leaves were also taken

at Osborne, East Cowes.—S. Wakely, 4 Auckland Road, Upper Nor-

wood, S.E.19, 16th September 1937.

Larva of Myelois ceratoniae, Zeller, Feeding in Orange.—On
20th March a Spanish orange was brought to me containing a lepidop-

terous larva, which was feeding in the centre of the fruit. Another

orange Avas procured and the larva placed therein, a small hole being

made for this purpose. After a few weeks it was found that the orange

was coA^ered Avith mildcAv. I Avas surprised to find the larA^a still ali\'e

and healthy inside a tubular Aveb, and it AA'as transferred to another

orange, this proceeding being repeated three or four times. Eventu-

ally, at the beginning of June, pupation took place, and on 29th June

a perfect specimen of Myelois ceratoniae emerged. This species is

usually found in Avarehousee in England, the larvae feeding on freshly-

imported dried dates, etc. I haA'^e seen no preA^ious record of the larvae

feeding in oranges. I understand that attempts to rear this insect from

OA'a in Britain haA^e ahvays been futile
;
perhaps a diet of oranges in-

stead of dried dates would enable more successful results to be obtained.

—S. Wakely, 4 Auckland Road, Upper NorAvood, S.E.19, 16th Septem-

ber 1937.

Lithosia griseola.—Of thirty-six specimens of Lithosia griseola

taken during the past July in the Weymouth, Dorset, district, nine

AA'ere of the yellow A^ar. flava = sframiiieola. How does this ratio A^ary

in other parts of the British Isles? R. South (Moths, I, p. 182) states

that this varietj^ is found chiefly in the Norfolk fens and the New
Forest; also, though less frequently, in Surrey (Weybridge), Berkshire

(Reading), and still more rarely elseAvhere. Perhaps other readers can

giA^e their oAvn figures relating to the tAvo forms of this species.—B. A.

Cooper, 61 Okehampton Road, London, N.W.IO.

CURRENT NOTES.

Vol. X of the Bidl. Instit. Pay. d'Hist. Nat. at Sophia, Bulgaria,

contains a continuation of "A Study of the Horizontal Distribution
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of Lepidoptera in Bulgaria," by the editor, Dr Buresch, and by Dr
Tuleschow. It consists of more than 60 pp. of records of the Geo-

metridae.

Dr C. R. L. Perkins, F.R.S., etc., has sent us a copy of his paper

read before the Torquay Nat. Hist. Socy., entitled " Twenty-five Years.

Insect-Collecting in Devon," where he has resided since his return to

England in 1909, It was in 1886 that he first visited Devon and
although in Hawaii for a long period he spent hie vacations there for

the most part. Although a Hymenopterist he, nevertheless, gives a
deal of information on the Lepidoptera and his remarks upon the

species which arrive on our shores from across the sea will interest

those interested in the so-called migration question.

We have received a copy of a new Journal, The Microscope^ of which

the secondary title is '' The British Journal of Microscopy and Photo-

micrography." The first number consists of 28 pages with over 20

illustrations, diagramatic and half-tone. It Avill be issued monthly and
the price is 1/- per month. Members of the Quekett Club and of the

Photomicrographic Society are at the back of the issue, and it is edited

by L. E. Brown, and the publishers are Messrs Arthur Barron, Ltd.,

of Took's Court, London. It is well got up and the matter is interest-

ing and varied, scientific and instructive, and should prove a successful

and useful periodical. But the matter should be quite correct. We are

told that the article on The Common House-fly is an admirable one, but
that although it depicts its subject well, is absolutely incorrect in its

sub-title, Musca domestica, which it is not. The fly depicted, although

a common house-fly, is not Musca domestica.

The Society for British Entomology has most enthusiastic and effi-

cient ofiicers, who continue to pilot their publications with persistent

regularity. No sooner have we looked into one brochure and mentioned
it in our pages, than another arrives. At the moment there lie before

us part 2 of Vol. IV of the Transactions, and part 7 of Vol. I of the

Journal. The former contains a " Study of the British Species of the

Hymenopterous genus Epeolus,-' by O. W. Richards, M.A., D.Sc, illus-

trated by a series of about 20 figures. The latter contains in its 28
pages more than 30 separate short notes on various interesting matters.

Parts III and IV of the Deutsche Entom. Zeitschrift contain a long
discussion on the destructive, subterranean larvae of the Agrotidae,

illustrated by a plate and 45 text figures. A short article shows con-

clusively that the inclusion of four species of " blues " with phlaeas
and dispar in the genus Chrysophanus by Meyrick in his Bevised Hand^
hook of 1928 is completely insupportable.

Our correspondent Captain K. J. Hayward, of the Ministry of Agri-
culture in the Argentine Republic, informs us that he attended the

II Reunion of the Natural Sciences at Mendoza in March last, and
presented several papers. Recently he has Avritten two supplementary
papers to his notes on the Argentine Hesperiidae, and has compiled a

Bibliography of over 800 papers on the Fruit-fly question and very
urgent and important matter to the fruit-groAving industry in S.

America. He has received the entire Hesperiid collections from the
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Chilian National Museum to classify and the National Museum of

Brazil has sent him the Pi/rrkopyginae group with the rest of the

Sesperiidae to follow.

We wish to remind our readers that the South London Entomological

Society will hold its Annual Exhibition and Conversazione on October

28th at their rooms in Hibernia Chambers, adjoining the south side

of London Bridge. Visitors are welcome. A form for exhibitors can

be obtained from the Hon. Secretary of the Society, S. N. A. Jacobs,

Esq., 54 Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent.

A Curious Association.—One of our Editors has sent a cutting from

the " letters " columns of a Sunday paper in which the announcement

of the capture of Catocala fraxini is associated with " Test Matches,"
*' Hollow Larva Blades," " Records of the mention of the hirsute ap-

pendage of man, in the Bible and Shakespeare," etc.

SOCIETIES.

A meeting of The Entomological Club was held at " Friary Hill,"

AVeybridge, on 28th July 1937, Mr H. Willoughby-Ellis in the Chair.

Members present in addition to the Chairman:—Mr Jas. E. Collin,

Dr Harry Eltringham. Visitors present:—Dr K. G. Blair, Mr L. F.

Barton, Mr C. L. Collenette, Mr H. M. Edelsten, Dr Karl Jordan,

Captain N. D. Riley, Mr W. Rait-Smith, Dr Hugh Scott, Mr W. H. T.

Tams.
The .meeting Avas called for 2.30, and the guests were received by

the Chairman and Mrs Willoughby Ellis. The weather was fine and

very warm and the shade of the gardens was preferred in the early

afternoon. Large number^^ of the Tingid bug Leptohursa rhododendri,

Horv. recently discovered in this country were observed on the

rhododendrons and also one specimen of the Homopteron Graptocephala

coccinea, Fbrst. was found later also on rhododendron, indicating that

this insect, recently introduced to the British list, has during a short

time spread from Chobham, where it originally occurred in numbers,

to Weybridge, a distance o^ about 7 miles. Mr Edelsten exhibited a

remarkable aberration of Spilosoma liihficipeda ^ lutea, almost spot-

less and Avith a black border around the upper wings, thickened at the

apex and outer margin and extending along three quarters of the inner

margin, the hind Avings also had a black border. The specimen came to

light at Wood Walton Fen on 12th June 1937.

During dinner Dr Blair showed an old and interesting Entomological

Club invitation sent by Matthew Marshall, Avho became a member of

the Club in 1850. It was addressed to G. R. Waterhouse and dated

19th May 1856 for the Club Meeting to be held at the Bank of England.

The Chairman's Museum was open for inspection, the special exhibits

being the extensive series of British Longicorina, Buprestidae, Elnteri-

dae and Eeteromera, all of which have recently been re-arranged.

Dinner was served at 6.45 and a long evening was spent. The mem-

bers of the Club stayed the night and the visitors dispersed between the

hours of ten and eleven.—H. Willoughby Ellis (Hon. Secretary).
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GENERIC NAMES, &c., OF THE BRITISH FORMICIDAE.

By Horace Donisthorpe, F.Z.S., F.R.E.S., etc.

(Department of Entomologj', British Museum (Nat. Hist.)).

We have before us " The Generic Names of British Insects. Part 5.

The generic names of the British Hymenoptera Aculeata, with a check

list of British species," published by the Royal Entomological Society

of London, 14th August 1937.

The part dealing with the Forinicidae is, of course, that which most

concerns us personally, and about which we propose to offer the fol-

lowing remarks.

We differ from the author on various points, which are more or less

a matter of opinion, and these will be dealt with in due order. There

are, however, some actual errors in dates, quotations, etc., and it seems

necessary to point these out, as the paper in question carries the

authority of the Committee on Generic Nomenclature of the Royal En-

tomological Society of London.

When we were writing the first edition of British Ants (1915), we

actually personally verified all the bibliographic references cited in that

work, but there was not the evidence on the dates of publication of

some works dealing with Hymenoptera, etc., which has since been

brought forward—mostly due to the painstaking researches of F.

J. Griffin.

For example, under Fonera (pp. 99 and 123 in the paper under dis-

cussion) the date of the type species, Formica coarctata, Latr., is given

as 1801, Avhereas Dalla Torre (1893), Emery (1911) and Donisthorpe

(1915) all give 1802. The first date, however, is correct.

Latreille described his Formica coarctata in ''Bull. Soc. philom. Paris,

3, No. 57, p. 63. Frimaire an 10 de la Republique." The year ten

of the first French Republic ran from 22nd September 1801 to 21st

September 1802. Frimaire was the third month of the Calendar, from

21st November to 20th December; therefore the date is 1801.*

Again the tj^pe of Solenopsis, West., Atta, geminata is given (p. 124)

as 1805 ; Dalla Torre, Emery, and Sherborn give 1804. Griffin, however,

has shown that the date of Fabricius, Systema Piezatorum, is 1805 (see

in Trans. B. Ent. Soc. Bond., 1935, p. 144). The date of Latreille's

Hist. Nat. Crust. Ins., 13, Paris, An xiii, is not so csrtain. Our author

gives it as September 1804, whereas Dalla Torre, Emery and Donis-

thorpe give it as 1805. The copy of this work, both at the B.M. and

the R. Ent. Soc. Lond., is marked " 1805 " in pencil. All we know
is that it came out during Ann. xiii, Avhich ran from 22nd September

1804-21st September 1805.

We do not agree with the reasons given to show that the type of

Ponera vras fixed by Westwood, nor do we understand the statement

that Wheeler (1912) avoided the difficulty by treating Latreille's work,

September 1804 [1805?] as fixing tj'pes, Donisthorpe, however (1915),

stated the matter very clearly—" In 1810 Latreille [Cons. Gen. Crust.

Ins., 311, No. 443, 437 (1810)] cited Formica crassinoda, (Latr.) F., as

the type of Ponera, but he had already in 1805 [1804?] [E.N. Crust.

*For the Lenefit of future students we append a list with dates of the years and
months of the first French Repuhlic.
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Ins., 13, 257-8, No. 365 (1805)] cited contrncfa as type." We still con-

sider that in the 1805 (1804 ?) publication Latreille does fix the type

;

though he does not actually use the word type.

With regard to Wheeler, we cannot trace any 1912 paper on the

subject, in 1911 [Ann. N. Yorh Acad. Sci., 21, 157-75 (1911)] he pub-

lished an excellent and much needed paper on the type species of the

genera and sub-genera of Formicidae. He stated that he had verified

all the references except for a few from obscure and antiquated sources,

for which he had to rely on Dalla Torre's Catalog us Hymenoptorum.
Unfortunately Ponera was one of these ; for which Dalla Torre gives

"Latreille Hist. Nat. Crust, and Insect., iv, 1802, p. 128." Both the

title and the date are incorrect; it should be Gen. Crust. Ins., 4, 1809,

p. 128. Emery [Genera Insectorum, 118, 88 (1911)] gives this quota-

tion correctly, but he gave the 1805 (1804?) publication for Fonera,
when, of course, it should be Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., 24, 178-9 (1804),

as given b^^ Donisthorpe (1915), Sherborn (1927), and our author (1937).

For 1913 [Ann. N. York Acad. Sci., 23, 77-83 (1913)] Wheeler pub-

lished some corrections and additions to his former list; we do not,

however, jfind that he mentions anywhere that the Latreille's 1805 (1804?)

publication fixed types. He simply gives coarctata, Latr., as the type

of Fon era without any date.

The quotation for Mayr's Formicoxenus (p. '123) is incorrect, both as

to date (this no doubt was a slip of the pen, or a printer's error; al-

though Mayr actually continued to write on ants up to 1906!), and title

of publication. It should be Mayr, 1855 (not 1885), Verh. Zool. hot.

Ver. (not Ges.) Wien. It was not until 1858 that the title " Kaiserlich-

Koienigliche Zoologis-ch-BotaThische Verein " (1851), was changed to

Gesellschaft.

This misquotation occurs again (p. 124) with Monomorium, Mayr,
LeptotJiorax, Mayr, Strong ylognathus, Mayr, and Tetramorium, Mayr.

The date given for Solenopsis, Westwood (pp. 100, 124) is incorrect;

it should be 1841 (not 1840), Ami. Mag. Nat. Hist., 6, 86. We do not

agree that " the occasion is hardly one in which it is worth making an
exception " (p. 124) when retaining the subgenus Mychothorax, Ruzsky,

1905. In this subgenus the antennae are 11-jointed, whereas in Lepto-

thorax proper they are all 12-jointed. Wheeler, who had given Formica
accrvorum, F., as type of Leptothorax in his 1911 paper, accepted

Emery's suggestion of L. clypeatus, Mayr (the latter was the first

species described by Mayr for the group with 12-3ointed antennae) in

his 1913 paper. Donisthorpe also followed Emery.

(To he continued.)

NOTES ON LOCAL GRASSHOPPERS FROM SOUTH BENFLEET,
ESSEX.

Bv R. W. Attwood.

During a short visit to South Benfleet, Essex, in August a careful

search was made for the local Grasshoppers, Metrioptera roeselii, Cono-

cephalus dorsalis, and, on the suggestion of Dr Burr, the newh^-dis-

covered British species Conocephalus fuscus.
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The latter was not found, but Conocephalus dorsalis was scattered

here and there along the sea wall, although it could not be called com-

mon. Metrioptera roeselii is much more plentiful this season, and
appears to be spreading. There are at least five distinct colonies near

South Benfleet, ranging from the sea wall to about a mile-and-a-half

inland, and from sea level to a height of about 300 feet. It also occurs

near Hockley, Essex, about two miles from the sea wall. One colony

here is very large. I took siome seven or eight and saw very many
more, but none of them of the macropterous form, diluta. Thinking

that aa roeselii is a coastal insect it might be possible to find an even

larger colony, I walked across to the sea wall at South Fambridge and
made a prolonged search, but was disap])ointed, only one roeselii and

one dorsalis being found. I think it jDrobable, however, that there is

some area near South Fambridge from which loeselii has spread inland.

It is, of course, very difficult to prove that a local insect is spread-

ing, but the appearance of roeselii this season in a certain field, where

I have collected for several years, is possibly of interest. It may, of

course, have been there all the time, but as I have searched this area

in previous years to find such an elusive Grasshopper as Tettigonia

viridissima it seems probable that I should have noted roeselii.

The field has not been mown for some four years, and is in a rough

condition. It is about a mile-and-a-half from the sea wall at an eleva-

tion of about 300 feet. Assuming that roeselii is a coastal insect, as

one would infer from the records of its occurrence, it seems difficult

to account for its appearance in this field. ItoeselH is not a very active

Grasshopper. It occurs in colonies over a restricted area. One colony

which I have known since 1934 is still in the same area, and does not

appear to be any more widely dispersed. Apart from the distance, the

insect would have to cross several dj^kes, a railway, a steep hill, a road-

way, and a wood to reach this particular field, which would seem a

difficult task for such a creature. In 1933 and 1934 the macropterous

form of this insect (diluta) was common along the sea Avail and I am
wondering whether it was during this ])hase that some of the Grass-

hoppers were able to reach this field. The presumption is that insects

are more likely to disperse in the winged state, but so far, I believe,

no macropterous female has been found to contain fertile ova. Dr
Blair's description, however {Proceedings of the South London Entomo-
logical Society, 1934/5), of the pairing of the macropterous type with

the ordinary form seems to indicate that possibly in certain stages of

development fertile ova may be produced.

In the neighbouring wood the Grasshopper Pholidoptera cinerea is

well established. The female does not leap readily, but prefers to drop
oflf a bramble leaf into the undergrowth. She will often hang over the

edge of a leaf head downwards, the body being quite visible, but she

is very wary and falls off at the least disturbance. In the open she will

often take two jumps, one about eighteen inches and the other a foot,

and then scuttle into the roots of the grass. The male, however, is

capable of prodigious leaps. One that I was endeavouring to capture

leaped so far that I was curious enough to measure the distance. It

was five feet eight inches. When we consider that the insect is wing-
less, comparatively heavy, and the take-off was a bramble leaf, one
appreciates the immense strength and rapidity of action of the legs
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of this Grasshopper. To obtain a purchase from such a delicately poised

object as a leaf, it must have struck with extreme suddenness to take

advantage of the inertia of the air beneath.

Tettigonia viridissima does not appear to be so plentiful. 1 have
onl}^ seen six this season and two of these were immature at the end
of July. Several were heard stridulating one warm evening in August
at dusk on some isolated Hawthorn bushes, but it was too dark to

track them down.

This particular evening appeared to have some effect on the Grass-

hopper Meconema thalassina. I had been sugaring for moths the three

previous evenings with little success, nor was this evening any more
successful as regards Lepidoptera, but I counted eleven Grasshoppers

of this species on the sugared trees and posts. Meconema thalassina

frequentlj^ comes to the sugared trees but rarely in such numbers.

None were actually on the sugar but settled near. \ had run out of

Rum that evening and had added a little Amyl Acetate to the treacle

as a substitute. Possibly the Pear-like scent was the source of attrac-

tion.

NOMENCLATURE RUN WILD.
By Bbigadier-Genebal B. H. Cooke, C.M.G., C.B.E., D.S.O.

The remarks of the Rev. G. Wheeler in the October number of this

Journal are very much to the point, and will have many sympathisers.

It is, of course, unavoidable that as knowledge of the structure and
habits of insects progresses, re-grouping of species and splitting up of

genera become necessarj^ from time to time. This, however, has no con-

nection with the present wholesale alteration of names which have been
known to generations of entomologists. The scientific gain from these

changes is, in a large number of cases, nil ; it is merely red tape run
wild. After discussing the question with other entomologists I feel sure

that this feeling is widespread.

I can, however, discern a gleam of hope. As we all know, articles

of everyday use, such as clothes and furniture, go out of fashion. If

they are stored away for a few years it is surprising how the taste for

them revives. I have always known (and shall continue to know) the
'* Adonis Blue " as hellargus, and I note with interest that that name
is again coming into fashion. Nor is this by any means the only in-

stance. Meanwhile it is exasperating to be compelled to waste time
in identifying insects under new, and probably temporary, names.

NOMENCLATURE.

A Correction.—In the October number, on. p. 130, line 15 from the

bottom, for " luhricipeda = lutea " read luhricipeda l^nenthastri'].

The '* = lutea " was the Editor's error in an attempt to clarify the

meaning of a name used ambiguously for many years.

This is one of those cases of which the Rev. Geo. Wheeler wrote so

trenchantly in the October number. See ante, p. 124, lines 5, 6, 7, 8.

The Notes below give an example of the loose way names have been
used for several generations and of the huge and intricate task, which
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the present generation has taken in hand, to correct and to stabilise

them. It is impossible to expect every individual entomologist to fol-

low out the changes (corrections), which have to be made, and we must

emphasise that when changes are made, it is absolutely essential to the

clarity and understanding of communications, that the name, which has

to fall, should be placed with the correct name; e.g., croceus {edusa),

jurtina {jardra) are recent cases in point, both of which corrections have

now become adopted. 'Tis a matter of education. But to use names

like Ochlodes venata, Lifhina (hlorosata, etc., etc., without their long-

used predecessors, such as occur in some recent publications, is a waste

of valuable time to a student and a deterrent to our science.

Linne in the Sys. Nat.^ X ed. (1758), described a species, which he

named luhricipeda, stating that there were 2 forms. This he added to

in Fn. Suec. (1761) and in Sys. Nat., XII ed., in 1767. A white-winged

form and a yellow-winged form.

In 1766 Hufnagel in the Ber-lin Mag. revised Linne's work and said

that the colour and marking definitely indicated 2 species, and named

the white one (Linne's first form) luhricipeda-alha, and the second form

of Linne lubricipeda-lut ea

.

Rottemberg, in the Naturforch., 1776, definitely proved that the

view of Hufnagel was correct, by gathering larvae, separating them into

2 sets and breeding the two species respectively.

Esper, in his Ahhild. in 1783, named the white form of Linne men-

thastri and kept the name liibricipeda for the yellow form of Linne,

although he refers in his extended synonymy to Linne, Hufnagel and

Rottemberg, misquoting and adding misleading remarks to their in-

formation, e.g., where Linne said " albidis " for luhricipeda he added
" luteis."

This incorrect action of Esper has been accepted for more than 170

years in spite of the clear revision and correction of Hufnagel and

Rottemberg, and even our bookmakers of the present century have re-

tained the same application of these names as did Esper. Staudinger,

South, Meyrick and Meyrick's Revised copy Esper's application of

these names.

Now since at least 99 out of every hundred British entomologists and
general naturalists refer to Newman's, South's and Meyrick's books,

the bare name luhricipeda gives them a definite impression of a common
yellow or buff moth, and the name menthastri that of a common white

moth. In such a case the real way is not to thrust the bare name with

a changed significance on to the readers but to endeavour to educate

him to the fact that in this case menthastri is a name, which should

never have been introduced and must drop out of use, being replaced

by luhricipeda of which Linne said " alis albidis," and Hufnagel, luhri-

cipeda alha. While Linne's luhricipeda of which he had said '' alis

flavescentibus " must be replaced by lutea^ Hufnagel, and should be

written

luhricipeda [menthastri^ for the white moth and
lutea [luhricipedal for the yellow moth,

or more fully

luhricipeda, L. [menthastri, Esp.] and
lutea, Hufn. [luhricipeda, L. in pt.]*
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Strange to say Hampson in 1901, Lep. Phal., Ill, was correct in his

application of the names, while Seitz, Pal. Noct., in 1910, kept to the

erroneous use of Esper. Hampson remained unnoticed. Kirby, Cat.

Lep. Het., I, 1892, was also correct, and remained unnoticed.

Doubtless this complication was one of the disastrous results of the

use up to the seventies of the XII ed. (1767) of the Sys. Nat.^ and the

then change to the recognition of the X ed. (1758).

Kirby in his Synonymic Catalogue, 1871, based his work on the XII
ed., but in the Supplement to the Catalogue he based his work on the

X ed. of the Sys. Nat. (1767).—Hy. J. T.

*[In my opinion it would be far better and simpler to scrap this

nonsense altogether and to continue to use the names menthastri and
luhricipeda in the sense they have always had. If there had been time

at the International Congress of 1912 to discuss my suggestions, T have
no doubt that this would have been settled once and for all, as they

were most favourably received in the informal discussions in which most
of the real work of the Congress was done.—G. Wheeler.]

NOTES ON COLLECTING, &C.

Periplaneta orientalis, L., in the Open.—With reference to my
friend and colleague Dr Burr's note (ante, p. 113) on capturing an adult

female Periplaneta orientalis in the open, it may be as well to recall

the fact that I recorded a similar occurrence in 1918. I was staying

in the New Forest for a fortnight [Ent. Becord, 30, 171-72 (1918)] and
I found an adult male of this Cockroach under the bark of an oak

stump in an enclosure. In this case the locality was very far from
any houses, outbuildings, or buildings of any sort. I suggested at the

time that the insect might have been introduced in stores, etc., for the

Canadians, who had been felling trees in the New Forest about that

time.

—

Horace Donisthorpe. \_Blatta should replace Periplaneta.—
T.B.-F.]

Aleuonota aurantiaca, Fauv., and Other Beetles in the Box Hill
District.—The above species (the ITomalota rufote.stacea of Fowler) has

occurred only twice in Britain, as far as I know ; in each case to the

late Mr G. C. Champion, who took a specimen by sweeping in Headley
Lane, Mickleham, in May 1868, which remained unique as British until

he met with it again at Guildford in May 1894. It is of interest, there-

fore, to note that it still occurs in the original locality, Avhere on 16th

April of this year I found two examples under a stone on one of the

slopes of Box Hill, only a few hundred yards from Headley Lane. This

piece of ground was scattered with smallish stones for a considerable

area, but a fairly exhaustive search of it for more specimens was un-

availing.

Of the beetles I have found in the course of occasional collecting in

this district during the past four years, in addition to a few previously

recorded, the following are perhaps worth mention :
—

Homoeusa acuminata, Mark., Stropliosomus faher, Hbst., and
Tropiphorus carinatus, Mtill., 1 of each on a path near Headley, iv.35.
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Scydmaenus rufus^ Miill., Neuraphes ejongatulus, Miill. (1), Enicmus

consimilis, Mann. (1)* E. testaceus, Steph., Cicones variegatvs, Helhv.,

Endomychus coccineus, L., Aleochara moerens^ Gyll. (l)j GahriiLS

splendidulus, Gr., Cis alni, Gyll., C. hilamdlntus, Wood, Sphindus

duhius, Gyll., Hallomenus hinotatus^ Quens. (2), and Acalles turhatus,

Boh., at various times under bark and in decayed wood of beech on

Mickleham Doatus, 1933-5. In the same locality, by sweeping, vii.35,

Phyllotreta nodicomis, Marsh., Cassida nohilis, L. (1), Mordella fasciata,

F., M'iarus graminis, Gyll., Sihinia signafa, Gyll. (1), Apion filirostre,

Kirby, Psylliodes dulcamarae, Koch (1) ; on flowers of Pyrus aria^ Cistela

luperus, Hbst. and one example of its variety ferruginea, F. Box Hill,

by sweeping, Platystethus capito, Heer (1), Cryptocephalus hiUneatus,

L., Tychius meliloti, Steph. (vii.37) ; Leptimis testaceus^ Miill. and

Ceuthorrhynchus atomiis, Boh. (1 of each, v.37) ; under stones, iv.37,

Sfeiius erichsoni, Rye (2) and Bythinus glahratiis, Rye (1, with the ant

A. (D.) niger); in moss, vii.37, Cymindis nxUlaris, F. (2), Falagria

thoracica, Curt, (common in July), and Liodes hadia, Sturm. Burford

Bridge, in flood-refuse, iii.37, Meotica cxdiformis, Joy, Atheta forci-

pata, Rey (soror, Kr.), A. nigriiida^ Gr. (holetohia, Th.), A. ohfuscafa,

Gr., Proteinus macroptenis, Gyll. (1 of each), Trogophloeus impressus^

Lac. (2; see Ent. Mo. Mag., Ixxiii, p. 191), T. rivularis, Mots., Brachy-

gluta haematica^ Reich., Paramecosoma melanocephalum^ Hbst., Baris

lepidii, Germ. (1). Dorking, in sand-pit (v.37), Atheta indubia^ Shp.,

A. ohfuscata, Gr. (2 of each), A. intermedia, Th., Amarochara umhrosa,

Er., Meligethes solidus, Sturm, Cryptophagus setAdnsus Sturm, Sibinia

potentillae, Germ. (1 of each), Philopedon plagiatus, SchoL, Bhinoncus

castor, ¥., and Phloeophthorus rhododactylus, Marsh.—A. A. Allen, 63

Blackheath Park, London, S.E.3, 18th September 1937.

Macrolepidoptera in a London Garden.—Canon Edwards's list of

lepidoptera observed in his Vicarage garden near Brockwell Park is,

with one or two exceptions, characteristic of London suburban gardens,

and interesting for comparison with similar lists published in recent

years. Canon Edwards does not specify whether Boarmia. gemmaria
is the type form or perfumaria. In our Clapton garden in N.E. Lon-

don we never saAv anything but the latter ; here in Cornwall T have seen

nothing but the type.

At Clapton we were separated from open fields and marshes by the

River Lea only, and within a mile of our house I took, about 55 years

ago, a short scries of Arenostola phragmitidis^ var. rvfesccns, Tutt, fly-

ing along a rushy ditch. In those days we were just on the edge of

London, but the latter has since spread moi"e east and Walthamstow
more west, so that the river and marshes are now a mere dividing ribbon

between the houses.
"

Am I right in thinking that " the country " is nearer central Lon-
don on the south than on the north, and therefore one can find better

insects without going so far out in the former P—C. Nicholson, Tresil-

lian, Truro, Cornwall.

*This capture (iv.35) is apparently a new record for Surrey. The species was
reinstated in the British list on specimens talven by Mr E. C. Bedwell in

Sherwood Forest.
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" Cornish Notes."—I am obliged to Captain Parsons for his reply

(p. 103) to my query about P. woneta, and I am sending him the last
'* separate " of my paper on that insect in Britain, read to the City

of London Entomological and Natural History Society in December
1912. It is, of course, someAvhat ancient history now and the species

has since reached Wales, Scotland and the Isle of Man, but it will give

him some hint about the early stages and I hope he will succeed in

finding it in the Torquay district. There is as yet no sign of its

occurrence in Cornwall, which is to me quite inexplicable.

Thanks also to Mr Bainbrigge Fletcher for mentioning Artemisia
as an additional food-plant quite noAv to me. Presumably the common
wormwood is meant (A. ahsinthium) but no doubt mugwort (A. vulgaris)

and sea wormwood (A. maritima) and even " old man " or southern-

wood {A. ahrotanum) would be accepted by rnoneta larvae.

—

Id.

I have not yet seen Eurois prasina hereabouts, and with the excep-

tion of the list in the Victoria County History (about 20 yeai's old) I

knoAv of no list of Cornish lepidoptera. But the Rev. Alfred Thornley,

.

" St Anael's," Carbis Bay, is listing Cornish insects and could perhaps

help Captain Parsons.

—

Rev. Alfred Thornley.

Tyria [Euchelia] jacobaeae and Ragwort.—^Whence have these

moths in the Bishop's Stortford district come? The answer, 1 think,

is given by the fact that the insect has been seen sporadically in the

district for some years, kept in check, no doubt, not merely by scarcity

of foodplant, but also by parasites. Take the following case from my
own district. The species here feeds on groundsel, a weed found in

most parks and gardens but kept under fairly good control by the

gardeners. During the past few years I have always been able to take

a few larvae in season, although an imago is but rarely seen. This

year, I am sorry to admit, I allowed a portion of my own garden to

run wild after early June, in consequence of which groundsel sprang

up everywhere. On 2nd July I disturbed four or five newly emerged

imagines nearby. During August the plants were being devoured by

far more larvae than I have seen hereabouts for a long while. They

pupated in late August, and three out of forty were parasitised. Of

a dozen taken at Preston, near Weymouth, where the foodplant (ground-

sel) was scarce none were parasitised—they pupated at the end of July.

Near Tuddenham, Suffolk, I collected on 9th July about a hundred

fully-grown larvae from the vicinity of ragwort, which they had com-

pletely stripped—fully half of these were parasitised, the rest pupating

immediately. The species was present there last year, but less com-

mon. In the same way, large masses of ragwort on the other side of

this road in Suffolk, which for some reason or other had been scarcely

touched earlier in the season, were this autumn swarming with

Eupithecia larvae of various species, a large proportion being parasitised.

Widely spaced plants from elsewhere produced very few larvae, these

being scarcely parasitised at all.

I think therefore that Mr Allen's observations are equivalent to my
own, namely, that this year's large numbers are due not s-o much to a

large migration as to descendants of last year's few unnoticed indi-

viduals augmented by stray specimens from the surrounding country-
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side, being, as one would expect Avith a species whose foodplant is apt

to change its headquarters rapidly, one which wanders long distances

in search of new feeding grounds, not however in a flock or in a single

direction as most migrants are supposed to do. Yes, T. jacohaeae un-

doubtedly follows its foodplants—but only by a very chancy manner of

dispersal.—B. A, Cooper, 61 Okehampton Road, London, N.W.IO.

The Season of 1937 at Rodborough.—The season here has been dis-

tinctly below the average, many species, usually observed, having oc-

curred in reduced numbers or not being seen at all. The whole summer
has failed to produce a single really good night for sugar or light, the

autumnal species especially having been attracted in very small num-
bers. Dates of appearance have been erratic : thus, on 30th September

I saw a male Lycaena IPohjommatus'] coridon on the wing and light

attracted Colotois pennaria, which normally occurs here towards the

end of October or in early November, the occurrence of these two species

on the same date being quite a novelty in my experience.

Lycaen-a [Polyommatns^ coridon has remained on the wing very late

this year, a female being seen on 4th October; as 5th October was sunny,

it was probably still flying then, but I did not visit the locality on that

date and could find none on my next visit on 9th October. T do not

understand Mr Davis' records of coridon in the Stroud district in Tutt's

British Butterflies, Vol. iv, pp. 85, 86, where he gives 17.vii.l901 as

" the earliest date for this locality " and 17.viii.l892 as " the

latest date ever noticed in the district." Since I have been here

my earliest and latest dates are 20.vii and 28.viii,1933, 20.vii (a fresh

female, so males jDrobably out earlier) and 5.x. 1934, ll.vii and
26.viii.1935, 22.vii and 23.ix.1936, and 19.vii and 4.x. 1937. This

butterfly was in smaller numbers than normal.

Both broods of Lycaena IPolyoninmtus^ icarus and L. [P.] heUargu^s

were only about ten per cent, of normal; on the other hand, Z-. {^Cupido~\

minima was unusually abundant and well out on 28th May, the earliest

date I have( seen it here (4th June is about normal) and two specimens

of a second emergence occurred in August. There were third broods of

Pieris hrassicae, P. rapac (but not of P. napi) and of Chrysophanus

[Heodes^ phlaeas, this last on 2nd October. CoenonympJia paniphilus,

which usually goes into early October, Avas over by middle of Sep-

tember.

On 23rd September, about a month later than usual, a larva of

Tyria lEuchelia'] jacohaeae was still feeding on groundsel and was then

not full-grown, although I did not see it later.

Several Asilus crahroniformis, (Dip.) were still on the wing on 9th

October and grasshoppers (Stenobothrus lineatus, Chortippus hicolor,

Gomphocerus rufus) were still about to-day, and Plusia gamma was fly-

ing this evening when the temperature was only 40'' F.—T. Bainbrigge

Fletcher, Rodborough, Glos., 13th October 1937.

Foodplants oe Pierid Larvae.—On 1st July T found a batch of

half-grown larvae of Pieris hrassicae feeding in my garden on Honesty

{Lunaria annua) ;
unfortunately, the wasps found them at about the

same time and cleared them all out. This may be a known foodplant

but I am not aware of any record. Pieris napi often oviposits on Arahis

here.

—

Id.
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CURRENT NOTES.

Parts 67 and 68 of the Swpiilement to Vol. ITT of Seitz Palaearctv:

Noctuidae have come to hand and contain a sheet of eight pages of

additions to the letterpress, which have accumulated while the section

was being issued, and plates 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, which contain over 300

figures, mainly of aberrations. The additions are to species occurring

in Britain, Catocala fraxini^ 1; 0. nupta, 2; Syngrnpha interrogntionis,

1 ; Phytometra festucae, 1 ; Euxoa suffusa, 1 ; Bhyacia haja, 1 ; E.

depuiicta, 1 ; and Athetis niorpheus^ 1. This volume is rapidly coming

to its conclusion and with the Main Volume will form a splendid intro-

duction to the Palaearctic Noctuidae for all time.

Five parts of the Main Volumes of the Exotic Sections have also

appeared. Three parts of the American Bombyces contain five sheets

(20 pages) and four plates Avith over 200 figures. This volume, VT, is

also nearly comj)lete and with the Index when issued will be a valuable

source of information on the huge fauna of the Americas. The one

part of Vol. VIII contains three plates of American Geometers. Fur-

ther there is one part of the Noctuidae of the Indo-Malay Region, com-

prising three sheets, 24 pages.

The List of Free Lectures given at Horuiman's Museum, Forest

Hill, London, S.E., on Saturday afternoons this Autumn Ses-

sion contains the announcement of one on " Flight—from Insects to

Aeroplanes," by Dr W. E. Swinton, B.Sc, F.B.E.S., on 4th December.

Cactoblastis Cultivation.—We shall soon be in the thick of the

Cactohlastis breeding again, and have collected over 400,000 cocoons

from the veld with which to start the ball rolling. Being able to col-

lect these in the veld makes it unnecessary to breed during the winter,

a great saving of labour, and also ensuring a healthier stock. Baboons
are giving trouble, opening infested " leaves " and removing the larvae.

I suppose this will mean the extermination of the baboons, and T wonder
with what plague we Vvdll be smitten then.- -J. Sneyd-Taylor (M.A.,

F.R.E.S.), Cape Province, S. Af., ;i3.ix.37.

Two more parts of the Generic Names of British Insects, prepared

under the auspices of the Hoyal Entomological Society, have recently

appeared. The one of the " British Neuroptera " for which Mr F, J,

Killington is mainly responsible and the other of the " British Hymen-
optera Aculeata," by Dr 0. W. Richards. This latter is reviewed in

part on another page by our colleague Mr H. Donisthorpe. Each part

also includes a List of the recognised Species in the group dealt with.

These Lists will be of the utmost use for workers in the dift'erent Orders,

but we must protest on the loose way of treating the priority rule.

Priority should be priority and not qualified priorit^^ It should be the

actual spelling of the name without modification by classical monkey
tricks. In the first of these lists at least 6 names are not the precise

names given by the authors whose names are attached to them. In the

genus Halictus alone of the latter list there are at least 7 errors. We
are not cavilling at the excellent work done by the authors who have
used the utmost care, but are complaining of the misapplication of the

rule of Priority to which they are compelled to acquiesce. We iiote
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another stupid habit which has crept in of late, with no meaning but a
negative one, and that is the enclosing the name of the author of a

specij&c name in brackets. Tutt's plan was to place the name of the

author of the generic name as wel]^ as seen in his British Noctuae, a

far more informative method. [I entirely disagree with this. Why
perpetuate misspellings any more than other misprints.—G.W.]

We have received the following from the Secretary of the Madrid
Museum, with the current copy of the Magazine referred to. " The
editorial staff of the Eevista Espafiola de Entomologia Eos takes the

pleasure of sending you Number 3-4 of Volume XII (1936) which even,

though, much delayed, has been printed in Madrid despite the difficul-

ties caused by the grave situation in which the capital of the Spanish

Republic has been for so many months, and despite which the Labora-

tory of Entomology of the Madrid Museum has been able to continue

its work and the publication of its Revue." The Revista consists of pp.
193-322, 4 pits, of drawings and numerous text figures. The first

memoir is a continuation of the Revision of the Palaearctic Sphingono-
tus (Orth.) in English and the second memoir discusses the species of

the Zygaenid genus Frocris, the 4 plates giving figures of the genital

structures of the ten species under consideration.

Dr Skat Hoffmeyer of Aarhus, Denmark, continues his earnest in-

terest in the Lepidoptera of his native country. Recently we have re-

ceived separates of his last writings. (1) Discusses the psi group of the

genus Acroiiicta : A. psi, A. tridens and A. ciispis. (2) He gives the
history of Heodes (Chrusophanus) dispar, ssp. rutilus. He designates

the English form as Heodes dispar dispar dispar. Surely the poor in-

sect should not be treated to this childish repetition comparable to an
infant's " Dad, dad, dad." (3) Is an account of a delightful three days
with the Lepidoptera of the Southern Isles of Denmark with a com-
panion, Sigfred Knudsen. Their captures included Apatura iris and
Limenifis populi.

An interesting booklet has been issued by the British Museum en-

titled " Butterfly Migration in the Tropics," illustrated by o plates in

colour comprising 25 species, with several pages of explanatory letter-

press. A concise and well-produced little pamphlet. The price is nine-
pence.

We cull from our reading the following apt quotation :
—

' Vive I'entomologie !

Doux charme de nos loisirs,

N'est-elle pas dans la vie

Une source de plaisir."

We have received an early announcement of " A Monograph of the
British Aberrations of the Chalk-hill Blue Butterfly," by P. M. Bright,
F.R.E.S., and H. A. L«eds. There will be 4 coloured plates and 14
black and white plates, figuring about 400 aberrations, with about 120
pages of text, quarto. Each aberration described will be designated,
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irrespective of any " name " which may have been applied previously,

by a " descriptive term," which, it is intended, may be applied to

similar aberrations occurring throughout the Lycaenidae, and will, it

is hoped, tend to discourage the multiplicity of names, mostly non-

informative and in no way indicating the particular forms to which

they are placed. Unfortunately the cost of the work has been very

heavy, and this will possibly react on individuals and societies that would

desire to subscribe. (See the advertisement on cover.)

Our Argentine friend and subscriber, Capt. Hayward, continues, in

spite of his heavy official duties, to add his quota of matter in the

advancement of entomological knowledge. There lie before us (1)

Descriptions of two new species of Chilian HespeTiidac, Avith plate; (2)

Additions and Corrections to his previous work on the Argentine

Nymphalidae, with a plate; (3) Notes with a plate on the structures of

the Respenidae of the Argentine with a bibliography, 2 separates. He
has also contributed a memoir on the menacing pest of the Argentine,

the locust, Schistocerca paranensh, with diagrams and a plate, to the

publications of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Nation.

Three further volumes of Dr W. Junk's Lepidopterorum Catalogus

have recently been published. Vol. 78 is the first portion of the Danaidae

comprising the Sub-family Danainae by F. Bryk. It consists of 432

quarto pages with Index. It appears to be very thoroughly compiled.

The true plexippus (Indo-Malay) ha^s 15 pages of references; the archip-

pus (American wrongly called plexippus) has 6 pp. of references. The

Canadian Entomologist, 1869 et seq., consistently used the name archip-

pus. Vol. 79 contains the micro Family Gelechiidae (not adae as Meyrick

endeavoured to establish it). It consists of 630 pages with Index by M.

Gaede. So far as we have tested it seems very thoroughly done. Two
pages of references are given to our common Anucampsis popidella, and

its references are to all the accredited books and magazines. Sitotroga

cercalella, the well-known pest, has two and a half pages of references.

Access to such works as these is of the utmost use to workers in the

various families and even readers of papers on particular species would

be well advised to consult the references therein.

The Monograph of the Picrine Genus Delias, by G. Talbot, F.R.E.S.,

is at last completed by the issue of part VI from the British Museum
(Natural History). It was begun some years ago in the Hill Museum,
Witley, under the auspices of the late Mr J. J. Joicey. The present

part contains 395 pages and 64 plates, of which 10 are coloured. A
large proportion of the species dealt with and figured are not contained

in the volumes of Seitz. Not only are all the species, 157 in number,

figured, but there are numerous plates of details of the genitalia, the

scent scales, and two of larva© and pupae. There are more than 400

species and forms described. The introductory matter treats of the

Geographical Distribution, Habits, Migration, Mimicry, Morphology,

Phylogeny and finally the Bibliography. The work appears to be very

well done and is a credit to the intensive energy of the author. This

final part was apparently published in Januarj^, but was not advertised,

we suppose, as our copy was obtained from a second-hand book list.
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GENERIC NAMES, &c., OF THE BRITISH FORMICIDAE.

By Horace Donisthorpe, F.Z.S., F.R.E.S., etc.

(Department of Entomology, British Museum (Nat. Hist.)).

{Concluded from, p. 132.)

We now come to the question of Acanthomyops and Lasius (pp. 124

125). We personally still accept the validity of the Erlangen List,, and
regret to learn that a proposal that the name Lasius, Fabricius, 1805,

is to be accepted and Lasius, Panzer, 1804, is to be rejected, has

already been laid before the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature. The whole question is dealt with by Donisthorpe \_Brit.

Ants, 2nd edition, pp. 208-10 (1927)] ; the full synonymy of the sub-

genera, types, etc., being given. Both Forel and Emery did accept the

Erlangen list at first ; and Chester Bradley, in a paper on certain genera

of Hymenoptera, Trans. Ent. Soc. -Lond., 1919, 50-75, under Lasius,

Jur., stated that Morice and Durrant seemed to be correct in consider-

ing Lasius, Fabr., 1804 ( = 1805) a homonym of Lasius, Jurine, 1801.

Should Lasius, F., be finally accepted Donisthorpea, Morice and Dur-
rant, 1914 (type Formica nigra, Linnaeus, 1758) will (as stated on p.

125) become a synonym; but it is quite inaccurate to give Acanthomyops,
Mayr, 1862 (type Formica clavigera, Eoger, 1862, claviger, Mayr) as a

synonym of Lasius, F.

Mayr founded the genus Acanthomyops \_Ver. ZooJ. Bot. Ges. Wien,

12, 699 (1862)] for the reception of the American species Formica clavi-

gera, Roger, and he compared it with Lasius, F., describing the dif-

ferences (in the latter the maxillary palpi are 6-jointed, in the former
3-jointed ! the antennae are slightly clubbed, and the species possess

an aromatic scent, etc.). Acanthomyops, in the limited sense which
embraces a number of American species, is now considered to be a sub-

genus, whether of Lasius, F., or Acanthomyops, Mayr, does not alter

the case—it is certainlj^ not a synonym of Lasius. I agree with Wheeler,
who pointed out in his 1911 paper that he was firmly convinced that

the subgenus is, at least, heuristically a useful and valid category (in

the Formicidae), and that he could not agree with those entomologists

who entirely ignored the subgeneric category, or threw them all, or

most subgenera, into the synonymy.
Much as I admire and respect the work of the late Professor Emery,

I can not help feeling that in his fine production the Formicidae in the

Genera Insectorum he is entirely wrong in his treatment of Lasius.

He removes Formica flava, F. (1781) from the subgenus Chthonolasius,

Ruzsky [Kasani Zap. Veterin. Inst., 29, 630, 633 (1912)], for which it

waa cited as type by Ruzsky (1912), Donisthorpe [Ent. Bee, 28, 275-77

(1916)], and Wheeler [Psyche, 23, 171 (1916)], and places it in the

subgenus Lasius, F., with type Formica nigra, L. He cites as type for

Chthonolasius, Ruzsky Formica umhrata, Nylander (1846), which is

of course, quite incorrect.

Furthermore flavus differs from niger in the shape of the maxillary

palpi in the $ and ^ , the much smaller eyes in the ^ , and its hypo-
gaeic life, as well as in colour.

With Formica, Linnaeus (1758) Donisthorpe states (1915) that
Lamarck [Syst. An. sans. Vert., 268, No. 124 (1801)] adopts F. nifa.
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L. as the type of Formica, L. This, however, is considered to be invalid

under the code.

We quite fail to understand the statement (p. 125) that " Myrmeco-

logists do not appear to have decided what is the next available name

for Nylander's Formica picea (1846)." Donisthorpe [Ent. Bee, 30, 9

(1918)] in a paper on Dr Leach's Ants and Gnats in 1825 makes the

matter quite clear. We will quote the passage in full:
—

" The most un-

fortunate point in nomenclature which arises is that concerning the name

of Formica picea. For over 50 years the species we now know as F.

picea, Nylander was confused Avith F. gagates, Latr., until 1909, when
Emorj" separated it from that species on the Continent {Deutsch. Ent.

Zeitschr., 1909, 195) and in 1912 I put the matter right for the British

species [Ent. Ttec, 24, 306 (1912]; see also {Ent, Bee, 25, 67-8 (1913];

and Brit. Ants, 325-34 (1915).

There cannot, however, be two species called " Formica picea " and
as Leach's name has 21 years' priority, Nylander's name must fall.

This being the species described by Farren-White in 1883 as Formica
glabra, the latter name would have to be used ; but, unfortunately, there

is another Formica glabra, G-melin, TAnne Syst. Nat., ed. 13, I, v, 2804

(1790), which is fatal to the adoption of Farren-White' s name. It is

also probal)ly not ascertainable what Gmelin's species really is, but at

any rate it cannot be what we know as F. picea, Nyl., since the scale is

described as bidentate. The next name in order of date for this insect

is Formica transhaulmsica, Naissonow, Imp. Obshch. Lyrrb. Est-Ant-

Etn. Mosc, 58 (1), 62 [= Tr. Lab. Zool.-Mus., 2 (1), 62 (1889)], and
this is what the insect we Unow as Formica picea, Nyl., will have to be

called. ''' The italics are now added.

Finally" on page 100, under Myrmica, sabideti, Meinert, 1861, is

given as a synonym of scabrinodis, Nylander, 1846, and on page 101,

under Formica, glebaria, Nylander, 1846, is given as a synonym of

fusca, Linnaeus, 1758. This is incorrect, as both are recognised as good

and distinct varieties. In the former the worker and fe.male possess a

much more developed lateral tooth to the scape of the antennae than

in scabrinodis, and the longitudinal keel on its upper side is very dis-

tinct. The male is known hj the longer scape, which is as long as the

first five joints of the funiculus taken together, as against the first three

in scabrinodis. In the latter the body is in part red or brown instead

of being black, and it is not so cowardly an ant as is fusca. Emery
indeed (Deutsch. Ent. Zeitschr.^ 1912, 672) considered glebaria to be a

sub-species of fusca as the latter will not readily bring up the pupae of

the former. The beetles Dinarda pygmaea, Wasm., and Atemeles para-

doxus, Gr., occur with this form, whereas no Dinarda occurs with fusca,

and the Atemeles found is A. emarginatus, Payk.

APPENDIX.

(a) Dates of the years of the first Republique Francaise.

Ann. 22ncl Sept. 21st Sept. Ann.
I. 1792 1793 YIII.

II. 1793 1794 IX.

III. 1794 1795 X.

IV. 1795 1796 XI.

V. 1796 1797 XIT.

VI. 1797 1798 XIII.

VII 1798 1799 XIV.

(I am indebted to Mr A. C. Townsend for the above).

nd Sept.
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(b) The Months of the Calendar of the first French Republic.

Vendemiaire, the first month 22nd or 23rd Sept. to 21st or 22nd Oct.

Brumaire, the second month 23rd Oct. to 21st Nov.
Frimaire, the third month 2lst Nov. to 20th Dec.

Nivose, the fourth month 21st or 22nd Dec. to 19th or 20th Jan.

Pluviose, tlie fifth month 20th Jan. to 18th or 19th Feb.

Ventose, the sixtli month 19th or 20th Feb. to 20th March.
Germinal, the seventh month 21st March to 19th April.

Floreal, the eiglith montli 20th April to 19th May.
Prairial, the ninth month 20th May to 18th June.
Messidor, the tenth month 19th June to 18th July.

Tliermidor, the eleventh month 19th July to 17th August.
Fructidor, the twelfth month 18th Aug. to 16th Sept.

NOTES ON COLLECTING. &C.

Larvae of Hadena contigua on Gorsb.—Last year I took a few

imagines of K. contigua on a lieath, so in the autumn I visited the spot

in the hope of finding the larvae, but after searching some stunted oak
gave it up without success. This year, on 8th September, I thought I

would try my luck with a few birch bushes, but my wife soon forestalled

me by finding the larvae by the light of my lamp on gorse flowers. The
bushes were low and compact but none the less pricklj^ and contained

enough larvae to satisfy the most avaricious.

—

(Capt.) C. Q. Parsons,
Torquay.

PoLYGONiA c-ALBUM IN C0RNWAI.L.—I have secu more of this species

than of anj other Vanessid this autumn^ mostly on Michaelmas Daisies,

but one was on ivy with three Vanessa atalanta. If any reader has

seen it further west in Cornwall than Penzance, T shall be glad to

hear, as I am anxious to complete a map of its spread through the

county from 193-S, in continuation of one by Mr C. W. Bracken illus-

trating its spread across Devon from 1925.—C. Nicholson, Tresillian,

Truro, Cornwall, October 29th.

Danaus plexippus.*—Will readers, who know of any specimens of

the " Milkweed Butterfly " having been captured, or merely seen, in

our islands this year, kindly report samei in these pages in order that

they may be added to the list of records already published.—C. Nichol-
son, Tresillian, Truro, Cornwall, October 29th. *[Archippus in Seitz

American volume.—H.J.T.]

Some Cucullia Notes.—The following will be interesting to compare
with Mr Wightman's notes on p. ]27, bearing in mind that the Pul-

borough area is partly on chalk, which is absent from Cornwall and
naturally represented, on the N.W. seaboard only, by lime from the

Atlantic shell-bed, sometimes to the extent of 60 per cent, of the sand
content.

Verhascu-m thapsus is the most generally distributed mullein, but
is not particularly common; V. nigrum is very local; V. virgatum and
V. hlattaria are both more or less rare; V. lychnitis is very rare and
has apparently been recorded twice only—>once near Truro and once

at Falmouth, in neither of which localities is there any chalk—but,

curiously enough, its hybrid with nigrum has been found at Par, a great

locality for alien and casual plants, and the hybrid of nigrum with V.

pulv&rulentum at Charlestown, near St Austell, on ballast heaps, where
nigrum is plentiful and pulverulentum occurs as a casual.
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Cucullia verhascA is common as a larva on Scrophularia aqtuatica^ pro-

bably wherever that plant grows (and it is very common), and also,

but less generally, on V. thapsus. On nigrum' I have seen it only in

my garden, where this plant is of perennial duration, although classed

as biennial in the floras. I have also thapsus, blattaria, virgatum, and
a magnificent hj'^brid which Kew authorities consider contains speciosum

and nigrum " blood," and possibly other strains. It grows up to seven

or eight feet high and sets millions of seeds from its two-inch (diameter)

golden-yellow flowers. If anyone would like a pinch of seed to try, I

will send some on receipt of an addressed envelope, stamped l|d, and
if Mr Wightman can send me seedlings of V. lychnitis, and anybody
else can supply me with seeds of pulverulentum, I shall be very grateful.

Both these species prefer chalk, which I can give them. So much for

C. verhasci and its food plants; see also Owen Wilson's Larvae of the

British Lepidoptera and their Foodplants.

About twenty years ago I found several larvae of C. lychnitis on the

flowers of fine plants of *S'. aquatica along a stream flowing through an
open meadow in Gloucestershire and reared three moths from them.

It is very curious that the larva of this species should bo so different

in some forms from those of its near relatives; those I found were

yellow with! a greenish tinge and the usual black dots and not like any

of Buckler's figures on PI. xcvii of Vol. vi in his Larvae of Brit. Butts,

and Moths, being less green than fig. 3 and with dots very distinct,

and not a bit like Owen Wilson's figure on PI. xxxix.—O. Nicholson,

Tresillian, Truro, Cornwall.

CURRENT NOTES.

LamMllionea, the magazine of the Union of Belgian Entomologists,

for October, contains the conclusion of the article on the Biology of the

species of Bucculatrix (Micro.) with 18 figures of the mines made by the

larvae, by J. Klimesch, who a while ago communicated a very fine

article on the Nepticulae, which, by kind permission of the author, was

translated by Mr Jacobs, Hon. Secretary of the S. London Ent. Socy.,

and published recently in their Transactions. The monthly photographic

plate figures 20 forms of the beautiful Zygaena carniolica from Asia

Minor and Iran.

An article in the Entomological Neivs (Philadelphia) for October,

based upon the following observation, is well worth reading. A colony

of the Notodontid moth, Lkitana integerrima, " consisting of about

200 individuals, was situated in a young walnut tree and the larvae

were just completing their final moult. They had congregated in a

cluster under the branch of the tree. A small amount of silk had been

spun to anchor them to the branch, and from this they depended as an

irregular globular mass. A few of the caterpillars nearest the branch

were holding on to the bark, as if to reinforce the inadequate silk

anchor. The chief number of larvae, however, reposed in the hanging

globe; thisj resembled an inert body measuring 8 ins. x 4 ins. X T ins.

Avhich, when touched, transformed itself into a writhing aggregate of

furry worms. The larvae were just casting off their skins, A fly, one

of the Tachinidae, buzzed about, surveying the moult with pregnant

anticipation. Asi each skin was shed, the fly would promptly deposit o
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or 6 eggs otL the caterpillar's soft head. In an hour or two the head,

red at first, became black and hard. A female Ichneumon fly (IcJineu-

monoidea) also stood guard, but T did not see it use its spear-like ovi-

positor."

In a record of the occurrence of a Pyrameis virginiensis among a

number of P. cardui on the slopes adjoining the Bordeaux river, the

writer says that it was improbable that it came over direct from
America, but it might have migrated from the Canary Islands, where

it is occasionally met with, or it may be the result of an evolution of

carded towards virginiensis, or as the two species are said to have had a

common origin it may be an example of a throAv-back to the ancestral

form. There he leaves it,- but it did not occur to him thalJ the great

probability is that a few chrysalids came over with produce to the

nearby busy port of Bordeaux^ escaped, and joined up with the nearest

colony of its relative P. cardui.

Three further parts, with index, of Staudinger's Catalogus Lepi-

dopterorum Pegionis Palaearcticae have been published, and comprise

the Palaearctic Bombyces covered by Seitz works. There are 48 pages

of three columns and the Index is of the genera alone. Authorities for

all names are added and each species name is followed by the names of

its sub-species, its races, and its aberrational forms. Each section has

been prepared by some specialist, and some sections follow the names
and order of the species as given in the famous Catalogus of the firm

of Messrs W. Junk. This publication will be of much help to syste-

matists as a " first-aid " to references they wish to make. The pub-

lishers, Dr 0. Staudinger and A. Bang-Haas, the well-known firm of

Dresden and Blasewitz, have added their prices to the various species,

etc., which they have for disposal. These prices will give a rough

indication of the rarity of the items and can be utilized in all ex-

changes as the firm's lists always have been. The price of each part of

16 pp. is 1 mark (Grerman).

Correction. II,—p. 130, line 13, for *' Larva " read " Sword."

" On the Evolution of Subspecies, as demonstrated by the Alterna-

tion of Variability existing in the Subspecies of the Genus Erehia,'' by

B. C. S. Warren, is a paper well worth consideration. In his study of

the extensive genus Erehia the author was struck by the great extent of

both structural and superficial variation. In this genus his researches

resulted in his recognising a group of 60 species and no less than 224

subspecies with 90 " associated forms " which latter he calls incipient

races. He applies the term " subspecies " to races which (so far as is

ascertainable) exclude other races of the same species from the region

of their distribution. It is at last demonstrated that all colonies of a

species may give origin to local races, all of which may become subspecies

in due course. This definitely distinguishes between the terms ** race "

and " subspecies," which have been up to the present to a great extent

confusingly used. We have long pointed out that where a colony of a

species developes a few individuals of a peculiar form differing from the
typical, that colony forms a race. If in due course the peculiar form pre-

dominates then the colony may be considered a subspecies.
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Nomenclature.—The criticism of the Rev. George Wheeler on the
Nomenclature proposals published by the Royal Entomological Society
is timely and much to the point. We must bear in mind, however, that
they—the new proposals—are not authoritative, their acceptance is

quite optional. Before their adoption can be entertained they will

have to be considered and accepted by the International Zoological Com-
mission on Nomenclature. The wholesale change of names like this is

inadvisable, whilst on some of the proposals some doubts certainly exist.

—G. T. Bethune-Baker.

The Rothschild collection of objects of natural history includes pro-

bably the finest and most extensive private collection of Lepidoptera

in the world. It co^mprises long or very long series of every species

it was possible to obtain with races, subspecies and aberrations (e.g.,

eight " black " machaon). Whereas the Oberthiir collection was ex-

tremely rich in Oriental, Chinese, N. African, and Palaearctic species

and the Joicey collection was rich in species from selected and special

areas only, the Tring Museum is rich in species from every corner of

the world, and particularly in types of newly described species. The

collection of British species is also remarkable for its long series of

racial and aberrational forms with many life-histories. The Library

too is a rich one, containing copies of all the rarer works on Lepidop-

tera and complete sets of most of the world entomological periodicals.

In the present building there is plenty of available space for consulting

the collection, and we hope that Treasury Funds may be forthcoming

to carry on the work at Tring, since in the National Collection the space

is so congested that one finds the utmost difficulty to work comfortably

in the very restricted space; even passages are used to store a large

number of cabinets. At present it is absolutely impossible to find room

at S. Kensington for even a tithe of the Tring Collection.

SOCIETIES.

A meeting of The Entomological Club was held at '' Woodhouse,"

Stroud, on 12th August 1937, Dr Harry Eltringham in the chair. Mem-
bers present in addition to the Chairman—Mr H. Willoughby-Ellis,

Mr Jas. E. Collin, and Mr R. W. Lloyd. Visitors present—Dr Malcolm

Burr, Mr T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, Mr H. W. Holloway, Dr Karl Jor-

dan, and Mr Austin Richardson. The guests were received by Dr and

Miss Eltringham early in the day and were fortunate in enjoying one of

the few really fine days of an unsettled season. Before lunch the garden

provided great interest, and the phlox, dahlias, and gladioli, probably

just at their best, were much admired. Luncheon was served at 1.15

and afterwards arrangements were made for a drive through some of

the picturesque Cotswold country. Later the Laboratory and Photo-

graphic rooms were inspected. Here the chief items of interest were

the appliances for histological research, mostly of Dr Eltringham's own
design and construction. They included a high-power photomicrogra-

phic apparatus fitted with distant control for focussing and centreing,

a vacuum-recording hydraulic air-pump, a vertical micro-projector for

making drawings at various magnifications, an automatic clockwork-

electric exposure machine for prints and lantern slides, and a new low-

power photomicrographic apparatus for producing photographs of in-

sects and insect preparations, up to about eight diameters, and adapt-
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able to either transmitted or reflected light, the latter, by a special

system of reflectors, providing a shadowless light. A few typical sections

and micro-preparations were demonstrated. Tea was served about five

o'clock, and the party broke up, after a delightful day, barely in time

to miss a severe thunderstorm.—H. Willoughby Ellis, Hon. Secretary.

REVIEWS.

" Man and the Termite," by Herbert Noyes. 8vo., pp. 296, 8

illus., 8/6; Messrs Peter Davies, London.—This book deals with a group

of insects (Order Isoptera) living in large communities, and building

huge pyramids in tropical or subtropical lands. We are told that, al-

though they resemble ants in structure, appearance and habits they are

in no way related to them. They are polymorphic, and the mass of

the workers are utterly blind, and shun the light, even building over-

ground tunnels rather than be exposed to sunlight. This is in no way
a systematic book, although it is replete with much biologic detail of

the lives of these social insects. It is, in fact, an idealistic account by

one who has spent a lifetime among them. Much of the information

is conveyed in animated conversation presumed to be engaged in by

various grades of the occupants of the termite dwellings.

After discussing the '' beginning " of the termites, possibly

300,000,000 j^ears ago, the suggestion is broached that these blind

creatures have a sixth sense, since they can unfailingly find one another

when far apart. Their underground gardens, where crops of fungus

provender are grown, are described, and we are told how a winged

female leaves her birthplace to found a new colony, carrying a few

workers attached to the tarsal hairs of her feet. No less than eight

Castes are recognised. The King and Queen, two grades large and

small of Male and Female, two grades large and small of .male and

female workers, large, medium and small male and female soldiers.

As in human society many parasites are tolerated, but many are

ruthlessly destroyed, even at some distance from the termite pyramids.

Many pages are devoted to the struggle between man and the termite,

detailing the insidious, silent, attack upon human handiworks. And
the writer foretells the end of the struggle " that when the parasites

who rule us have sucked us dry, and faded into insignificance, and when
the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah has overtaken the Vale of the Universe,

the termites, unperturbed, will survive."

OBITUARY.

The Right Honourable Lord Rothschild, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.,

F.R.E.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., etc.—By the passing of Lord Rothschild the

study of the Lepidoptera has lost a notable figure. Born in 1868 heir

of Sir N. Meyer Rothschild, Bt., and for many years known all over

the world as the Hon. Walter Rothschild, he succeeded to the title in

1915. At an early age he became attached to the study of animal life.

After being educated at home, he went to the University of Bonn
and then to Cambridge ; his studies were always dominated by

natural history. Naturally his father expected his son to share in

the family financial business, but this was an uncongenial prospect to

him, and he took up in earnest the acquirement and study of objects
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of general natural history; although the Lepidoptera gradually became
the chief aim of his work, he amassed a striking collection of Vertebrates,

especially Birds, building later a museum to contain them. Various

species were kept alive in Tring Park for years, especially the emu.
About 1890 he built a small museum to contain the specimens he had
already obtained and Avell we remember the array of cabinets of set

insects and the huge packing cases full of papered insects, which, at

a later date, filled the building to repletion. To a second museum he

built for the vertebrates he gradually added spacious rooms, especially

for the Lepidoptera, the Bird-skins, and the rapidly-growing Library,

so that at the present time the floor area is about 60,000 square feet,

very considerably more than that of the Insect Department of the great

National Museum at South Kensington. He trained young men of the

town to assist in the work of the museum, Avhich he personally arranged

and managed. With growth of the collections the task became too big

and in 1892 he engaged Dr Hartert as Curator of his birds and general

collection and soon after Dr Karl Jordan especially for the section

devoted to the Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, which was growing by leaps

and bounds. The latter choice was a very fortunate one, for Dt
Jordan has become one of the most famous scientific entomologists we
have to-day. For lack of space the Coleoptera were given up. In
the current publications of that time it was found impossible to

adequately describe the host of new species and forms so rapidly coming
in, that in 1894 the Novitates Zoologicae was commenced and has

continued until this j^ear to record, describe and also to figure, often

in colour, these novelties, assisted by specialists in particular sections.

Lord Rothschild had a marvellously retentive memory, practically know-
ing each specimen in his enormous collection, and it was a delightful

treat to go around an exhibit with him. He was a Fellow of the Royal
and many other Societies, in all of which at times he took an active

interest. For two periods he was on the Council of the Entomological

Society of London and its President for two years. He took part in

the International Congresses, both in Zoology in general and in Ento-
mology in particular, and but few works devoted to the objects which

he loved to study do not include references to his writings or to his col-

lections, and officials in charge of the important museums of the whole

world constantly consult the Tring collections. Lord Rothschild was
greatly interested in the preservation of the flora and fauna threat-

ened by the advance of destructive civilisation. As a man his manner
was friendly to all; he was, as one who knew him well said, *' a nice

man," and those who were with him as delegates to the Congress at

Zurich will agree. A few years ago Lord Rothschild became one of the

eight members of the famous Entomological Club, and to those of us

who were invited to the lunch at Tring each year it is an occasion to

be a lasting memory of a genial reception, of a pleasant reunion of

friends, of an exhibition of a splendidly displayed section of the col-

lection and an excellent luncheon in the precincts of " entomological

sanctity." He died on August 27th last after an illness, possibly the

indirect result of a serious fall in his home twelve months previously.

We understand that the whole of the collections and the Library, as

well as the buildings containing them, are left to the Nation.

—

Hy. J. T.

(With thanks to Dr Karl Jordan, F.R.S., Director of the Tring Museum.)
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Special Notice.—May we ask all readers who wish to have their

communications published in a forthcoming number at any time to send

early. We now have to assemble the whole of the matter for the next

number immediately after the publication of a number, in order to

assure the early issue of proofs. All proofs were in our hands this

month on 27th of November and some had been delivered a week before

that.

Return of Proofs.—^May we urge the return of proofs as soon as

possible after receipt.

Our especial thanks are due to the printers and publishers, Messrs

T. Buncle & Co. Ltd., for the keen interest they have taken in the

production of the magazine.



All MS. and EDITORIAL MATTER should be sent and all PROOFS T€turn«d t©

Hy. J. Turner, " Latemar," 25 West Drive, Cheam.

We must earnestly request our correspondents not to send us communicailOTit
IDENTICAL with those they are sending to other magazines.

Reprints of articles may be obtained by authors at very reasonable cost if

ordered at the time of sending in MS.

Articles that require Illustrations are inserted on condition that the Author
defrays the cost of the illustrations.

TO OUR READERS.—Short Collecting Notes and Current Notes. Please.

Early.—Eds.

EXCHANGES.

Subscribers may have Lists of Duplicates and Desiderata inserted free of charge.
They should be sent to Mr Hy. J. Turner, " Latemar," West Drive, Cheam.

DwpHcaies.—Numerous, Ova, Larvae, Pupae, and Imagines.—ff. W, Head, BumU-
ton, Scarborough.

Desiderata.—Certain common Bombyces from Scotland, Ireland and Cornwall.
Sanio, Rubl, Trifolii, Potatoria, etc., during the year.

Duplicates.—IsumeTons. Please send list.—B. W. Adhin, Highfleld, Pembury,
Kent.

Desiderata.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.

Duplicates.—Exotic Lepidoptera in papers.—Capt. /. C. Woodward, R.N., The
Red House, Bordyhe, Tonhridge, Kent.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS :

Harold B. Williams, Esq., LL.D., F.R.E.S,, to :—Croft Point, Bramley, Surrey.
Wm. Fassnidge, M.A., F.R.E.S., to 4 Bassett Crescent, W. Southampton.
Orazio Querci, Via Settembre 28, Formia (Littoria), Italy.

BRITISH GRASSHOPPERS AND THEIR ALLIES.
A STIMULUS TO THEIR STUDY.

By Dr MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.R.E.S.

« Plates, 40 Maps and 56 Drawings. 6/- net, postage 4d. At all Booksellers op
from the Publishers—PHILIP ALLAN & CO., LTD., Gt. Russell Street, London.

MEETINGS OF SOCtETIES.

THE ROYAL ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—41 Queen's Gate,
South Kensington, S.W.7, 8 p.m. January I9th.

THE SOUTH LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY
SOCIETY.—Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge. Second and Fourth Thursdays
in the month, at 7 p.m. January 1.3th, 27th {Annual)—Hon. Secretary,
S. N. A. Jacobs, " Ditchling," Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent.

THE LONDON NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.—Meetings first four Tuesdays
In the month at 6.30 p.m., at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medi-
cine, Keppel Street, Gower Street, W.C.I. Visitors admitted by ticket which may
be obtained through Members, or from the Hon. Sec, A. B. Hornblower, 91
Queen's Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SECTION, BIRMINGHAM NATURAL HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.—Evening Meetings. On the third Monday of each
month, 7.45 p.m., at 55 Newhall Street, Birmingham. Visitors welcomed. Those
who would like to attend or exhibit please apply to—P. Siviter Smith, Peb-
worth, Stratford-on-Avon.



FOR SALE:—The largest and most complete collection of SPHINGID-
HYBRIDS in the world. Consisting of 1225 specimens exactly labelled

and in first-class condition. The collection contains 191 different crosses

and forms. 126 crosses are represented by 298 types, and 11 undescribed

crosses by 39 specimens. 18 exceptional 9 9; 2 gynandromorphs.

Price £500. For further details write to the Editor under " Hybrids."

AN EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS PRESENT for your Beginner Friend

is a Year's Subscription (4s) to the

AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS' SOCIETY.

Full particulars from B. A. COOPER, Hon. Secretary, 61 Okehampton

Road, London, N.W.IO. Specimen Bulletin, Pd.

Communications have been received from or have been promised by Capt. K.

J. Hayward, (the late) Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, H. Willoughby-Ellis, Hy. J.

Turner, D. G. Sevastopulo, A. J. Wightman, T. Greer, T. Bainbrigge-Fletcher,
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Fassnidge, P. B. M. Allan, Dr Bytinski-Salz, Dr Verity, O. Querci, E. P. Wiltr

shire, Dr E. Scott, Rev. G. Wheeler, B. C. S. Warren, Dr E. A. Cockayne, H. B. D.

Kettlewell, W. Parkinson Curtis, K. M. Guichard, Dr Burr, P. Freeman, and
Reports of Societies.

All communications should be addressed to the Acting Editor, Hy. J.

TURNER. " Latemar." 25 West Drive, Cheam.

IMPORTANT
TO ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETIES AND MUSEUMS.

BACK VOLUMES OF

The Entomologist's Record and

Journal of Variation
(Vols. I-XXXVI.)

CONTENTS OF VOL I. (Most important only mentioned.)

Genus Acronycta and its allies—Variation of Smerinthus tiliae, 3 coloured
plates—Differentiation of Melitaea athalia, pai'thenie, and aurelia—The Double-
day collection—Parthenogenesis—Paper on Taeniocampidae—Phylloxera—Prac-
tical Hints (many)—Parallel Variation in Coleoptera—Origin of Argynnis paphia
var. valesina—Work for the Winter—Temperature and Variation—Synonymic
notes—Retrospect of a Lepidopterist for 1890—Life-histories of Agrotis pyrophUa,
Epunda Uchenea, Heliophobus Titspidtfs—Captures at light—Aberdeenshire notes,

etc., etc., 360 pp.

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.

MEUNISM AND Melanochroism—Bibliography—Notes on Collecting—Articles on
Variation (many)—How to breed Agrotis lunigera, Sesia sphegiformis, Taenio-
eampa opi^na-Collecting on the Norfolk Broads—Wing development—Hybridis-
ing Amphidasys prodromaria and A. betularia—Mel&nism and Temperature-
Differentiation of Dtant/ioecios—Disuse of wings—Fauna of Dulwich, Sidmouth,
S. London—Generic nomenclature and tlie Acronyctidae—A fortnight at Ran-
noch—Heredity in Lepidoptera-Notes on Genus Zygaena (4nf^roce?'a)—Hybrids
—Hymenoptera—Life-history of Gonophora derasa, etc., etc.. 312 pp.

To be obtained from :

—

Mr H. E. PAGE, 9 Vanbrugh Hill, Blaclcheath, London, S.E.3,
to whom Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable.

Printed by T. Buncle & Co. Ltd., Arbroath.



SPECIAL INDEX.
By By. J. TURNER, F.R.E.S. FR H.S.

VOL. XLIX. (new series) (1937).

The Entomologist's Record & Journal of Variation.

Coltoptera arranged in order of Genera. The other Orders arranged by Species.
Genera, Species, etc. , new to Britain are marked ivith an asterisk, those neiv
to Science with two a-'iterisks.

COLEOPTERA.
PAGE

Adalia bipunctata 99

Agriotes obscurus 112

Aleuonota aurantiaca 136

Amara plebia 112

trivialis 112

Anobium domesticum 112

Aphodius granarius 112

Atemeles emai'ginatus 144

paradoxus 144

Atlieta longicornis 112

Batrisodes schwabii 5

Bembidion(ium) articulatum 112

lampros 112

Bibloporus bicolor 5

Buprestidae 130

Calosoma inquisitor 86

Carabus monilis 112

Cerambycidae 7

Cis boleti 112

micans 112

punctulatus 61

vestitus 112

villosulus 112

Cryptophagus acutangulus 112

punctipennis 112

Dinarda pygmaea 144

Elater(idae) 110. Ill, 130

Euplectus 4

acanthifer 5

afer 5

ambiguus 5

brunneus 5

fischeri 5

fowleri 5

infirmus (afer v.) 5

karsteni 5

nanus 5

nitidus 5

punctatus 4

sanguineus 5

signatus 5

sikorae 5

tomlini 4

tuberculosus 5

Euryusa sinuata 5

Harpalus ruficornis 112

Heteromera 130

Homalota rufotestacea 136

Langelandia anophthalma 60

*Llmoniscus 110. Ill

*Limoniscus violaceus 110

Limonius 110, 111

Longicomia 130

PAGE
Lucanus cervus 112
Lyctus (idae) 39
Magdalis carbonaria 60
Nacerdes melanura 112
Nitidulidae 7

Ocypus ater 112
s€culus 112

Pamphiidae 117
Platypodidae 39
Polygraphus polygraphus 33
Pselaphidae 4

Pterostichus madidus -. 112
Scolytidae 39
Throscus elateroides 112
Xestobium 39
List of Coleoptera taken in the last 4

5'ears at Box Hill 136

DIPTERA.
biseriata, Lininophora 85

crabroniformis, Asilus , 139

cyanurus, Neoitamus 104

Dacus 122
diversus, Dacus 122

domestica, Musca 129

ferrugineus, Dacus 122

heraclei, Acidia 34
Limnophora 85
poeciloptera, Platyparea 34
signata, Limnophora 85
Tachinidae 146

veterrima, Limnopliora 85

zonatus, Dacus 122

HYMENOPTERA.
Acanthom^^ops 143

acervorum, Leptothorax 5, 132

Braconidae 88

brunneus, Acanthomyops (D.) 4, 5

caespitum, Tetramorium 113

Chlonolasius 143

clavigera, Formica 143

clypeatus, Leptothorax 132

coarctata, Formica 131, 132

contracta, Ponera 132

crassinoda, Formica 131

Dacnusa 88

Donisthorpea 143

emarginatus, Acanthomyops (D.) 5

Epiolus 129

exilis, Microdynerus 64

Formicidae 131, 132, 143

Formicoxenus 132

fuliginosus, Acanthomyops (D.) 5
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PAGE

lusca, Formica 144

g-agates, Formica 144

geminata, Atta 131

glabra, Formica 144

glebaria, Formica 144

graminicola, Myrmecina 126

Halictus 140

johannae, Ponera 5

Lasius 143

Leptotiiorax 132

Monomorium 132

Mycliothorax 132

Myrmica 144

niger, Formica 143

nigra, Formica 1'''3

Pamphiliidae 117

Polybia s

Ponera J31, 132

rufa, Formica 4, 5, 143

sabuleti, Myrmica 144

scabrinodis, Myrmica 144

Solenopsis 131, 132

Strongylognathus 103, 132

Tetramorinm 132

transkaukasica,* Formica 144

vulgaris, Vespa 65

umbrata, Formica 143

LEPIDOPTERA.
abjecta, Mamestra 48

abruptaria, Hemeropliila 102

acaciae, Strymon, Thecla 55

Acidalia = Sterrha 108

Acronicta 141

actaea, Satyrus 99

acteon, Thymelicns 55

acteus, Rhyncolaba 80, 101

acuminatana, Hemimene 32

adippe (cydippe), Argynnis 15, 126

admetus, Polyommatiis 53, 54, 56

adultera, Catocala 37

adyte, Erebia .' 56

aegeria, Pararge 15, 86

Aegeriidae (Sesiidae) 19, 63

aegon (argus), Plebeins 126

aeratellum, Augasma 87

aestivalis (ostrina /.), Porpliyrinia 107

aetliiopella = ignota (aetliiops var.).

Erebia 13. 14

aetbiops, Erebia 13, 14

agatbina, Agrotis 45

agnota (aetbiops var.), Erebia .... 13. 14

Agrotidae 129

alba (phlaeas ab.), Heodes, Rumicia 126

albipuncta, Leucania 128

albitarsella, Coleopbnra 50, 51

albovenosa, Arsiloncbe 128

alcmena, Erebia 13, 14

alcyone, Satyrus 58

alexanor, Papilio 53

algae, Bryopliila, Metachrostis 93

allionia (statilinus f.), Satyrus, Eu-
menis 99, 100

allionii, Eumenis, Satyrus ... 99, 100, 101

alopecuri, Cirphis 94

alpina (didyma v.), Melitaea 56

PAGE

alveus, Pyrgus 41

ambigua, Caradrina 47

aminias, Codatractus 7

Amphipyrinae : 63

anastasia, Agrotis 93

anatipennella, Coleophora 50

ancliisiades, Papilio 80

andalusica (barrettii), Dianthoecia .. 46

androgeus, Papilio 79

anomala, Stilbia 48

antlie, Satyrus 92

anthyllidella, Stomopteryx 60

antiopa, Vanessa 126

apiciaria=repandaria, Epione 31

apora. Antitype 117

aragonensis, Polyommatus 54

archippus (plexippus), Danaus
15, 45, 61, 142, 145

Arctiidae 69, 82, 117,120

ardeaepennella, Coleophora 50, 51

arethusa, Satyrus 55

argentinus, Papilio 78

argiolus, Lycaenopsis 16, 58

argus = ae8on 126

ArgjTinis 124

arion, Lycaena 86

arsilache, Brenthis 126

Arsiloncbe 19

asiatica (circe ssp.), Satyrus, Aulo-
cera 92

asiatica (machaon ssp.), Papilio 77

asinalis, Pyrausta 60

astrache = agestis=m€don, Aricia ... 58

atalanta, Vanessa 15, 18, 26, 29, 127, 145

athalia, Melitaea 58, 89

Athetis (Caradrina) 89, 94

atropos, Manduca, Acherontia 102

ausonia, Encbloe 76

australis, Aporophyla 45, 47

autosilaus, Papilio 79

badiipennella, Coleophora 116

baja, Noctua, Rhyacia 20, 140

barrettii = andalusica 46

baton, Scolitantides 71, 72, 73

battus (orion /.), Scolitantides .... 72, 73

beatricella, Lozopera 101

belemia, Euchloe 76

bellargus (adonis), Polyommatus
1, 2, 134, 139

belucha, Elapbria 107

l)etulae, Ruralis, Strymon, Thecla 27, 127

Jietularia, Ampliidasys, Biston

68, 69, 95, 97, 98

bicolorella, Coleophora 50, 51

bicoloria, Procus, Miana, Oligia 63

bidentata, Gonodonta 31

bifasciata, Ematurgina 7

bifida, Dicranura 38

bilineata, Eupliyia, Camptogramma
26, 31

bilunaria, Selenia -. 31

binaria, Drepana 29, 93

binderella=bicolorella 50

bipunctaria, Ortholitha 57

bischoffl. Crymodes 107

bistortata, Ectropis, Tephrosia 126
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Boarmiinae 69, 95

bodenheimeri, Elaphria 92, 107

Bombycina 68, 69

boscana, Peronea 60

bractea, Plusia 125

brassicae, Pieris 75, 76, 89, 112, 139

braziliensis (thoas ssp.), Papilio

77, 78, 79

Brenthls 124

brevifasciatus (lysithous f.), Papilio 86

briseis, Hipparchia 55, 92

brizella, Aristotelia 104

brunnea, Noctua 28, 30

brunneata (abruptaria /.), Hemero-
pliila 102

Bryophila=M€taclirostis 93

Bncculatrix 146

bnrrowsii, Tatorinia 24

Cactoblastis 140

caerulea, Rhyacia 94

caerulea (icarus ab.), Polyommatus .. 84

cailino, Aleucanitis 107

caja, Arctia 60

c.-album, Polygonia, Vanessa
15, 26, 57 101, 145, 147

cambrica, Venusia 28

Camilla = rivularis, Limenitis 55

Camilla (sibilla), Limenitis 58, 123

caniola, Lithosia 45, 46

capys, Papilio (P. anchisiades ssp.) 79

Caradrina (Athetis) 89, 94

cardui, Vanessa, Pyramels 15, 58, 114, 147

carniolica, Zygaena 146

carpinata, Nothopteryx, Trichopteryx 31

castanea, Noctua 45

castaneae, Pliragmatoecia 128

castigata, Eupithecia 31

Caligo 7

catena (comma /.), Urbicola 126

catillus, Chioides 7

Catocala 19

centaureae, Pyrgus, Hesperia 41, 43

centum-notata (truncata ah.), Dys-
stroma 26

ceratoniae, Myelois 128

cerealella, Sitotroga 142

cespitis, Luperina 46

Chaerocampinae 81

chapmani, Pyrgus, Hesperia 41, 42, 43, 44

Charaxes 36

chenopodiata=limitata 31

chi, Polia 36

chilensis, Hamearis 7

chlorosata, Littiina (Panagra pet-

raria) , 135

chlorotica (bodenheimeri ssp.], Ela-

phria 107

chrysippus, Danals 15

Chrysophanus 129

chrysorrhoea=phaeorrhoea 49

Cidaria 63

cinerascens (musina ssp.), Paedla ... 93

circe, Satyrus, Aulocera .. 53, 56, 92, 99

cirsiana, Eucosma 18

clavipalpis, Elaphria 107

cleanthe, Melanargia, Satyrus 53, 54, 55

PAGE
Cleopatra, Gonepteryx 55
cnicicolana, Eucosma is

c.-nigrum, Agrotis 36
Coleophora 38, 50
Colias

^ 74

comariana, Peronea 60

comes, Triphaena 30
comma, Urbicola 126

comma-notata (truncata ab.), Dys-
stroma 26

consenescens (pontica ssp.), Rliyacia 94

consimilis (lutulenta ab.), Aporo-
phyla, Epunda 29

consortana, Hemimene 32
conspersa, Diantlioecia 76
conspicillaris, Xylomiges 81, 82
contigua, Mamestra, Hadena 28, 145

convolvuli. Sphinx 49
conyzae, Coleophora 50
core, Euploea 113

coretlirus, Euryades 78
coridon, Polyommatus, L. 2, 54, 86, 139

coronata, Ophiusa 125

corylata, Cidaria, Euphyia 31

craccae, Toxocampa 107

crassa-golickei, Agrotis '.. 93

crataegi, Aporia 55

crepuscularia=bistortata, Ectropis .. 125

crinanensis, Hydroecia 23, 30
croceus, Colias ... 15, 26, 45, 58, 74, 78, 135

cruda=rpulverulenta 125
cuculla, Lophopteryx 44

cucullatella, Nola 27

Cucullia (inae) 63, 127, 145

curtisii (comes ;.), Triphaena 30

curtula, Pygaera 49

cuspis, Acronicta 141

cydippe (adippe), Argynnis 15, 126

damocrates (perrhebus /.), Papilio 78, 79

Danaidae (inae) 142

daplidice, Pontia 75
debilis (zernyi ssp.), Elaphria ... 107, 109

decolorata = flavofasciata 125

Delias 142

demoleus, Papilio 37

depuncta, Rhyacia, Noctua 140

deserticola, Mallocephala 82

designata, Coremia. Ochyria 31

destituta, Lymantria 93

deva, Terias 7

dictynna, Melitaea (=ino, Rott.) 55

didyma, Melitaea 56

didymata, Malenydris, Calostygia ... 31

difhnis, Calymnia 120

dispar, Chrysophanus ..... 86, 88, 129, 141

dissimilis, Hadena 48

ditrapezium, Noctua 28

divergaria, Nychiodes 108

dodonaea = trimacula 27, 28

dominula, Callimorpha 61, 62, 114, 115, 120

dovrensis (ligea ssp.), Erebia 126

dromedarius, Notodonta ... 28, 67, 69, 97

dryas, Satyrus 55

dumerili-aequalls, Pallupertna 94

duplaris, Palimpsestis 27

duponcheli, Euryades 78
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€dusa = croceus 135

egea, Polygonia 53, 55

Elapliria 94

**elineata (allionii race), Eumenis.
Satyrus .., 100

elpenor, Eumorplia 49

Endromidae 69

Erastriinae 63

erato, Heliconius 7

Erebia 13, 126, 147

ericetaria, Selidosema 128

Erynnis 6

Euchelia 114

Euchloe 74

eucta, Bryophila, Metachrostis 93

Eumenis, Satyrus 99

Eumiclitis 94

euphrosyne, Brenthis 125

Eupithecia 108, 138

euryale, Erebia 56

eurytheme, Colias 75

Euxoa 19

eversmanni, Lasiocampa 93

exanthemata, Cabera 31

exoleta, Colocampa 31

fagi, Stauropus 28, 99

falcataria, Drepana 28

famula-hyalina, Dysauxes 93

farlnosa, Gonepteryx 93

fasciana = pygarga 28

lasciana (Juliana), Pamraene 28

fasciuncula, Procus, Miana 30

fatua, Satyrus, Eumenis 92, 99, 100, 101

fatua = allionii ,... 99, 100, 101

fausta, Teracolus 92

februa, Ageronia 7

fermgalls, Phlyctaenia 25

festaliella, Schreckensteinia 37

festiva=primulae 28

festucae, Plusia, Phytometra 125, 140

fidia, Satyrus, Eumenis 53, 54, 99

filicata, Sterrha 108

fimbria, Triphaena 120

fiorii, Hylophlla 86

flssipuncta (upsilon), Dyschorista .... 27

fiava (galathea ah.), Melanargia,
Satyrus 55

flava (griseola /.), Lithosia 128

flavicincta, Polia 47

flavofasciata, Perizona 125

foulquieri, Pyrgus 41

fraxini, Catocala 130, 140

freija, Pyrgus 41, 43

fuliginosa, Phragmatobia 128

fulgurita, Hypeuthina 94

furcata (sordidata), Hydriomena 28

furva, Mamestra 28

fusca (obesa ssp.), Agrotis 93

fuscedinella, Coleopbora 50, 51

fusconebulosa (velleda), Hepialus 122

fuscovenosa (interjectaria), Ptycho-
poda 57

galathea, Melanargia, Satyrus
53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 121

gamma, Plusia 25, 26, 31, 70, 71, 118, 139

Gelechiidae 142
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geminipuncta, Nonagria 49

gemmaria = rhomboidaria, Boarmia
108, 137

genistae, Hadena, Mamestra 48

Geometrae (idae) 26, 63, 129

glareosa, Noctua 25, 30, 45

gloriosae, Polytela 124

Gnopharmia 108

Gnophos 108

Goniurus 6

goossensiata (minutata), Eupithecia .. 31

gorge, Erebia 56

gothica, Taeniocampa 31

gracilis, Taeniocampa 31, 48

graminis, Charaeas 30

griseola, Lithosia 128

grisescens, Maraschia 94, 107

Hadeninae 63

halterata, Lobophora 57

hecate, Brenthis 55

hectorides, Papilio 40

helice (croceus /.), Colias 45

Heliodinidae 87

hellanichus, Papilio , 77, 79

hemerobiella, Coleophora 50, 51

Hemimene 32

hera = quadripunctaria, Callimorpha 27

herbariata, Acidalia 36

hermione, Satyrus 53

Hesperiidae 41, 129, 130, 142

hispidus=oditis 27

hoferi, Eumera 108

honoratii (medesicaste ah.), Thais,

Zerynthia 54

Hydriomeninae 63

hypaenides, Stilbina 94

hyperantus, Aphantopus ... 16, 58, 86, 114

ibipennella, Coleophora 50, 51

icarinus (icarus /.), Polyommatus ... 34

Icarus, Polyommatus
2, 16, 34, 58, 83, 84, 126, 139

ignota (aethiopiella), Erebia 13, 14

**ignotoides (alcmena ab.), Erebia ... 14

immanata, Cidaria 31

incerta, Taeniocampa 31

indistincta, Episema 94

infuscata (lavinia f.). Precis 7

inguinata, Tephrochares 107

insignata, Rhyacia 94

insignata-coiumbina, Rhyacia 94

insularis (allionii ab.), Eumenis,
Satyrus 100

integerrima, Datana 146

interjectaria = fuscovenosa 57

intermedia (conspicillaris a&.), Xylo-
miges 81, 82

interrogationis, Syngrapha, Plusia .. 140

inulae, Coleophora 50

io, Vanessa, Nymphalis .., 15, 127

iota, Plusia 28

iris, Apatura 122, 141

irrorella, Endrosa 46

jacobaeae, Euchelia, Hypocrita, Tyria
114, 138, 139

janira=jurtlna , 135

Juliana =fasciana, Pammene 28
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jurtina, Epinephele 16, 30, 55, 135

lacertinaria, Drepana 27, 28

l.-album, Leucania 29, 46

lamarckii, Papilio 79

laodocus, Papilio 80

lapidicola, Lymantria 93

Larentiinae 63

Lasiocampidae 69

lathonia, Issoria, Argynnis 61

latruncula, :Miana, Oligla, Procus 25, 63

lavinia. Precis 7

lederi, Bertliisa (not ledereri) 94

legatella (spartiata), Chesias 27

leporina, Acronicta 28

lesbia, Colias 6

leucographa, PachnolDia 31

leucomelas (galathea f.), Melanargia,
Satyrus 53, 54, 55

leuwenhoekella, Pancalia 87

lichenea, Epunda 47

ligamlnosa, Autophila 107, 108

ligaminosa-subligaminosa, Autophila
107, 108

ligea, Erebia 126

Limacodidae 81

limitata (chenopodiata), Ortbolitha .. 31

limniace, Danaus 113

limosipennella, Coleophora 116

lineola, Adopoea 16, 58

Lithocolletis 11, 87

littoralana, Eucosma 18

longicauda (quercus ssp.), Zepliyrus 92

longiclava, Dryobotodes 94

lota, Amathes 67

lotella, Leucophora 103

lubricepeda (menthastri), Spilosoma,
30, 89, 130, 134, 135, 136

lubricipeda=lntea 30, 134, 135, 136

lucens, Hydroecia 30

lucernea. Agrotis 27

luneburgensis (lutulenta f.), Epunda,
Aporophyla 30

lunigera, Agrotis 46

lunosa, Amphaloscelis 31

lupulinus, Hepialus 89

lutea (lubricipeda in pt.), Spilosoma
30, 134, 135, 136

lutipennella. Coleophora 50

lutulenta, Epunda, Aporophila
29, 30, 45, 48

Lycaena (idae) 120, 142

lychnitis, Cucullia 127, 140, 146

lycophron, Papilio 78, 79, 80

lysithous, Papilio 78, 80

machaon, Papilio 75, 76, 77, 86, 89, 109, 110

mala (pandora), Argynnis 92

major (circe f.), Satyrus, Aulocera .. 53

manni, Pieris 53, 54

mardina (lapidicola ssp.), Lymantria 93

margaritaria, Metrocampa 31

marginaria, Erannis 125

marginata, Eomaspila 31

maritima, Bucculatrix 104

maritima, Senta 28

maritima, Zygaena 39

marsyas, Pseudolycaena 7

P.\GE

maura, Axiopaena 93

maura, Mania 107

medesicaste, Zerynthia, Thais 54

medon, agestis, astrarche, Aricia .... 123

megera, Pararge 16, 26

melaleuca (conspicillaris f.), Xylo-
miges 81, 82

meleager, Polyommatus 55

menthastri = lubricipeda 30, 135, 136

metioche (orion /.), Scolitantides 72

Miana, Oligia, Procus 63

miata, Cidaria 31

micacea, Hydro-ecia 30

minima, Cupido 139

minschani (alcmene ssp.), Erebia 14

minutata = goossensiata 31

miscella, Mompha 32

moneta, Plusia, Polychrysia 28, 57, 61, 138

monoglypha, Xylophasia 30

morpheus, Caradrina, Athetis 140

Morpho 88

multlstrigaria, Melenydris, Calostigia 31

munda, Taeniocampa 48

munitata, Xanthorrhoe 28

muralis, Bryophila, Metachrosta 45, 47

murina, Paedia 92, 93

muscosa, Eumichtis 94

mutlna (limniace /.), Danaus 113

myllerana, Choreutis 60

myopaeformis, Sesia, Synodendron
37, 102

napi, Pieris 29, 139

nararia, Macroplectra, Natada ... 81, 101

neglecta (castanea /".), Noctua 45

neoridas, Erebia 56

nephalion, Papilio 80

Nepticula 146

neriene (sedakovii), Erebia 13, 14

neustria, Malacosoma 69

nictitans, Hydroecia 23

nigra, Epunda, Aporophyla ... 25, 46, 47

nigra (machaon ah.), Papilio 89

nigra (orion ab.), Scolitantides 72

nigrescens (comes ab.), Triphaena ... 30

nigricans, Agrotis 28

nigricornis (segetum ab.), Agrotis ... 25

nigrocincta, Polia 45

niobe, Argynnis 126

Noctuae (idae) 26, 52, 69. 88, 89, 124, 125, 140

noctuella, Nomophila 25

nupta, Catocala 37, 127, 140

Nymphalidae 142

obelisca, Agrotis 27, 45

obeliscata, Cidaria, Thera 84, 85

obeliscata, Hydriomena 26

obesa, Agrotis 93

oblongana, Endothenia 60

obscura (xanthographa ab.), Noctua 30

obsitalis, Hypena 19

obsoleta (bellargus ab.), Polyommatus 2

obsoleta (gothica ab.), Taeniocampa 31

ochraceella, Myrmecozela 9

ochraceella, Mompha 103

ochrearia, Aspitates 57, 108

ochroleucaria, Scopula 108

oditis (hispidus). Hellophobus 27
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odora, Erebus 7

oebalus (lycophron 9 ab.), Papilio 78, 80

oleracea, Mamestra, Miselia 30, 94

Oligia, Miana, Procus 63

olivata, Amoebe, Xanthorhoe 31, 60

opima, Taeniocampa 48

or, Palimpsestis 48, 49

orbitulus, Plebeius 123

orbona, Taeniocampa 30

orion, Scolitantides 71, 72, 73

ornata (orion ab.), Scolitantides 71, 72

osseana, Cnepliasia 60

ostrina, Porphyrinia 107

otregiata, Lampropteryx 127

palaestinensis, Rhyacia 94, 108

palliatella, Coleopbora 50

pallida (gracilis ab.), Taeniocampa .. 31

pallida (gotliica ab.), Taeniocampa .. 31

pallida (semele ab.), Hipparchia 126

pallida (stabilis ab.), Taeniocampa ... 31

pallida (vitellina ssp.), Sideridis 94

pallidula (coridon ab.), Polyommatus 54

paludis, Hydroecia 36

pamphilus, Coenonympha 16, 139

pandora=maia 92

papilla, Argynnis 15, 120

Papilio (onidae) 75, 77, 79, 1C9

papilionaria, Hipparchus 28

parisatis, Satyrus 100

parva, Porphyrinia 107

parvaspersa, Elaphria 94

parvidactylus, Oxyptilus 32, 33

pavonia, Saturnia 30, 66, 67, 68, 69

pedella, Stathmopoda 87

pelopea, Satyrus 92

peltigera, Heliotliis 128

pennaria, Colotois 139

perfumaria (gemmaria /.), (rhorn-

boidaria f.), Boarmia 137

perfuscata (truncata ab.), Dysstroma 26

perrhebiis, Papilio 6, 78, 79

**persiscana (allionii race), Eumenis,
Satyrus 100

petiverella, Hemimene 32

petraria = chlorosata 107

pflugiana, Eucosma 18

pliaeorrhoea (chrysorrhoea), Nygmia,
Euproctis 49

pheretes, Polyommatus 123

phlaeas, Rumicia, Heodes
16, 36, 126, 129, 139

phoebe, Melitaea 56

phragmitidis, Arenostola 137

Phyllis (erato ssp.), Heliconius 7

Pieris (idae) 74, 75, 77

pinastri, Hyloicus, Sphinx 121

pini (togata), Eupithecia 28

pirithous (lycophron ssp.), Papilio 78, 80

pisidice, Satyrus 100

plagiata, Anaitis ..., 108

plecta, Noctua 25

plesiarchia (bodenheimeri race), Ela-

phria 107

plexippus = archippus 15, 45, 61, 142, 145

plumbagana, Hemimene 32

plumbana, Hemimene 32

PAGE
pluto, Erebia 56

podana, Cacoecia 101

polaris, Argynnis 88

polaris (urticae ssp.), Aglais 126

politana, Hemimene 32

polychloros, Eugonia , 15

polydamas, Papilio 78, 79

polystictus, Papilio 80

polyxenes, Papilio 76, 109

pomponius (lysithous /.), Papilio 78

Pontia 74

pontica, Rhyacia 94

popularis, Neuronia 46

populella, Anacampsis 142

populeti, Taeniocampa, Monima 48

populi, Amorpha 30, 49, 69

populi, Limenitis 141

porata, Ephyia 27

porcellus, Theretra 49

potatoria, Cosmotriche, Odonestis 61, 69

praecox, Agrotis 28

prasina. Enrols 103, 130

prasinana, Hylophila 30, 86

primulae (festiva), Noctua 28

proboscidalis, Hypena 31

procida (galathea race), Melanargia,
Satyrus , 56

Procris 141

Procus 63

pronuba, Triphaena 30

pronubana, Cacoecia 60

propinquella, Mompha 32

protesilaus, Papilio 79

protodice, Pontia 75

pruinata, Pseudoterpna 28

psi, Acronicta 30, 141

psologramma, Leptarchis 92, 108

Psychidae 24

pterodactyla, Stenoptilia 33

pudibunda, Dasychira 95

pulverea, Noctua 108

pulverulenta (cruda), Taeniocampa .. 125

punctaria, Ephyra 37

punctulata, Ectropis 27

purdeyi, Evetria 33, 60

pusaria, Cabera 31

pustulata, Comibaena, Euchloris 28, 57

puta=radius 93

putrescens, Sideritis 94

pygarga (fasciana), Erastria 28

Pyrales 26

pyraliata, Cidaria 31

pyramidea, Amphipyra 107

Pyrrhopyginae 130

quadripunctaria (hera), Callimorpha 27

quadripunctata, Caradrina, Athetis

30, 102

quercifolia, Gastropacha 69, 95, 97

quercimontaria, Ephyra 37

quercus, Lasiocampa 30, 45, 61, 69

quercus, Marumba 93

quercus, Zephyrus 92

radius (puta), Agrotis 93

rapae, Pieris 29, 74, 75, 115, 139

ravalis, Rhynchodontodes 107

ravula, Bryophila, Metachrostls 95
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regina, Euargia 107

regularis, Acantholipes 107

repandaria (apiciaria), Epione 31

repandata, Boarmia 31

reticulata, Neurla 28

retiella, Epichnopteryx 104

revayana, Sarrotliripus 49

rhodochroa, Autophila 107, 108

rhomboidaria (gemmaria), Boarmia
108, 137

ripae, Agrotis 27, 46

ripartii (admetus ssp.), Polyommatus
53, 54, 56

rivularis (Camilla), Limenitis 55

rjabovi, Elaphria 107

roesella, Heliodines 87

rosea (gracilis ab.), Taeniocampa 31

roxelana, Satyrus 92

ruberata, Hydriomena 27

riibi, Macrothylacia 16, 30, 69

rubi, Callophrys 16

rubiginea, Dasycampa 27

rubricosa, Pachnobia 30

riifa (rubricosa ab.), Pachnobia 30

rufa (stabilis ab.), Taeniocampa 31

rufa (xanthographa ab.), Noctua 30

rufata, Cliesias 57

rufescens (gothica ab.), Taeniocampa 31

rufescens (phragmitidis /.), Arenostola 137

rumicis, Acronicta 30, 75

rurilv (lysithous f.), Papilio 80

rutilus (dispar ssp.), Chrysophanus
88, 141

salicata, Cidaria 108

salicis, Leucoma 28

salzi, Elaphria 107, 109

sannio, Diacrisia 28

saturatella, Coleophora 50

Saturniides '69

Satyridae 53

saucia, Agrotis 48

scabriuscula, Dipterygia 48

scamander, Papilio 79

schmidtii (phlaeas ab.), Heodes, Ru-
micia 126

scipio, Erebia 53, 54, 55, 56

scirpi, Cirphis 94

Scopula 108

scytha (obesa ssp.), Agrotis 93"

sedakovii (neriene ssp.), Erebia 13

segetum, Agrotis 25, 29

selene, Brenthis 126

semele, Maniola 45, 55, 99, 126

semiargus, Polyommatus 2

semiramis, Rhyacia 94, 107

sequana, Hemimene 32

sibilla = Camilla, Limenitis 58, 123

sibirica, Pyrgus 41, 42, 43, 44

sichaea (fatua ssp.), Satyrus 92, 99, lOO

signata, Epulus 7

silaceata, Euphyia 26
' sinapis, Leptidea 34

singularis, Dicliagyris 92, 93

smaragdaria, Euchloris 49

socia. Xylina ^. 47

solitaria. Thaumetopoea 93

PAGE

sordidata=furcata 28

sparganella, Orthotaelia 60

sparganii, Nonagria 46

spartiata = legatella 27

Sphingidae 69, 80

spini, Strymon, Tliecla 55, 56

splendida (jurtina ab.), Epinephele .. 30

stabilis, Taeniocampa 31

stannella, Hyponomeuta 51

statilinus, Eumenis 99, 100

stellatarum, Macroglossum ... 16, 26, 49

stenodesmus, Papilio 79

sterrha (Acidalia) 108

sticticalis, Loxostege 88

stigmatica, Noctua 48

stolida, Ophiusa 19

stramineola /. = flava /. (griseola),

Lithosia 128

striata (bellargus ab.), Polyommatus 2

strigilis, Miana, Procus, Oligia ... 30, 63

stulta (parisatis race), Eumenis 100

suberivora, Stigmella 128

subligaminosa (ligaminosa f.), Auto-
phila 107

subsericata, Polyphaenis .., 107

suffumata, Lampropteryx 127

suffusa, Natada 81

suffusa, Euxoa 140

surchica, Elaphria 94, 109

suspecta, Dyschorista 28

sylvanus, Augiades 16

sj-riaca, Cirpliis 94

syriacata, Macaria 108

syritaurica, Boarmia 108

szetscliwana (alcmena /.), Erebia 14

tabora, Bryophila, Metachrostis 93

tages, Nisoniades, Erynnis 16

telepliii (orion f.), Scolitantides ... 72, 73

telesilaus, Papilio 79

tenuicornis, Lampronia 17

terreni, Lasiocampa 93

tesseradactyla, Platyptilia 104

testacea, Luperina 30, 45

tetraquetrana, Eucosma 17

thoas, Papilio 77, 78, 79

tiliae, Mimas 85

titlaonus, Epinephele, Maniola 16, 58, 86

transalpina, Zygaena 39

tremula, Pheosia 30

trepida, Notodonta 27

tridens, Acronicta 141

trifolii, Lasiocampa 44, 45, 61

trimacula, Drymonia, Episema 27, 28, 52

tripartita, Abrostola 28

tristata, Epirrhoe 28

tritici, Agrotis 25, 27, 28

togata=pini, Eupithecia 28

troglodytella, Coleopliora 50

truncata, Dysstroma, Cidaria 26, 31

tyndarus, Erebia 56

Tyria 114

**ultraornata (orion race), Scolitan-

tides 72

umbra. Chariclea 49

umbraria, Boarmia 108

undulata, Calocalpe 28, 57
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unipuncta, Leucania 46

upsilon = fissipuncta 27

urticae, Spilosoma 16

urticae, Aglais, Vanessa
15, 26, 29, 114, 126, 127

vandalusia (circe f.), Satyrus 53

vanensis, Euxoa 93

Vanessidae 127

variata, Thera 31

variata, Cidaria, Thera 84, 85

veldmanni (alcmena /.), Erebia 14

velleda = fusconebulosa 122

venata = sylvanus, Ochlodes ... 16, 19, 135

verbasci, Cucullia 127, 146

versicolor, Endromis 69

vespiformis, Synodendron, Sesia 102

vestigialls, Agrotis 27, 28

vetusta, Calocampa 31

vetusta, Cortyta 107

vicrama, Scolitantides 71

vlllica, Arctia 16, 48

viminalis, Cleoceris 28

viminetella, Coleophora 50, 51

vinula, Cerura, Dicranura .... 16, 28, 30

viretata, Acasis 26

virginiensis, Pyrameis 147

viridana, Tortrix 104, 105

viridata, Chlorlssa, Nemoria 25, 28

vit-ellina, Sideridis 94

Avalkeri (lubricipeda a&.), Spilosoma 89

wiltshirei, Elaphria 92, 94

Wiltshire!, Soniatina 108

wollastoni (brassicae /.), Pieris 89

xanthographa, Noctua 30, 45, 108

zernyi, Elaphria 92, 107, 109

zophodactylus, Stenoptilia 16

List of Lepidoptera, S. Benfleet in

1930-36, 56, 57; at sugar, S. Ben-
fleet in 1930-36, 47; at sallow, S.

Benfleet in 1930-36^ 48; tal<en as

larva, S. Benfleet In 1930-36, 48;

taken in Lambeth in 1930-36, 102;

new forms of Lep. in Seitz Supple-
ment 63

ORTHOPTERA.
Acrididae 105

Acrydium 3

Anechura 11, 20, 21, 22

anglicus, Ailurus 21

Archidermaptera 10, 20

Arixenina 10, 20

auricularia, Forficula 21, 22

bicolor, Chorthippus 3, 4, 50, 139

bicolor, Stauroderus -. 59

bipunctatum, Acrydium 3

Blatta, Periplaneta 115, 136

brachyptera, Metrioptera ... 3, 34, 35, 36

Borelliola 22

burri (fuscus liar.), Conocephalus 3

Burriola 22

cinerea, Pholidoptera 3, 133

Cylindroachetidae 105

Cylindrogaster 105

davidi, Forficula 22

Decticidae (cus) 35, 52
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diluta (roeselii f.) 59, 133

Diplatys (idae) 10, 20

domesticus, Gryllulus 112

dorsalis, Conocephalus 3, 59, 132, 133

Esphalmeninae 22

Euderraaptera 22

Eumegalura 22

fedtchenkoi, Oreasiobia 22

fletcheri, Cballia 20

Forficula 10, 11, 20, 21, 22

fortis, Protodiplatys 10, 20

fuscus, Conocephalus 3, 132

grlsea, Pholidoptera 50

Gryllidae 105

Gryllotalpa (idae) 105

Hemimerina 10, 20

hemixanthocerca, Mesasiobia 22

italicus, Caloptenus 3

Karschiellinae 10, 20

kiefferi=vittatum 3

Labiduridae 20

Labiidae 20

lineatus, Stenobothrus 50, 139

maculatus, Myrmeleotettix 3, 4, 50

Mesasiobia 22

minor, Labia 20

Oreasiobia , 22

orientalis, Periplaneta, Blatta ... 115, 136

parallelus, Chorthippus 3, 50

Periplaneta, Blatta 136

pomanensis, Schistocera 142

Protodermaptera 22

Psalidae 22

punctatissima, Leptophyes 3

Pygidicranidae 20

riparia, Labidura 11, 26

roeselii, Metrioptera 3, 34, 35, 59, 132, 133

rufus, Gomphocerus 50, 139

schlagintweiti, Forficula 22

Sphingonotus 41, 141

Tetrigidae 105

Tettigoniidae 34

thalassinum, Meconema 59, 115, 134

tomis, Forficula 11, 22

Tridactylus (idae) 105

viridissima, Tettigonia, Phasgonura
3, 59, 133, 134

viridulus, Omocestus 4, 50

vittatum (kiefferi), Acrydium 3

MISCELLANEOUS.
coccinea, Graptocephala (Heniiptera) 130

Notonecta (Hemiptera) 86

Oribatidae (Mite) 22

rhododendri, Leptobursa (Hemiptera) 130

septempunctata, Chrysopa (Neuroptera 12

socialis, Aranea (Arachnidae) 8

CORRECTIONS.
p. 18, line 14, for " most " read " never."

p. 22, line 12, lor " Oreasobia " read
" Oreasiobia."

p. 78, line 22, for " L." read P."

p, 94, line 27, for "ledereri" read
" lederi "
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Tiypeta vectensis sp.n. and other new or little known
British species of Trypetidae (Diptera).

By J. E. COLLIN, F.R.E.S., etc.

The generic name Trypeta, Mg.

It has been suggested that Rondani's fixation in 1870 of Musca
arctii, DeG. { = tusdla(jinis, F.) as the type of the genus Trypeta is

inadmissable, and that artei)iisiae, F. should take its place, with the

consequence that the name Trypeta would be transferred to a different

subfamily and applied to an entirely different group of species to that

with which it has been associated for more than 70 years. Such a

transfer in the use of a well-known generic name is one of the most
pernicious changes that can be made—a far greater cause of confusion

than the sinking of a well-known name as a synonym—sol feel certain

that the majority of working Dipterists will join with me in a request

that Rondani's type fixation be accepted. The name Trypeta first

appeared in a paper in Illiger's Magazin fur Inaekteiiknude, 1803,
which was obviously an attempt by Illiger to advertise the great work
on European Diptera upon which Meigen was known to be engaged,
and was entitled :—" Versuch einer neuen Gattungs Eintheilung der

europaischen zweifliigligen Insekten von Joh. Wilh. Meigen in Stolberg

bei Aachen." In this paper an introductory preface by Illiger

is followed by short diagnoses of 114 genera, with, in most cases,

the names of a few species quoted as examples. It is, however,
obvious that these names were not intended as a complete list of all

the species originally included in each genus by Meigen, because the

expression " etc." is often added. Such is the case with Trypeta where
'' Mil sea arnicae, cerasi, urticae, arteniisiae, etc. Fabr." are the examples
given, and as Miisca tnssilaginis ws^s described by Fabricius in the same
work as the four species quoted as examples, and was included in the

genus by Meigen when he subsequently published his great work, it

might be well accepted as "originally included in the genus " under the

expression " etc." and therefore available as type.

Trypeta vectensis sp.n.

This species belongs to the group having wing markings (often

faint) not in the form of transverse or obliquely transverse bands ; a group
represented in Britain by colon, M.g., florescentiae, L., and wintheuii, Mg.
The wingmarkings in colon when present (they are sometimes almost
indistinguishable), and in fforescentiae, are quite distinctive; in colon

they take the form of only a darkening of the stigmal area and about
the ends of the radial and cubital veins (sometimes spreading back-
wards along these veins or even forming a subcostal blotch) ; the
distinctive feature of the wing-pattern in florescentiae is the presence of

three distinct rounded dark costal patches (one at stigma, one at tip of

wing and one in between), and a smaller patch at lower outer angle of

discal cell.



(2) THE entomologist's RECORD.

In ivinthemi, which the new species more closely resembles in

having fainter, rather indeterminate, and variable, wing-markings,
there are usually three small patches along the radial vein (one beneath
stigma, the second halfway along towards end of the vein, the third at

apex of subcostal cell) and a large patch at tip' of wing ; an extension

downwards of the first three patches may be traced, that of the first

patch as a faint clouding embracing the middle crossvein, of the second

patch embracing the outer crossvein, while the i-enj faint extension of

the third patch widens out rapidly towards hindmargin of wing, and
is often only evident when the wing is viewed by reflected light; when
so viewed tJte lighter areas between patches have a whitish ajjpearance and the

stigma also, though when the latter is seen by transmitted light it is

pale yellowish.

Trypeta vectensis sp.n, ^ 2 • Resembling T. winthemi but smaller

and otherwise differing as below :

—

^ . Head smaller and seen in profile with eyes occupying rather

greater area, consequently jowls below eyes narrower; the usual

stronger bristle halfway along jowls near mouthedge, pale in colour,

at most only brownish. Thorax with two narrow wedge-shaped
extensions forward of the prescutellar yellow area, the anterior pair of

dorso-central bristles placed on (or very near) the tip of each extension,

the posterior pair on prescutellar yellow area; in ivinthemi there is

only a wider median wedge-shaped extension forward, the anterior

dorso-centrals being well away from any yellow area, and the posterior

pair on the hindmargin of dark area, one on each side of base of median
yellow extension. In winthemi there are two yellow pleural patches

below thoracal squamae, the posterior one extending upwards to basal

corner of Rcutellum ; in vectensix the latter is black dusted with grey

like rest of area below scutellum, leaving only the patch in front of

halteres yellow. General pubescence more whitish-yellow compared
with the golden-yellow of winthemi.

Abdomen more extensively darkened than in winthe)ni, the 2nd to

4tjh tergites often almost entirely black, or with only hind-margins

paler, the long 5th tergite black across base with projections at sides

and middle ; in ivinthemi the darkening is confined to isolated patches

on base of these tergites, two on 2nd and four on 3rd to 4th, the

side patches on 5th tergite being often connected to another patch on

each hind corner.

Wing-markings more restricted, that at tip of wing much smaller

and usually consisting of a small patch about end of cubital, with some-

times a still smaller one at end of discal, vein ; both crossveins, and
the end half of stigma often darkened ; there is practically no extension

downwards from the first and third small patches along radial vein, and
that from the second patch is often indistinct or even absent, and when
viewed by reflected light tJiere is no whitish tinge to any part of wing
surface. In pale specimens there is practically no darkening at end of

stigma or about crossveins; in dark specimens in addition to the end

half (or less) of stigma, and the crossveins, there may be a dark streak

in subapical cell from the outer crossvein to apical wing patch.

$ . Resembling male but abdomen less extensively darkened, hind-

margins of tergites 2-5 often broadly yellowish, but the dark markings
on these and the longer 6th tergite, even when restricted, are in the

form of three shallow segmental basal patches and not four isolated spots
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as in winthemi. Pubescence rather shorter and especially no longer

hindmarginal bristles to 5th tergite, which in winthemi are about two-

thirds length of those on hindraargin of 6th tergite. Ovipositor

narrower at base and rather longer than in winthemi.

Length about 4mm., often rather less in male and slightly more

in female.

The discovery of this new species was made by Mr. H. G. Jeffery

of Newport, Isle of Wight, in the following circumstances.

In December 1933 he collected a number of seedheads of various

plants with a view to breeding Trypetids, hoping to add to the small

number of species (5) recorded in Morey's "Guide" as occurring

in the Isle of Wight. Among these seedheads were some of Serratida

tinctinia, Tr. (Saw-wort) and from these in 1934 from 9th July

onwards about half-a-dozen specimens of a Trypetid emerged which

were set and put away with a miscellaneous lot of Diptera awaiting

identification.

In August 1935, Mr. H. W. Andrews was visiting Mr. Jeffery and

noticed these Trypetids as unlike anything known to him. Mr. Jeffery

told him their history and on August 16th Mr. Andrews swept a

fair series from heads of saw-wort on Cranmore Heath where this plant

was extremely abundant. Upon returning home an attempt to identify

the species failed and Mr. Andrews sent specimens tome. The species

was quite unknown to me and I suspected it might prove to be new to

science; this was confirmed by Dr. Bering of Berlin to whom I, in my
turn, sent specimens.

Further specimens have since been bred from seed-heads of

Serratida tinctoria collected in the I. of Wights and Mr. Andrews has

found the species in the New Forest (Hants).

Trypeta [Ceriocera) cornuta, F., and T. microceras, Hering.

In 1794 Fabricius described as Mnsca cornuta such a remarkable

Trypetid that its identity has never been questioned, and it has been

known and described as Trypeta cornuta, F. since 1844. There was

however a previous Musca cornuta described by Scopoli in 1772 which

remained unrecognised until 1870 when Rondani suggested (apparently

with good reason) that it was the same as the species then known as

Spiloi/rapha abrotaui, Mg. The homonyiuy of Musca cornuta, F. was

ignored until 1913, and indeed it was certain that there was never

likely to be any confusion m retaining the same name of different

authors in two widely separated genera. Hendel, however, in 1913

[Suppl. Ent. II. p. 82, footnote) proposed a new name, ct^ratocera, Hend.,

for cornuta, F., a proposition which I consider was entirely iinneces-ary

and should not be adopted.

The larva of T. cornuta, F. has long been known to live in the flower-

heads of Centaurea scabiosa but it has recently been discovered inde-

pendently by Dr. Martin Hering of Berlin and Mr. G. C. Varley of

Cambridge that there is a closely allied species the larva of which lives

in the stem of the same plant. This was described in March 1936 by

Dr. Hering [Deuts. Ent. Zeits. 1935, p. 207) as a subspecies microceraa

of T. cornuta, F., but it appears to be sufficiently distinct to merit

specific rank.

T. microceras is a smaller species than cornuta with the projection
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to second antennal joint more slender and shorter so that it does not

project so far beyond end of third antennal joint ; eyes larger in pro-

portion to size of bead so that facial orbits and jowls are narrower;
the small hairs on frontal orbits pale in colour and therefore less

distinct. Wings with narrower bands which are less distinct on
hinder half of wing. Last abdominal segment of male with dark side-

margins ; ovipositor of female rather narrower and with two longitudinal

dark streaks on basal half.

I obtained four males and six females of this species by sweeping
where Centaurea srabiosa was plentiful on the Devil's Ditch (Cambs)
in July 1935. The same locality provided Mr. Varley with his

material, in fact it was Mr. Varley 's discovery which induced me to

search for the species.

I would note here that I have never seen a British specimen of

T. lappae, Ceder. and consider that Loew erred in attributing Walker's
tiissilaginiH to this species. It needs confirmation as a British species.

Spilof/rapha inedentaimi, Hend.

Hendel described this species in 1913 (Dents. Ent. Zeits. p. 397)
from one male in Wiedemann's Collection, taken at Kiel. It is allied

to S. zo'e, Mg. which, as is well known, is peculiar in ha,ving different

wingmarkings in the two sexes, the male particularly having the outer

crossvein not clouded. The male of S. wiedemayuii agrees with the

female of zo'e in having this crossvein clouded. I possess two males
from Chippenham Fen (Cambs) taken on 15.X.99 and 9.vii.28.

The question whether they represent a distinct species, or are only
aberrant males of zo'e, is one to be elucidated by the capture or breeding

of further material.

Urophora, DesY. = Eiiribia, Latr.

A genus Kurihia was validated by Latreille in 1802 (Hist. Nat. Crust,

et Ins. III. p. 458) when he associated it with his group VI of Musca and
quoted M. mnhellataruvi, F. and M. canliii, L, as examples ; the latter

has been designated as the type, and it becomes necessary to use
Eiiribia. Latr. in place of UropJwra, Dsv.

Eiiribia spoliata, Hal.

This little known species was described from specimens taken in

the I. of Wight by F. Walker, and until last year the only specimens
known to me were those in the Dale Collection at Oxford. It is therefore

particularly interesting to be able to record that Mr. H. W. Andrews
bred several specimens in June-July, 1936, from flower-heads of

Serratiila tiuctoria collected at Cranmore (I. of Wight) and kept for the

purpose of breeding out the new Trypeta vecfeiisis described above.

E. spoliata is easily recognised on account of its clear wings with only
the stigma darkened, and its extensively darkened legs. It is a small
species about the size of qiiadiifaaciata with similar yellow thoracic

markings. Its wings are rather narrow with strong dark veins.

Eiiribia solstitialis, L., E. ciispidata, Mg., and E.jaceana, Hering.

These three species have usually been mixed up under the name
&Qhtitialis

; none of the three is easily identified owing to the liability
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to variations, especially in wing-markings ; as a rule, however, each

exhibits a tendency to a special facies in these marliings, which,

though difficult to define, when once grasped, does help in the identi-

fication. Moreover it would appear that they are each associated

with different food-plants.

E. solstitialis was originally described as to be found " m Carduis

aliisqiie," and subsequently (1761) as " in floribus & foliis Cardni

crispi frequens, rarior in Cerasi foliis mense junio," and (1788) as "m
cardui fiorihus," therefore the restriction of this name to a species

associated with thistles appears to be justified ; such a species is found

commonly on the Continent though apparently not so common in

Britain.

The name solstitialis has in this country been applied both to the

true sohtitialis and (more usually) to R. jaceana which, with us, attacks

the flower heads of the black knapweed [Centaurea nvjra) and is very

common and widely distributed, though, apparently far from common
on the Continent where it attacks Centaurea jacea. Finally we have a

third species E. cnspiilata, Mg. associated with Centaurea scabiosa and

bred from the flower heads of that plant by Dr. Martin Hering of Berlin.

This E. cuspidata is probably the most easily distinguished species.

It is slightly the largest and has the longest female ovipositor—much
longer than rest of abdomen. Wing markings rather like those of E.

stylata, F. (except of course for the presence of tbe basal " band " or

darkening about the basal cells), the " bands " being narrow, with the

second (extending from stigma downwards) often interrupted ; the

darkening at end of stigma is nearly always continued backwards

beneath costa leaving the extreme base and lower side of stigma pale.

Front femora with a dark posterodorsal streak, and hind femora often

darkened beneath about base
;
prosternum and hind coxae extensively

dark. Anterior dorsocentral bristle only slightly in front of a line

connecting the supra-alar bristles, much less so than \n jaceana. Last

abdominal tergite in male decidedly longer than the two preceding

ones together and the very long coiled penis when extracted noticeably

longer than that ol jaceana. Hendel's " Table of species " in Lindner's

Die Flier/fii is rather misleading inasmuch that in cuspidata the

third and fourth wing bands are more often separated than united on

the costa.

I have taken this species by sweeping Centaurea scabiosa flowers in

July on the Devil's Ditch (Cambs) near Newmarket, and it will probably

be found in many other districts where this plant grows.

Of FJ. jaceana, Hering,''' which its describer has reared from the flower

heads of Centaurea jacea (a plant not indigenous to Britain) I have

been able to compare co-types with our common Euribia from flower

heads of Centaurea nigra and believe them to be conspecific. It is a

rather smaller species than cjispidata with a much shorter female

ovipositor—not, or scarcely, longer than rest of abdomen while the

more slender apical part of the ovipositor merges very gradually into,

and is not longer than, the stouter basal part. Wings with rather

broader dark " bands," only the end of stigma darkened and the basal

band evident up to the costa. Front femora in male seldom, in female

* Described in 1935 Markische Tierwelt, Berlin, p. 169. Bred (Hering in lit,]

from both G. jacea and C. nigra.— J.E.G.
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often, with a dark posterodorsal streak; prosterniim and hind coxae

mainly yellowish. Anterior dorsocentral bristle well in front of a line

connecting the supra-alar bristles. Last abdominal segment of male
not, or scarcely, longer than two preceding tergites together. Wing
markings variable; the third or fourth bands may be united or separated

on costa.

Apparently an abundant species, at least in some districts, making
hard galls in the flower heads of the common black knapweed Centaiirea

nigra.

The restricted E. soUtitialis in many respects combines the characters

of the two previous species, having the long last tergite in male and
long ovipositor in female, of ctmpidata. Front femora usually with

a dark streak, but prosternum and hind coxae extensively pale. Anterior

dorsocentrals more in front of a line connecting the supra-alars than

in cuspidata. Wing markings rather like those oi jaceana but the dark

bands somewhat narrower, two middle bands straighter, basal band very

faint towards costa and stigma brownish at tip only, so that the first

and second bands are rather more widely and distinctly separated, and
the costal area from wing base to stigma paler than usual.

I have very few British records of this species, but it has probably

been overlooked. My friend Mr. A. H. Hamm finds it not at all

uncommon near Oxford, where A7. jaceana appears to be rare. Otherwise

I have only one specimen from the Devil's Ditch (Cambs), and another

from Farley Down (Hants.)

I have seen no British specimens of E. aprica, Fin. or E. macriira,

Lw. and believe that records of the former have been based on specimens

of qnadrifasciaia, Mg., and of the latter on specimens of cuspidata, Mg.

Campiglossa grandinata, Rdi.

This Tephritinid genus has, like Oxyna, a geniculate proboscis

(which however is rather stout), and two pairs of upper orbital bristles
;

it differs from the restricted genus Oocyna in having two pairs of

lower orbitals and from other genera with all these characters in

having the antennae wider apart at base and a very wide frons, while

there is no large hyaline spot in subapical cell just beyond middle

crossvein such as in Paroxyna completes the triangle of hyaline spots

having its base on costa. However I must say that the generic difier-

en<!es between (?. i/randinata and some species of Paroxyna such as

avf/yroctpJiala, Lw. appear to be very insignificant.

(/. (jiandinata, Rdi. is a handsome species differing from C. irrorata.

Fin. (a species which might well be found in this country) in having

the lower orbital bristles black, and the rounded hyaline spots about

tip of wing and in the whole of the subapical (or first posterior) cell,

smaller. Thorax grey, maculated with brown, the two pairs of

dorsocentrals placed upon darker spots, anterior pair immediately

behind suture ; abdomen grey with four rows of dark patches, those

at the sides smaller and on the actual side margins of tergiles

;

ovipositor short, about length of two previous segments, shining black

or dark chestnut brown. Legs yellow with femora somewhat brownish.

Length 4-5ram.

Three females in the Verrall Collection under a label " Oxyplwra

bifiexa, Lw. vel Tephiitis, sp.n. aff. zelleri, Lw." Two were taken
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at "Tilgate" (Sussex) on 29th March, 1872, the third is labelled
" Copth. 8. 72.," which probably means that it was taken at Copthorne
also in Sussex. The larvae are said to form galls in the stem of Solidago

virgaurea, L.

Paroxyna loewiana, Hend.

The genus Paroxyna with type tessellata, Lw. was established by
Hendel in 1927 (Lindner's Die Fliegen, 'Vrypetidae) for those species of

Oxyna having two pairs of lower orbital bristles, which means that all

the British species except parietina, h., proboscidea, Lw. dbud fiavipennis,

Lw. are placed in Paroxyna.

P. loewiana, Hend. is the species added by me to the British List

in 1910 under the name of Oxyna parvida, Lw. Mr. A. H. Hamm
has bred it from flower heads of Solidago virgaurea, L. Loew in his

Monograph of 1862 figured its wing under the name of 0. argyrocephala,

though the accompanying description applied to the true argyrocephala,

Lw. (1844), and I was misled in 1910 by this description.

Paroxyna argyrocephala, Lw. (1844).

This species occurs in Scotland (Aviemore district). It differs from
P. loewiana in having a distinctly striped tborax, and apical part of wing
with more numerous and much smaller hyaline spots.

Paroxyna parvula, Lw. and P. absinthii, F.

There has been considerable confusion over the use of the name
ab.sinthii, F. Hendel considers that elongatida. Lw. must in future be

known as absintliii, F. though he does not state whether he has seen
Fabricius' type (which ought to be in the Dom Lund Collection at

C(ipenhagen), and that absinthii, Lw. nee. F. must be known as pnnctella.

Fin. Our British absiht/tii is however evidently parvida, Lw. of which
Hendel for the first time figures the wing of the type specimen, and P.

pnnctella, Fin. [absinthii, Lw. nee F.) does not appear to occur in this

country.

Tephritis praecox, Lw.

This species may be known by its small size (2.5mm.), and by the

middle crossvein of wing being practically opposite end of subcostal
vein, so that the two large central spots in the marginal cell and the

two (only) beneath them in the submarginal cell, are all beyond this

crossvein.

I captured a female of this distinct little species at Aldeburgh
(Suffolk) on 19th September, 1907.





New Lepidoptera from Iran.

By HANS BYTINSKI-SALZ, Ph.D., F.E.E.S.

(Instituto di Zoologia, Anatomia e Fisiologia comparate, E. Universita Padova.)

and WILHELM BEANDT (Degero Finlandia).

Mr. Fred H. Brandt collected lepidoptera during summer and
autumrr 1986 at the south western slope of the Elburs mountains in

northern Iran, firstly in the hilly steppe at Keredj, about 40 km. west

of Teheran at an altitude from 1400-1700 m., and later in the centre

of the Elburs mountains at Nissa. This mountain village lies at

about 70 km. from Keredj on the Keredj -Majanderan Road in a valley

at 2100m. The surrounding mountains reach a height of about 3500m.
The extensive collections of Mr. Brandt proved to be very interesting

and two new species from this material have been already described by
Mr. 0. Bang-Haas [Pheosia braiidti, Rhetera brandti, in Ent. Zeitschr.

Vol. 50, p. 451, 562). We are bringing here short descriptions of a

number of new species and forms collected by Mr. Fred Brandt. An
extensive list of the whole material will be published later, where also

most of the new forms described in these pages will be figured. As
more material is continually coming in, the descriptions will not be

arranged exactly in the taxonomic oi'der of the species, but will be

published as they come in.

We are very much indebted to Messrs. 0. Bang-Haas, Ch. Boursin,

A. Draudt, A. Pictet, L. B. Prout, and R. Verity for comparing doubt-

ful specimens and for lending type material for comparison.

Pieris ergane, Hbn. ssp. elbursina, ssp. nov.

A large and heavily marked subspecies. S S 43-45mm., ? $ 39-

44mm.
Male

:

—Ground colour pure white, near the margin with a yellow-

ish hue
;
grey apical spot dark and large. Distal spot very variable, in

some specimens not larger than in typical evf/ane, Hbn., in some speci-

mens enlarged and sometimes with traces of a connection with the

apical spot. Costa heavily powdered with grey. On the hind-wing
the spot at the anterior angle is mostly present, sometimes however
only in traces.

Underside : Costa and apex of the forewing and the entire hind-

wing bright yellow, the latter suffused with grey with the exception of

the anal part.

Female : Ground colour varying from white to yellowish ; markings
very large. In one specimen the api6al spot and the two distal spots

are enlarged and connected by grey scales forming almost a transverse

band (ab. magnimacidata , Rostagno). Costa yellow. The grey suffusion

extends from the base along the costa and reaches even the discal cross

vein. Hindwing with a large spot at the anterior angle which may
extend along vein III^^. Base suffused with grey.

Underside : Costa and apex of the foiewing and the entire hind-

wing bright yellow suffused with grey. The yellow runs along the

margin of the forewing reaching vein IVg. The distal spots of the

upper side are shining through.

This new ssp., which spans 4-5mm. more than my European
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specimens of ergane, is not identical with f. detersa, Vrty. from the

Taurus, which, on the contrary, is an almost unmarked form. May be

ab. yiiediecki, Strd. from the Taurus is an extreme female aberration of

ssp. elhursina. One heavily marked $ , which I am inclined to consider

as ab, magnijuaculata, Rost., forms a good transition to ab. niediecki,

Strd. though it. seems to be less yellowish than this form.

Cotypes: Keredj 1500m. 4!iv.-20.v.l936. 4 a" 2 ? in coll.

Bytinski-Salz ; other specimens in coll. Brandt.

Chilade^ tmchylits, Frr. ssp. persa, ssp. nov.

Span 14-17mm. Ground colour a lighter brownish grey than in

the brown trochylus, Frr. The dark veins very conspicuous. Discal

spot only faintly encircled with a lighter border. Light marginal band
double. Hindwing with the 4 black spots very large, bordered on the

outside with white. The orange discal lunules reduced m size, 2-3

present. They are followed by a conspicuous white band. Discal spot

as in the forewing.

Underside as in trochylus, Frr. with the orange band sometimes
pretty pale.

Cotypes: Keredj 1600m. 25.v.-9.viii.l936. 15 (^ J' 3 ? ? in coll.

Bytinski-Salz, other specimens in coll. Brandt,

One female lacks all silver on the under side. The marginal spots

are large and entirely black : ab. pauper, ab. nov.

Holotype: 1 $ Keredj 1600m. 25.V.1936, m coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Lycaena (Glavcopsyche) panagaea, H.-Sch. ssp. ahasveros ssp. nov.

Very variable in size; the $- ^ span 18-23mm.,the ? $ 18-21mm.
Male: Blue of the fore-wing lighter than in panagaea, H.-Sch. from

Anatolia and the Taurus. Black margin much narrower. Discocellular

streak straight, not semilunar as in taygetica, Rbl,

Under side in both sexes lighter grey without any brown colour.

Only one orange marginal spot between vein IV^^ and TV ^ present,

much reduced in size and of a pale yellowish-orange colour. The large

black spot in front of the orange one, small and pale, in some specimens

not more distinct than the other semilunar spots of the marginal row.

This subsp., which comes near the var, taygetica, Rbl. agrees with

this form by its narrow black border and the greyish underside. It

differs by the presence of only one pale orange spot on the underside

and the reduction of the black spot between vein IV^^ and IVg.
Cotypes: Keredj 1700m. 6-10.V.1936. 10 ^ ^ 6 $ 2 in coll.

Bytinski-Salz; other specimens in coll. Brandt.

Adopaea pfeifferi, sp. nov.

Span 31mm., length of forewing 15mm. Thorax greenish brown,

Colour of the wings a bright " marshyellow " (after Ridgway) not
^

reddish brown as in A. flara. Androconial streak in the same
position as in fiava, but narrower and interrupted in the lower third. A
dark border along the margin of both wings. Costal area of the hind-

wing also dark brown. Fringes white.

Underside of the hindwing a pure " pinard yellow." Costa and
apex of the forewing of the saQie colour. The outer part of a bright
'' yellow ochre " colour. A dark grey suffusion from the base along

the lower border of the cell, A faint brown marginal line in both

wings present. Fringes white.
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This species differs from the description of A. Jiora, Reverdin, which

measures only 25mm., by its larger size, by the lack of a grey suffusion

on the base of both wings and by the darker cinnamon area of the

forewing. Hindwing not paler than the forewing as in A. nova, Rev.

Named after Mr. Ernst Pfeiffer, Munich.

Cotypes : Keredj 1700m. I.vii.l936. 2^^ a" in coll. Brandt, 1 J in

^oll. Bytinski-Salz.

Thanaos elbursina sp. nov.

Span 26mm., length of forewing 12mm. Palpi whitish, the

tips black. Head, thorax and abdomen dark grey, the latter with light

borders at each segment. Underside whitish. Forewing with costal

fold.

Ground colour of the wings a dark " cinnamon buff." Position of

the basal and median spots as in TJi. tages, L., dark brown and very

distinct. Row of postmedian spots complete, sinuate, reaching the

inner margin more to the base than in tar/es, L. Spots 1-6 elongate,

7-10 circular, all spots white, encircled by dark brown. Spot 1 only

at the inner end, spots 2-6 at their inner and outer margin, spots 7-10

encircled completely (eye spots). Margmal area slightly darker with a

complete row of white marginal spots and a black termen. Fringes

chequered lighter and darker brown, blackish at their base.

Hindwing : basal and median spots confluent, forming a dark brown
field, in which a light discal spot stands out. Marginal area dark
'* cinnamon buff," darker at its outer border. A row of whitish marginal

spots followed by a black termen. Fringes blackish at their base.

Underside "pale pinkish buff" suffused with grey at its base.

Forewing with the postmedian row of white spots very distinct, spots

1-8 very lightly encircled with brown, spots 9-10 dark, eyeless. A
complete row of white marginal spots. Termen and fringes as on the

upperside, in strong contrast against the light colour of the wing. Hind-
wing almost of uniform colour, only the discal spot and the marginal

row a little lighter.

^ Genitalia (B. C. S. Warren's Nomenclature) ; Harpe much longer

than in tage.s, L., the tip reaching the serrate edge of the cuiller

(Corona). Teeth of the cuiller more numerous, shorter and evenly

distributed along the edge. Style of the left clasper short and stout,

without teeth as tages, L. has. The field with cornuti at the 10th

sternite smaller than in tages, uncus less curved. Cornuti of the aedoeagus

more numerous, larger and longer than in tages, L.

This species differs from all other Thanaos species, besides the

genitalia, by its very light buff colour, which is much lighter than in

ab. clarus. Car. It distinguishes itself from this form (which belongs

to tages, L. !) also by the different shape of the postmedian row of spots

and especially by the underside of the forewing with its conspicuous

markings. It has also nothing to do with my Asiatic specimens of ssp.

popoviana, Nordm. and sinina, Gr.-Grsch. which come very near to tages,

L. on the upperside, but differ by their dark brown underside and very

distinct rows of postmedian and marginal spots on both wings,

Cotypes : 2^ ^ Keredj 1500m. 4.vii.l936, in coll. Brandt.

Cymatophora OSthelderi sp. nov.

Span 41mm. Head and thorax grey, collar dark, tegulae and base
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of abdomen lighter. Ground colour of the forewing pure grey mottled
with white. Transverse lines black, less bent than in or, F. or ocularis^

L. Sometimes a darker median shade present. Before and behind
the transverse lines a number of rather inconspicuous parallel lines.

A black apical streak followed by a row of light dots on the veins,

forming an almost straight band across the wing. Veins in the

terminal field marked with black, followed by a black terminal line.

Fringes chequered light and dark grey. Orbicular very small, circular;

reniform oblong, always near the postmedian line mostly touching it

with its upper edge. Both maculae are of a bright j^ellow CQlour and
surrounded by a black line,

Hindwing light grey, with a broad dark grey marginal band ; a

dark discal blotch present. Fringes white.

Underside light silvery grey, crossed by B dark transverse bands
which do not reach the inner margin.

^ genitalia of the ocidariH-ij^Q with short curved lateral appendages
of the uncus. Papillae of the clavus very small with less bristles than

in ocularis. Uncus longer, more evenly curved. Tip not tongue-shaped.

Lateral appendages longer, more slender and more curved at the base.

Aedoeagus : field of cornuti smaller than in nmdarin, terminal hook
more slender.

This species resembles C. or by the smallness of the maculae which
are never centred with black as in ocularis. According to the genital

armature this species comes nearest to C. ocularis and its ssp. sareptensis,

Spul. It differs by the pure grey colour of the wings, the shape and
position of of the maculae which are never yellow in ocularis, and by

the genitalia. Dedicated to Regierungsprasident L. Osthelder from
Munich.

Cotyyes : Keredj, 1400m. 5-10.ix.l936. 4 (^ ^ in coll. Brandt, 1 J
in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Cymatojihora osthelderi, By.S. and Brandt, ab. farinosa ab, nov.

Two males are completely suffused with white. Both transverse lines

are lacking. Behind the place of the postmedian line a darker shade.

Apical streak well emphasized, also the black streaks along the veins.

The yellow maculae very conspicuous on the light background.

Base of the hindwing white, marginal band lighter than in osthelderi.

Fringes white.

Cotypes: Keredj, 1400m. 10.ix.l936. 1 (^ in coll. Brandt, 1 ^ in

coll. Bytinsky-Salz.

Bryopkila argentacea sp. nov.

Span 27mm., length of forewing 13mm. Palpi, head and thorax

grey, tegulae a little lighter. Form of the forewing short and broad,

even more than in B. contristans^ Led. Ground colour of the forewing

a pure dark silvery grey, a little lighter at the margin. All designs^

very indistmct. Black narrow basal, antemedial and postmediai lines

formed as in B. galathea, Mill. Orbicular and reniform encircled by a

faint dark line. At the costa a row of small, lighter dots and a larger

light blotch at the apex. Marginal area with a light brownish tinge

between the veins. Terminal line black interrupted by the veins.

Fringes chequered brownish and grey.

Hindwing dark brownish grey, lighter at its base, darker at the

margin. Fringes light.
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Underside of the forewing dark lead grey without the silvery shine

of the upper side. Costa lighter. Termen a dark line interrupted by
the veins.

Hindwing lighter, pale grey at the base. A distinct discal spot

and a postmedian line present. Marginal area a little darker followed

by a dark terminal line. Fringes lighter.

B. argentacea differs from all other Bryophila by its broad and
rounded shape of the forewing. In the shape of the markings it comes
near to B. galathea but differs by its silvery grey colour and its very

inconspicuous designs.

Eolotype : 1 ? Keredj 1400m. 10.vi.l936, in coll. Brandt.

Euxoa teniera, Hbn. ssp. leucotera ssp. nov.

Span 34-45mm. Ground colour of forewing a pure light grey

without any brown tinge. Only the surroundings of the reniform light

sable yellow.

Hindwing in the ^ pure white, in the $ $ light grey, darker at

the margin, with dark veins. Underside light silky grey, discal spots

rather inconspicuous.

Mr. Boursin, who saw the specimens thinks they are a valid sub-

species of temera. They differ from all other teniera, Hbn. by the pure

grey colour which is best compared with pale E. decora, Hbn.
Cotypes: Keredj 1400m. 14-21.ix.l936. 1 (^ , 2 $ ? in coll.

Bytinski-Salz, other cotypes in coll. Brandt.

Porphyrinia draudti sp. nov.

Span 24mm., length of the forewing 11mm. Palpi light grey,

head, thorax and abdomen pure white. Forewing narrow with rather

acute apex, costa curved as in P. leucanides, Stgr.

Colour of the forewing chalk white. Postmedial line indicated only

by a faint yellowish spot at the costa. A black twin spot at the discal

cross-vein, another small one in the cell, nearer to the first one than to

the base of the wing. Apex with two large submarginal spots, followed

by a row of small spots between the veins. Terminal line narrow,
yellowish brown. Fringes white.

Hindwing pure chalk white.

Underside chalk white, both wings with a hue of light yellow at the

costa.

This species resembles superficially a very light P. ostrina, Hbn. v.

carthami, H.-Sch., but can be distinguished immediately by its larger

size, the narrow shape of the forewing, the pure white colour and the

spot in the cell, which in ostrina stays nearer to the base than to the

spot on the cross vein. I think P. draudti comes nearest to P. munda,
Christ. I have seen two specimens, also from Keredj, which I consider

to be very light and unmarked specimens of viunda, Christ. The median
shade, so pronounced in the figure of inunda in Romanoff, Vol. I. pit.

VIII. fig. 6, is only in traces present, but the position of the spot in

'the cell and the presence of marginal spots near the anal angle of the

wing agree well. P. draudti differs from these specimens and the figure

of numda, Christ, mentioned above, by its narrow shape of the forewing,

the lack of the median shade and the position of the spot in the cell,

which stands nearer to the spot on the cross vein in draudti, but nearer
to the base in munda. The hind wings are also much darker than in

munda and my " munda'''' specimens.
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Named after Prof. A. Draudfc, Darmstadt, who saw the specnnens

and agreed it to be a species unknown to him.

Holotype: 1 J Keredj 1400m. June, 1936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Paratype: 1 ^ same date and place in coll. Brandt. This specimen

is less marked than the tj'pe. It lacks the spot in the cell ; the spot on

the cross vein single and very small. The two apical spots and the

marginal row of dark dots less pronounced.

Porphyrina boursini sp. nov.

Span 2^mm., length of forewing 10-5mm. Palpi brown, frons

white, head and tegulae yellowish. Thorax and abdomen white. Shape

of the forewing narrow, apex very acute as in P. conistrota, Hmps.

2 $ . Ground colour of the forewing whitish almost completely

suffused with dull yellow and only in the centre of the wing still

observable. A black spot in the middle of the cell nearer to the cross

vein than to the base. An oval black mark on the cross vein, connected

with the postmedial band. The latter broad, yellowish, leading from

the costa outward, fornaing a sharp angle at vein 7 and then leading

obliquely straight inward to the inner margin. From the angle the

band has a dull brown colour. From the base of the wing another

longitudinal dull brown shade along the median fold, not reaching the

postmedial band. Marginal area brownish with a row of very small

black dots followed by a terminal dark brown line. Fringes whitish

at their base, light brownish at their outer part.

Hindwing light greyish white with a dark median shade which

forms the the continuation of the dark band on the forewing. A
darker marginal area followed by a narrow brown terminal line.

Fringes as in the forewing.

Underside of the forewing grey, with a darker median shade : costa

and fringes ligbter, Hindwmg uniform light grey.

This species seems to come nearest to the P. conistrota, Hmps.
(jriseola, Er. group by its narrow and acute forewing. It differs from

all Forphyrinia known to me by its very oblique postmedian line,

which is even more oblique than in the American Eublemma

[Porphyrinia) obliqiialis, Fabr. Prof. Draudt saw these specimens

and wrote they were also unknown to him.

Named after Mons. Charles Boursin, Paris, to whom I am very

much indebted for the revision of a number of doubtful specimens.

Holotype: 1^ Keredj 1400m. 24. vi. 1936. in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Paratype: 1^ Keredj 1600m. 24. vi. 1936, in coll. Brandt.

This specimen spans 23mm., is generally of a lighter and whiter

colour and shows all markings, especially the oblique brown band,

more distinct.

Polia iv-latiniun, Hufnagel 1767 (syn. genistae, Borkh. 1792) var.

(ssp. ?) umbrosa, var. nov.

Persian specimens give the impression of a good species somewhat

intermediate between iv-latmum, Hufn. and thalassina, Rott. but the

genitaUa agree with those of w-latinam.

Ground colour of forewing dark greyish black. Antemedian and

postmedian field only slightly lighter than the middle space, and not

violet grey as in typical w-latimun All designs less emphasized. The

marginal band before the w-line clear brown.

Hindwing dark fuscous grey a little lighter towards the base.
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This form is even darker than thalossi'va ab. Imweralis, Haw.
Specimens from Boli Bythinia 800m. (teste Pfeiffer) are intermediate

between typical w-latinum and var. umbrosa, while a g" from Akshehir

(teste Wagner) is typical w-latinnm.

Cotyjjes: Keredj, 1400m. 10.v.-3.vi.l936. 2 J" ^^ 1 $ in coll.

Brandt, i ^ ^ m coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Folia oleracea, L. forma pallida, f. nov.

Polia oleracea flies at Keredj in two generations, in May and

September. The form may be called a light variegata, Aust. One
specimen agrees well with my light specimens of variegata from Tunis.

The others form a continuous transition to the following light and pale

reddish form. Orbicular and reniform light yellowish submarginal

line broad white. Hindwing light grey only a little darker at the

margin.
Underside uniform light grey without markings, only traces of the

discal spots present.

Holotype: 1 ^ Keredj, UOOm. 3.V.1936. in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

A transitional specimen also from Malatia Tecde, Kurdistan, lO.vi.

Aegle iranica sp. nov.

Span 23mm., length of the forewing 10'5mm. Head and collar

white, tegulae white, brownish at their base ; tufts of the thorax brown
with white tips.

Forewing white with a silky shine and with a yellowish suffusion

at the base. From the costa to vein 2 a light brown postmedian band
parallel to the margin and doubled from the costa to vein 7. A dark

brown terminal line. Fringes chequered brown and white, divided by a

faint brown line. Two very light brown streaks from the base, one

crossing the discoidal cell and reaching the margin, where it ends

between veins 5 and 6 in an enlarged brown spot ; the second below

the cell along vein 2 reaching the postmedian band.

Hindwing silky white, the veins brown. Fringes silky.

Underside of the forewing silky white. The brownish postmedian

band interrupted between veins 5 and 6. Terminal line narrow brown.

A broad longitudinal suffusion of brown from the base to the postmedian

line, leaving the costal area white ; also not extending into the interspace

between veins 6 and 7. A dark streak along vein 2 ; discal spot in the

obscure discal area.

Hindwing silky white with a small discal spot.

This species comes nearest to Aegle gratiosa, Stdgr., a figure of which
is found in Iris, vol. VI. plate 1. It differs from this species by the

absence of the discal spot on the upper side of the forewing, the more
whitish ground colour, by having all brown markings more pronounced
and the presence of the brown marginal spot, which A. gratiosa, Stdgr.

lacks.

Holotype: 1 ^ Keredj, 1600m. 7.vi.l936 in coll. Brandt.

Catocala (Subgenus Blepharum, Hiibner, Tentamen, 1806) fredi sp. nov.

Fore tibiae unspined, middle tibiae spined, hind tibiae spined also

above the middle spurs. Barnes and McDunnough have already

pointed out that the type species of the genus Mormonia, Hiibner,

1823 : M. epione, Drury, has also spined fore tibiae and so Mormonia
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must be applied to those species which till now have been placed in the

genus Catobajita, Hulst. If it seems advisable to subdivide the genus
Catocala (sensu lato) Schrank, 1802 as Hampson 1912 and Warren
1913 did, the species with " hind tibiae spined also above the middle
spurs " till now placed into the genus Moriuonia must be placed into

ihO) ^QYixxB Blej^harioti , Hiibner 1806 (type species: spoiisa, L.), or, if

Hiibner's Tentamen thterniinatiojiis is considered unpublished, into the

genus Astiotes, Hiibner, 1816-26, (type species : dilecta, Hbn).
Span 42mm., length of the forewing 19mm. Head and thorax

olive-ochre, tegulae somewhat lighter.

Forewing : basal line indicated only by a black dentate spot at the

costa. Antemedian line black forming a sinuous row of three concave
arches bordered inside by a faint white line. Upper part of the reniform

olive brown. Postmedian line beginning at the costa with an olive

brown spot just above the reniform, then bent outward leading

horizontally on vein 7 in a faint black line, then forming a black row of

interneural lunules, angled outward above vein 5 and leading straight

inward to the inner margin. Postmedian line bordered outside on the

costa by a large white spot, followed by a faint white line from vein 7

on. Basal area whitish irrorated with brown scales especially against

the antemedian border. Medial area whitish behind the antemedial

line and irrorated with brown against the postmedial line, forming
there a diffuse brown shade. Median shade indicated by the brownish
blotch which extends into the upper half of the reniform. In the ?

this median shade extends to the hindmargin as a large brown band.

Outside of the fine white line, which borders the postmedian line,

follows a broad subterminal brown band, leadingalmost straight across

the wing and angled only a little at vein 5. This is followed by a

whitish area, which is almost pure white, directly behind the brown
band and irrorated with brown towards the terminal line. A sinuous

terminal line bent inwards on each vein and followed by lighter

yellowish spots on the veins, which are fused together towards a larger

post-terminal spot at the apex. Termen darker; fringes chequered

with brown and yellow.

Hindwing bright yellow. Medial band narrow leading straight to

the submedian fold and then bending inwards to vein 1, not reaching

the anal margin. Terminal band broad, ending below vein 2 and
followed by a black patch at vein 1. Termen narrowly yellow towards

the apex, then with slight yellow marks in the interspaces. Cilia white

at the apex and between veins 2 and 1, chequered with brown between
vein 6 and 2. Anal fringes white.

Underside: yellow, paler than the upperside of the hindwing. An
oblique black median band from vein 9 forming a black blotch

directly behind the discal vein, followed by a bent band leading outward
to the hind -margin. Terminal area fuscous brown, its inner edge

curved towards the costa followed by yellow dots on the veins. Cilia

chequered. Hindwing with a very faint brown median band. Ter-

minal area broad suffused with fuscous brown, its inner edge curved

at the costa and slightly interrupted between veins 2 and 1. Termen
with yellow dots on the veins. Cilia white on the apex and between
veins 2 and 1, chequered brown and yellow between veins 6 and 2.

This striking new species is very different from every other species

of Catocala hitherto known, especially by its non-dentate postmedian
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lines. Structurally it seems nearest to the American C. frederici, Grote,

but differs very much by its whitish ground colour which is even whiter

than in C. messalina, Guen., by the narrow median band of the hind-

wing and by many other characters. The lines of the forewing are

som.ewhat similar to those in the 0. abreviatella, Grote-group but even

straighter and less dentate.

Cotypes : Keredj, 1400m. 30.vi.l986. 3 a" c^ 1 $ in coll. Brandt,

2^ in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Armada tarachoides sp. nov.

Span 24mm. length of forewing 11mm. Head process with a

cone-ahaped protuberance. Frons whitish, collar, tegulae and thorax

covered with brownish scales. Abdomen brown with whitish tip.

Apex of the forewing pointed.

Ground colour of forewing chalk white. A brown basal band
constricted in the middle. The dark brown median band interrupted

by the white ground colour, forming an oval blotch from the costa to

the middle of the cell and slightly interrupted by a lighter horizontal

line. The lower part of the median band reaches from the anal angle

to the median fold, forming a subquadrate brown spot, which is

bordered inside and outside by a thin dark line. The whole outer part

of the wing fuscous with greyish brown crossed by a thin lighter

postmedial line. Near the apex a darker area, which bears on its out-

side a small black spot. Below this area a lighter and greyer zone

which is traversed by darker veins. Termen white, near the apex

with 3 dark dots on the veins. Fringes white.

Hindwing dark fuscous grey, lighter towards the base. Termen
and fringes white. Underside of both wings pale grey with a broad

dark outer band. 4 small dark dots on the veins near the apex.

Termen and fringes white.

This remarkable new species belongs according to the shape of its

head process to Warren's Section III, and is best placed near Armada
secunda, Ersch. It differs from all other species of Armada by its

pointed apex of the forewing, its pure white ground colour and the

interrupted median band. In fact this species resembles at the first

aspect very much the genus Tarache, Hbn., especially the species T.

biskrensis, Obth.

Cotypes: Kered], IQOOm. iM.ldSQ. 2 a" ^ 1 2 in coll. Brandt,

Ic? in coll. Bytinski-Salz.
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lines. Structurally it seems nearest to the American C. frederici, Grote,

but differs very much by its whitish ground colour which is even whiter

than in C. messalina, Guen., by the narrow median band of the hind-

wing and by many other characters. The lines of the fore-wing are

somewhat similar to those in the C. ahreviatella, Grote-group but even
straighter and less dentate.

Cotypes: Keredj, 1400 m., 30.vi.l936. 3 d d 1 9 in coll. Brandt,

2 d 6 in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Armada tarachoides sp. nov.

Span 24 mm., length of fore-wing 11 mm. Head process with a

cone-shaped protuberance. Frons whitish, collar, tegulae and thorax
covered with brownish scales. Abdomen brown with whitish tip. Apex
of the fore-wing pointed.

Ground colour of fore-wing chalk white. A brown basal band con-

stricted in the middle. The dark brown median band interrupted by
the white ground colour, forming an oval blotch from the costa to the
middle of the cell and slightly interrupted by a lighter horizontal line.

The lower part of the median band reaches from the anal angle to the

median fold, forming a subquadrate brown spot, which is bordered

inside and outside by a thin dark line. The whole outer part of the

wing fuscous with greyish brown crossed by a thin lighter postmedial

line. Near the apex a darker area, which bears on its outside a small

black spot. Below this area a lighter and greyer zone which is traversed

by darker veins. Termen white, near the apex with 3 dark dots on
the veins. Fringes white.

Hind-wing dark fuscous grey, lighter towards the base. Termen
and fringes white. Underside of both wings pale grey with a broad
dark outer band. 4 small dark dots on the veins near the apex. Ter-

men and fringes whit«.

This remarkable new species belongs according to the shape of its

head process to Warren's Section III, and is best placed near Armada
secunda, Ersch. It differs from all other species of Armada by its

pointed apex of the fore-wing, its pure white ground colour and the

interrupted median band. In fact this species resembles at the first

aspect very much the genus Tarache, Hbn., especially the species T.

hiskrensis, Obth.

Cotypes: Keredj, 1600 m., 4.vi.l936. 2 c? c? 1 $ in coll. Brandt,

1 c? in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Pseudohadena banghaasi sp. nov.

Span 45-46 mm., length of fore-wing 21 mm. Palpi, head, thorax

and abdomen dull " pale pinkish cinnamon " with a rosy tinge. Tarsi

of middle and hind legs blackish ringed with light grey. Fore-wing
dull " pinkish buff " slightly suffused with pink. Lines as in Ps.

coluteae with 6 dark points at the costa followed by 3 light ones. Lines

very pronounced, a basal, a double antemedial and a postmedial line

present. The median shade broad and very pronounced. Marginal
line inconspicuous with arrow-shaped streaks between veins 3-7. Orbi-

cular and reniform light-er than the background, the latter completely

encircled with a dark line. Terminal line black. Fringes light at the

base and tips, darker in the middle. Hind-wing lighter than in
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coluteae. Underside pale silky grey with a brownish hue. Darker
median lines on both wings present, also a narrow dark termen.

This new species comes nearest to Ps. coluteae, Bien. As coluteae

is also described from Persia, it was at first difficult to establish the fact

what reallj'^ is the true coluteae, Bien., as descriptions and figures in

Hampson, Catalogue, Vol. Ill, p. 464, pi. 119, fig. 13, and Warren-
Seitz, Vol. Ill, p. 184, pi. 43 b, can be attributed to both species. I

received through the courtesy of Mr 0. Bang-Haas a specimen labelled

with the handwriting of his father, A. Bang-Haas: " Fseudohadena
coluteae, B. . . . Hamps. hat type examiniert im Wiener Museum
(Hamps)." As this specimen agrees well with two other specimens of

my collection from Aksu and Kysyl-Fart, and with a specimen of

coluteae Bien. in the Museum at Vienna (which, however, is not the

type !) I think the name coluteae can be attributed to the lighter of

the two Persian species, which till now has been regarded in most col-

lections as Ps. coluteae, Bien. Ps. coluteae, Bien., is a very light and
unmarked Pseudohadena and corresponds best with the figure of Ps.

sergia, Pglr., in Hampson's Cat., Vol. VII, pi. 99, fig. 5, but shows the

marking more pronounced and lacks, of course, the black basal streak.

On the contrary, Ps. hanghaasi is much more heavily marked somewhat
as the figure of coluteae in Hampson's Cat., Vol. VII, pi. 99, fig. 13,

but has the ante- and postmedian lines double, which in coluteae are

single and often interrupted. It differs from coluteae also by the

lighter grey colour of the hind-wing, the underside of the fore-wing,

which lacks the dark central area so conspicuous in coluteae, and also

the ringed tarsi which are uniform in coluteae.

Dr Zerny, to whom I am very much indebted for the comparison of

this new species with the material in the Vienna Museum, thinks it

may be Ps. arvicola, Christ., but I cannot agree with his opinion. Ps.

arvicola is described and figured in Romanoff, Vol. V, p. 18, pi. 1, fig. 7,

and Hampson's Cat., Vol. VII, p. 463, with a very distinct bluish suf-

fusion, which completely lacks in coluteae and in hanghaasi. I have a

specimen from Aksu in my collection which shows this suffusion, as in

some Bh. renigera, Hbn., forms as var. turana, Stg., very well, and

which I am considering to be the true arvicola, Christ. Arvicola differs

from coluteae and hanghaasi by its colour but also by its much broader

shape of the wings and less conspicuous designs.

Named after Mr 0. Bang-Haas in recognition of his useful help

clearing up the coluteae problem.

Cotypes: 4. SS, Keredj, 1400 m., 26.iv-7.v.l936, in coll. Bytinski-

Salz, other cotypes in coll. Brandt, Bang-Haas, and Wiltshire.

Eidocastra schah sp. nov.

Span 24 mm., length of fore-wing 11 mm. Ground colour of the

fore-wing dirty white, sparingly powdered with brown scales. Median

band dark brown-black, its shape as in E. platyzona, Led., but the

tooth on the outside narrower. Costa near the apex with 3 dark dots.

Margin suffused with brown. Fringes dark, chequered with white.

Hind-wing uniform middle grey, somewhat darker at the margin;

fringes lighter. Underside of the fore-wing light grey, median band

and apex darker grey. Hind-wing light grey, powdered with dark

scales at the costal margin.
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This species comes nearest to E. platyzona, Led., but differs from

the very good figure of this species in Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg., Vol. XIII,

pi. 1, fig. 13, by the whitish colour of the fore-wing, the complete

absence of the white antemedial and postmedial lines as in platyzona,

the darker hind-wings and the lack of a dark marginal band on the

underside of the fore-wing, which is indicated only by the dark apical

blotch,

Eolotijpe: 1 d, Keredj, 1600 m., 4.V.30, in coll. Brandt.

Brandtina gen. nov.

Proboscis fully developed; palpi upturned, the second joint reaching

above the vertex of the head, the third joint short, both clothed with

hair. Eyes large, round, clothed with hair (sub-family: Moniinae).

Thorax clothed with hair, abdomen with hair and scales. Thorax and

abdomen seem to be without dorsal crests though both are a little

rubbed.

Forewing long and narrow, the apex acute, termen evenly curved.

Cell long, almost of 2/3 of the wing. Veins 3 and 5 from near the

lower angle of the cell, 6 from the upper angle. 9 from 10 anastomos-

ing with 8 to form a rather long and slender areole.

Hind-wing with the cell about half of the length of the wing. Veins

3 and 4 from the lower angle of the cell. Vein 5 fully developed almost

from the middle of the cell and not near vein 4. 6 and 7 from the

upper angle of the cell.

This new genus seems to come nearest to Elydiiodes, Warr. It differs

from this genus by the palpi and thorax which are covered only with

hair, by the long and narrow wings, the acute apex, which, however,

is not falcate as in Elydnodes^ and the termen, which is evenly curved

and not excised and excurved at vein 4 as in Elydnodes. A unique

character of Brandtina is the position of vein 5 in the hmd-wing, which

comes off from nearly the middle of the cell and which is not found in

any other Quadrifine genus of Mominae.
Named after Mr Fred Brandt, who discovered this interesting genus

high up in the Persian mountains.

Brandtina albonigra sp. nov.

Span 37 mm,, length of fore-wing 17 mm. Palpi greyish white,

head, antennae, thorax and abdomen white. Fore-wing pure silky

white without any design. Hind-wing dark grey, veins 2-4 white up
to the cell. Fringes pure white. Underside of the fore-wing silky grey

about as the upperside of the hind-wng. Costa and terminal area

lighter; fringes white. Hind-wing very light silky grey with a faint

discal point. Fringes white.

Holotype: 1 c?, Nissa, 2300 m., July 1936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Allotype : 1 9, Nissa, 2300 m., July 1936, in coll. Brandt.

Scopiila iranaria sp. nov.

Span 23-24 mm. ; shape of the wings as in Sc. flaccidaria, Z., and
alhidaria^ Stgr. Ground colour of the wings yellowish white, sparingly

covered with dark scales. Markings as in flaccidaria, Z., but less con-

spicuous; the dots of the postmedial line very small. Discal spots also

very small ; they may often be absent in the fore-wing.
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(S Genitalia : (two specimeus dissected) nearest to flaccidaria, Z.

Cranial border of the chitinous plate of the 8th sternite (not the map-
pa !) with an obtuse middle lobe as in flaccidaria, and not straight as

in alhidaria^ Stgr. Cerata with very little asymmetry as in flaccidaria;

the shorter one about 5/6 of the longer. In alhidaria the cerata are

more asymmetrical, the shorter being only 2/3 of the longer. In

iranaria, the shorter arm much stouter and more curved than in flaccid-

aria but not sigmoid as in alhidaria; the longer arm also broader and
shorter than in flaccidaria and more curved'. Sacculus of the valve

larger than in flaccidaria and more chitinized, but not so stout as in

alhidaria. Bulb at the blind end of the aedoeagus larger than in flac-

cidaria but much smaller than in alhidaria.

This new species stands between flaccidaria, Z., and alhidaria, Stgr.,

which, according to the differences in the genital armature, must be

treated as a valid species. Externally iranaria resembles more alhid^aria,

Stgr., of which species I have a S from Margelan (Type population),

ex coll. Staudinger for comparison. Iranaria differs from alhidaria in

having all designs even less conspicuous and especially the discal spots

in the hind-wing smaller, but these differences are only slight. The
chief difference lies in the genitalia which indicate that iranaria is

nearer related to flaccidaria, Z. It is easily distinguishable from this

species by its greyish ground colour which in flaccidaria has always a

brownish or rosy tinge.

Cotypes: 4 S6 2 09, Keredj, 1400 m., 18-21.V.1936, in coll.

Bytinski-Salz, other cotypes in coll. Brandt, Wehrli, and Wiltshire.

One (S has no discal points on both wings : ab. depisncta r.b. nov.

Eolotype: I (S , Keredj, 1400 m., 21.V.1936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Ortholitha elbiirsica sp. nov.

Span 30 mm., length of fore-wing 17 mm. Ground colour of the

forewing a light greyish brown. Basal band double followed inside by
a dark line. Space between basal and antemedial band whitish, crossed

by a shade of dark grey scales and followed by a yellow brown line

parallel to the latter. Antemedial band dark brown, tripled, bent out-

ward on vein II, then leading straight across the wing. Median space

whitish. One round black discal spot present. Postmedian band dark
brown, tripled, forming an oblique sharp angle with the costa, leading

rather straight across the wing and bowed a little inside at veins III.

and IV„ ; no intervenal arcs present. In the type the antemedial and
postmedial bands are touching each other at the inner margin. Mar-
ginal area light grey. Postmedian band followed by two parallel yellow-

brown lines. A dark brown apical streak continuing into a dark sub-

marginal shade. A brownish marginal band followed by black ter-

minal intervenal dots. Fringes grey, whitish in their outer part.

Hind-wings grey at their base, lighter at the distal half, crossed by.

six darker lines. One dark discal spot present. Termen with a row of

black intervenal dots. Fringes as in the fore-wing.

Underside of fore-wing light grey. The costal part suffused with

grey. Discal spot comma-shaped. A dark postmedial line followed by
a light band, which is divided by a very narrow darker line. Another
light line in the terminal area. Termen with a row of dark intervenal

dots. Fringes grey, whitish in their outer part.
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type prior name. The only figure of hyperhorea is a poor, very poor,

brown form with slender indications of marking in black.

Underside of the hind-wing light grey; discal spot and postmedial

band as in the fore-wing. Terminal area crossed by a darker band.

Dark terminal dots very faint.

This new species comes nearest to 0. suivicinaria, Stgr., the types

of which could be compared by one of us (W. Brandt) with this speci-

men through the courtesy of Mr 0. Bang-Haas. 0. elhursica differs

from this species by the almost straight lines as in chenopodiata, L.,

which however are not curved against the costa, the lack of intervenal

arcs and the different shape of the antemedial and postmedial bands.

Eolotype: 1 $, Nissa, 3500 m., 10.vii.36, in coll. Brandt.

Paratype : one specimen from the same locality in coll. Prout.

Lithostege griseata, Schiff., var, gigantea, var. nov.

The Persian L, griseata differs especially by its larger size. Span :

(S 32 mm., $ 29 mm., in comparison with 26-29 mm. in the (S cS and
24-26 mm. in the 9 9 in specimens from Europe and Asia Minor.

Ground colour of the wings as in European specimens and those from
Brussa, perhaps even a little lighter. They belong therefore not to the

ab. ohscurata, Stgr., which at Ankara forms a constant race. The
Persian race shows a tendency to form transversal bands, of which the

distal one is always indicated in the cS d In the 9 9 the distal band
is always well developed, the median band at least indicated. The
genitalia agree with those of L. griseata.

Cotypes: 5 d6, 3 9 9, Keredj 1400 m., 20.iv.-3.v.l935, in. coll.

Bytinski-Salz, other cotypes in coll. Brandt, Wehrli and Wiltshire.

One 9 has all transversal bands well developed, the antemedial band
single, the medial band broad doubled with a continuous light inter-

space. Distal band also very broad : f . transversaria f . nov.

Eolotype: 1 9, Keredj, 1400 m., 20.iv.l936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Anaitis ohsitaria, Led., var. (?) pseudopallidlata var. nov. (?),

Ground colour of the wings a pale " avellaneous " as in ssp. evanes-
cens, Whli. All designs of the fore-wing reduced. Only a narrow basal
band, a dark double antemedial and postmedial band present. The
latter triple at the costa, single at the inner margin. Discal spots pro-
nounced. Marginal lines indicated only by two spots at the costa.

This new form comes near to ssp. evanescens, Whli., by its colour
and the poverty of designs, but differs by its very contrasting trans-
verse bands, which give this form the aspect of a light A. efformata,
Guen. (var. pallidata, Stgr.), but the male genitalia conform with those
of A. ohsitaria, Led., as figured by Wehrli in Mittl. Miinchn. Ent Ges.,
Vol, 24, p. If, 1934.

As I have at present only this specimen, I am not sure that it is a
valid geographical race, but I do not think that it is merely an indivi-
dual aberration.

Eolotype: 1 d , Nissa, 3000 m., 10.vii.l936, in coll. Brandt.

Tephroclystia prouti sp. nov.

Span of the d 20 mm., of the 9 19 mm., length of fore-wing 10 mm.
Wings elongated with the apex pointed. Basal band narrow, greyish
brown, followed by a broad whitish field. Antemedial and postmedial
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lines double, linear and angled on the subcosta, including a broad white

median field. Discal spot well developed ; an angled median shade from

the costa to the discal spot. Behind the post median line a white band,

bifurcate at vein IIIi. The outer branch runs almost straight to the

apex, while the inner branch curves in an angle of about 120° towards

the costa. Marginal area with a row of brownish lines interrupted near

the apex by the forementioned white band. A row of intervenal dark

marginal streaks. Fringes chequered brown and white.

Hind-wing greyish white with a few faint lines at the base. Discal

spot large, followed by broad, dark postmedian and marginal bands

which enclose a lighter area. At the margin dark intervenal streaks.

Fringes chequered brown and white.

Underside with all lines paler than on the upperside. Marginal

band not interrupted ; discal spots conspicuous.

This species comes nearest to T. furcata, Stgr., the types of which I

had the opportunity to compare through the kindness of Mr O. Bang-
Haas. T. 'prouti agrees with T. furcata by the bifurcate white band.

The most remarkable differences between these two species are : the

larger size in prouti (19-20 mm.) against 16 and 17.5 mm. in furcata.

Prouti has all designs more contrasting ; the white bands on the fore-

wing much broader; the median field, which is almost completely

covered with grey in furcata is pure white in prouti. The hind-wing

of furcata is uniform grey, shows no bands and only a very faint grey

discal spot, whereas in prouti it shows two very distinct bands and a

large discal spot. In furcata the underside of both wings is almost

uniform ; only faint traces of the bands visible. In ;f/routi all bands are

very well visible in both wings.

Named in honour of Mr L. B. Prout.

Holotype: S , Keredj, 1800 m., 16.vi.-4.vii.l936, in coll. Brandt.
Allotype: $, Keredj, 1800 m., 16.vi.-4.vii.l936, in coll. Brandt.
Paratypes : some specimens from the same locality and date in coll.

L. B. Prout.

Ahraxas wehrlii sp. nov.

Span 33-36 mm. Head, thorax and abdomen yellow. Wings white,

basal band narrow brownish; no antemedial band; postmedial band
indicated by a larger costal spot, a row of 4-5 little dots on the veins,

which, however, may be also completely absent. " Eye-spot " at the

anal angle indicated by a light brown blotch, sometimes limited to the

interspace between vein 1 and 2 and not reaching the inner margin.
Hind-wing pure white, sometimes with some light dots at the anal angle.

Underside pure white with almost no markings ; only the costal spot

and the anal blotch sometimes feebly visible.

S Genitalia : similar to those of A. pantaria, L., but valva with

3 smaller claws at the anal part of the outer margin instead of 2 larger

ones as in pantaria. Toothed crest on the inner plane of the left valva
very slender in loeJirlii, high and well developed in pantaria. Aedoeagus
pistillate without the strong truncate thorn near the orifice as in pan-
talgia; in vehrlii only a tiny chitinized knob present.

This species comes nearest to A. pantaria, L., and especially its light

form ab. cataria, Guen. It differs from ab. cataria by the lack of the
spots in the cell which are always indicated in ab. cataria, at least on
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the underside, by the lack of the postmedial band in the hind-wing and
especially by the underside, which in ab. cataria shows always well de-

veloped discal spots, a row of postmedial dots and a large spot at the

anal angle. The postmedial row of dots in the hindwing, which wehrlii

lacks is also always present in ab. cataria. Other differences in the

genital apparatus as mentioned before.

Cotypes: 5 cS cS , 3 9 9, Keredj, 1600 m., 14.vi.-4.vii.l936, in coll.

Bytinski-Salz, other Cotypes in coll. Brandt, Wehrli, Osthelder and
Wiltshire.

One 9 has the postmedian band much reduced, the costal spot ab-

sent, only a tiny spot at vein 1 and the anal blotch present. Hind-wing
and underside of both wings pure white without any markings : ab.

asignata ab. nov.

Holotijpe: 1 9, Keredj, 1600 m., 14.vi.l936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Eilicrinia cordiaria, Hbn., gen. vern. roeslerstammaria., Stgr., f. astig-

maria f. nov.

The Persian E. cordiaria, Hbn., shows a distinct tendency for the

disappearance of the discal spots and a subsequent brightening of the

apical lunules also in the spring generation (gen. vern. roeslerstcum-

niaria^ Stgr.). But the ground colour and the other designs remain the

same as in roeslerstammaria, Stgr. Specimens, which lack the discal

spots completely and in which the apical lunules are of a light pale

brown colour may be called: f. astigmaria f. nov.

Bolotype: 1 9, Keredj, 1400 m., 17.V.1936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz.

Paratype: 1 (S , Keredj, 1400 m., 20.V.1936, in coll. Bytinski-Salz,

shows the apical lunule a little darker.

At the same time and at the same place also several specimens of

E. acardia, Stich., were taken which in contrast to the greyish f.

roeslerstammaria have a distinct yellow ground colour as the summer
generation cordiaria, Hbn. This seem to indicate that E. cordiaria,

Hbn., and E. acardia, Stich. are two different species and not forms of

the same one.
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proper specimens of the latter, so that I can only say I am very

surprised at the criticism Tutt has thought it necessary to make of

them, which is entirely wrong.

Group : Everidi.

Cupido minimus, Fuessl. race minimus, Fuessl. : Mt. Olympus, at

300m. (May).—Very local, so that it was only found in 1936.

C. {Tiora) sebrus, Hiib.-Geyer race inoreana, Tutt : Salonika, up to

500m. (May-June) and Mt. Olympus, at 300m. (June).—This race

agrees with Tutt's description of vioreana, which he drew out as though
it were a variety of }niiiimus. I suggested in the FJnt. Rec. of 1925, p.

76, that it was probably a sebrns and Riley, then, confirmed it by
examining the genital armature of Tutt's " type," in the Brit. Mus.
collection.

Group : Tarucidi.

TaruGus balkanica, Frr. race balkanica, Frr. : Salonika, up to 1500m.
(May).— All my specimens from this locality are rather smaller and
frailer than the typical figures of Freyer, but this seems often to occur

in most regions.

Syntariicus pirithons, lj. = teli('a7ins, Lang, race piiitJions, L, : Mt.
Olympus, up to 1200m. (June).— It is somewhat surprising that no one
should have, once for all, revived the Linnean name of this species,

for his description unmistakably applies to it, although he does not

mention the tails, which his specimen had, presumably, lost. The
Olympus race, like that of nearly all the European localities, is quite

similar to the original one of " Barbaria " = Algiers.

Group : Lampididi.

Cosmolyce boeticus, L. race boeticiis, L. : Mt. Olympus, up to 1200m.

Subfam. : Theclinae.
|

Tribe : Strymonidi.

Callojjhrys rubi, L. race rubi, L. : From sea-level to 1500m.—My
specimens of Salonika (May) are more or less similar to the nomino-
typical race of Central Europe, but they do not quite reach the aspect

of its more highly characterized form, found chiefly in the north, as

they betray some southern features by their larger size and warmer
colours, pointing to nrgatns, Vrty.

Stryuion (Chattendenia) iv-album, Knoch, race iv-albtaii, Knoch : Mt.
Olympus, at 300m. Only found in 1936.

S. (Nordmannia) ilicis, Esp. race inoiiiata, Vrty. : From sea-level

to 1500m.—None of my numerous females from Salonika (June) and
from Mt. Olympus (June) have as broad a fulvous patch, on the fore-

wing, as Esper's figure and many do not have any trace of it, so that

the race corresponds exactly to inomata of Italy.

S. acaciae, F. race friyidior, Vrty. : Bermion Mts., from 850 to

1200m. and Mt. Olympus, at 300 (June).—The discovery of this race,

I had described from the western Alps (Oulx and Moulinet, near
Mentone), at such a distance, in eastern Europe, reveals it as wide-

spread as the distinctly different nostras, Courv., of central Europe,
from which it dfffers by its larger size, longer tails, colder, grey,

underside, larger and much brighter orange lunules, or the equally
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distinct nominotypical race of anterior Asia, usually wrongly known as

ahdominalis, Gerh., according to Courvoisier.

S. (Tuttiola) spini, Schiff. race major, Obth. : From sea-level to

1500m., but I have received specimens, to determine the race, only

from 300m. on Mt. Olympus (June).

Tribe : Theclidi.

Thecla quercus, L. race interjecta, Vrty. : Mt. Olympus, from 850 to

1200m. (June-August).

Fam. : Erycinidae.
|

Subfam. : Neineobiinae.

Nenieobius lucina, L. race lucina, L. : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to

1200m. (May and beginning of June).

Division : Papilionida. \ Fam. : Piey^idae.

Tribe : Goneptei-ygidi.

Gonepteryx cleopatra, h. : From sea-level up to 1500m.—It would

have been interesting to find out whether the race of this region is the

usual europaeiis, Vrty. or the peculiar Bali^anic dalmatica, Vrty., but

Qaerci neglected collecting any and he has none to send me. He
informs me, in 1936, he found two couples of the very fine form Jiurii,

Turati, described from Rhodes.

G. farinosa, Z. race farinosa, Z. : {Salonika (May, very worn) and

Mt. Olympus (13th July, very fresh).—These specimens are of large

size, like the one collected in Lonhaki (Greece) by Miss Fountaine and

figured by me, in Uhopal. Pal, LXXil., f. 10, which was the first of

the species recorded from Europe.

G. rhamni, L. race transiens, Vrty. : From sea-level up to 1500m.

(my Salonika specimens of May are very worn and have evidently

hibernated, whilst the Olympus ones, of June and July, are fresh).

Tribe : Coliadidi.

Colias croceus, Foavcr.= edusa, F. : From sea-level to 1500m.—

I

have received the following: I gen. vernalis, \}:t,y. = inediterranea,

Stauder : Salonika (April-May) ; II gen. ampla-croceus, Vrty.-Fourcr.,

consisting in a mixture of the two forms, of the same locality, in June.

From Mt. Olympus the I gen., of June, and the II, of August, both

are of a remarkably pale colour and respectively smaller than the

corresponding ones of Salonika, so that they very well agree with the

dwarf local form of high altitudes, Grumm-Grshimailo has described

from the Pyrenees and named pyrenaica. I have seldom met with it

in any mountains, so that its frequency and apparent constancy here

is interesting, although it would, no doubt, be a mistake to call it a

real race : croceus is too much of a wanderer to produce any.

Tribe : Leptideidi.

Leptidea duponcheli, Stdgr. race fragilis, nom. nov. I gen. fray ilia,

Vrty. : Salonika (May).—The smallest and frailest form of the species,

with a slightly thinner scaling and a distinctly yellowish tinge, is

quite constant in this locality and thus gives one the impression of a

local race, worthy of a name, to record it. The same one applies well

to my series from Ak-Chehir, in Anatolia.
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L. sinayis, L. : From sea-level, up to 1500m.—The specimens I

have received exactly agree with the largest race of some localities

in Peninsular Italy and, are, more precisely : I gen. cana, Vr^y.

:

Salonilia (April-May) and Mt. Olympus (June) ; II gen. (jrandis Vrty.

:

Mt. Olympus (June to August).

Tribe : Euchloidi.

Anthocaiis charlonia, Donz. race thessalica, Mazger, Lambillionea,

1936, p. 35 and p. 63 : Mt. Olympus, between 850 and 1200m. ; one

male on 3rd June 1935 and no others seen, although l^eenly looked out

for, neither that year nor in 1936.—The author of the racial name
states that " thessalica exhibits a great deal of analogy with race penia,

Freyer, from Asia Minor "
; considering his judgment is based on a

single specimen, which he thought was the first European one, it

seems rather a rash procedure to have, in such a case, separated it as

a distinct race and not very serious to have erected a name for it

without even mentioning what the slight distinctive features might,

to his mind, be : he simply describes what might be a ;:>g«ta and makes
no attempt to compare them.

A. cjriineri, H.-S. race (jruneri, H.-S. : Salonika, up to 500m.
(April- May).

A. catdaniines, L. race cardamines, trans, ad meridionalis, Vrty. :

Salonika (April-May).—The series I have before me stands decidedly

nearer to the nominotypical race by the extent of the orange patch and
of the black apical crescent, as well as by the extent and tone of colour

of the green pattern on the underside, not accompanied by any yellow

suffusion along the neuration, but a few mdividuals are, in most
respects, quite similar to vieridionalis and others are an approach to it,

although they never exhibit the aforesaid yellow neuration.

Euchlo'e aiisonia, Hiib. [= belia, auct. nee L.) race originalis,

Rothsch. : Salonika, up to 500m. : early emergence originalis,

Rothsch. (April) and late emergence maxima, Vrty. (May and begin-

ning of June).—The race is quite like that of Smyrna, whence
originalis was named as a substitute for belia, Cramer nee L. ; the

early emergence has broader and darker black markings than graeca,

Vrty., which is probably identical with nominotypical ausonia, as really

figured by Hiibner, presumably from the Venetian province ; the latter

is, on the contrary, characterized by grey markings, rather restricted

in extent and particularly so in the case of the narrow, kidney-shaped,

discocellular spot, resembling very much that of simylonia, for which
Rothschild and others have actually mistaken it, whereas in originalis

it tends to be thicker, quadrangular and blacker, so that it somewhat
reminds one of that of the western races, belonging to the crameri,

Btlr. group, as it is well shown by Cramer's figures.

Tribe : Pieridi.

Pontia daplidice, L. race expansa, Vrty. : From sea-level up to

1500m. My specimens consist of the following :

—

I. gen. bellidice, 0. : Salonika (April). Similar to the true bellidice

of central Europe, which has more pronounced and darker markings
on both surfaces than the southern zellerica, Vrty. {= messa7ie7isis, Z.),
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in which the guey is lighter and more effaced and the green brighter,

not being as much mixed with black scales.

II gen. expansa, Vrty. : Salonika (May) and Mt. Olympus (June-

July). Very large and highly characterized at Salonika : less so on
the Olympus.

III gen. daplidice, L. : Mt. Olympus (August). No tendency to the

facies of siibalbidice, Vrty., which constitutes this generation in Penin-
sular Italy and in Sicily, but this may be the case at the lower
elevations, where no collecting was done by Querci in August.

Pieris napi, L. race mendionalis, Riihl. : Mt. Olympus, from 850 to

1700m. and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m.—I gen. vidgaris,

Vrty. : A few very worn individuals, similar to the form of Peninsular

Italy and most of the south of Europe, still on the wing at the beginning
of June. II gen. meridionalis, Riihl, in June : All the males, I have
received, are of the characteristic giant size of this form, but the

females are quite small and of the tenidtermaculosa size and pattern
;

I do not know whether the two sexes come from the same locality, but

it would not be surprising if they did, for that very contrast between
them has been observed by me in several localities of Italy and other

countries. Ill gen. temdtermaculosa, Vrty : end of July and August.

l\ rapae, L. race tertia, Vrty. : From sea-level up to 1500m.— I

gen. nominotypical rapae, 1j. = nietra, Steph. : Salonika (April-May).

It has the darker markings of the I generation of northern and central

Europe, rather than the lighter and more effaced ones of verna, Z. of

the southern one. II. gen. secunda, Vrty. : Salonika (end of May) and
Mt. Olympus (July). Not as large as the most highly charn.cterized

secunda, but markings quite characteristic. Ill gen. tertia, Vrty. : Mt.

Olympus (August). This generation fully and constantly exhibits the

features of tertia, the form peculiar to the south of Europe, and which
chiefly characterises its race, so that the name must be applied to it as

a whole.

P. ergane, Hiib.-Geyer, race ergane, H.-G. : Mt. Olympus from 850
to 1200m. and Bermion Mt. at the same altitudes. The II generation,

of June-July, and the III, of August, which is what has been sent to

me, both consist of nominotypical ergane.

P. manni, Mayer, race )iianni, Mayer : Salonika, Mt. Olympus, up
to 1200m. and Bermion Mts. at the same altitudes.—I have: I gen.

antemanni, nom. nov. : Salonika (15th May) and Mt. Olympus
(June) : II generation (June) and III generation (August) manni,

Mayer : Mt. Olympus.
I must take this occasion to note that Mayer's " types " were "of

the end of June and of the whole of July, on the chalk mountains
near Spalato." We have just seen that in the Balkans, judging from

Macedonia, the III generation of August is not different from the II

one of June, as it is in Italy. Therefore, the name of asta given by

Friihstorfer to the " summer form " of matini from the Balkans, can

be nothing else but a synonym of the nominotypical form, whereas the

spring one, which he had wrongly taken to be typical, is that which
requires to be described and named, as it differs very markedly from

the I generation of Italy, called farpa by Friihstorfer. I should, thus,

name the former antemanni, selecting as '-co-types" a series of May,
in my possession, collected by Griind at Spalato and distinguished as

follows : Size smaller than that of the subsequent, June, generation
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manni: base of wings with a broader and darker black dusting;

black markings replaced by grey, of a darker or lighter shade, according

to the individual, and less extensive, especially in the female sex. The
underside, which is of a colder tone of colour and which is covered

by a very much thicker black dusting than in the following generations,

in farpa of Italy, distinguishing it sharply from them, can, on the con-

trary, scarcely be spoken of here, in antema7im, because nominotypical

uianni is considerably colder in tone and more dusted with black than

either of the summer generations of Italy, so that, in the Balkans, the

seasonal polymorphism is much l^ss also in this respect. The Italian

farpa, besides, has more reduced and often paler black markings, on the

upperside, than antenianni. It is noteworthy that a series from Attica

in my collection is decidedly antemanni, so that this form seems to be

that of the Balkans at all latitudes, whereas in Asia Minor one again

finds a farpa, and a May series of it, I have from the Sultan Dagh in

Anatolia, is still more extreme in character than I have seen it from
anywhere in Italy, on account of its extremely effaced and pale grey

markings above (spot of disc, in male, and lower one of the two, in

female, often entirely obliterated), corresponding in this respect to the

individual form Stauder has described from Spalato and Trieste, as

occurring occasionally amongst the antemanni, and named semipicta, but

differing from the latter by its underside black suffusion of the hind-

wings, which is still thicker than in farpa and actually renders even

the upperside rather dark, by showing through.

P. krueperi, Stdgr. race hrueperi, Stdgr. with I gen. vernalis, Stdgr.

:

Salonika (I generation in April) and Mt. Olympus from 850 to 1200m.
(II generation in June).

P. brassicae, L. : from sea-level to 1500m. I have only received

specimens of the I generation of April, from Salonika. Like the spring

form of rapae and daplidice they resemble the northern and central

European chariclea^ Steph., rather than veriia, Z. of most of the

Mediterranean region, on account of their extensive and dark black

markings, so that I can only presume that the race, on the whole, as in

the case of the other Fieridi, produces, nevertheless, more southern forms
in the following generations and notably aestiva, Z. = catoleuca, Eober,
in the II one, so that it should bear this name, on the whole.

Tribe : Aportdi.

Aporia crataegl, L. race cratae(ji-au<justa, L.-Trti. : From sea-level

up to 1500m.—My large series from Mt. Olympus, at 800m. (end

of May and first days of June) exhibits a curious mixture of the

extreme northern, nominotypical, form and of the extreme southern
augiista, Trti., described from Sicily, but known from the south of

Greece and Rhodes : most males are perfectly nominotypical, having
pale and rather diffused grey nervural streaks and not the deep black

sharp ones of augusta, nor the prominent ones and the suffusion of

black scales it often has on the underside, but, on the other hand, the

females are rarely of the opaque, white form, resembling the male,

which characterizes the northern races : they are nearly all extremely

thinly scaled and translucent all over, as they are in angnsta. There-

fore, I think the composite name, mentioned above, is the correct one,

by which to designate a race of this sort. It produces no meridionalis,

Vrty., entirely lacking in dark scaling up to the end of the nervures.
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Fam. : Papilionidae.
|

Tribe : Parnassiidi.

Parnassius nuietnoayney L. race biireHchi, Bryk : Mt. Olympus, from
800 to 1700m. (May and June). The series of specimens I have,
apparently agrees with the one of Hudowa, in Macedonia, described
under this name.

P. apollo, L. race olym.piacas, Kol.-Rbl. (Int. Ent. Zeit., 1934, N. 29)
= theHsalicus, 0. B. Bang-Haas [Ejit. Zeit. Frankfurt-M., 1934, N. 16) :

Mt. Olympus, at Prionia, between 1200 and 1700m. (June-July).

—

Querci informs me that, amongst his apollo, there are very few, which
agree with the figures of the forms mentioned above. He, furthermore,
remarks that in 1936 the emergence took place from the 14th to the

21st of June and to a very slight degree in July, after a bad wave of

cold, whereas Ganatsias and Wagner both found this species on the

wing in August. These differences may have altered the look of these

insects, proving it is not constant and racial.

Tribe : Zerynthiidi.

Zeryiitliia hypsipyle, Sch\iltze= polyxena,Sch.if^. race crgj/sa, Meigen :

Cortiati Mts., near Salonika, from 700 to 800m. (end of April).—In
Seitzs Supplement von Eosen refers his specimens from Macedonia to

denniosia, Freyer, on account of the marked red spots of the underside,

but in Geyer's figure of cassandra these are quite as extensive as in that

of demnosia by Freyer, so that the latter name is nothing but a syno-

nym of the former. On the other hand, the race of Macedonia is not
Cassandra at all, but is considerably darker and corresponds perfectly

to creusa, Meigen, as figured by him and as it exists in northern Italy

and in the south of France, whereas cassandra is the race of peninsular

Italy, Dalmatia (Zara, in my collection) and presumably southern
Greece.

Tribe : Papilionidi.

Papilio machaon, L. : Mt. Olympus, from 850 to 1200m.—Seen by
Querci in this locality and represented in the university collection of

Salonika, but not collected by him.
P. alexanor, Esp. : Same as preceding, but not represented in the

aforesaid collection, so that there is no way of establishing whether
the race is the large magna, Vrty., or the small attica, Vrty. of other

regions in the Balkans.
Iphiclides podaiirius, L. race podalinus, L. : From sea-level to

1500m.—I have received the I gen. podaiirius, L. of Salonika (April

to June) and the II gen. zanclaeus, Z. of the same locality (from the

end of May) and of Mt. Olympus (June to August). They both exactly

agree with the typical Italian specimens and not with the

gigantic creta, Vrty., described from more southern parts of Greece.

Division : Nymphalida. I Subfam. : Maniolinae.

Fam. : Satyridae.
\

Tribe : Coenonymphidi.

Coenonyiiipha pamphilus, L. race marginata, Riihl : From sea-level

up to 1000m. I gen. australis, Vrty. : Salonika (April-May) ; II gen.

marginata, Riihl: Mt. Olympus (June-August).
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C. arca7iia, Li. race triuniphanfi, ¥ri\hst. = amyntas, Scopoli (hom-
onym of Poda's) : Mfc. Olympus, from 850 to 1700m. (June) and
Bermion Mt., from 850 to 1200m. (on 5th July).—This very large and
handsome race, described from Carniolia is, thus, apparently, wide-

spread in the northern Balkans as far as the eastern coast.

Tribe : Maniolidi.

Hyponephele lupinus, Costa, race lupinns, Costa : From sea-level to

1600m. My specimens are from Salonika (June), Naussa on the Ber-

minion Mts. (5th July) and Mt. Olympus (July-August).

H. hjcaon, Rott. race caticta, Trti.: Mt. Olympus, from 850 to

1200m. (July) and Bermion Mts., at the same altitudes (July).—This

race seems to exactly agree with Turati's figure from Zeitun, in the

Anti-Taurus, but, as neither he nor I have any females, this sex from
the two localities must be compared before one can be sure those races

are quite the same.
Maniola jurti?ia, L. race ewihispnUa, Vrty. : From sea-level up to

2500m. The series I have from Salonika (May- June) and Mt. Olympus
(June-August) are perfectly similar to my Italian ones of that race and
there is no tendency, even individually, as one might have expected

to find it, to the production of the eastern variation I have named
telniessiaefornns.

Subfam. : Erehiinae,
|

Tribe : Erehiidi.

Erehia )iiednsa, Schiff. race euphrasia, Frhst. : Mt. Olympus, from
1200 to 2000m. (June).

E. vielas, Herbst. race schawerdae, Frhst. : Like the preceding.

Subfam. : Agapetinae.

Agapetes (syn. Melanargia) larissa, Boisduval, race salonicae, (Gibbs,

i.l.) Barraud, EAitomoL, 51, p. 88 (1918) : Hills of Salonika, from
200 to 400m. (May and first days of June) ; race salonicae trans, ad
lariHsa, Barr.-B. : Mt. Olympus, up to 850m.—Collected chiefly from
300 to 400, between Litocoro and Scalain June, at a few miles distant

from the little town of Larissa. The latter, distinctly smaller race, is

transitional to the one figured by Hiibner-Geyer and usually considered

the nominotypical one, although the latest researches by Hemming on
the dates of publication of their great work have shown that the larissa

plate is amongst those published in 1830, whereas Boisduval's is of

1828, so that the latter was the author of the name and his locality of

"Corfu" is that of the nominotypical race, which consequently has
nothing to do with the town bearing the same name. The forewing of

the latter measures about 25mm. in length in both sexes, whereas the

race of Larissa measures 30 to 32, like taurica of Asia Minor, but much
less melanic, and that of Salonika ranges from that size to 35 in the

male and to 38 in the females and is, thus, the most gigantic one of

the species.

A. galathea, L. race tenebrosa, Frhst. : Mt. Olympus, from 850 to

1200m. (June- July) and Bermion Mts. at the same altitudes (5th July).

Described from Carniolia and Croatia, this extreme, dark, race, evidently

spreads across the whole of the Northern Balkans, without changing
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aspect in the lea,st. Lower down on the Olympus, at Scala, 300m.,

the race is lar^^er and the white spaces are considerably broader in the

basal half of the wing.

Subfam. : Hippariliiinae
\

Tribe: Parargidi.

Pavarge roxelaua. Or. race roxelana, Or. : Mt. Olympus, at about

300m. (June), but so scarce it was only found in 1936. Quite similar

to the original figures from Constantinople.

P. aegeria, L. race cgestaH, Frhst. : From sea-level to 1500m. My
specimens f.iom Salonika (April) and from Mt. Olympus (August)

show no seasonal dimorphism, as they do in most regions, and are

striking by their small size, pale, yellowish, tone of fulvous and the

limited extent of the spaces of this colour, so that they exactly correspond

to this race, described from Dalmatia,

Lasionimata megera L. race lyssa, Hiib.-Geyer (nee Freyer, nee

Boisd., according to Higgin's latest remarks on the subject) : From
sea-level to 1500m. I gen. lyssa, H.-G. : Salonika (April-May) and

Mt. Olympus (May and June). II- and III gen. eniilyssa, Vrty. : Mt.

Olympus (July) and other specimens, in my possession, collected by

Montague at Kalabak, Kireckoi and Cotos, from July to October.

The latest conclusion, in connection with the author of lyssa, is

Higgins', who seems to be right in sustaining that Hiib.-Geyer have the

right of priority (1827-32), not only over Boisduval (1883), who has

been credited for it hitherto, but also over Freyer, whom Hemming had
lately taken to be the earliest. This is important, because Boisduval's

figure, from a Dalmatian specimen, exhibits such a thin black pattern

on the upperside that it seems to belong to the summer generation

tigellysm, Vrty. of race australis, Z., such as it exists in Sicily, whereas

Geyer's figures represent a heavily marked form, evidently of the first

generation from the Balkans or Asia Minor. Consequently, Zi/ssa becomes
the name for the well characterized race of these eastern regions and
precisely for its spring generation, and the one of emilyssa, I have

given to summer individuals, comes in useful for the II and III gener-

ations. The materials I have obtained, since writing my little mono-
graph on this species in the Entoniol. Rec. of 1923, have cleared up the

existence of the aforesaid definite eastern race, showing that its

distinctive feature is the association of an extensive black pattern on

the upperside, similar to the one of nominotypical megera of central

and northern Europe, and of a comparatively dull tone of fulvous, with

a silvery white underside, quite equivalent, and often even more
accentuated, than in the more western races of the south : anstralis, Z.

and praeaustralis, Vrty. in the first generation and tigellyssa, Vrty. in the

following ones. The usual definition of lysaa, in Staudinger and in

all the text-books, which only considers the more uniform grey under-

side, does not agree entirely with the habitat they mention of

"Balkans and Asia Minor," because it would fully include also the

summer generations of peninsular Italy, and, as a matter of fact, till

Boisduval was taken as the author, it would have applied to the latter

rather better than to the more eastern races and my name of tigellyssa

would have been a synonym of it.

L. viaera, L. race silymbria, Frhst. : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to

1700m. (May to August) and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m.—As
rightly remarked by Friihstorfer, this is the widespread race which
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replaces, in south-eastern Europe, race adrasta, Hiib. of the south-west.

At the end of August it presumabl,y produces the II gen. iwatHilymbria,

Vrty., as it does on the Adriatic coast.

L. ominata, Krul. (or petropolitana, Fabr.-Btler., according to some

opinions) = 7i/errt, auct. nee Fabr. : Mt. Olympus, from 1200 to 1700m.

—Not havmg seen any, I cannot determine the race.

Tribe: Hipparchiidi {— Satyridi : later name).

Hipparchia statilinus, Hufn., probably race vettiiis, Frhst. : Mt.

Olympus, from sea-level up to 1200m. (August).—Extremely scarce,

so that only one female has reached me and it is impossible to judge

quite certainly from it what the race may be ; it certainly is noC the

one of Constantinople, I have named fatiiaeformis, bun it exhibits a

much whiter and less brown hindwing, suggesting vettixs.

H. syriaca, Stdgr. race attikana, Frhst. : Mt. Olympus, up to 850m.

(August).
TM 1

H. fagi, ^co^. = hermione, L. race alcyoneformh, Vrty.: Like the

preceding (July-August).—Agrees exactly with the Italian mountain

race I have described under this name.

Aidocera circe, F. : Mt. Olympus, at about 300m.—Very local

and scarce, so that only one or two specimens were found, in 1936, and

none were sent to me.
Euwenu anthelea, Hiib. race aumlthea, Friv. : Mt. Olympus, up to

850m., and Bermion Mts.

E. seiiiele, L. race senthes, Frhst. : From sea -level up to 1500m.

—

My series from Mt. Olympus (June- August) agrees well with the

description of this race ; two females from Salonika (June) seem to

indicate that, there, the race is larger and more boldly marked above

a-nd has a more uniform underside, so that it is transitional to mersiyia,

Stdgr. of Asia Minor.

E. briseis, L. race magna, Riihl : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to 1700m.

(June-August).—Riihl credits Staudinger with this name, but it is

nowhere to be found in literature, so that the former's description from
" Armenia and the Kuldja district" and erection of it, in his Pal.

Grossschni., p. 531, are the originals. It is queer how Gaede goes on

attributing it to Staudinger quite lately, in Strand's Lepidopt. CataL,

as he had done in the Addenda to Seitzs Supplement, p. 181, stating

the original description to be in the Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1886, p. 242,

where it does not exist at all, there only being that of meridionaUs and

no mention of magna.

Jachontov, has very rightly pointed out in the Revue Russe d' Ent.,

1911, p. 119, that Seitz's figures of /g?7/aj/a, on pi. 42c, do not represent

this variety in the least, but are drawn from two specimens of Riihl's

magna : the underside of the male shows it, more than anything, by the

prominence and coldness of its pattern, which, in fergana, 'is on the

contrary, of a characteristic light chestnut colour and very much effaced,

transitional to the still more extreme maracandica, in this respect.

Now, the race of Mt. Olympus corresponds most exactly, in size, in

shape and in every detail of colour and pattern to those two figures of

Seitz, which might be drawn from some of my specimens, except that

the underside of the latter is slightly lighter and colder in tone. It

thus corresponds to the enormous size of Riihl's measurements from
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tip to tip of the forewings :
" male 51 -62mm., female up to 72 mm.,"

far surpassing meridionalis of southern E\'ance, whose female only

occasionally gets up to about 60mm., being the largest European
race. The upper-side of my males, not shown by Seitz, very much
resembles, in some individuals, his figure of hj/rcano, as they have the

white band of even width across all the forewing and slanting from the

apex towards the base, which characterizes, as a rule, the African and the

Asiatic races ; the underside of the Olympus females can be described

as light grey, the ground-colour being of a cold tone of dirty white and
more or less uniformly covered over by capillary streaks of a grey colour,

so that there is nothing of the yellowish or pinkish hues one sees in

some races ; all this is exactly the same as in meridionalis of southern

France and thus agrees well with Riihl's particular remark about the

resemblance of manna to the latter, and with his description of the

underside as " light coloured in both sexes "
; also the Olympus males,

as mentioned above, resemble meridionalis a little more than Seitz's

figure, by being slightly less thickly sufi'used with capillary streaks and
having a lighter and less brown premarginal band, on hind-wings, on
the inner side of the grey, marginal one.

Fam. : Libytheidae.

Libythea celtis, Laicharting race celtis, Laich. : Salonika and Mt.
Olympus, up to 1200m. (second half of August).—Some specimens are

unusually large.

Fam. : Apaturidae.
\

Subfam. : Apaturinae.

Tribe : Apaturidi.

Apatura ilia, Schiff. : Represented from Macedonia in the University

collection, but not found by Querci.

Tribe : Charaxidi.

Charaxes jasius, L. race septentrionalis, Vrty. : Like the preceding.

Fam. : Nymphalidae.
[

Subfam. : Limenitinae.

Tribe : Limenitidi.

Limenitis drnsilla, Bergstr. [= cajnilla, auct,, nee L. =reducta,

^idigv. = rivnlaris, Stichel, nee Scopoli) vdi,CQ reducta^ Stdgr. : From sea-

level up to 1000m. : I gen. rediicta, Stdgr. : Salonika (May) and Mt.
Olympus (at its end in June) ; II gen. reducta, Stdgr. : Mt. Olympus
(middle of July to beginning of August).

Subfam. : Vanessinae.

Tribe : Melitaeidi.

Melitaea trivia, Schiff. : From sea-level up to 1500m.
race trivia-fascelis, Schiff.-Esp. : Salonika (May).—Here, as in a

great many regions, variation is enormous, individually, but the size is

never as large as on Mt. Olympus and the black markings of the

individuals referable to ih&fascelis form are, on an average, less heavy,

especially in the female sex, whereas the opposite variation, with a light

ochreous ground-colour and very thin black spotting and, thus, referable

to the form a abaca, Frhst., is frequent. This last form was described
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faom Spain as being a didyma, but Belter states be bas examined tbe

holotype and found it to be a trivia.

race fascelis, Esp. : Mt. Olympus: I gen. fa !<ceMs, Esp., but often

mucb larger tban tbe original figure and also darker (June) ; II gen.

trivia, Scbiff., of August, ^ery mucb smaller tban tbe preceding and

witb smaller black markings, so tbat it quite resembles tbe nomino-

typical form of Vienna.

Melitaea didyma, Esp. : From sea-level up to 1500m.'

racQ oreithyia, Frbst. : Salonika (June).

race oreithyia trans, ad graeca, Frbst. -Stdgr. : Mt. Olympus (June-

July).—Wbereas tbe Salonika race agrees very well witb my series

from Trieste, tbe specimens from Mt. Olympus exbibit a far greater

amount of variation and give one tbe impression of baving been

produced by a mixture of races, ratber tban by one, cbaracteristic,

strain : many males are perfect graeca by tbeir extensive black mar-

ginal markings, but tbe more melanic females, entirely covered by a

grey suffusion, wbicb are tbe perfectly constant form in some localities

of tbat race, sucb as Brussa, wbence I bave a large series, are not

produced at all, bere. A considerable number of females recall more

caiicasica, Stdgr., by baving large black spots standing out sbarply on

a fulvous ground colour, of a ligbter or darker tone ; nevertbeless, tbey

are never exactly caucasica, as tbey never exbibit, for instance, its

peculiar wbite area, near tbe costal margin of tbe forewing ;
the more

varied sizes of tbeir various black spots also reminds one very mucb of

some mountain races of tbe Alps and of tbe Apennines. From tbese

darker alpina, Stdgr. forms, variation passes, tbrougb intermediate,

oreithyia-hke individuals, to tbe extreme, small, ligbt ocbreous forms,

witb a tbin black pattern, usually called quite wrongly occidentalis, Stdgr.

and figured under tbis name by Seitz ; my female individuals of tbis sort

bear tbe same dates of capture as tbe dark ones (28tb June to 80tb

July), so tbat tbey are not tbe product of any, special, late emergence.

Wben one compares tbe mountain races of tbe Balkans, sucb as tbis one,

or lesora, Frbst. of Carniolia, or druentia, Frbst. of Bosnia, witb those

of tbe Apennines, it is noteworthy one is, at once, struck by the different

shape of tbe wings, especially in tbe male sex, which are often much
more elongated and more pointed at the apex than they ever are in

Italy.

Melitaea cijixia, L. race delia, Schiff. : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to

1700m. (end of May and June).—Although it exhibits considerable

individual variation, the large series before me, collected at 300m., is

perfectly similar to that of the neighbourhood of Vienna, as it is more
heavily marked tban tbe widespread pilosellae, Rott. of Central Europe.

Melitaea phoebe, Schiff. : From sea-level to 1500m.
race o.r/?/(^m, Frbst. : Salonika (May).—The race which flies along

the path from Salonika to Asvestocori, from 100 to 400m. of altitude,

agrees witb Friibstorfer's description by its small size, pale and dull

fulvous colour and thin black markings, recalling the races of dry

localities in Anterior Asia, although it may not be as extreme in all these

as that author's " co-types," which were, presumably, from a much
more southern locality of Greece.

race narenta trans, ad tnsca, Frhst.-Vrty : Mt. Olympus (June-July)

and II gen. eniipauper, Vrty. (August).—The race of Mt. Olympus differs

most strikingly from the preceding by its variations in the extreme
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opposite direction to it. Whereas ogy<iia is, in all probability, a pure strain

of the Central exerge, whose largest size and whose most pronounced
black markings are exhibited by tusca. Vrty., of Italy, the Olympus race

betrays a very strong affinity with the Northern exerge and namely with

the nominotypical phtebe of Vienna, as well as Austria, in general, and
Hungary, and with the giant narenta, Frhst. of Herzegowina, Serbia

and Montenegro, by its large size, reaching even the gigantic propor-

tions of the latter in many individuals, and by the heavy black markings
in the male sex and, as in iiarenta. also in some females. On the other

hand, many females exhibit, on the contrary, an effacement of those

markings, especially on the disc of the forewing, such as is never seen,

or only as a rare aberration, in the races of the Northern exerge, so that

one is justified in taking that Olympus race to be a synexerge, produced

by a mixture of the two strains, just the same as one has the impression

the race of Trieste must be, as well as rovia, Frhst. of the Tessin, both

of which resemble the former considerably. This hypothesis is,

furthermore, sustained by the fact that all three of these races produce

a II generation, and that it is, in all three, exactly the same as the one
of tusca described by me from Italy under the name of emipauper.

Melitaea athalia, Rott. race tnehadiefisis, Gerh. : Very local and
scarce, at Prionia, 1500m., on Mt. Olympus (14th to 18th June, 1935).

race suessiila, Frhst. ; At about 300m. on Mt. Olympus, more
abundant than the preceding, during the whole of June, 1936.

—

The first of these two allied races is considerably larger than the second
;

it has more elongated wings and, on an average, the tone of colour is

richer, and the black pattern less variable and rather thicker ; it, there-

fore, agrees perfectly with my series from Hungary, whereas the second

one is similar to those of Vienna and of Trieste.

Tribe : Argynnidi.

Argynnis (Brenthis) ewphrosyne, L. race euiinens, Vrty.: Mt. Olympus,
from 300 to 2000m.—This race is perfectly similar to the large one of the

Pyrenees, the Ural Mts. and, presumably, many intermediate localities

of Central Europe, as well figured by Hiibner, fig. 28-30, which I have
described in the BJnt. Rec. of 1932, p. 113, pointing out that, according

to all probabilities, it is produced by the crossings of the Northern and
of the Central exerges.

Argynrm (Brenthh) dio, L. : Cortiati Mts. from 600 to 1000m. and
Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m., but not seen by me.

Argynnu [Brenthis) hecate, Schiff. : Mt. Olympus, from 1200 to

1700m., but same as preceding.

Argynnis daphne, Schiff. race daphne, Schiff. : Mt. Olympus, from
850 to 1700m. (June) and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m.

Argynnis lathonia, L. race e)nifiorens tran. ad fiorens, Vrty. : From
sea-level to 1500m.—A single, June, specimen I have from Salonika

belongs to emifiorens. A series of the Olympus, collected from
June to August (only females in the latter month) is extremely variable,

both in connection with the tone of the ground-colour, which varies

from the pale and dull one of nigroprivata of the Northern exerge, in a

few specimens, to the vivid and warm one of the Italian emifioreyis and
fioreyis in all the others, and in connection with the extent of the black

markings, which keep, however, distinctly to the reduced extents and
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exhibit a considerable number of individuals with the particularly

reduced patterns of nigroprivata and florens. As a few individuals

with a duller colour are found even in the typical series of florens and
emiflnrens of Italy, that of the Olympus, although it does not reach the

largest size and the most vivid colouring of the most extreme florens,

quite agrees with those of emiflorens and belongs decidedly to this race.

This confirms the existence of a Central exerge in lathonia, stretching

across the Balkans to Italy, as in other widespread Argyyinis and
according to the general rule. I had anticipated this fact in my little

Monograph on the geographical variations of lathonia, in the Ent. Bee,

1933, p. 56, and, before seeing any Balkanic specimens, I had forecast

they should be similar to the Italian ones.

Arqynnis aglaja, L. race eniiloruples, Vrty. : Mt. Olympus, from 850
to 1700m. and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200 (July and August),

but extremely scarce, so that only two worn males have reached me
and the judgment of the race, I draw from them, cannot be considered

quite definite, although no other known one is likely to exist in

Macedonia and this makes it about sure to be correct.

Arqiinnu niohe, L. race kuhlmanni, Seitz : Mt. Olympus, from 800
to 1700m. and Bermion Mts.. from 850 to 1200m. (June-July).

Argynnis adippe. Rott. race olympena, nom. nov. : Mt. Olympus,
from 850 to 1700m. and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m. (June

to August).—The races, which this one resembles most, are those of the

S.-E. of France I have described in the Ent. Rec, 1986, p. '(85) as

presumably being synexerges produced by the crossings of the Northern

and of the Central exerges. Of the features of the latter it exhibits to

the highest degree the lack of the silver markings on the underside,

and the effacement of the black streaks that surround them, so

that the surface of the wing is of a very uniform yellow, quite devoid

also of green or russet suffusion, precisely as in the most highly

characterized clarens, Vrty., of Italy. In semiclarens. Vrty., of the

Cevennes (Hospitalet, 800m.) these features of the underside are not

as accentuated and in magnaclarens, Vrty., of the Valboune, near Pont-

St. -Esprit, in the Gard, the silver spots exist in many individuals and
the black streaks and the rest of the pattern are much more accentuated.

On the other hand the Macedonian race resembles the French Ones

more than clarens by its larger size, by the warmer tone of the fulvous

of the upperside in most individuals (some extreme ones even recall

adelassia, Frhst. of the Riviera, by the very warm, reddish, tone of that

colour, such as it is never shown by clareyu) and by the much more
accentuated black markings, including the darker basal suffusion, which
are only equalled by adelassia. All the latter characteristics are quite

proper to the Northern exerge and their combination with the underside

of clarens, as described above, therefore, strongly suggests a synexerge,

which I propose to call olympena.

Argynnis (Dryas) maja, Cr. =pandora Schiff. race viaja, Cr. : From
sea-level to 1500m.—My specimens of Salonika are of May and those

of Mt. Olympus of June-July.

Argynnis (Dryas) paphia race magmfica, Vrty. : Mt. Olympus, from
850 to 1700m. and Bermion Mts., from 850 to 1200m.—These specimens
thus establish the fact that they belong to a Central exerge, as in the

case of lathonia and as I suspected they would, when I wrote about it

in The Entomologist of 1934.
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Tribe : Vanessidi.

Vanessa eardid, L. race nniversa, Vrty. : From sea-level to 1500m.

The I generation emerged at Salonika in May and on the Olympus in

July.

Vanessa atalanta, h. race atalanta, L. : Like the preceding, but, at

300m., old, hybernated, individuals existed till May and the emergence

took place in June.—Red band narrow, but no southern features, in

general.

Aglais urticae, L. race urticae, L. : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to 2000m.
(worn in May, fresh in June).—It is somewhat surprising that no

signs of the features of the Central exerge should be detectable in this

race, as one might quite have expected it to be turcica, 8tdgr. or, at least,

its preceding degree opima, Vrty., as in peninsular Italy ; on the

contrary, it does not even belong to the large southern race variegata,

Querci, of the Northern exerge, but it is, like the atalanta, perfectly

similar to the nominotypical northern race.

Nyniphalis to, L. race sardoa, Stdgr. : Mt. Olympus, from 300 to

1700m. (worn till June, fresh in August).—Remarkably large.

Nymphalis antiopa, L. : A few seen on Mt. Olympus, between 850
and 1200m.

Nyuiphalis polychloros, L. race pulchrior, Vrty. : Salonika and Mt.

Olympus, at about 300m. (June).—Average size larger than I have

seen it. from any other region and some individuals of both sexes

unequalled anywhere else.

Nymphalis xanthomelas, Schiff. race xantJiomelas, Sehiff. : Mt.

Olympus, at 300m. and at 2000m. (June-August).

Polygonia egea, Or. race egea, Or. : Salonika and Mt. Olympus, up to

1200m. (June)!

Polygoma c-album, L. race c- album, L. : Mt. Olympus, from 850 to

1200m.—My specimens belong to the I gen. hutehinsoni, Robs., which

evidently emerges early in June, for they were already worn on 5th

July.



VARIATION OF SOME BUTTERFLIES IN ANTERIOR ASIA AND
IN MOROCCO.

By Roger Verity, M.D., F.R.E.S.

Carcharodus fritillarius, Poda — alceae, Esp. :—This species ex-

hibits, in Anterior Asia, its most extreme variations, including two

features which can be considered peculiar to that region, as nothing

like the degree they attain there, even predominantly, in some locali-

ties, is ever seen, even individually, in Europe. One of these features

is the clear, tawny, colour on the ujDperside, which reaches a pure sand-

colour in the extreme form insolatrjx^ described by Le Cerf, from
Iraq, m the Ann. Hist. Nat. Paris, Ent., 2, p. 70, pi. 1 (1913), and
possessed by me from Duktan, in the Zarafshan, collected in June.

The other feature is the extreme lightness of the underside colour,

which acquires a soft, milky and yellowish-white appearance, in that

the whitish spaces are not set off any more by the usual grey and
blackish, but only by yellowish, so that they are only faintly seen in

the most extreme examples ; these remind one, remarkably, of C.

stauderi, Rev., and might very easily be mistaken for it, as, at first

sight, they look much more like it than like the usual aspect of fritil-

larius. These two features, on broad lines, accompany each other on
the two surfaces, but their degrees may differ to some extent, so that

we will presently see that Malatia examples, in my' possession, are

even of a paler j^ellow and whiter than the insolatrix on the under-
side, although they are not of such a light tawny on the upper one.

Pfeiffer was perfectly right in distinguisliing the form of Central
Anatolia, he has named centralaiiatolico. in the Mitt. Miinch. Ent. Ges.,

xvii, p. 45, as the II generation, collected from 1st to 10th of July
1928 at Ak-Chehir by Fritz Wagner and specimens of which have been
sent to me, as well as to Pfeiffer, exhibit plainly the first grade of the

variations described above. The I generation, collected from 16th to

31st of May, in the same locality, is, on the contrary, exactly similar

to that of Austria and Central Europe in general and tj^^ical of fritil-

larius, as well as of alceae. I al&o possess a little series of the second
half of September, from the coast of Anatolia, and that is identical

with the III generation fulvogrisea, Vrty. of Central Italy, with its

cold, dark grey underside.

The local name of centralanatolica, given by Pfeiffer, has been
rather unfortunate, for that form, apparently, has a broad range all

over Anterior Asia and up to Central Asia. I see, in fact, that a
series of specimens collected by Brandt in July at Nissa, 2100 m., in

the Elburz mountains (N.E. Persia) are just the same as my Ak-Chehir
ones and I see that some from Duktan, dated July, received mixed with
the aforesaid insolatrix and with transitional forms, are like them too.

The next remark to make is that, in many localities, there exists a
form which could not be properly called either centralanatoJica or
insolatrix, because the tawny of the upperside and the paleness of the
black markings are intermediate between the two, whilst the under-
side is quite as pale yellow as insolatrix, and, occasionally, even whiter;
to this is to be added that the size of the; insect is, on an average, the
smallest known, and is reduced to most minute dimensions in the
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.most extreme individuals, such as only insolatrix ever produces.

Pfeiffer gives 29 to 32 mm. as the expanse of his centralanntolicn and

I can confirm it, whereas the form I am describing now measures from

20 to 25 and the average is rather under 23. The other smallest forms

of the species are tripoUna, Vrty., of Africa, and australis, Zeller, of

Sicily, both of which vary from 23 to 25 and average 24. The paleness

of the Asiatic form, on both surfaces, but more especially on the under-

side, affords another striking difference from the two latter, which are

always of a more or less rich and deep chestnut, with little white spaces

standing out on it sharply. I lay stress on these points, because there

has been a habit of naming australis, Z. all the small and warmly-

coloured southern examples, and, for instance, even as late and as accu-

rate an author as Graves states in the Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 1925,

p. 36, that the " Palestine II and III gen. are australis and some of

the latter from Umm el Kilab are very pale indeed." I have s-ome of

his own examples from Mt, Carmel, in Transjordania, of 4th July, and,

comparing them with my series of Sicily, whence were Zeller's types,

I find that not one from this island or anywhere else in Italy ever

resembles them in the least, precisely on account of their peculiar

Asiatic paleness. Just as I have, for other reasons, separated from

australis the African trivolina, I now think this Asiatic form should,

therefore, be distinguished, too, by the name of claraustralis, nom. nov.,

which points out its distinctive feature and its parallelism to australis

at the same time.

According to a series of specimens T have from Limassol, in Cyprus,

this form actually replaces australis in that island in the IT genera-

tion, or, at least, in the later part of its emergence, as my examples

are dated 8th August, whilst the two other generations do not differ

from those of Sicily, the first of March and April being praeaustralis,

Vrty., and the third fulvogrisea, Vrty., quite as dark, on both sur-

faces, as in this island. The race of Cyprus, thus, stands to that of

Anatolia exactly as australis of Sicily stands to magnaustralis, Vrty.,

of Peninsular Italy, whose I generation is nominotypical fritillarius

and whose II generation is magnaustralis, which difi^ers from centralana-

tolica by being darker and warmer in tinge on both surfaces, but is

equal to it in size.

We must, finally, notice the peculiar I generation, of April, of

Tecde, near Malatia, in western Kurdistan, where most butterflies ex-

hibit a remarkably small form, quite constantly : the II generation, of

July and August, is a highly characterised claraustralis, with a par-

ticularly white underside, which I choose as typical of this latter form

;

the I is quite as small and nearly as light in colour, contrary to what
happens in all the other localities ; the upperside markings are only of

a deeper brown, mixed with a little more black ; the ground-colour is

slightly colder in tone above and the underside of a distinctly colder and
distinctly darker grey, but nothing like the black of the spring forms of

other localities: I name it clarammima, nom. nov.

Carcharodus marruhii, Ramb. = hopMcus, Ramb. :—It is worthy of

record that two specimens, sent to me by W. Brandt for determination

and collected by his brother, Fred. H. Brandt, at Keredj 1425 to 1800 m.,

about 40 km. to the west of Teheran, turn out to belong to this species,
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affording unmistakable differences from the C, orientalis, Rev., found

in the same locality, on 16th June 1936, and more commonly distri-

buted in the Elburz mountains, whence I have also a series collected

by Fritz Wagner at Pelur, 2000 m., and Kendevan, 3000 m. The two

marrubii do not difi'er in the slightest degree, on either surface, from

the I generation of Marseilles and Albarracin I have named grisea in

the E. Bee, 1925, p. 42. As the most eastern localities of this species,

hitherto known, were, to the best of my knowledge, in Syria and in

Transjordania, these specimens, from the Elburz, now reveal that its

area extends very much further, in that direction, into Asia. It evi-

dently does not, however, produce any geographical variation. One of

these specimens is, now, in my collection; the other I sent back to

Brandt, who may have more, as far as I know.

Lysandra (Agriades) hellargus, Rott. :—Information about this

species in Persia is nearly nil, except for a few records simply of its

existence in that region ; even Tutt does not seem to have seen any

specimen of it either in the British Museum or elsewhere, as he makes
no remarks about its aspect in that country. Some years ago, Bang-
Haas sent me two males collected, on 19th May, at " Kulisar, in North-

ern Persia," and on 6th May in " Northern Persia," stating they were

the only specimens of the species in existence in collections. I do not

know whether this was quite correct, but, anyhow, they were not suffi-

cient to convey a proper idea of the Persian hellargus, and I was, thus,

very pleased to receive a fine series of both sexes, collected during the

first days of May in the locality of Keredj mentioned above, in connec-

tion with marruhii. It confirms my impression that, especially con-

sidering the limited extent of geographical variation in this species,

its Persian representatives must be considered as belonging to a distinct

race, proper to that region, which I, therefore, propose naming persae-

magna, nom. nov., and which can be described as follows : Size strikingly

larger than is ever produced in Europe or in Asia Minor, except for

the remarkable local form produced in some spring individuals and in

most summer ones at Intra, on Lake Maggiore, in N. Italy, which look

like giants amongst those of every other region ; the latter, however,
exhibit the colours and pattern of the bright and light etrusca, Vrty.,

or transitions to it, whereas the Persian examples are less variable and
decidedly stand nearer the nominotypical hellargus of Central Europe :

the underside of the male is, in fact, of a dull and cold light grey tone,

that of the female also very light for that sex, and only slightly warmer,
whilst in both sexes, the orange lunules, too, are of a light, dull, colour,

very different from the bright ones of etrusca, and also lesser in size,

including the upperside of the female. The two males sent by Bang-
Haas are still more closely related to the northern form by the deep
grey tone of the underside. Furthermore, a striking peculiarity of all

my examples of both sexes is the large size of all the black dots, such as
is only met with individually and rarely in Europe, and nearly exclu-
sively in the I gen. maja, Vrty., of the south. On the male upperside
the premarginal dots of the hind-wings are perceptible in most speci-

mens, but sharply marked in none ; the black or grey streaks on the
fringes are very inconspicuous. The blue is of the sky-blue tinge, pre-
served even in my two first and very old specimens. The females have
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a considerable amount of blue suffusion, thus resembling the nomino-

typical form also in this respect.

A striking contrast to the preceding form is afforded by another

of Anterior Asia, which is perfectly constant, and, therefore, probably

racial in some localities, such as Tecde, mentioned in connection with

fritiUarius, Avhere many butterflies exhibit their smallest and weakest

facies, owing to drought and heat. It is, thus, the equivalent of

lucetta^ Culot of P. icarus and microsephyrus, Vrty, of P. sephyrus, and,

like them, it is remarkably peculiar to that part of Asia, as it is ex-

tremely rare one should meet in Europe even with single individuals

resembling its less highly characterised ones. The only ones of this

sort I have seen are from a locality of Tuscany, south of Leghorn,

which is well known for its persistent summer droughts, lasting from

the beginning of May to the end of October, so that its leguminous food-

pLints are always parched to the highest degree. This is, no doubt,

what happens in Asia and the result is that both generations of such

localities are small in size, lightly coloured, and with very thin black

patterns. These features are conspicuous in the he.llargus we are deal-

ing Avith : the I generation, of May, is already on the smallest side

of the species, whilst the II generation surpasses that of every other

locality in this respect, becoming, in some examples, so much as one-

third smaller than the average beUargus size; the upperside of the male

is of the clearest sky-blue, with the white fringes only inconspicuously

and partly chequered with grey and a constant lack of the premarginal

dots of the hindwing; underside of a particularly light, white, tone of

grey, which does not vary individually, as in most other races, and

is the same on fore- and hind-wing ; in the IT generation there is

only a scarcely perceptible warmer tinge on the hindwings ; all the

black dots are of an unusually minute size, and so are the orange

lunules, whose colour is also very pale and yellowish or even quite

yellow; the metallic suffusion, at the base of the hind--wing, is light,

dull, and limited in extent in both generations. In the female the

brown is dull and tends to being greyish, with a suffusion of blue, even

in the II generation, which rather surprises one, considering its usual

total absence in this generation of the other arid, southern countries,

but its tone is, in both generations, more pale and silvery than in the

I of Southern Europe, and the orange lunules are duller and paler. I

name this form and race arentissima, nom. nov., taking the most highly

characterised II generation as typical, and I think the I should be

distinguished by the name of arens, nom. nov. My series of " cotypes "

of both are from Tecde, in the Malatia region of western Kurdistan,

collected respectively from 21st July to 26th August and in May; I

als-o have, from there, a few specimens of 4th October, which exhibit

the arentissima facies to a still higher degree than most of the summer
ones, including a very small size, and I have similar ones, of October

1918, from the pine-woods of Yuzgat in the Angora province ; I presume
all these to be a third, very partial, emergence, such as occurs in Tuscany.

My specimens of the Erjias-dagh region of Asia Minor, west of the

Antitaurus, collected by Penther in 1902, also belong to arentissima by
the underside aspect, but are of the individual size, which is to be

seen exceptionally at Tecde as the largest, and, normally, in most
regions, as the smallest.
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As to the two series of hellargus in my possession, collected by F.

Wagner, during May, at Ak-Chehir and on the Sultan-dagh, in Anatolia,

tliey certainly resemble arens much more than they do any other form

and this name could even be applied to them, but, to be quite exact, it

must be noted that, together with some perfectly characterised indivi-

duals of the latter, there are a good many with a darker underside and

more accentuated black and orange markings on that surface, which

point to etrusca, Vrty., of Peninsular Italy, being about equivalent,

in those respects, to its high mountain form apenninigena, Vrty., ex-

cept that they are never as small. I unfortunately have no knowledge

of their II generations in those two localities of Anatolia, but there

cannot be much doubt that they belong to the same form as the one just

described from the Erjias-dagh and that the race, as a whole, is that of

Asia Minor in general. As it differs distinctly from arentissima by not

being of its dwarf size and from etrusca by exhibiting colours and pat-

tern similar to the former or transitional to it, it seems to me it can

only be designated correctly by a name of its own, which might be

arentior, nom. nov., applied typically to the II generation, as being the

most characteristic one, whilst antearentior, nom. nov., can be used for

the I generation, so as not to mistake it for the smaller and more ex-

treme arens of race arentissima.

As I am dealing with hellargus, I must take the occasion to point

out that its race punctifera, Obth., from Algeria and Morocco, affords

distinctly different facies in the spring (May) and summer (July) gener-

ations, which no author mentions; even Oberthiir, who has described in

detail many individual variations in his Etudes Lep. Comp., X, p. 387,

only mentions that the second is usually of smaller size than the first.

What seems, however, quite constant, judging both from a series, I

have, of Tingad (Constantine, in Algeria) and from some larger speci-

mens of the Middle Atlas, collected by Ellison, is that the underside

of the second has a warmer, either tawny or chocolate-coloured, ground

colour, instead of a perfectly cold grey one, like the first, and has

decidedly larger and brighter orange premarginal lunules, showing

faintly, also in the male sex, on the fore-wing, in the three hinder inter-

nervular spaces, whereas they never occur on this wing in that sex of

the spring generation ; finally, the suffusion of metallic greenish-blue

scales, at the base of the hind-wing, is less extensive and of a more
green and golden colour. As Oberthiir's original description furnishes

no special clue, in connection with either generation, but, if anything,

he mentions the existence of particularly large individuals, which are

only produced by the first, in Algeria, I restrict his name to it and I

propose calling the II gen. postpunctifera, nom. nov., taking as typical

the small specimens from Tingad, whilst the large and boldly marked
ones from Ifrane in Morocco, of 1st October, might well be distinguished

by the name of magnapunctifera, nom. nov., but they are not proper to

that country, for Oberthiir's figure of form ruhromaculata, Obth., from
Sebdou (September) is exactly like them in size and underside pattern.

Agrodiaetus [marcida, Led. ?] parameleager, Vrty.:—Herr Ernst
Pfeiffer, of Munich, informs us in the Mitt. Munch. Ent. Ges., XXVII,
p. 31 (1937) that he, too, has, last year, found in the Elburz moun-
tains, the hitherto unknown butterfly, which I have described, in the
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Ent. Bee. of November 1936, from two specimens discovered by Brandt.

Pfeiffer was more fortunate and secured two specimens, including a

female, which is similar to the male, in general appearance, but lacks

its golden sheen on the uniformly brown upperside. It should be added

to mj^ description of the male that, on the basal half of the wings, as

well as on the thorax, it exhibits some very slightly bluish-grey hair,

especially along the neuration. Although it is very inconspicuous, this

feature is worthy of notice, because in Pfeiffer 's example this colour is

more prominent and his view is that it is transitional to marcidU', Led.,

so that he concludes parameleag er can only be a slightly modified form

of the latter, hitherto, scarcely known species. In Lederer's original

figure it looks like a tiny male meleager, with the blue of a much duller,

paler and more grey tone, a rather thicker marginal black streak, the

fore-wings less pointed, the hind-wings less scalloped, and, in fact,

scarcely scalloped at all, the underside of a darker, ashy grey than it

ever is in male meleager, but not of the brownish hue of its female

either. Comparing my parameleag er '' type " with this figure, it seems

scarcely possible that two such different looking insects should belong

to the same species :
* they are somewhat parallel to, but more distinct

from each other, at least, at first sight, than dolus and admetus, in

which the two same sort of facies unquestionably accompany specific

distinction between them. Here, the marcida figured by Lederer goes

further than dolus in that its upperside exhibits no trace at all of

brown shade or hairs, the fringes are entirely pure white, the wings are

more rounded, the underside of a much colder tone. Instead, para-

meleag er is decidedly larger (length of fore-wing, from base to apex,

17 mm., and expanse 36, against 12 and 25, respectively) and affords a

sharp contrast to it by being remarkably like an admetus, by its pointed

fore-wings, entirely brown fringes, uniformly brown upperside, with a
strong golden sheen in the male, and brown underside, in the stead of

grey. Compared with meleager it has exactly the same shape of wings
and scalloped hind-wing as its male, whereas the underside colour and
pattern are identical with those of its female, except that the brown
marginal dots are larger. It is of considerable interest to note, in this

connection, as Mr Stempffer of Paris has recently done, that the penis

of meleager, when set and examined in the right position to show its

dorso-ventral aspect, can be seen to belong decidedly to the Lysandra
and Agrodiaetus type rather than to the Folyommatus one, as it had
been thought for some time past. This new view falls in much better

with the general aspect of the insect, which recalls, broadly speaking,

adm.etus and dolus more than any Polyommatus and falls in with the
actual direct connection, which marcida and parameleager obviously

establish between them and meleager; this is, furthermore, confirmed
by the fact, found by Pfeiffer, that the genitalia of Lederer's two speci-

mens of marcida, examined by him, in the Staudinger collection, are
exactly the same as those of meleager. Whatever the degree of relation-

ship between marcida and parameleager may be, we, anyhow, have
before us a group of several very close allies, amongst which those two
seem to repeat, on a lesser scale, the far greater differences existing

between the extreme meleager and adinetus species, whilst dolus, too,

•According to Pfeiffer it is Lederer's figure, which does not represent properly
the look of his two typical and hitherto only known specimens.
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differs from this last, in a parallel way, and mithridates, Stdgr., and

rippertii, B., are specifically distinct from it, according to the latest

views, although they scarcely differ in general aspect. In short, it is,

on the whole, a most interesting and instructive little group.

Tolyommatus candalus, H,-S. II gen. postcandaius, nom. nov. :
—

The specimens collected by Wagner at Ak-Chehir, in Central Anatolia,

during August, and evidently belonging to a second generation, differ

from those of the first, collected in the same locality, in May and June,

to a slight, but distinct degree, on account of the tone of colour of the

underside, which is of a lighter grey on all the wings and even exhibits

a trace of yellowish on the hind-wings, whilst their basal suffusion of

blue metallic scales is absent, or nearly so. As Herrich-Schaffer's

original figures clearly represent the I generation and that of Freyer's

Cornelia probably does too, or, anyhow, does not convey in the least the

impression of the second in any particular way, I think the latter

should receive the new, distinctive, name mentioned above.

Polyommatus loewii, Z., race schwingenschussi, Pfeiffer., I.e., p. 34:

—The position of this race can be determined better than its author

has done by remarking that it is very closely connected to the more
extreme eastern ones. The series of specimens collected by Fritz Wag-
ner, on 18th and 19th of July 1936, at Pelur, 2000 m., in the Elburz

mountains, and a few from Rehne to Demavend, 2700 to 3600 m., are

equivalent in size to the nominotypical race of Asia Minor, but the

males are totally different from it, in connection with colour and pat-

tern, in that they are more similar to those of race sanoga, Evans, of

Chitral and Kashmir, as represented in my collection by examples col-

lected in June and July 1910 by Major F. Wall. The latter males have

a length of fore-wing of about 15 or more mm. and an expanse of 30,

whereas the Elburz ones only attain 13 in the first case and 26 or 27

in the second. In the way of colour they both exhibit the same purplish-

blue, but in sanoga the black is restricted, as a rule, to a broad band
of about even breadth on all the wings and to a series of deeper black

premarginal round dots on the hind-wing, whereas in schwingenschussi

only a few individuals have this aspect and, even in these, the band
is so dark and broad, it renders the dots nearly invisible ; in most in-

dividuals the black colour expands much more, in an irregular manner,
along the nervures, forming long projections, which often reach the
cell; in extreme, melanic, examples these broaden so that they blend
together, especially in the hind part of both fore- and hind-wings, to

such an extent that the latter can better be described as being black,

with purplish-blue streaks radiating from the base in the internervular

spaces and mostly in those of the fore-part of the wings. There is,

evidently, a certain parallelism between this form and the haroghila

of Tytler, from the Baroghil Pass, in N.E. Chitral, which, no doubt,

derives from sanoga by very much the same sort of variation, but is

more local and more constant, where it occurs, besides being distinct

from the darkest Persian individuals by several other features. The
underside of schwingenschussi is, more or less, like the one of sanoga,

except, perhaps, that the premarginal lunules are sharper and of a
deeper black tone. My females all seem perfectly identical with that
of sanoga, on both surfaces.
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Pieris ergane, Geyer-Hiib., race elhursina, Byt.-Salz. & Brandt. II

gen. alterelbursina, nom. nov. :—This race, collected at Keredj, at an

altitude of 1500 m., on the south-western slope of the Elburz moun-

tains, has a remarkably new aspect on account of its enormous size,

hitherto entirely unknown in any other race of this species, being

roughly describable as fully one-third larger than the average size of

nominotypical ergane, corresponding to a length of fore-wing of about

20 mm., from base to tip and to a wing expanse of 37 from apex to apex,

as I make it out in my series of the II, nominotypical, generation from

Spalato, in Dalmatia; one male from Ragusa, which stood out amongst

the other ergane of all sorts in my collection, measured 22 mm. ; now,

the smallest of my Keredj males is just a trifle larger than this and the

largest actually reaches 25, whilst the female is 24; it need scarcely be

remarked that such a difference in the length of one wing means a very

great increase in the total wang surface.

The co-types of Bytinski-Salz and Brandt have been collected from

4th April to 20th May, so that they must chiefly, if not entirely, belong

to the I generation and the description of their markings, of the costa

of fore-wing and of the underside of the hind-wing, " suffused with grey

with the exception of the anal part," confirms it. The specimens I

have before me, from the same locality, but of the end of May, un-

questionably have the aspect of the II generation, which makes its ap-

pearance, precisely at that time also along the Adriatic coast, beginning

to emerge when the latest individuals of the I generation are still doing

so. It is true Keredj is at a high altitude, but, even in Italy, the II

generation of the tiny mountain race exigua, Vrty., begins to emerge

towards 10th June, although the latitude is considerably higher than

that of the Elburz mountains.

These specimens, compared with the nominotypical II generation of

Spalato and with the other races of the species, differ from them by the

development of the grey markings in the male sex and their dark,

blackish tone ; m other countries one meets with a small percentage of

individuals which are an approach to it, but, here, this form is pre-

valent and reaches a greater extent in some individuals, the broad

apical patch being sharply quadrangular and lengthened out posteriorly

by a suffusion of grey scales between the second and third branch of

the median nervure, which joins it to the discal spot; the latter is not

round, as usual in the Balkans and in Italy, when it is exceptionally

large and it has a sharp outline, but it is semilunar or oblong. The
underside of the hind-wings is of the usual very pale sulphur yellow,

which scarcely varies at all in ergane, contrary to what one sees in the
other Palaearctic Pieris; in the specimens I have before me, a thin suf-

fusion of grey scales covers either the whole wing or only its basal half.

I think it is advisable to have a distinctive name for the II generation

of this newly described race, and I propose the one mentioned above,

restricting elhursina definitely to the I generation.

Maniola telmessia, Z., race marinigrans, nom. nov.:—Since this in-

sect has been accorded specific distinction from jurtina, one race from
northern JPersia has been separated by Le Cerf, on the strength of the

even breadth of the fulvous band in the male fore-wing, which does not
form a projection towards the cell, as it does in nominotypical telmessia,
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or even completely wanting. The claviform alone is always present

and very emphasized." Pamirs.

Hamps. Cat. Lep. Ph. IV. 353 (1908), " Paler ; forewing whitish-

grey."—Spain ; C. Asia.

ab. dufresnei,Jj^>mh. Rev. Mens. Naniur, VII. 26 (1907).

Orig-Descrip.—" A little larger than ordinary males. Ground of

forewings a yellowish grey, with the costa, nervures and a large mar-
ginal band a brownish grey as in the females. Ordinary lines absent

;

reniform half obliterated, the orbicular invisible and the claviform,

always so well marked as a sign of exclamation in the type, obliterated,

leaving scarcely any pale traces. Hindwings pure white, with nervures

scarcely deeper." Frameries, Belgium.

ab. cuspidata, Culot, Noct. et G. 1(1). 70 (1909-13).

Figs.— ^.c. pit. 11, fig. 8 2 -

Orig. Descrip.^" With six lancet shaped jet-black marks pointing

outwards in the centre of the wing on the outer boundary of the reni-

form stigma and below it ; the bottom one representing the claviform

is the largest. Both the orbicular and reniform are visible but not

emphasized." St. Lothian (Jura). Coll. Oberthiir. This form, extremely

curious, appears to have some analogy ^ith ab. plaga, Steph. It seems

to me however that the original description of plaga does not describe

the present form. The description of plaga says " Orbicular and reni-

form obliterated and replaced by an obscure spot." Whereas, not only

is no mention made of the fascia of lancet characters, which occupy the

middle of the wing, but in the example figured (8) the orbicular and
reniform remain very distinct.

ab. j^osteli, Culot. Noct. et G. 1(1). 70 (1909-13).

Figs.— Z.c. pit. XL fig. 5 J^ , 6 $ .

Orig. Descrip.— " Ground of forewings very smoky, with all the

subterminal area and the reniform sooty black. The subterminal area

entirely of a uniform black." Pas-de-Calais.

ab. conjuncta, Hirschke. Verh. z.-h. LX. 416. (1910).

Orig. Descrip.—"From the lower margin of the reniform runs a

black margined longitudinal streak to near the lower margin of the

orbicular without quite reaching it. A female from near Prague."

ab. wehrlii, Vorbrdt. Schm. Schw. II. (Nacht) 622 (1914).

Orig. Descrip.—" A very striking 2 form of picea. Haw. with

4mm, wide shining ochre-yellow base of the fore-wings and transverse

bands." Frauenfeld, Switzerland.

ab. quadrhnacula, Wehrli, Schm. Schiv. II. (Nacht.) 622 (1914).

Orig. Descrip.— " With an isolated dark brown spot between the

stigmata, lower half of the orbicular." Frauenfeld, 8witzerland.

ab. invertilinea, Le Charles, Cat. Lep. Fr. (Am. Pap.) 155 (1926).

Fig.—^w. Pap. III. 128, pit. 2, f. 5 (1926).

Orig. Descrip.—" Generally smoky. Fore-wings a uniform deep

reddish brown. Usual lines of the type absent, leaving only a trace of
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the subterminal visible. Reniform black, enlarged by cloudy contours.

The median shade, which is absent in the type, is strongly marked in

the form of a cross below the reniform. Orbicular absent, claviform

thickened by a cloudy contour. Lower wings suffused with brown,

fringes light." Seine-et-Oise.

I
Agrotis, Ochs. and Treit. (1816-25). Most authors and Corti-

Draudt-Seitz [Rhyacia, Hb. (1822) Warr.-Stz. : Lycophotia, Hb. (1822)

Hamp.] ripae, Hb. (1823).

Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 67 (1892) : Barrett, Lep. Brit. h. III. 321,

pit. 128, 2 (1896) : Stdgr. Cat. Illed. 148 (1901) : Hamp. Lep. Ph. IV.

527 (1903): Splr. Sc/im. Eur. I. 159, pit. 36, 2Qa-b (1905): South,

Moths. Br. Is. I. 210, pit. 106, 1-2 (1907): Warr.-Stz. Pal. Noct. III.

41, pit. 9a, b (1909) : Culot, N. et G. T(l), 71, pit. 11,10-12 (1909-13):

Corti-Draudt, Pal. Noct. 821pp. III. 50, pit. Qab, and 6/(1933).

Hiibner's figure, Saml. Noct. 702 (1823) is a good average form
except that the sagittate marginal marks are much too strongly

expressed. It does not represent our light Sussex form in any way.

Treit. Schn. V(l). 174, 1825, says that just as he was going to

press, the portion of Hb. Noct. with figures of ripae, came to hand.

He recognized the figures as representing 10 specimens, which were in

the Vienna collection under the MS. name baltica. It was at first

thought to be one of the numerous forms of cursoria. But he (Treit.)

was satisfied that the characters of ripae were indicative of a separate

species.

Steph. III. II. 127, pit. 22. f. 1, describes and figures a clouded

form oi ripae with nebulous, indistinct marking, under the namenebulosa.

There are numerous markings additional to the usual stigmata.

There is a very dark subterminal narrow band.

Dup. Hist. Nat. Sup. III. 220. pit. 20, 3, has a good figure of a dark

variegated ripae, in which the markings are small, with the costal dots

united in pairs having a white centre. In I.e. 476, pit. 41, 1, is a

good figure of an ochreous form, with deeper ochreous markings.

Both Dup. and Gn. place desillii, Pierr. as a var. of ripae.

H.-S., Sys. Bearb. f. 492, gives a somewhat similar, clouded figure,

but with less cloudy markiags and a partial suffusion of very light

reddish colour, under the name deserticola, Ev., which in the index he

gives as a var. of ripae. He says that Hb.'s figure is good. He places

the desillii [desyllesii), Pierr. as a synonym of this form.

Frr., Beitrage, 1X1. 78, pit. 116, 4 (1880), gives a figure unrecog-

nizable as ripae, in shape, colour and marking. The specimen was in

bad condition.

In his Nei(. Beitr. V. 130, pit. 466, 3 (1845) Frr. gives a figure of

a very markingless form, iveissenbornii, pale cream with the 3 stigmata

represented and the inner trans, line. His text does not connect it

with ripae. In VII. I.e. pit. 697, is given a figure named obstritica,

Schmdt. which appears to represent a very pale bluish white ripae

with strong sagittate marginal marks and outlines of the stigmata,

with black specks on the costa,

Newman, Brit. M. 328, 2 figs., a moderately dark form and a light

form.
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Barrett, I.e. pit. 128, 7 figs. Not one shows the beautiful delicate

texture and tint of the usual British southern form, in fact only one

fig. viz., 2e, gives a semblance of a form of ripae.

Spuler, Schw. Eur. I. 159, pit. 34, figs. 2Qa, 2Qb, 27, are very fair

but rather smudgy. 26a and 27 are dark, perhaps too dark, and 266

is not light enough.

South, Moths Br. Is. I. pit. 106, gives figures of ^ and ? ,
which

are not at all good as they are affected by the general brown colour of

the plate.

Warren-Stz. Pal. Noct. III. 41, pit. 9 a b c, considers instructa as a

synonym of ripae, and treats deserticola and alexandrensis as synonyms

of desertorum. He figures rifae, desertorum J and $ ,
weissenbornii

^ and $ , and desillii ^ and $ .

Culot, N. et G. 1(1). 71, pit. 11, figs. 10-12 (1909-18), gives three

excellent figures. 10 usual pale greyish form with slight traces of

reddish ochreous, 11 the almost unicolorous form iceissenhornii, and 12

the desertorum., pale grey, indistinct markings.

Corti-Draudt-Stz. Pal. Noct. Sup. III. 50, pit. 6/" (1938), correct the

illustrations in the Main Volume, 9a, ripae= desillii ; 9h, iveissenborni

^ =ripae $ ; 9b and 9c, desillii= iveissenbornii ; 9b, deserto7-um $ and

5>
, should be a shade paler. They go on to say that ohotritica, Schmidt,

is weissenbornii, Frr. ; desillii. Pier, (recte '^ desillesi") ; and that diiskei,

Gr.-Gr. and chamyli, ^.-B.^. = albovenosa, Tschtv. They figure

alboveuosa, as yellowish grey with markings darker and somewhat
diffuse, while the veins are generally evidenced by their lighter colour;

the costa is lighter, the outer margin shaded darker and the sagittate

marks still darker and longer than normal. Both duskei, Gr.-Gr. and

chamyli, B.-Hs. are marked {i.l.).

Of the Variation Barrett says— " This species is subject in a

remarkable degree to local variation. On our south-western coasts it

is often well, or even strongly marked, showing all the markings

distinctly ; on the coasts of Hants and the Isle of Wight, and

generally in the south and south-east the tendency is often to shades

of reddish on a white ground; or to a very opaque whiteness,

the markings in both cases being often obscured ; on the coast of the

Eastern Counties the ground colour is usually whitish, though not of

so opaque a quality, or perhaps more of a whitish drab and the

markings are rarely very strong, usually faint or partially obsolete ; on

the north-western coasts more tinged with grey. These forms melt

into each other, so that the ground colour varies from pure white

through pale reddish, reddish drab, yellowish drab, and various shades

of pale brown to brownish grey, and the markings to all degrees of

distinctness or obliteration—especially the latter."

Barrett records a specimen '• the forewings of which are of a rich,

bright, light red with the markings and nervures edged or lined with

white."

Another " with thorax and wings clear, smooth white, except faint

indications of the three stigmata, and part of the first and second lines."

Another " of whitish ground colour, but with all the markings

clearly shown, and all the interspaces delicately dashed and. clouded

with grey, reddish and brown."
Another " of a creamy yellow, with the three stigmata distinctly

marked but the transverse lines totally absent."
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Another "of a greyish-white with a reddish flush, and the stigmata
faintly indicated in reddish-brown."

Mr. A. J. Wightman has kindly furnished me with the following

notes on the large number of forms represented in his collection. He
says

—

" To my mind all Sussex rijpae have, in fact a pale ground colour,

but this is often so much obscured bv the markings that the insect

appears to have a dark ground colour.

" There are five main groups.

A. Only occurs, as for as I am aware, in white, bluish white,

cream, and pale ochreous. No markings beyond faint outline of

stigmata. Clear and smooth in appearance.

B. As in A. but has a rough appearance due to marking being

present in very pale shade on slightly paler ground colour, and with

the addition of pink forms.

C. As in A. but with transverse lines as well as outlines of stigmata

clear and smooth in appearance, but with no pink forms.

D. Well marked but with ground colour showing plainly. Ground
colour always white, bluish white, cream, or pale ochreous. Markings
may be any shade of yellow to red, grey to black, and in many speci-

mens several colours are present.

E. So heavily marked that ground colour is lost except for tiny

areas. Compared with dark specimens from the Lancashire coast where
the ground colour is normally dark, it can be readily seen that the dark

Sussex forms have really a pale ground colour. These forms appear

very unicolorous and dark, except for the costal area and perhaps the

nervures. Colours as in D.
" [This dark group thus consists of a southern and a northern sub-

group.]
" Outside these general groups, there are peculiar forms in which

some area has developed unusually intense marking—the banded form
is an example of this, but I have examples with the submarginal area

heavy and broad ; again it may be the central fascia and basal area,

which are especially heavily marked. On the whole red or pink are

rare."

Mr. Wightman has very carefully gone through his long varied

Sussex Coast series and picked the following more or less individual

forms.

1. Deep rich red, whitish nervures and costa.

2. Deep ashy grey, ditto.

8. ditto , suffused with reddish ochreous, pale costa.

4. White ground colour, markings in ochreous, so pale that insect

appears unicolorous bone white.

5. Rich ochreous yellow ground colour, transverse lines brown and
stigmata even darker brown.

6. Orange suffused form, pale costa.

7. White, only markings pale outlines of reniform and orbicular ;.

claviform a dark spot.

8. Ditto, but transverse lines fine and sharp.

9. As 7, bnt bluish white, and some dark shading in outer area.

10. Pale ground colour, deep colour of stigmata and basal patch.

11. Deep marking of submarginal line.

12. Dark outer band.
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The Forms and Names to be considered are

—

ripae, Hb. Sam. Xoct, 702-3 (1823).

ab. nebidosa, Steph. 111. II. 127, pit. 22, 1 (1829).

ab. desilUi, Peirr. Ann. Soc. ent. France. 95, pit. 8, 2 (1839),

{desillesi) [deayllesii).

r. desertorn)n, Bdv. Iwl. Meth.lll. (1840).

(r. deserticola, Eversm. Bull. Mosc. III. 544, pit. 5, 2 (1842).)

ab. iveissenboimii, Frr. Neu. Beitr. V. 140, pit. 466, 3 (1845).

instructa, Walk. Cat. Lep. B.M. Noct. X. 352 (1856). No locality.

Specimen in B.M.
r. obotrictica, Schmidt. Stett. e. Zeitg. 377 (1858).

ab. albicosta, Tutt. Brit. Noct. 70 (1892).

ab. brunnea, Tutt. I.e. 71.

ab. grisea, Tutt, I.e.

r. alexandriensis, B. -Baker. Tr. Ent. S. Lond. 37, pit. 1, 5 (1894).

ab. albovejiosa, Tschetv. Jahr. Martjanov, Minussinsk. Bd. III. p. 53

(1925).

(ab. duskei, Gr.-Gr. ] , ^.tq
A , ,, 7- T) XT h0J3ly Mb. names.
[ab. chlannjh, Bg.-tis.\ ''

ssp. icagneri, Corti-Drdt. Pal. Noct. SujJ. III. 50 (1933).

Tutt dealt with the forms

1. White, with faint ochreous tint, stigma and transverse lines

distinct= obotrictica

.

2. White, etc., with stigmata, etc., indistinct= v'eissenbornii.

3. Pale ochreous, reddish tinge, stigmata, etc., distmct= (im^Zm.

4. Ditto with white costn^ — albicosta.

5. Pale greyish, inner margin reddish ochreous, distinct stigmata,

etG. = ripae.

6. Pale greyish, without reddish tinge, base and outer margin

fuscous — nebidosa.

7. Pale greyish, with indistinct stigmata, etc. = desertorum.

8. Eeddish brown, distinct stigmata, etc. = brunnea.

9. Dark greyish, slightly slaty, much su&used= grisea.

The Okig. Desorip. of desertoriun , Bdv. was given in the appendix

Vol. IV. p. 116.

Tutt recognized that his account was deficient for want of material

{B.jS. II. 68). My own material is also extremely small, but I am
relying on the very kind help of Mr. A. G. Wightman who has had
many hundreds and has a long and very varied series, especially from

the Sussex Coast. I append his analysis of the variation with which

he has furnished me.
" I have bred many hundreds of Sussex ripae, no two are quite

the same. To my mind all Sussex ripae have, in fact, a pale ground

colour, but this is often so much obscured by the markings that the

insect appears to have a dark ground colour.

" There are five main groups.

A. No markings beyond a faint outline of stigmata ; clear and smooth.

appearance. Only occurs in white, bluish white, cream and

pale ochreous yellow.

B. Ditto, but rough appearance due to markings being present in

very pale shade on slightly paler ground colour. There are

also pink forms.
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C. As A. but wsth transverse lines as well as outlines of stigmata
;

clear and smooth appearance. There are no pink forms.

D. Well marked, but with ground colour showing plainly. Ground
colour always white, bluish v.'hite, cream, or pale ochreous, but

markings may be any shade oi: yellow to rod, grey and red,

grey to black, and in many specimens several colours are

present.

E. So heavily marked that the ground colour is lost except for tiny

areas. Thesa forms appear very unicolorous and dark, except

for costal area and perhaps the nervures. Colours as in D.
" Outsiie these general groups there are peculiar forms in which

some area has developed unusually intense marking. The banded form
is an example of this, but I have an example with the submarginal
area heavy and broad, or again it may be the central fascia or the basal

area which is especially heavily marked,
" Such ripae as I have seen from other localities, as the Lancashire

coast and Dorset, are distinctly of a different facies to those from W.
Sussex and S.E. Hants (a single locality I think)."

instructa, Wlkr. Cat Lep. B.M. Noct. X. 352 (1856).

Orig-. Descrip.—" Cervina, subtus alba ; thorax fascia antica angasta

fusca ; abdomen albido-testaceum ; alae anticae fusco subconspersae,

liueis duabus transversis angulosis incompletis fusco guttatis, iunulis

marginalibus fuscis, sat magna fusco subnotata,- reniformi subrotunda
obscure fusca albido marginata

;
posticae albae." Locality unknown.

1 example in B.M.

f. desertorum, Bdv. Gen. hid. Meth. III. (no. 849) (1840).

Orig. Desorip.—"Alae anticae angustae, cinereae, strigis tribus pun-

tisque, marginalibus nigris; macularis ordinariis fuscis; rotunda longi-

tudinali, minuta ; alae posticae niveae ; omnibus subtus albis, puncto
discoidali nigro." Found in South Russia by Kindermann.

This was subsequently named deseiticola in 1842 by Eversman, Bull.

Mosc. 544, pit. 5, f. 2, which name does not stand.

race alexandriensis, Baker, Trans. Ent. Soc. 37, pi. 1, f. 5 (1894).

Fig.— I.e. pit. 1, f. 5.

Orig. Descrip.—"^ Primaries yellowish-grey, first transverse line

from discal cell to inner margin fawn colour, but rather indefinite,

preceding which are three small black spots—one on the costa, one on
'

the median vein, and a third on the submedian, the latter being nearer

the base than the preceding ones ; there is a dark dot close to the

base on the costa and median vein. The second transverse line beyond
the reniform stigma is also fawn colour, extending from sub-costal to

submedian vein, but rather broken, the area between the first and
second lines is tinged with fawn colour, beyond the second line is a

curved row of dark dots from subcostal to submedian vein. Orbicular

stigma almost obsolete. Reniform stigma outlined in fawn colour,

with a similar coloured crescentic continuation below the extremity of

the discal cell ; directly above this stigma the costa is darkly dotted.

Posterior margin darkly dotted ; fringes yellowish grey with paler

extremities. Secondaries silvery grey. Fringes entirely snow white.

2 Primaries uniform brownish grey, slightly lustrous, no marking
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at all visible except a small darker spot representing the orbicular

stigma; the reniform stigma is finely outlined and pupilled with darker

grey. Posterior margin darkly dotted. Fringes whitish with dark
extremities. Secondaries silvery gray, brownish towards outer margin,
slightly lustrous. Fringes silvery grey."—Alexandria.

ab ditto. "One specimen. An uniform pale ochreous fawn colour,

the first and second line as in the type, but the former extended up to

the costa and rather broken, the latter being followed immediately by
a curved row of very fine dark minute dots, from which to the

posterior margin the ground colour is darker, interrupted only by a

doubly curved paler transverse line from the costa to the anal angle."

This species will follow desertorum

.

ssp. albovenosa, Tshtv. Jahr. Mart.-janov. Mimissinsk. Bnd. III. p. 53

(1925).

Orig. Descrip.—Alis ant. fuscis aut brunneissaepe albovenatis strio-

lisque triquetris spatii submarginalis distmctis atro-fuscis
;

posfcicis

((^2) albidis, vix infuscatis, linea marginali fusca, subtus lunula

^iscoidali distincta ; cum trans, ad sbsp. desertorum, B."

r. wagneri, Corti-Drdt.-Seitz, Pal. Xoct. Sup. III. 50 (1933).

Orig. Descrip.— "I denominate a new silvery grey form from Asia

Minor (Ak-shehir) and probably from Syria which may prove to be a

genuine race."

The darkest form so far dealt with is Tutt's grisea "dark greyish,

slightly slaty, much suffused." There occurs along our southern coasts

of Devon a dark form, which has been called " blackish " because

of its outstanding dark coloration. My own example (bred from
Devon coast) stands out darker than it really is in a series of this

beautiful usually light coloured insect. The ground is wholly mottled
with very slightly reddish tinge, with the usual marldngs, stigmata,

transverse lines, etc., blurred and of little emphasis, without suspicion

of ochreous white, the dominant colour in most specimens. The basal

portion of the costa is, however, slightly marked out in grey. The
hindwings are darker grey with indistinct lighter rays from the base.

It is not hrunnea, which is of a beautiful rich brown, but it closely

resembles the dark qrisea of Lanes. Two of this last form have just

come into my hands, one from St. Anne's and one from Torquay (!)

Both are comparable with my dark Dawlish one.

Agrotis, Ochs. and Treit (1816-25) most authors [Euxoa, Hb. (1822)
Hamps., Warr.-Stz., Mey., (2)] pnta, Hb.

Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 72 (1892) : Barrett, Lep. Brit. Is. III. 801, pit.

125 (1896) : Stdgr. Cat. Hied. 147 (1901) : Hamp. Cat Phal. IV. 188

(1903) : Splr. Sckm. Eur. I. 157, pit. 34, f. 19 (1906) : South, Moths
Brit. Is. I. 204, pit. 104, f. 2, 7 (1907): Warr.-Stz. Pal. Noct. III. 28,

pit. 6a (1909) : Culot, N. et G. 1(1), 18, pit. 10, figs. 17, 18 (1909-13)

:

Corti-Drdt. Seitz Pal. Noct. Sup. III. 51, pit. 6d.e.f. (1933).
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Hiibner's fig. 255 SammL (1802) is the type, but is an extremely
rare form unknown to most entomologists : Tutt saw only one example,
(numbered 55 in error on plate).

Hiibner—Geyer's figs. 7l5, 716, 717 (1826-8) are of the usually

met-with form in this country and is named renitens. The clear grey

^ with dark grey ? .

Godt. Hbt. Nat. V. pit. 67 (1824) figs. 5-6. <? and $ lignosa, are

very fair, i. 1 pnta ^ is rather extraordinary in markings. The figure

and description do not agree. The description says "grey." The figure

is clear ochreous inclined to reddish. From the posterior transverse

line to the bsse is a fuscous suffusion. Anterior and posterior lines

double. Very black narrow irregular band between stigmata, not

parallel to either transverse lines. Few sagittate marks very plain

below apex. Orbicular indistinct, reniform with light contour. Hind-
wings same ground, lighter basally.

Stephens, III. II. 119, fig. 1 (not 3 as printed) radiola (from Haw.
MS.) is a very dark brown grey form, with all the ordinary marking
only faintly visible.

Guen. Noct. V. 267 (1852) says that ligriosa, Gdt. and renitena,

(1852) are identical.

Ernst, and Engr., Pa}>. cC Eur, VII. fig. 440b. is doubtless the

ordinary dark 2 , and 449a is possibly intended for the red typical

puta, Hb. (fig. 255.)

Spuler, ScJitii. Eur. pit. 34, fig. 19, has a very good figure of

renitens ^ .

South, Moths Br. Is. I. 204, pit. 104 (1907) gives good figures of the

ordinary British form.

Her.-Sch. Bearb. II. 352 (1846), says that fig. 255 of Hb. is useless
;

wings much too variegated. His own figure 541 has the markings
far too definite for a puta form. His figure 28 erythroxylea is undoubt-
edly a true puta form.

Barrett, I.e. III. pit. 125, gives 4 figs. ^ very dark, 2 black, no
transverse lines, a marginal series of small square whitish spots ; a

slightly darker $ with dark base of fore-wings and well emphasized
lines, orbicular absent, reniform a dark irregular blotch ; a $ with

doubled transverse lines, emphasized with dull white or grey, and
clouding of reddish brown around the reniform near the base and in

the submarginal area. Ground dark grey not black.

Warr.-Stz. Pal. Noct. III. 28, says that the type form is Italian and
very rare. He puts erythroxylea and catalaunensis as synonyms of

puta. Figs. 6a renitens are good figures of the usual British form.

Culot, N. et G. I. (1) renitens and erythroxylea are treated as

synonyms of puta. On pit. 10, fig. 19, is given as a copy of Hiib. type

and fig. 18 an example of the French lignosa, are two very good figures

but fig. 17 is not at all the Hiib. type as the text says ; there is no trace

of red in it as in Hiib. fig.

Corti, Draudt-Seitz go much into detail on this species Pal. Noct.

Sup. III. 51 (1933). On pit. 6, 6a is given as puta typical, which,

although of a reddish brown, is not distinctively red as Hiibner's figure.

They figure andreasi ; a figure of radius said to be better than that in

the main volume ; one of syricola ; another of saracenica ; another of

retroui, and one of silvestrii, which last is a dark coppery red. These

figures are all quite good.
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Berio, Ann. Mns, Civ. di. Stor. Nat. Genova, LIX. (1986) discusses

this species at very great length, naming no less than 26 mostly very
trivial forms, making a total, with the previous 21 named, of 47
aberrational or form names, of which he has given 38 figures in black

and white on 3 plates. Figs. 17 to 38 are notably enlarged. The first

16 figures are reproductions in black and white of the original figures

of the older denominations from Hiibner onwards,
Of the Variation Barrett says—" Not very variable, but a recurrent

form of the male, in which the whole of the basal portion of the fore-

wings, to the first line, is more or less filled in with blackish, and the
transverse lines are more distinct, was formerly described as a separate

species under the name of radia [radius, Haw.] A variety of the
female in which a brown transverse stripe lies along the second line

was described as its female. The late M. Bentley, when writing upon
these varieties and showing that they were of the same species as the
typical form then known as A. radiola— also pointed out that the
variation in colour of the hindwings is very remarkable, and described

a form of the female in which they are silvery white. A very fine

male of this variety radius was taken in Devonshire."
He describes another, a female, "of which the fore-wings are the

colour 01 the male, but set off by two conspicuous, straight, perpen-
dicular, blackish, transverse bars ; this was taken at Portland."

The Forms and Names to be considered are

puta, Hb. Samntl. Noct. 255 (1802).

f. radius, Haw. Lep. Brit. 119 (1803).

f. liynosa, Godt. Hist. Nat. V. 241, pit. 67, 6 (1821). [= golignosa,

Berio]

i.'renitens, Hb. Samuil. Noct. 715, 716, 717 (1822).

i. erythroxylea, Treit. Schm. Kur. V.(3) 31 (1826).

f. radiola, Steph. III. II. 119, pit. 20, 3 (1829).
r. catalaunensis. Mill. Rev. May. Zool. Ills, pit, 1, p. 4 (1873).
ab. obscura, Tutt, Brit. Noct. 11. 75 (1892).

ab. niyra, Tutt, I.e.

$ ab'. Hamp. Cat. Lep. Phal. IV. 184 (1903).

ssp. tueridionalis, Splr. Schm. Eur. I. 157 (1908).
ab. amartia, Schaw. ferh. z. b. Wien. LXI. 82 (1911).

ab. rostroui, Roths. Nov. Zool. XXVII. 29, pit. XVII. 11 (1920).

ab. major. Roths. I.e. XXVII. 33 (1920).
ab. silvestrii, Trti. Att. Soc. It. Sc. Nat. Milano. LXIII. 62 pit. IIL

fig. 15 (1924).

ab. minima, Trti. I.e. pit. III. 7-8 (1924).

ab. andreasi, Trti. I.e. 67 (1924).

ab. saracenica, Tams, Ajin. Maq. N. H . (9) 15, p. 145, fig. (1925).
ab. nuda, Dnhl. Mitt. Muneh. 19 (1929).
ssp. subrubra, Dnhl. I.e.

2ih. joannisi, Dufrane, Mem. ent. Bely. XXIII. 61 (1930).
ab. marianii, Berio. Boll. Soe. Ent. It. LXIV. 140 (1932).
ssp. syricola, Corti-Drdt. Seitz. Pal. Noct. Supp. III. 51, pit. 6 (1933).
ab. unica, Berio. A?in. Mus. Cir. Stor. Natur. Gen. LIX. 90, fig. 19

(1936).

ab. J/mc?«, Berio. Z.c. fig. 20 (1936).
ab. perfusa, Berio. I.e. fig 23 (1936).
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ab. cremea, Berio. I.e. 91 (1936).

ab. alqerina, Berio. I.e. fig. 22 (1936).

ab. pheroa, Berio. I.e. 92, fig. 15 (1936).

ssp. toisca, Berio. I.e. fig. 17 (1936).

ab. tutti, Berio. I.e. 93, fig 21 (1936).

ab. obscurina, Berio. I.e. (1936).

ab. erythrosimilis, Berio. I.e. fig 27 (1936).

ab. agenjoi, Berio. I.e. fig 31 (1936).

ab. tramfixa. Berio. I.e. 94 (1936).

ab. debilis, Berio. I.e. (1936).

ab. umbra, Berio. I.e. 94, fig. 35 (1936).

ab. tricolor, Berio. I.e.

ab. monoehro»ia, Berio. I.e. 96 (1936).

ab. uniform is, Berio. I.e. fig 33 (1936).

ab. paupera, Berio. I.e. fig. 36 (1936).

ab. puroUmbata, Berio. I.e. 97 (1936).

ab. maseidina, Berio. I.e. (1936).

ab. transiens, Berio. I.e. (1936).

ab. extrema, Berio. I.e. 98 (1936.)

ab. feratra, Berio. I.e. (1936).

ab. venata, Berio. I.e. 99, fig. 37 (1936).

ab. lifpiosina, Berio. I.e. fig. 34 (1936).

ab. eompo&ita, Berio. I.e. fig. 38 (1936).

Tutt dealt witb the typical form (1) suffused with red, (2) clear grey

with base, stigmata and outer margin dsLvker, renitens, ^ , (3) Dark grey

ditto, renitens ? . (4) Grey, much reticulated with faint longitudinal

lines, radius. (5) Grey, with trans, shade between orbicular and
reniform, lignosa ^ . (6) Blackish brown, with two black trans, bands,

lignosa $ . (7) Greyish-black much obscured markings, obseura. (8)

Entirely black, nigra. (9) Brownish grey with pale central area, radiola,

i. erythroxyUa, Treit. Schm. Eur. V. (3), 31 (1826).
Ym.—n.-^.Bearb. II. fig. 28.

Orig. Descrip.—" The size is about that of N. pleeta. Head, collar

and thorax appear bone-colour. The collar has in front a wide, deep
brown border, the abdomen is somewhat whiter, flat pointed towards the
anal end. The antennae in the S' are strongly pectinated. The feet light

brown, annulated below with white. The forewings have the ground
colour agreeing with that of the thorax. The first transverse line

consists of a double row of brown crescents. The outerside from the
base is dark brown with reddish gloss. The reniform is similar in

colour. The orbicular as a smaller ring lies hidden under a quantity
of fine longitudinal streaks. The costa has brown and pale yellow
dots. The second transverse line is present, but indistinct. The waved
band is expressed by brown dots and reddish arrow-streaks. The
margin next to the fringe is wide, brownish, mostly with a red gloss.

The fringes are yellow with reddish dots. The hind-wings are white,

they have brownish veins and similar bordering of pure white fringes."

Italy and S. France.

Tutt says this is puta, see Brit. Noct. II. 72.

r. catalaunensis. Mill. Rev. Mag. Zoel. 3a. S. (1878).
¥iQ.—l.e. pit. 1, fig. 4.
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Orig. Descrip.—" The whitish ground is tinged with violet, with

the costa, the cellular area and the base of the wings violet brown.

Several elongated black spots lie, one on the costa, another at the

centre of the wing, separating the base from it and extended up to the level

of the reniform stigma. A third spot, black, elongate, abuts on the

fringe, crosses the reniform, which is large, brown at the centre and
encircled with black. A series of small sagittate black spots lie with

their points inwards. Two other small oblong spots, superimposed,

the one white and the other brown, precede the reniform. The lower

wings are whitish with the nervures brown. A series of brown lunular

dots lie at the edge of the fringe, which is entirely white. Below, the

wings are white, but the upper ones are very largely suffused smoky to

their centre. On the lower wings is shown a cellular point, very

distinct although it is scarcely visible above. The thorax is square,

hairy, and of the colour of the fore- wings. The abdomen is slender,

slightly depressed and whitish."

$ ab. Hamp. Cat. Lep. Phal. IV. 184 (1903).

Orig. Descrip.—" Forewings suffused with fuscous ; hindwings

usually pale brown."

ssp. or r. meridionalis, Splr. Schm. Europas, I. 157 (1908).

Orig. Descrip.— " From Andalusia a larger, darker form lies before

me, with the bright margined reniform standing out clearly and with

very strongly darkened marginal spots on the hindwings."

ab. amartia, Schaw. Verh. z.h. Wieyi. LXI. 82 (1911).

Orig. Descrip.—" The fore-wings are conspicuous, light brown with

whitish marginal waved line. The brown colour is only present in

the reniform and only slight in the costal portion of the base." Bosnia

and Herzegowinia.

ab. retroai, Roths. Nov. Zool. XXVII. 29. (1920).

¥iG.~l.c. pit. XVII. fig. 11.

Orig. Descrip.—" Exactly intermediate in appearance between E.
radius and E. trux. Antennae serrate, brown ; head pale pinkish

mauve : tegulae darker with dark brown edge : patagia and rest of

thorax pinkish mauve ; abdomen wood-grey. Forewing pinkish mauve,
basal one-fourth above vein 1 dark brownish mauve, an oblique trans-

verse, convex, dentate line of same colour separated from this deeper

colotired patch ; a darker brown mauve patch surrounding reniform

stigma from which a shadow line runs straight to inner margin
;

postmedian, convex, dentate, blackish line
;
post-discal area clouded

with brownish mauve. Hindwing white with nervures, costal,

and abdominal areas suffused with mouse-grey." Algeria, Oran, etc.

ab. major, Roths. Nov. Zool. XXVII. 33 (1920)
Orig. Descrip.—" From Oran we have 5 ? $ of gigantic size and

of the black aberration, which for the present I will name ab. major.

Length of f.w. 20mm. Expanse 46mm. The largest erythroxylea,

17mm. and expanse 39mm. from Oran in 1913."
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f. silvestrii, Trti. Alt. Soc. It. Sc. Nat. Milano. LXIII. p. 62 (1924).

Fig.—l.r. pit. iii. f. 15.

Orig. Descrip.—" Fore-wings fuscous red brown, largely covered

along the costa by a blackish suffusion, which does not reach to the

apex, but covers the space above the orbicular and reniform stigmata.

This termination is quite obscure. The proximal transverse line is

almost obsolete but well-marked at the lower part of the orbicular stigma

;

the distal transverse line is indicated by very small black traces upon
the costa. An obscure median shade runs down from the reniform

diminishing in size to end on the dorsal margin. Tbe antemarginal

sagittate spots are well defined in black. The limbal Ime very finely

expressed in black, precedes the reddish-brown fringe. The hind-

wings of a greyish, dusty ground, especially shaded along the anterior

margin. The limbal line finely dark. Fringes greyish. Below, the

four wings greyish, lustrous ; the fore-wings less than the posterior,

suffused with obscure scaling. An obscure distal very small lunule on

all the wings." Bengasi, Italian N. Africa. Cyrenaica.

ab. Hiinlma, Trti, Att. Soc. It. Sc. Nat. Milano. LXIII. 62 (1924).

Fig.— I.e. pit. iii, f. 7, 8.

Orig. Descrip.—None. Expanse of figure 8, 25 mm. Tbis was
placed by Turati to the species hoggari, Roths. Misurata, N. Africa.

f. anch-easi, Trti.-Corti. Att. Soc. It. Sc. Nat. Milano. LiXIII. 67

(1924).

Fig.—Seitz. Cort.-Drdt. Pal. Noct. Sup. pit. 6.

ORrG. Descrip.—" With very white ground is the example of andreasi

Corti. with stigmata and strigae strong and of intense black colour,

with any suffusion of red-brown" Venice, Bulgaria, etc.

r. saracenica, Tams, An. Mag. N.H. (9) XV. 145, fig. (1925).

Orig. Descrip.—" Facies of Iwdnae, Obthr. but darker in colour.

Head and thorax drab, white and sepia mixed, many of the darker scales

white tipped, tegulae whiter than the rest of thorax. Pectus cartridge

buff. Abdomen above and beneath cartridge buff, irrorated with drab.

Forewing ground colour drab, the veins and pattern fuscous- black,

with white splashings on each side of the veins and in and above the

orbicular. Claviform marking outlined with fuscous-black, extending

along the anal fold to a point opposite to the junction of vein Cu2
with the cell. Orbicular elongate but not confluent with the

reniform ; finely outlined with fuscous-black, with a central patch of

drab scales, surrounded by white and cream buff scales : reniform

large, filling the end of the cell, heavily outlined with fuscous black

and almost filled with fuscous black ; a heavy fuscous black

shade on the costa above the reniform ; an obscure fuscous-black

band from the reniform to inner margin, slightly black arrow-head

dashes below vein Ml., the dash above the anal vein being less well-

defined than the others, etc. Hind-wing white, with a fine fuscous

terminal line, thickened interneurally black: fringe fuscous, with a

cream buff line at base, etc." Jahrin, Huful, Arabia.
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f. nuda, Dnhl. Mitt. Milnch. Ent. Ges., 19 (1929)

Okig. Descrip,—" Resembling the last [andread), completely mauk-

ingless with yellowish white-grey ground colour." Messina, Palermo,

Capri, etc.

f. mbrnhra, Dnhl. Mitt. Milnch. Ent. Ge^. 19 (1929)

Orig. Descrip.—" The ground colour in this is reddish-grey, the

markings like iho^Q oirenitens, Hb. Transverse lines wanting. Hind-

wings pure white. In the female sex the form is nearest to the lignosa,

Godt. ; but the reddish tone is emphasized. This snhmbra is found in

Central Italy everywhere: nuda appears in the higher lake region."

ab. joannisi, Dufrane. Mem. Soc. ent. Belg. XXIII. 62 (1930).

Orig. Descrip*—" Head, thorax, abdomen and fore-wings, including

the fringe, pale yellow slightly greenish. The base of the wings,

especially the costa slightly powdered with blackish-brown. Ordinary

lines completely wanting. The three usual stigmata, of the ground
colour, and marked by very thin but sharp contours, of a blackish- brown

;

the orbicular and claviform are quite evident, but the reniform is

somewhat hidden in the area of blackish-brown, separated from
the contour by a ring of the ground colour. Nervures slightly blackish

brown ; each interval between the nervures, on the outer margin, a

well marked blackish-brown point is continued by a little paler sagittate

mark, following the outer border, into the fringe. Hind-wings very

white. Underside of all the wings without any trace of marking, white

except at the costa of the fore- wings and on the nervures, where one
sees a little very pale yellow, like a very thin line terminating the outer

border." El Golea.

f. warianii, Berio. Boll. Soc. Ent. It. LXIV. 146 (1932).

Orig. Descrip.—" The ground oi the fore-wings is of a uniform but

obscure coloration ; in this form the lines are not united together as

one ; there remains in the ^ only visible the basal spot and the small

cuneiform spots on the distal margin (pure black) ; scarcely perceptible

is the white edging of the orbicular. In the 5 the markings are a

little more expressed, although always slightly developed. The ? is

not actually more obscure than the ^ . This form with many little

spots is a southern one." Palermo.

f. syricola, Corti.-Draudt.-Seitz. Pal. Noct. III. Sup. 51 (1933),
Germ, issue.

Fig.— I.e. pit. 6.

Orig. Descrip.—" While the spring generation is like that of Central
and Southern Europe and agrees with the form rejiitens, Hb., the

autumn generation has a quite different appearance from all the radius-

forms {})uta).''

" The specimens are, as a rule, distinctly larger ; the ^ ^ gJ'ey,

without red brown, very sharply marked ; the 5 2 exhibit for the most
part the usual litjnosa-tovm, but on the hind-wings, as a rule, are

somewhat less dark and fairly well marked."

f. unica, Berio. Ann. Mus. Civ. Star. Nat. Genova. LIX. 90 (1936).
Fig.— I.e. pit. iii. fig. 19.
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Orig. Descrip.—" Head thorax, antennae, fore-wings, abdomen,
clear reddish ; tegulae and patagia apically marked with testaceous.

Quadrate basal spot, costal fringes, antemarginal sagittate spots, interior

of the reniform and the orbicular, and the apex of the fore- wings with
ground colour of burnt sienna. Ante- and post-median lines absent.

Outline of claviform and of two antemarginal sagittate spots black

(those between veins 4 and 6). A continuous black edging, wider below,

encloses the reniform and the orbicular in one ring, following the

outline
; the rings of these two stigmata are confluent. The hind-

wings white with antemarginal testaceous lines." Palermo.

f. jimcta, Berio. I.e.

Fig.—I.e. fig. 20.

Orig. Descrip.— (" Head, thorax, antennae, abdomen, fore-wings

and costal area of the hind-wings uniform brown, Tegulae and patagia,

margined with a darker brown. Basal, costal, sagittate, ante- and post-

median, contour of the claviform, and a contour line enclosing the

orbicular and claviform spots, black. Hind-wing white suffused slightly

with brownish. Resembles the preceding {luiica), but with the ground
much more suffused with colour and hence contrasting less with the

black of the markings. The orbicular and the reniform confluent as in

the preceding species." Palermo.

f. perfusa, Berio. I.e. p. 91.

Fig.— Lc. f. 23.

Orig. Descrip. —"Head, thorax, fore- wings and abdomen bright

cream ; face, tip of the tegulae, a line along the middle of the patagia

and the tip of the crest of the mesonotum, reddish. On the fore-wings

the veins, the basal line doubled but stopped at the cell, the

antemedian completely doubled, the posfcmedian formed of a series of

dots on the veins, the costa, the two cuneiform between veins 4 and 5,

a space between these and the distal margin, which extends to the

fringe, another between veins 1 and 2, a series of points on the distal

margin, which vanish in the fringe, the contour of the claviform and
the interior of the reniform, are all finely marked in black. The
white contour of the orbicular agrees with that of the reniform, also

white, therefore the two stigmata become one, very closely united,

without the black contour. Hindwings, white." Palermo.

f. creniea, Berio. I.e. 91.

Okig. Descrip.—" Head, thorax, forewings and abdomen uniformly

cream, patagia with a reddish brown median line, antennae of the same
colour. On the fore-wing this coloration, much paler, forms the

basal spot, fills up the cellular space between the two typical stigmata,

and is the colour of the apex of the wing and marks the antemarginal

sagittate spots. Marked freely in black are the double subbasal line,

the antemedian, the contour of the claviform, the lower edge of the

orbicular and the reniform which is somewhat square in shape.
" The post median is represented by a series of points on the veins.

On the distal margin between veins 1 and 2, and 5 and 7 are two dark

spots, as dark as the interior of the reniform spot. The orbicular has

a cream coloured contour and is of an oval elongate shape. The hind-

wings are white." Calabria, Palermo.
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f. algerhia, Berio. I.e. 91.

Fig'.—I.e. f. 22.

Orig. Descrip.—" Head, third joint of the palpi, the distal half

of the patagia, tegulae and extremity of the abdomen of a cream colour ;

the tip of the tegulae, antennae and median area of the wings of a red-

dish ochreous colour. The basal area and that of the disc (from the

post median to the whole of the fringe) of a fuscous fulvous shade.

The basal blotch, the second joint of the palpi, the basal half of

the patagia, the reniform, the centre of the orbicular, and the costa

feebly black. The subbasal is not distinguishable, and the antemedian

is simple and imperfect. The claviform is absent. The postmedian

is marked by points on the veins. In the uniformly fulvous postmedian

area between veins 1 and 2, and 4 to 7, there are many little wedge-

shaped spots of an ochreous colour. The eyes doubly lined wifh

ochreous. Hind-wings very white including the fringes." Algiers,

Spain.

f. pheroa, Berio. I.e. 92.

Fig.— I.e. 18.

Orig. Descrip.—" Fore-wings clear reddish ochreous (as snbrubra)
;

transverse lines clearly marked ; claviform contoured with brown

;

orbicular little conspicuous and with a contour concolorous with the

wings ; the black basal blotch and the reniform are the only

dark parts of the costal area ; thus there is no black, but only brown

suffused generally, giving the scales the earth colour of burnt sienna.

The hind-wings white, slightly tinged yellowish." Casteldaccia.

f. ^ toisea, Berio. I.e. 92.

Fig.—Lc. fig. 17.

Okig. Descrip.—" Ground yellowish white, straw-colour, with the

claviform, basal area, reniform, the space between that and the orbicular,

and a mark on the termen (vein 1 and internervular 5-7) marked in

black. Hind wings absolutely white, including the fringe. Abdomen
white; the form is well characterized by the size being slightly below

the average ; by the light ground and by the much obscured markings
;

by the spot on vei^i 1 and by the very white hind-wings." Tripoli, Alto-

mira. El Escorial, etc., Spain, Palermo, etc., etc.

f. tutti, Berio. I.e. 98.

Fig.— I.e. fig. 21.

Orig. Descrip.—"This is the form said by Tutt to be the radius,

Haw. having the median shade divided from the reniform. On the

hind wings the white appearance is speckled with marginal spots

between veins 2 and 7 ;
perhaps similar to meridionaUs, Splr." Madrid,

etc.

^ . f. obscurina, Berio. I.e. 93.

Orig. Descrip.— " The S' bas the wings of an obscure grey, just as

the females have normally, but differing from obscitra in having the

hind-wings white." Liguria, Albania, Bologna, etc.

f S' ' eri/tJirosit)iilis, Berio. I.e. 93.

Fig.— ^'.0. f. 27.
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Orig. Descrip.—" As erythroxylea, Tr. : but the antemedian and
postraedian lines are completely marked ; the lanules are simple."

Bologna, Emilia.

f. g . a/ienjoi, Berio. I.e. 93.

Fig.- i.e. f. 31.

Orig. Descrip.—" The forehead and 3rd joint of the palpi, reddish
;

2nd joint of the palpi black. Clypeus white
;
patagia grey with black

median line; tegiilae grey dotted with violet especially at the apex;
prothorax of the same colour ; abdomen ochreous grey. Fore-wings
wine-colour with the quadrate basal area, the reniform and the points

on the costa besides those such as also the doubled ante- and post-

median, are all indicated in dark shade but not in black. The orbicular

with its ochreous contour appears slightly more wHite than the ground
colour. The hind wings white, with ochraceous veins and a median
shade from the costa to near the anal angle." Spain, Jaen, Mus.
Madrid.

f. (^ transfixa, Berio. I.e. 94.

Orig. Descrip.—" Fore-wings with white ground, and marked with

very diffuse longitudinal lines on the veins and between them. The
chief character of this form is afforded by the very conspicuous

claviform and especially by its dark brown colour, which is indeed

prolonged without interruption to the base of the wing. The dark

basal blotch is not very pronounced." Cyprus, Limasol.

f. g debilis, Berio. I.e. 94.

Orig. Descrip.—" Head, tegulae, hind-wing very white
;
patagia

with fine dark streaks and the tegulae with brown dots. The ground

of the fore-wings yellowish-rosy-white bone colour ; basal blotch grey

;

distal area largely tinted with reddish. Post-median simple, apparent

on the veins which are finely marked in brown. Characterized by a

more delicate aspect than the forms radius, renitens, etc. ; and by the

apex of the fore-wings, which is much more pointed. There is an

absence of longitudinal contrasting markings. Abdomen greyish. In

a series of this form from Spain there is well pronounced a dark median
shade arising on the costa, which meets and renders the reniform

indistinct. There are numerous gradations." Belgium, El Escorial,

Oran, etc.

f. ? umbra, Berio. I.e. 95.

Fig.— Z.c. f. 85.

Orig. Descrip.—"Head, antennae, with the base of the patagia, the

spots of the tegulae, the collar of the metanotum, and the ground of the

fore-wings, burnt sienna earth colour. With the upper part of the

patagia and tegulae yellowish white, as is the abdomen. On the fore-

wing the doubled and strongly angulated antemedian stand out in

black : the postmedian also double : a distal blotch from veins 5 and 7

and a decided median shade runs between the stigmata. The rim of

the orbicular, the interior of the ante- and post-median, and the points

of the cuneiform are white to the distal margin, like the fringes

which are doubly streaked with brown. Hind-wings brown with

white fringes." Palermo.
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f. 2 tricolor, Berio. I.e. 95.

Orig. Descrip.—" Head, thorax, antennae, abdomen, posterior wings

milky-white ; the fore-wings divided into three areas ; one black, which

reaches from the base up to the antemedian, which is double and sparsely-

developed ; a dark grey, which extends from this up to the postmedian
;

the last a black-red, which extends from this last to the fringes.

Claviform wanting ; the orbicular contoured with white and produced

towards the costa by two white extensions ; the reniform disappears in

the ground colour. The antemarginal sagittate marks ochraceous,

very small. The fringes are ochreous and have two wavy brown

striations ; the two joints of the palpi laterally, the lines on the middle

of the patagia and the tip of the tegulae are reddish brown. On the

hind-wings the nervures are lined in dark." Tunisia, Madrid.

f. 2 ))i())i<icJir())iia^ Berio. I.e. 96.

Orig. Descrip.—"Head, thorax, abdomen, hindwings suffused

dirty white. A very delicate bro\\n line divides the patagia ; the point

of the tegulae, the distal area of the hind-wings of the same colour.

The fore-wings are mouse-grey, except the orbicular, the costal marks,

the contour of the reniform and the distal cunei, which are white; and

the basal area, which is black. Nevertheless black marks lie on the

costa, near to the white, and the veins are marked black. The post-

median is represented by an interruption of the colour on each vein,

while the antemedian is marked and is doubled. The claviform is

wanting; the fringes white doubly striated with brown." Tunis.

f. 2 iniifoiiiiis, Berio. I.e. 96.

Fig.— Z.6-. fig. 33.

Orig. Descrip.—" Head, patagia, the inner edge of the tegulae,

basal area of ihe hind-wing ochreous-wbite. Fringes of the fore-wings

white. The remainder unicclorous grey-brown. The basal blotch of

the fore-wings, the antemarginal (double and strongly angulated)
;

the reniform and postmedian (double), marked in very dark grey brown
(not black). Some white in the interior of the antemedian and post-

median, besides in the contour of the orbicular and in a costal mark
also. The sagittate marks appear perceptibly a little whiter than the

ground. The fringes white with two brown lines." Bologna.

f. ? . paupera, Berio. I.e. 96.

FiG.—Lc. fig. 36.

Orig. Descrip.—" Head, thorax, fore-wings ochraceous-yellow

suffused with reddish brown. Lines on the patagia, tip of the tegulae,

two joints of the palpi, antennae, basal blotch of the fore-wings, ante- and
post-median, contour of the claviform, of the orbicular, of the reniform,

and the veins, all of a reddish brown colour. The orbicular is ringed

with ochraceous yellow. The predistal cunei are very conspicuous ; and
agree with the extremity towards the exterior, thus forming an

ochraceous distal band whiter, zigzag, which goes from the apex of the

wing to the tornus, and is limited proximally by reddish brown, with

which the wing is suft\ised, and distally by the black points between

the nervures, to the base of the fringes. These are ochreous, with a

double marking of whitish brown. Hind-wings dark brown, with

ochreous fringes separated from the wings internally by a white line

and by a dark one." Palermo.
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f. $ puroliwbata, Berio. I.e. 97.

Orig. Desorip.—" Fore-wings brown, hind-wings white at the base

and slightly obscured at the margin. The fringes of the fore-wings

are ochraceons-white. Completely devoid of markings either longitud-

inal or transverse. This gives the insect the appearance of having the

fore-wings fasciated by a wide white border. The remainder is much
like renitens, Hb." Limassol, Cyprus.

f. $ mascidina, Berio. I.e. 97.

Orig. Desorip.—" Surprisingly like the J of syricola, Corti, by
the white ground colour, the transverse markings and the robustness

of the wings. The antemarginal wedge spots are united together by
the points forming a white festooned line on the reddish distal area.

The orbicular is notably approaching the reniform at one point. In
another example and from the same locality, the last two particulars

are wanting, necessary exactly to resemble S' syricola, Corti." Bulgaria.

f. 5 transieiis, Berio. I.e. 97.

Orig. Desorip.—"Head, thorax, base of the hind-wing and fringes

of the same, white. Fore-wings dark ochraceous. Margin of the

tegulae and median line of the patagia brown colour. The subbasal,

the antemedian double and sharply broken off between vein 1 and
the internal margin, the contour of the claviform ; the postmedian (also

doubled), the wedges between veins 4 and 6 and the spots on the margin
before them are brown black. Contour of the orbicular and the distal

wedges white ; fringes ochreous yellow-white threaded with brown.
Hind-wings brown as the abdomen, with the base a little clear."

Palermo.

f. 2 extrema, Berio. I.e. 98.

Orig. Desorip.—" Head, thorax, antennae, fore-wings, and the

end tergite of the abdomen of a dark wood-brown colour. Abdomen,
posterior wings dark brown. Tegulae and patagia variegated with

black. Basal blotch of the fore-wing, antemedifin, contour of the

claviform, of the orbicular, a median shade (the much larger part of

which from the costa encloses the reniform and finishes waved at the

inner margin), the post-median lunule (simple), and a spot between
veins 5 and 7 at the distal margin, of a deep brown almost black. The
contour of the orbicular and of the antemarginal wedges white, with

the fringes of the hind-wings and the base of the abdomen. Fringes

of the fore-wings brown with a single white line." Palermo. Paupera,

traiisiens, extre)iia, represent three gradations of colour of an identical

plan of marking.

f. 2 feratra, Berio, I.e. 98.

Orig. Desorip.— " As in the f. $ nigra, Tutt, which is wholly black

without white markings, nevertheless the orbicular is visible, because

it has the basal colour of the fore- wings a deep coal black; therefore

the orbicular is seen because of its light white contour. Fringes of the

four wings ochreous ; hind-wings become dark at the base." Jandula,

Jaen, Cuenca, Spain.
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f. 5 venata, Berio, I.e. 99.

Fig.— I.e. f. 37.

Orig. Descrip.—" Is the $ with the fore-wings dark and the

hind-wings white. On these the veins 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 are clearly marked
in black." Bologna, Oran, etc.

f. ? liqnoslna, Berio. I.e. 99.

Fig.—i.e. f. 34.

Orig. Descrip.-t" Coloration identical with f. J (iolignosa = lignosa,

Gdt. only a little more rush coloured ; hind-wings brown, much less in

size." Biskra, Tripoli.

f. 5 coinposita, Berio. I.e. 99.

Fig.— I.e. f. 38.

Orig. Descrip.—" Basal and median area deep black; postmedian
dark fuscous-maroon ending at the fringe. Hind-wings uniformly
dusky, with pale fringes. The antemedian and postmedian on the

fore-wings are marked in pure black, and the orbicular in shining

white." Jandula, Spain, N. Africa.

Agrotis, Ochs. (1816-25) most authors: [Euxoa, Hb. (1822) Hamp.
Meyr. (Rev.) Warr.-Stz.] einerea, Schiff. (1775).

Tutt, in this species, again did not take the original description, but

based his notes on the figures in the Smuml. of Hiibner, 155, 156, 157,

(1802) of which he gave a description, Brit. Noct. II. 75.

cinerea, Schiff. Verz. 80. (1775).

Orig. Descrip.— "'Noctuae rusticae." Imago. " With black collar.

Ashy-grey, finely marked." This, of course, is an extremely inadequate

description, but in 1801, Illiger. Verz. neu. Ansg. I. 257, certified the

identity with the reference Bork. Eur. Sc/im., IV. 547 (1792) where is

found a fuller and much more adequate description of the insect we
know in this country.

Tutt, Brit. Noet. 11. 75. (1892) : Barrett, Lep. Br. Is. III. 298. pit.

126, f. 2. (1896) : Stdgr., Cat Illed. 148 (1901) : Hamp. Cat. Lep. Fhal.

IV. 174 (1903): Splr. Sehw. Eur. I. 158, pit. 34, 22 (1905) : South,

Moths Brit. I. I. 204, pit. 105, f. 9-10 (1907) : Warr.-Seitz. Pal. Noct.

III. 27, pit. 5gh (1909) : Culot. N. and Q. I. (1), 58, pit. 11, f. 2-4

(1910): Corti-Stz. Pal. Noct. S>,pp. III. 48, pit. 6a, 7a. (1932).

Haworth, Lep. Brit. 1. 133 (1803) described a species denticulata

as a Bombyx but later II. 205 (1809) referred it to the Nocfcua, which
has been identified with einerea, Hb. S" .

Hiibner's Saunnl. fig. 157, obseura, is difficult to distinguish from
his figure 156 called einerea, a 2 , nor does the other fig. 490 obseura

enlighten us, for it is almost identical with the other two. The obseura

form is only slightly darker than the female, einerea. Tutt says that

this is a form almost confined to the female. I have not seen an
obseura male.
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Tufct remarks that the ? fig. 156 Hb, has rather a purplish than
ashy grey tint ; thi-s is so.

Godt., Hist. Nat. IV. pit. 71, figs 5-6. The ^ is too dark and the

2 too light compared with Hiibner. On p. 274 he says that Ernst
and Engr. fig. " la decolore " is a (^ of cinerea, while the female is

given in fig. 387d as a variety of ferniainea. Of Godart's figures,

Duponchel {Hist. Nat. Sup. III. 180) says they were copied from
Hiibnei' so badly as to be unrecognizable, and gives two figures on pit.

XVII. fig. 1-2, both good, but the female does not agree with the text

"gris-noiratre.
"

Curtis, Brit. Ent. IV. 165, gives a very good figure of a large $ .

He identifies it with denticulata, Hb.
Herrich-Schaffer's fig; 439, Sys. Bearb., is of the ubsciira form, with

somewhat narrow wing, with the paler (slight) part between the

stigmata.

Gn. Noct. I. 282, says it is difficult to say in what ohscura, Hb.
differs. He also says that Tr. in referring to Ernst and Engr. VII.

figs 447a, b, and 454d as cinerea forms is in error. To me the former
figures represent ^ and ? cinerea, a view strengthened by the ashy
grey, etc. of the ^ and the ohscura-WkQ colour of the ? . The text

referring to the plate on which these figures with those of two other

species seems to be inverted, since figs. 445 are termed cinerea, which
they very obviously cannot be, whereas figs. 447 are labelled valligera,

which they certainly are not {Pap. d'Kur. VII. 59.)

Barrett, I.e. Plate 126, 6 figs: colour bad, grey shading suppressed,

brown dominant. 2a ? very dark fascia through the reniform, inner

line dark, thick waved submarginal dark band succeeding the light

edged outer line ; 2c (^ , very uniform, only marking a central fascia,

a submarginal line, both dark, and a black reniform ; 2d 3" , with 4

single dark lines, no stigmata, a dark innermarginal cloud and a small

blotch above position of reniform also dark, and trace of a basal line.

Spuler, Schvi. Eur. I. pit. 34, f. 22, has a good figure of the ^ .

Warr.-Seitz, Pal. Noct. III. 27, treats the ohscura, Hb. and mnrina,

Ev. as synonyms of the type. Warren says " Tutt, evidently with only

British specimens before him, did not notice that the British race was
per se distinct from continental forms, so that the aberrations, which he

put forward must be considered as applying solely to the British race."

Three J examples I have from S. Tyrol (1), Wagram, Lower Austria (1),

and near Vienna (1), are practically identical with English examples; an
Sih.obscnra, Hb.

( $ ) from Klosterneuberg (hilly ground above the Danube
marshes N.W. of Vienna) is so obscure black brown, as not to be com-
parable with the dark ? obscura, Tutt (nee. Hb.), of our English form.

On the above evidence alone I do not agree with Warren's suggestion

of a British race, but on the evidence of Mr. Wightman's amazingly
beautiful specimens, which have been caught by him and others in

Sussex in hundreds, I feel that our British cinerea, while agreeing

generally with the continental cinerea, has a racial section of it in the

S. of England of amazing variation, aberration, colour and marking,
strong enough to be marked by a racial, if not a subspecific, name.
(Probably r. tejyhritia, Stdgr.)

Culot, N. et G., 1(1). pit. XI. 2-4, gives good figures of, S' , not

quite so light dove colour as many of our English ones, 2 dark but

hardly as dark brown as obscura (to which name he only refers in a
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postscript), and eximia, Obthr. the small variegated fonii from England.

He expresses doubt on fusca, Bdv.
The figures in Seitz are very poor and quite unrecognizable in

colour.

Corti-Stz. Swpp. Til. 48, says alpu/ena is the prevalent pale type of

Central Europe and obscura, Hb. (nee Tutt) the dark form, of which the

livonica, Teich. is only a synonym, and tephrhia is the name of the

definitely British race, hitherto known only from England, to which

Tutt's aberrations pallida, virgata, and ohscurata belong.

Barrett, I.e., says of the Variation :

—

" Rather variable in the ground colour, which in the S" is often

tinged with brown or with slate colour, but in the female varies from

light umbreous to smoky black, in the latter case with all the

markings obscured, or with the central shade intensified into a black

central transverse bar. In the paler forms a suffasion of smoky-brown,

or smoky-grey is not unusual, sometimes in the middle of the wing,

oftener toward the hind margin. West of England specimens are

larger than ordinary, with paler colour and less distinct markings—in

these respects drawing nearer to the much larger form found on the

Continent of Europe."
Mr. Wightman says " I have never bred A(/rotis cinerea, except

oddly, but have found many females (about 150), and the variation is

amazing. I never had but three or four of any given form. The
males I have taken in great number and here again there are any
number of forms. I am satisfied that while dark females and pale

males are usual, all forms occur in both sexes. All forms occur large

and small."

He details the following forms :

—

Females from Lewes, Sussex.

1. Pale whitish grey ground ; transverse lines, subterminal and some
shading in outer area are blackish brown.

2. Pale brown ground ; marking as in 1 but in darker brown.

3. Purplish grey ground ; marking as in 1 but in black,

4. Dark brown ; central fascia very dark ; basal area paler than rest

of wing,

5. Black ; central fascia intense black ; basal area whitish-grey
;

submarginal pale edged.

6. Unicolorous black.

Males from Lewes 7, rest Storrington.

7. Pale brownish grey ; basal, inner, and outer, submarginal and

central shade all in deeper brown ; also a row of dots bordering

cilia.

8. Lavender grey ground ; reniform a dot, brownish grey marking.

9. Ditto ; reniform a large spot ; brownish grey marking.

10. Ditto ; deep brown central shade.

11. Slightly whitish grey; pale brown suffused on outer half of

forewing.

12. Ditto; basal area outer half dark; dark trans, narrow band

through reniform.

13. Lavender-grey ; trans, lighter central band ; all markings present,

clearly expressed.

14. Same form as 2 5 , very dark brown ground, still darker wide

brown band.
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15. Dark grey ground ; varied amount of marking, but all more or less

fragmentary.

16. Dark grey ground ; slightly lighter central trans, band divided by
narrow darker band.

17. Dark grey ground; narrow trans, band through reniform ; other

markings slight.

18. Same form as 3 $ .

19. Same form as 12 ^^ , but basal outer half not dark.

I have gone over these specimens of Mr. Wightman's and quite

agree with his notes on them. They are a wonderful set of individual

forms.

The Names and Forms to be considered are

—

cinerea, Schiff. Verz. 80 (1775).

cinerea, Hb. Samml 155, 156 (1802).

f. obsGura, Hb. I.e. 157 (1802), 490 (1808-18).

denticulatusia), Haw. Lep. Brit. I. 138 (1803) II. 205 (1809).

ab. fusca, Bdv. Ic. pit. 78, fig. 4 2 (1832).

ab. mnrina, Evers. Bull. Mosc. XXI. 213 (1848) ; and I.e. XXIX.
190 (1856).

r. alpigetia, Trti. Bull. Soe. eut. It. XVI. 75 (1883) ; Calbr. Iris, I.

226, pit. XII. 7-8 (1888).

ssp. livonica, Teich. Stett. e. Zt. 169 (1886).

ab. turatii, Stndf. Iris, I. 216, pit. 10, f. 5 (1888).

ab. pallida, Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 76 (1892).

ab. virgata, Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 76 (1892).

ab. tephrina, Stdgr. Cat. Ill ed. 148 (1901).

ab. eximia, Culot (Obthr.) A', et O. I (1), 69, pit. XL f. 4 (1909-13).

ab. albescens, Zerny, Eos. Lep. Albarracin, 363 (1927).

ssp. aragonensis, Schaw. Int. Ent. Zt. XXVIII. 416 (1934).

ab. variegata, Schaw. I.e. 417 (1934).

dentieulatus{a). Haw. lep. Brit. 133 (1803) Bombyx : Z.c. 205 (1809)
Noctua.

Grig. Descrip.— " Thorace antice atro, alis cinerascentibus postice

siaturatioribus, strigis 2 denticulatis atris." *' Antennae pectinatae rachi

grisea. Thorax cinereus antice ater. Alae anticae usque ad medium
glaucae, postice sp.turatiores seu cinereae, basi punctis duobus oppositis

atris, striga tenuissima ante medium denticulata atra ; tunc striga

obsoletissima fuscescens, in qua macula majuscula loco stigmatis postici,

et pone banc, striga tenuissiuia atra. Alae posticae albicantes."

Curtis, Brit. Entoiuology, IV. 165 (1827) identified this name as a

syn. of cinerea, Schiff. (Hb.)

Tutt dealt with the following forms—(1) Hiibner's figure 155 pale

ashy-grey, with an abbreviated, followed by a complete, black wavy
transverse basal line; no claviform, orbicular a tiny black dot.

(2) pallida, ashy blue grey as the type but pale, less emphasis of

markings. (3) ab. virgata, strongly marked median shade replaced by
a clear but narrower red median shade, central band between the

stigmata. (4) obscura, Hb. 157, deep unicolorous dull brown with

2 darker trans, basal lines, darker markings.
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ab. 2 fmca, Bdv. Ic. Lep. Ear. pi. 78, fig. 4 (1832).

Fig.—The figare is large and a deep black brown. There is no
description.

r. niurina, Evers. Bull. Masc, XXI. 213 (1848).

Orig. Descrip.—" Thorax fusco-griseus, collari atro ; alae anticae

fusco-griseae, macula media obsolete fusco signato : linea transversa

basale et altera externa flexuosa dentatis nigris
;

postico pallida

nigricantis, puncto medio nigriore."

Expanded Okig. Descrip.—" Mtirina has a very great similarity with

individuals of clnerea, which have the fore-wings griseous ; it is a little

smaller, but slightly more robust, with the fore-wings somewhat
shorter ; of an ashy-grey, with the fringe separated from the ground-

colour by black dots ; the median lines have almost the same alignment

as in clnerea, are equally simple, crennlate, black and very thin ; the

reniform is slightly encircled with blackish powdering and slightly

centered with the same powdering; the orbicular and claviform are not

present. The lower wings are of a uniform whitish grey. The thorax

is of the ashy colour of the forewings, with the collar edged with black.

The antennae of the $ are slightly pectinated or strongly ciliated."

Oural Mts.

The above was taken from yoct. Rhss. III. {Bull. Mosc. 1856, p. 190)

Eversmann.

race aljngena, Trti. Bull. Soc. Ent. It. XVI. 75 (1883).

Orig. Descrip.—" Standfuss, Calberla and Struve collected this

species in the Abruzzi (5-6000 ft.) on the 8th, 9th, and 14th of July, in

very perfect examples and of a size less than that qf the typical form
;

as a local variety it may be distinguished by a name = v. al^igena,

Stndfuss.

This reference (scarcely a description) was subsequently completed

by Calberla.

—

ssp. alpigena, (Turati) Calb. Iris. 1. 226 (1888).

Fig.—pit. XII. 7-8. (quite different forms).

Orig. Descrip.—" Their fore-wings are whitish or violet grey, with

more or less yellowish, or brownish powdering; the first half and the

first complete transverse line are distinct, the outer not always in a

specimen wanting the latter. The reniform is distinctly produced in

black, the central shading partly indistinct, partly sharp, wide, rusty,

brown coloured. In one example the orbicular is present, in two others

it is a dark point. The waved line is unbroken towards the base and
indistinctly shaded, most distinct on the costa ; the marginal line is

mostly present as sharp black dots between the veins. Head the

colour of the forewings, thorax paler, hind-wings yellowish white with

darker costa, darker marginal line, discoidal and yellowish white fringes.

Underside yellowish as usual ; the hindwing from the inner margin to

the subcostal whitish and not dark powdered ; discoidal not always
distinct ; fore-wings with two more or less distinctly curved streaks, of

wihch the inner is continued on the hind wing mostly up to the upper
radial ; from thence up to the inner margin it is indistinct, only

marked on the veins, or it is wanting."
This form is shortly described by Sfcdgr. Cat, III ed. (1901), 148.

" Dilutior, al. ant. violaceo-cinereis minus signatis."
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ssp. livonica, Teich. St. ent. Z. (1886), 169.

Orig, Desckip.—" Two specimens of a species up to the present not
yet observed, but which diverge pretty noticeably from the usual type

of cinerea. The forewings are black brown, the marking less distinct,

the two transverse lines somewhat toothed. The hindwings are black

grey, at the base somewhat paler. The thorax is grey, with a lens one
sees that it is furnished with black and white hairs ; body and feet are

also very dark. This insect, of which Herr Bang-Haas notes that he
has not met with this form, I name var. livojiica."

Hampson, Lep. Phal. 175 (1903) " Much darker fuscous brown."

race Uiratii, Stndfs. Iris, I. 216 (1888).

Fig.—Z.c. pit. 10, fig. 5.

Orig. Descrip.— " Of this species my friend Roder furnished me
with two good female examples from the South of France, which he
took in April, 1887, in the mountains near Digne about 3000 ft. up.

This species is recognized by the brown-yellow coloration, which
characterizes the whole upperside, with the exception of the antennae,

which are black brown, so that by the extaordinary simplicity of their

markings they are furthest removed from Ag. ci(liiii7iic<)la, but have
shortened, strongly rounded wings of 39-42 mm. expanse, shorter than

A. cuhuinicola, which measures 42-45 mm. The orbicular stigma is

produced along the direction of the costal vein and occurs only in a

darker shade without linear setting, also the reniform stigma only

as a more shady reniform spot with sharp margining. The dentate

lines intersecting the fore-wings at the ends of the first and second
wing thirds are only slightly developed. The shaded bands are tolerably

parallel to the outer margin which cross the wing somewhat about
midway between the outer margin and the outer dentate line, and stand

out quite clearly from the lighter outer margin. The whole forewing

is powdered completely with fine, black-brown atoms, least thick at

the bases and on the outer margin. Fringes, head and thorax, the last

not so smooth-haired, as in other A/jrotidae, but also not so strongly

woolly as in Ag. cuhuinicola, are unicolorous light brown-yellow, with-

out any dark admixture.

The hind-wings are grey brown with transparent darker end of the

middle cell and yellow-brown fringes. The abdomen is grey-brown on
the upperside, but darker on the underside.

The underside of all the wings is deep grey with a streak of yellow-

ish and a darker end of the middle cell. There is a mixture of

abundant yellow grey scales towards the costal and outer margins.

The fringes are yellow-grey. The palpi are black-brown. The hairs

of the thorax below the wings grej^ grey-yellow towards the legs. The
legs are dusky grey yellow, to deep brown yellow on the tarsi, and at

the end of each joint looks lighter."

Stdgr. in his Cat. treated this as a good species.

Aqrotis [FJiixoa) cinerea, Schiff. ab. tephrina, Stdgr. Cat. Lep. PaL
III. 148 (1901).

" iVlinor, al. ant. angustioribus, distinctius signatis, al. post, in ^
albidioribus."

Hampson. Cat. Pep. Ph. IV. 175 (1903). " Small, the fore-wing

narrower, the markings usually very distinct; hindwings whiter; ?

sometimes with the ground colour black."
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ab. eximia, Culot, Noct. et G. I (1), 69 (1910).

Fig.—Z.c. plfc. XI. fig. 4.

Orig. Dksorip.—" With a lilac grey ground." England.

ab. albescens, Zerny, " Lep. of Albarracin," Eos, III. 363 (1927).

Orig. Descrip.— *' Specimen with white grey, very slightly marked
fore-wings, similar head and thorax and light grey hind-wings."
Albarracin, Spain.

ab. variegata, Schawda. Int. Knt. Zt. XXVIII. 416 (1934).

Fig.— Seitz. Pal. Noct. III. pit. 7a (1901).

Orig. Descrip.—" Draudt figures on pit. 7a in Seitz a ^ ab. which
is well marked and in which a broad dark shading lies in the middle of

the fore-wing. He says that he possesses numerous similar specimens
from Vienna, Italy, Bulgaria and from the old Austrian coast-land,

which again differ between one another. I have in my collection a

similar ^ taken in Waldbruch (S. Tyrol) by Arno Wagner on 11th
April at light, with the written name variegata. I now enter this name
in literature. The ground colour is pure grey on the fore-wings with
strongly developed dark transverse bands and broad dark central shade."

ssp. or ab. aragonensis, Scbawd. Int. Ent. Zts. XXVIII. 417 (1934).
Orig. Descrip.—" A small narrow winged ^ , which Predota

obtained in the Sierra Alta in Arragon. Fore-wing very dark, but more
grey-brown than brown. The marking still visible. Hind-wings as in

the typical form."

Agrotis, Ochs. (1816-25) most authors [Rhyacia, Hb. (1822) Warr.
Corti : Epipsilia, Hb. (1822) Hamp. South : Lycophotia, Hb. (1822)
Hamp. : Spaelotis, Bdv. (1840) for valesiaca, Bdv.] , ashworthii,

Dbldy. (1855) = ? candelarnm, Stdgr. 1871 [candelisequa, Hb. 1808).

There was another species in Agrotis named candelisequa and thus
it was necessary to rename this species, which Stdgr. did in 1871,
cayidelarum. Pierce, Genit. Noct. 51 (1909), sa^ys ot candelanivi, " 1

cannot distinguish between this and ashwort/di."

Should the conflicting evidences be reconciled and it be decided

that there be only one species, the name of that species must be

ashworthii, Stain. (1855), as the prior name candelisequa is used for

another Agrotis species. If, on the other hand, it be proved that there

be two species, the name candelanim, Stdgr. (1871) will be that of the

continental species.

Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 76 (1892) : Barrett, Lep. Brit. Is. III. 380, pit.

136,2(1896): Stdgr. C«^. Illed. 139 (1901): Hamp. Lep. Phal. IV.
611 (1903) : Splr. Schm. Eur. I. 148, pit. 33, 2 (1905) : South, M.fir.Zs.

I. 216, pit. 110 (1907) : Warr. Seitz. Pal. Noct. III. 52, pit. llf. llg.

(1909) : Cort. Stz. Pal. Noct. Supp. III. 72, pit. lOd. lie. (1983).

A very difficult species. Published figures and descriptions are

very confusing, as is the spelling of the names by different writers.

Hiibner's figure, the type, 397, is large, dark clouded, strong trans-

verse lines with a light edging, and a marginal light dove-coloured
band. His figure 493 he gives as a ^ ; it is much smaller and altogether
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darker, clouded practically all over without any of the beautiful shade
of the 2 , with a blackish brown central shade enclosing a lighter reni-

form ; the basal third is also lighter {^virgata ? Tutt).

In his Text Hiibner says p. 168 :
" Whitish grey : the upper wing

slightly shiny, soft brown-grey shading, with pale central stigma and
slender black waved lines; the hind-wings pale brown-grey shaded ; the

marginal band ashy-grey." Austria.

I have never seen a $ approaching fig. 493 of Hb. and Treit.

(1825), ScJini. V. (6) 219 considered it a variety of A. aceris. Treit.

also points out that Esper had previously used the name candeluequa

for another Noctua. He refers this species to the "Black-marked
Noctuid " candelisequa of the Verz. p. 72 (1775).

Frr. Ix. thinks fig. 498 of Hb. is probably a badly drawn and
coloured figure.

Duponchel, Hist. Nat. VI. pit. 77, f. 2, has a very good figure of

a dark form of the ? with lines tending to obsolescence, and dark hind
wings He cites fig. 343 of Ernst and Engr. Pap d'' Eur. with reserve;

p. 74, Freyer's fig. 688 in Vol. VII. is slightly suffused with red scales

and the markings are sparse and not emphasized black.

Freyer, Neu. Beitr. V. (1845), pit. 472, figs. 3, 4, gives two very

good figures one with somewhat pale markings, the other with well

emphasized trans, lines and a very dark narrow band from the black

quadrate spots to the inner margin.
Her.-Sch. %s. Bearb. II. 334, fig. 80 (1846) describes and figures

valesiaca, which he ascribes to Boisduval, Icones, pit. 78, f. 3, and to

Stain. Ann. pit. (one I in his Syn. List, two in the text). Fig. 80 of

H.-S. is that of a light brown (ochreous) form with marking quite

agreeing with that of candalenun ; there is no quadrate black spot.

Gn. Hist. Nat. Noct. V. 323 (1852) says that Hb. 493 is not
cafideliseqiia.

Stainton's fig. Ent. Ann. 1855, vallesiaca, as he says, p. 63, is not

the vallesiaca of " other authors." Tutt clears this and identifies it

with the jotunensis, Schoyen, found in Sweden. (Tutt spelled it

vallesaica in error). Stainton's fig. is a good one of large size with a

partial narrow dark band from the reniform and quadrate spot to the

inner margin. Of course Stainton's name is not valid as there is

another Agrotid previously so named, valesiaca, Bdv. (Spaelotis, Bdv. = ?

Agrotis, Och.)

We have the valesiaca, Bdv. (1833), the vallesiaca, Stain. (1855),

the vallesiaca, Frr. (1842), and the valesiaca, H.-S. (1846).

This Stdgr. clears somewhat by putting the valesiaca, Bdv. as a

good species near Agrotis squalormu and referring to it the valesiaca,

H.-S. While he places the vallesiaca, Frr. to squalonim. Cat. Illed.

146 (1901), he places the vallesiaca. Stain, to ashworthii, Stain. Z.c. 139.

Modern authors treat valesiaca, Bdv. as a true species in no way
near to ashworthii or to candelarurn.

Mill. Icon. III. 93, pit. 93, fig. 11 (1868) gives a good figure of a dark

^ which is suffused with more than a slight ruddy colour. It was
an English specimen sent him by Doubleday.

Barrett, I.e. pit. 136, gives 2 figures, fairly good.

Hamp., Lep. Phal. IV, 511, considered ashworthii as a good species

with Stainton's vallesiaca (nee. Bdv.) as synonymous : the candelarurn

as quite separate with jotunensis (darker) and siunata (paler) as aber-
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rations : on I.e. 568 he deals with vallesiaca, Bdv. (error for valesiaca)

as a good species. The former are in his genus Episilia and the last

in Lycophotia.

Spuler, Schmett. Eur. I. pit. 83, figs. 2, 4 (1905) has 2 very good

figures, a large $ of the continental typical form and a well marked

ashivorthii.

South, Moths Br. Is,, I. 216. pit. 110, f. 1 (1907) gives a very poor

figure of a very dark slaty grey, with too much of the prevailing brown

of the plate.

Culot, Noct. et G. 1(1). 43, pit. 6, figs. 17-18, and pit. 7, f. 1, has

excellent figures of candelariun, signata, and asJuvorthii (British).

Warr.-Stz. Pal. Noct. III. 52, pit. 11/. and 11^., gives very poor

figures of both ashivorthii and of cafidelanim, which are treated as two

good species in the genus Rhyacia. The general brown colouring of

the plate has spoiled the beauty of the ground colour of these species.

In the text ashivorthii is said to be pale slate grey and candelannn is

said to be chalk grey, with which descriptions the figures do not agree

at all. But Corti-Draudt in the Supp. III. 72, pit. lOde. give better

figures to supplant these. In spite of the statement of F. N. Pierce

that he could find no detail of the structures to differentiate the two,

Corti-Draudt still consider them to be two good species. They treat

calcinia, Sohn-Rethel, and vwlisana, Dnhl. as synonyms with lactescens,

Trti. These fresh figures are quite good, and a good figure of signata

with one of lactescens are added.

Comparing the figures of the larvae of ashivorthii in Buckler and

Milliere with those of candelarmn in Freyer and Spuler, one finds

practical agreement. Ground colour blackish brown, more or less

greenish, with a sHght double line along the back. Each side has a

row of black blotches, one on each segment, somewhat smaller in

front, but more solid in the rear on the last few segments. Spiracles

indicated by white dots. Lower side finely white dotted. Feet brown,

head red yellow. The differences are so slight as to suggest individual.

The Names and Forms to be considered are.

candeliseqiia, Hb. (1808) Samuil. Noct. (nee Esp.)

valesiaca, Bdv. Icones, fig. 78 (1833).

ashivorthii, Dbldy. (1855) Zool. 1749.

ab. vallesiaca, Stain. (1855) Ajin. 41, f. 2.

ssp. ca7idelarnm, Stdgr. (1871) Cat. lied. 82.

ab. signata, Stdgr. (1871) Cat. lied. 82 [Gn. Noct. V. 324A

(1852)]

.

ab. jotiniensis, Schoyen. (1888) Norw. Lep.

ab. virgata, Tutt (1892) Brit. Lep. II. 77.

ssp. lactescens, Trti. Nat. Sicil. IV. 68, pit. III. f. 26 (1919).

ab. rubescens, Schawd. Zr. Oestr. Ver. VI. 2 (1921).

ab. calcinia, Sohn. -Rebel. Iris, XLIII. 7, pit. II. f. 11 (1929).

ab. molisana, Dnhl. Mitt. Milnch. XIX. 104 (1929j

Tutt dealt with (1) Hiibner's figure of the type form cajidelisequa —
'

candelaruni, Stdgr. (2) The English ashivorthii of Doubleday. (3)

The vallesiaca. Stain, without the quadrate black spot which is the

same as the jotunensis, Schoyen of Lapland, etc. (4) The form

virgata with a central shade. And (5) The sigjiata, Stdgr. given to'

Guenee's var. A, pale with very emphasized black strigae.
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Tutt states, B.N. 77-78, that var. vallesiaca, Stain, which has the

ground " dove colour " of a^hworthii, Dbldy. is the same as Mhejotunensis^

Schoyen, which is " particularly dark," because it has not the quadrate

black spot between the stigmata. These appear to be two forms
and certainly not identical. Stdgr. Cat. Ill ed. 139 (1901) says of

the latter, '* obscurior." See Hamps.
Barrett says of the Variation—" Hardly variable, except in the

depth of ground colour and general shading, but the soft bluish-slate

colour fades in time and becomes of a smoky-grey, or even brownish-
grey."

He reports a specimen " entirely suffused with blackish-grey, and
another having a broad blackish central band."

Rhijacia candelarnm., Stdgr. f. lactescens, Trti. Nat. Sic. (68) 1919.

Fig.— Le. pit. III. f. 26.

Orig. Descrip.—" In this variety the rusty colour is completely

suppressed and the glacous suffusion is replaced by a pearly colour,

which renders these examples lighter than Agrotis margaritacea, Vill.

The three costal spots from which the three sagittate lines arise, that

is to say, the basal, the proximal and the distal, as also the lines

themselves, stand out very clearly and finely in black. The orbicular

and reniform stigmata on the other hand less distinct. Head, thorax

and abdomen of a milky white. Hind-wings slightly greyish with

white fringes." Sibillini Mts.

The figure is a very good one and on the plate are good figures of

signata, Stdgr. and of the typical candelarujii.

ab. riihesceus^ Schawerda, Zt. oster. Ent. Ver. VI. 2 (1921).

Orig. Descrip.—" In this species the red-brown ground colour is

always more or less covered with white-grey. From Saxony I have

obtained a large number of freshly emerged specimens of this species,

which are quite separable from our more white-grey Lower Austrian

specimens by their clear red-brown ground and they may be differentiated

from the typical form by the name ab. rubescens."

ab. calcinia, Sohn-Rethel, Iris, XLIII. 7 (1929).

Fig.—I.e. pit. II. fig. 11.

Orig. Descrip.—" Still paler, like v. signata Stdgr., silver-white,

slightly marked, without any brownish powdering." Abruzzen,

Majella, and Gran Sasso.

ab. molisana, Dnhl. Mitt. Miinch. XIX. 104 (1929).

Orig. Descrip.—" Large, broad-winged. Ground-colour milk-white,

in the basal area, strongly pale blue grey toned, the middle area slightly

yellowish suffused. The central shading wholly absent. The inner

transverse line is very sharp but fine, the outer transverse line more
feeble and delicately traced, also the row of fine dots behind this last

was clearly marked. Here and there are found traces of a grey sub-

marginal. Costal spots strong, stigmata pale. Hind-wings pale milk-

grey, powdered grey towards the outer margin. Front wing-fringes

slightly chequered and lined, in the hind-wings pure white." Abruzzen,

Monte Agatone ; Majella.
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Agrotis, Ochs. (1816-25) most authors, [lihyacia, Hb. (1822) Warr.,

Corti : Epipsilia, Hb, (1822) Hamp., South: G-raphiphora, Ochs. (1816-

25) Steph. Spaelotis, Bdv. (1833)] lucernea, Linn. (1758).

Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 79 (1892): Barr. Lep. Brit. Is. III. 390, pit.

136, 3 (1896): Stdgr. Cat. Illed. 143 (1901): Hamp. Lep. Phal. IV.

505 (1903): Splr. Schm. Eur. I. 154, pit. 31, 9 (1905): South, Moths
Br. Is. I. 213, pit. 107, figs. 9-10 (1907): Warr.-Stz. Fal. Noct. III. 51,

pit. lid. (1909): Culot. N. et G. I. (i). 58, pit. 9f. 2 (1909: Ck)rt.-Drdt.-

Stz. Pal. Noct. Supp. III. 71, pit. lOb.c. (1933).

Tutt refers to the renigera, Humph. & West. (Brit. Moths. I) as a
separate for.m on the evidence of the figures given by these authors.

They quote the description of Stephens, but their figures, pit. xxv, 2-3,

are absolutely different and of most inferior execution in colour, and I

think can be ignored as variant forms.

Bork " Naturg." says he knows of no description and has not seen

insect nor a figure.

Ochs. & Treit. omit mention of luceniea, but in vol. V (i), 197,

Hiibner's renigera^ fig. 384 (1802-8) is dealt with as a good species.

Hiibner's fig. 44 lucernea, Samml. Noct. (1802) is a very unsatisfac-

tory figure. The hind wings are impossible with huge discoidal blotch

and dark clear-cut bands on a bluish ground. Were it not for the

well-marked stigmata and black outer marginal area I should have said

that fig. 42 should have been named lucernea, a very dark form. Fig.

384 renigera, Hb. has nothing to do with the renigera, Stephens, as

Stephens thought.

Dup. Hist. Nat. Supp. III. pit. xix (1836) is a very fair one of cata-

leuca, but with too great emphasis and clearness in the markings ; the

hindwing coloration is not dark enough for most examples.

Wood, Ind. Ent., pit. 9, 154 (1833) has a very good figure of the dark
renigera, Steph.

The Uvo figures of cataleuca in Frr. NfAi. Beitr. V. pit. 399, have the

marking too pronounced and the ground somewhat of too light a shade.

H.-S., Sys. Bear}). 11. 377, notes that the figure of Bdv. Icon., pit.

82, is incorrect in most respects, shape, fringes, colour of transverse

lines, hind-wings and under surface. His figs. 574-5 are of a very large

cataleuca with the central shade not so emphasized in depth as the
transverse lines.

Barrett, I.e., pit. 136, gives 3 figures. The basal colour incorrect,

too brown, some of markings too definite : 3a three dark brown trans-

verse bands alternating with four lighter bands; 2nd line a crenulated

black line ; a similar one succeeds the stigmata ; also a shortened basal

crenulated line; 3b generally darker, black-brown with obsolescent

marking.

Spuler, Schm. Eur. I. pit. 31, gives a good figure of a dark cataleuca;

he adds on p. 154 that lucernea has been shown to be distinct from
nyctemera by its genital structure.

South, Moths Br. Is. I. 213, pit. 107, 9-10 (1907) gives two good
figures, one with very numerous markings, which he calls renigera,
Steph. Scotland, but very diflFerent from all the usual Scotch specimens
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I have seen, which tend to be uniformly dark with more or less sup-

pressed marking; the other figure, a $ , is the cataleuca banded for.m.

Warr.-Stz., Pal. Noct. III. pit. lid., figures a very dark renigera <S

and 9 under the name lucernea, the (S being an ab. cataleuca with

the central shade. There is an ochreous tinge in these figures, w^iich

does not agree Avith the description on p. 51, pale grey with green flush.

Culot, N. et G. 1(1). pit. 9, fig. 2 (1909) gives a good figure of Avhat

is considered lucernea on the Continent. In his text, p. 58, he con-

siders renigera, Steph. as a Scotch sub-sp.

Cort.-Drdt.-Stz., Pal. Noct. Supp. III. pit. lOcd. figures cataleuca,

with weakly expressed band; renigera, Steph. (nee Hb.) too dark and
brown; arguta ; insulicola; pescona, a pale bluish grey form; and

osmana, a form extremely like the figure of cataleuca close to it on the

plate, but is slightly yellowish.

Of the Variation Barrett writes:—"Variation in this species ap-

pears to be mainly local or climatal, and exists principally in the in-

tensity of the colour. On the south coast of England, and especially

at Portland, the general tint is pale smoky-grey, much darker toward

the hind-margin, and with the markings moderately distinct; inland

mountainous districts, especially in North Wales, produce a still paler

form ; coast districts in the West and North a decidedly darker ; and in

the far West, as in Kerry, some specimens are actually slate-black,

without more than the faintest trace of markings. The Isle of Wight
produces deep slate-coloured specimens, darker than those from the

Isle of Man, which are brown-grey. Shetland specimens are large and

dark, even to glossy blue-black.

Names and Forms to be considered :
—

lucernea, Linn. Sys. Nat. Xed. 510 (1758).

ssp. renigera, Steph. III. II. 129 (1829)

ssp. cataleuca, Bdv. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 377, pit. 14. f. 2 (1833).

ssp. dalmata, Stdgr. Cat. Illed. 143 [fig. Iris. XXXVI. a901)].

f. duhia, Verb. & M.D. Schni. Schw. I. 265 (1911).

ssp. insulicola, Trti. Nat. Sicil. nos. 7-32 (1919), p. 70 of sep.

ssp. osin.ana, Corti & Wagner. Mitt. Milnch. XIX. 69 (1929).

ssp. illyrica, Reb. & Zrny. Denk. Acad. Wiss. Wien. 90, pit. fig. 20 (1932).

ssp. hureschi, Trti. Mitt. Bulg. Ent. Gesell. VII. 114. fig. (1932).

ab. pallida, Schaw. Zt. Oestr. Ent. Ver. XVIII. 70 (1933).

ab. nielanophila, Schaw. I.e.

f. arguti, Corti-Drdt.-Seitz. Pal. Noct. Supp. HI. 71, pit. 10c. vl9-33).

f. pescona, Corti-Drdt.-Seitz. I.e.

Tutt deals with (1) the lucernea, Linn, " almost unicolorous whitish-

grey form," with no stigmata, and three pale transverse strigae. (2)

f. cataleuca with, a well-developed, dark, central, transverse shade be-

tween the positions of the stigmata. (3) ssp. renigera, the dark blackish-

grey form, varied with obsolescent darker markings, of Scotland and

the North. He refers to, but does not name, the much paler form from

the I. of Wight and S. of England.

V. dalmata, Stdgr. Cat. Hied. 143 (1901).

Fig.—Iris, XXXVI (1901).
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Oeig. Descrip.— '* Multo pallidior, al. ant. iiavescenti-cinereisj al.

post. subt. plerumque extus non late obscuro-fasciatis ; trans, ad sp.

sequ. esse videtur j an sp. propria.P" Dalmatia.

f. duhia, Verb. & M.D. Schm. Schw. I. 265 (1911).
'* A particularly large grey-white form, with obsolescent marginal

band on the hind wing, occurs in Wallis with the typical lucernea, L.

It was originally confused by Favre & Wullschlegel with nictymera, Bdv.

and frequently labelled as such. But it is never so strongly clay-yellow

as that siDCciesi and clearly differs, as in lucernea, by the very shapely

toothed inner and outer waved lines. I think that this form has been

confused most of all with nictymera, B." Glacier de Trient.

f. insulicola, Trti. Nat. Sicilianu. nos. 7-12 (1919), p. 70 of sep.

Fig.—Lc. pit. III. f. 33, and Seitz. I.e. pit. 10c.

Orig. Descrip.—" This forms a transition between nictymera and

the form dalmata, Stdgr. of lucernea, of a size intermediate. The differ-

ence of the ochreous coloration is appreciated more easily when com-

parison is made with series of nictymera, lucernea, dalmata and reni-

gera. It has the colour of the upper side somewhat like the ochraceous

colour of nictymera; the markings and lines are analagous; but the

waved line is sparsely shaded, while on the underside of all four wings

there lies a large black fascia, which distinguishes lucernea.^' Sardinia,

Ajaccio.

To this Corti-Draudt add, Seitz. Pal. Noct. Supp. III. 71. " Fore-

wings are much darker." " Much wider central shade." " Much darker

margin " than simulatrix = (nictymera).

f. osmana, Corti-Wagner. Mitt. Munch. XIX. 69 (1929).

Orig. Descrip.— *' It is of generally more yellow colouration, and
yellow transverse lines as in normal lucernea. The hind-wing under-

side is particularly characteristic, where the deep, almost black darken-

ing of the outer area is not present, but is clay yellow as in nyctemera
without the black outer band of lucernea and with only a curved line

on the fore-wing underside. A characteristic marking of lucernea, that

in the examples, which are not dusted with black on the margin, almost

always occurs, (that) is the black trace along vein Ca (according to

Berge-Rebel) from the outer margin, is in these examples clearly pre-

sent; in Pfeiffer's examples not always. Fringes white as in lucernea.'^

Anatolia.

ssp. illyrica, Reb.- Zerny. Denk. Acad. Wiss. Wien. (1932), 90.

Fig.—Pit. fig. 20.

Orig. Descrip.—" Differs from the alpine lucernea by much smoother
scaling, more uniform coloration, throughout lighter upper side of the

fore-wings, which want the interspersed scattered yellowish white scales.

The outer transverse line is more sharply and distinctly toothed, hind-

wings towards the base somewhat lighter. Underside of the forewings

and the marginal band of the hindwings less dark, the latter therefore

also not so strongly in contrast with the pale wing surface as in typical

lucernea.
" The single $ lying before me has the upper side of the fore-

wings very light yellow-grey with distinct transverse lines and hind-

wings towards the base strongly paled. Underside of all the wings
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whitish, the forewings with outer transverse line obsolescent towards the

inner margin. The liind-wingi marking less up to a very slight discal

point." May be ssp. of simulatrix.

ssp. hureschi, Tuleschkow, Mitt. Bulcj, Ent. Gesell. VII. 114 (1932).

Figs.—I.e. p. 114, very poor woodcuts,

Orig. Descrip.— *' Upperside dark grey with slight grey suffusion.

Fringes of the same colour as the wings, somewhat paler on the hind-

wings. The whole marginal area of all the wings up to the outer trans-

verse line almost unicolorous black-grey. Central shade wide, dark-

grey, Avith hardly visible traces of the reniform stigma; orbicular stigma

as slightly marked.
" Underside equally very dark ashy grey, grey-black in the marginal

area, paler towards the base, into dusky white. The central shade line

wide and on all the wings well emphasized ; as is the discal point on the

hind-wings." S.W. Bulgaria.

ab. pallida, Schaw. Zeit. Oestr. Ent. Ver. XVIII. 70 (1933).

Orig. Descrip.—" Two S (S wholly pale, yellowish-grey colour. Only
the praemarginal narrow band and the central band are somewhat
darker grey, so that the fore-wings are actually pale. The hind-

wings are also much lighter. Both specimens are quite fresh, un-

damaged, fringes perfect." Corsica. Elevations.

ab. melanophila, Schaw. Zeit. Oestr. Ent. Ver. XVIII. 70 (1933).

Orig. Descrip.— *' The fore-wings are in ground colour grey and not

ochre-yellow, wholly darkened, with a wide, blackish outer area. Of the

same black colour are the central transverse band and the reniform

stigma. Hind-wings blackish darkened. Fringes whitish." Elevated

parts of Corsica.

f. arguti, Corti-Draudt-Seitz. Pal. Nod. Supp. III. 71 (1933).

Fig.—Lc. pit. 10c.

Orig. Descrip.—" Resembles duhia. by the more diffuse .markings,

but is darker; subterminal line is scarcely discernible." Pyrenees.

The figure is uniformly dark with sparsely emphasized marking,

scarcely above the ground depth of colour.

f. pescona, Drdt.-Seitz. Pal. Nod. Supp. III. 71 (1933).

Fig.—Z.c. pit. 10c.

Orig. Descrip.—" Is a very pale bluish grey; a verv clearly marked
form with unusually dentate subterminal line; central shade very ap-

parent but narrow ; marginal band of hind-wings exceptionally wide and
deep black." Abruzzi.

Agrotis, Ochs. & Treit. (1816-25) most authors lEpipsilia, Hb. (1822)

Hamp. (Episilia. in error): Bhyacia, Hb. (1822) Warr., Corti : Graphi-

phora, Ochs. & Treit. (1816-25) Meyr. : Spaelotis, Bdv. (1840), Dup.

:

Pachnohia, Gn. (1852) South.] simulans, Hufn. (1766).

In his consideration of pyrophila, Tutt took Hiibner's fig. 43 as the
type. But Hiibner himself says in his text (Noctuae), " Synon. Noct.
pyrophila d. Ther." i.e. of Schiffermiiller.
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Orig. Descrip.—" Larva with waved lines; larva with a few curved

hairs and moth of a dull grey: The dark grej^ marked owl-moth."

This was recognized by contemporary authors, Goze, de Villers,

Borkhausen & Fabricius. This last in the Mantissa, II. 170 (1787), and
in the Ent. Sys. III. 98 (1793) gave a fuller recognizable description,

and in 1801 Illiger in his Sys. Verz. I, 204 confirms the name with the

later description.

Villers, Ent. Linn. IV. 487 calls simulans " L'ardoisee," thus

noting its slaty surface appearance.

Ernst & Engr., Pap. d'Eur. VI. 104, fig. 342, gives 5 figures, very

clearl}' giving both the grey and the yellow forms, but although good,

have too much emphasis in the marking and in the yellow form of

colour. The latter is said to be the (S , the grey form the 9- One
figure is described as having white hind wings : an aberration.

Tutt, Brit. Noct. II. 80 (1892): Barr. Lep. Brit. Is. III. 377, pit.

135, 2 (1896): Stgdr. Cat. Illed. 143 (1901^: Hamps. Lep. Phal. IV.

510 (1903) : Splr. Schm. Eur. I. 153, pit. 34, 11-12 (1905) : South, Moths
Brit. Is. I. 214, pit. 107, f. 7-8 (1907) : Warr.-Seitz. Pal. Nod. III. 52,

pit. llf. (1909): Culot, N. et G. I (1). 57, pit. 9, f. 1 (1910): Corti-

Drdt.-Seitz. Pal. Noct. Sup. III. 70, pit. 10a. (1933).

Esp., Ahbild. IV. 1-2 (1786) depict a yellowish c? and a grey brown 9
very poorly; fig. 3 is about the size of plecta and all three are named
radicea. They badly, represent this species. Gn. distinctly says (V.301)

that fig. 3 cannot be pyrophila.

Goze, Ent. Beitr., places them as separate species. 111(3). 211 and
195 (1781).

Bork., " Eur. Schm.'' IV. 207 and 211 does the same (1792).

Hiibner's fig. 43 (1802) is rather too yellow-grey to be the Portland
form as I have it. The examples of the latter I have before me have
possibly lost the " deep ochreous colour tending to brown " which Tutt

(II. 80) speaks of.

Treit., Schm. V(l). 202 (1825) unites simulans, Hufn., pyrophila,

Schiff., tristis, Fb., and radicea, Esp. under the name pyrophila, and
thus does not use the prior name.

Steph., III. II. 130 (1826) considered his dark insect as the continen-

tal latens, Hb., which it certainlj^ cannot be. See Hiib. Samml., figs.

419, 806-7, which cannot be confused with the very dark latens, Steph.,

found in Scotland. Gn. Hist. Nat. Noct. V. 305 places latens to

lucernea, which Tutt points out cannot be correct on account of the

marking.

Dup., Eist. Nat. VI. 35, pit. 74, 2 (1826) gives a good figure of the

yellow tinged pyrophila.

Wood, Ind., pit. 9, f. 155 (1834) gives a figure of latens (Stephens'

collection) a very dark form with suppressed marking and f. 156 shows
pyrophila, the slightly yellowish form, probably a southern one of

Stephens' collection.

H.S., Sys. Bearh. II. 334, considers Hb. fig. good, but too yellow

and too broad fore-wings, the orbicular too dark, and the reniform too

uniformly filled in dark.

Gn., Hist. Nat. Noct., V. 301, quotes simulans, Hufn., but does not

adopt it as the prior name.
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South, Moths Br. Zs., I., pit. 107, figs. 7 and 8, represent (S and $,
the latter of an unusual pale brown instead of the usual grey-brown.

Barrett, Lc, pit. 135, 2 figs. 2a. darker and more uniform Avith dis-

tinctly lighter stigmata; specific basic colour not apparent in these

figures.

Comparing the simulans and the lucernea lying before me I note

that the former has the fore-wings of a slaty grey generally, the Port-

land specimens with a slight tinge of ochreous, the hind-wings neither

black nor ruddy, the fore-wings have a faint submarginal row of sagit-

tate marks, while the latter have a silky texture of fore-wing surface,

the hind-wings are dark fuscous with a ruddy suffusion. The form

latens, Steph., was formerly attributed to lucernea, but comparison of

series of the two species shows that it belongs to simulans.

Warr.-Stz., Pal. Noct., III. 52, pit. llf. (1909), treat tristis and

radicea as synonyms of the typical form, and latens, Steph., as " a uni-

colorous black form, with still more intense markings " and not as the

latcns, Hb., which Stephens considered it was when he described it in

1829 {III. II. 129). They figure simulans much too brown. A curious

error arises regarding the fig. llf. of latens^ which does service for

both latens, Hb., and simulant form latens, Steph. The fig. cannot re-

fer to the latter which should be " unicolorous black " (see above).

Culot, N. et G., 1(1), pit. 9, 1 (1910), has a good figure of the con-

tinental form and lays stress on the fact that the ochreous tinge never

approaches that of nyctemera.

Corti-Drdt.-Stz., Pal. Noct. Supp.' III. 70 (1933), consider augu-

roides, Roth, from N. Africa as a race of simuhnis. "It is more

brownish with irrorations and indistinct stigmata." They give a re-

vised figure. I.e., 10a, as the figure in the main volume is too brown;

it should be much greyer.

The Forms and Names to be discussed are :
—

simulans, Hufn. (1766), Berlin Mag., III. 396.

tristis, Fab. (1775), Sys. Ent., 617.

pyrophila, Schiff. (1775), Verz., 71.

radicea, Esp. (1786), Ahhild., IV. 454, pit. 143, 1-2.

ab. latens, Steph. (1826), III., II. 130.

ssp. sihirica, Stdgr. (1892), Iris, V. 356.

ab. suffusa, Tutt (1892), Brit. Noct., II. 80.

ab. ohscurata^ Stdgr. (1901), Cat., ITIed. 143.

ab. auguroides, Corti (1933), Drdt.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., III. Sup. 70.

Tutt dealt with (1) the sinudans, Hufn. (2) the slightly yellow

tinged large pyrophila, Schiff. (3) the melanic form latens, Steph.

(4) and the suffused grey slaty form suffusa.

Barrett says of the Variation :
—

" Hardly variable in any one locality but subject to regular grada-

tions of colouring in accordance with latitude. On the south coast its

colour is brownish-grey, or even pale brown ; as it occurs further north

the colour becomes darker, till in the north of Scotland, the insect is

of a unicolorous grey-black."

ab. tristis. Fab., Sys. Ent., 617 (1775).

This name is nothing more than an alternative name for simulans.

Hampson, however, says " Darker, fore-wings blackish grey."
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ab. radicea, Esp., Abbild., IV. 454 (1786).

Fig.—Lc, pit. 143, f. 1-3.

Orig. Descrip.—" This rare variety has shorter, smaller wings, and

a more conspicuous red-brown ground colour of fore-wings, the stig-

mata are larger and more distinct, also the band on the outer margin

is stronger, and with a paler margin. The upper side of the hind-

wings has two blackish transverse lines. On the underside of both

wings is a brown reddish colour, and the body is more blackish

coloured."

This figure 3 is a very small and unrecognizable form of simulans.

Figures 1 and 2 on the same plate may represent dmulans, but I doubt it.

ssp. sihirica, Stdgr., Iris, V. 356 (1892).

Orig. Descrip.—•" A whole row of 9 specimens, doubtfully attri-

buted to sibirica, Bdv., are most probably only a dark form of simulans

such as I possess among a somewhat varied series of specimens from

Juthind and Finland. The 34 mm. sized ? from Kentei is smaller, has

a somewhat different general appearance, and probably belongs to an-

other species."

ab. obscurata, Stdgr., Cat. Lep., ed. III. 143 (1901).

Orig. Descrip.—" Obscurior; al. ant. nigricanti-griseis."

ab. auguroides, (Corti) Drdt.-Seitz., Fal. Noct. Supp., III. 70 (1933).

Fig.—I.e., pit. 10a.

Orig. Descrip.—" It is more brownish with irregular irrorations

and indistinct stigmata." A N. African race; Guelt-es-stel.

Agrotis, Ochs. & Tr. (1816-25) most authors. [Graphiphora, Ochs. &
Tr. (1816-25) Steph. Meyr. : Bhyncia, Hb. (1822) Warr., Corti: Orgygia,

Hb. (1822) Sth.] ravida, Schiff. (1775) = obscura, Brahm (1791).

Tutt, B. Noct., II. 81 (1892), used the name obscura, Brahm and

Bork., for the type description. He states in a footnote " Brahm has

only described the earlier stages. I have therefore taken Borkhausen's

as the type description." In this statement Tutt was incorrect. The

facts are these. Brahm in 1791 described the earlier stages, and in

1792 he described the insect he bred from his larva he had named
obscura, Ins.-kal. II, p. 412. Borkhausen in the same year, 1792, also

described the same insect and in doing so quoted the description of

Brahm and used the same name for it, obscura. Curiously Tutt sub-

sequently took three earlier descriptions of Esper, 1786, as those of

aberrant forms of obscura, the form described in 1792 by Brahm.
Borkhausen's description is almost word for word taken from Brahm,

and was quoted by Tutt, Br. Noct., II. 81.

Tutt overlooked the earlier references to Schiff. for ravida, although

a number of early writers acknowledged the reference, from Illiger

(1801) onward.

Tutt, Brit, Noct., II. 81 (1892): Smith, Bev. of Agrotis, p. 94

(1893): Barr., Lep. Br. Is., III. 386, pit. 136 (1896): Stdgr., Cat., Ill

ed., 136 (1901) : Hamps., Lep. Phal., IV. 455 (1903) : Splr., Schm. Eur.,
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I. 145, pit. 32, 18 (1905) : South, M.B.I. , I. 215, pit. 107 (1907) : Warr.-

Seitz., Pal. Noct., III. 49, pit. 10k (1909): Culot, N. et. G., 1(1). 36,

pit. 5, f. 8-9 (1910) : Corti-Drdt.-Seitz., Pal. Nod. Supp., III. 70, pit.

9k (1933).

Three of Esper's figures have been identified with this species.

Ahbild., IV., pit. 142, fig. 5. austera is a fairly good figure, reddiwsh

with a dark sftace between the two stigmata. Fig. 4 is to me an im-

possible one for a form of this species ; it is named ohducta^ general

shape and marking are quite difl"erent and the colour is not uniformly

grey but variegated. Tutt says that Newman's figure is of this type;

it may be, but still one can call his (Newman's) figure an " ohscura.^'

Esper's, I.e., pit. 150, fig. 2, higramma, is another fairly good figure of

a grey-brown form with the dark space between the stigmata.

Ernst & Engr., Pap. d'Eur., fig. 342d (1788), probably represents

this species with a slight reddish tinge.

Hiibner's figure, Samml., 126 (1802), has a bright red costa, not faint

as Brahm and Borkhausen both say, as also does Illiger in his Verz.

(1801). Hiibner, I.e., 600, is a much better figure, ashy-grey very

slightly tinged with red, costa paler, to which Tutt has given the aber-

rational name rufa, I.e., 83. I have never seen a specimen like Hiib.,

126. H.S., Sys. Bearb., II, 339 (1845), also unfavourably criticizes

Hiibner's figs.

Godt., Hist. Nat., V. 234, pit. LXVI, f. 6 (1824), has a very fair

figure, with slightly reddish costa.

Freyer, Neu. Beitr., III. 25, pit. 208 (1839), gives a good figure of

ravida, and in the text says that the species has been described under

obducta, austera and bigramma by Esper, and as obelisea and obseura

by Borkhausen. He discards the prior names and used ravida, Hb.

Guenee, Hist. Nat. Noet., V. 300, says, " Specimens from N. America

are a little darker, especially on the lower wings, and often more uni-

form in colour, but this is not sufficiently marked to merit a varietal

name." Tutt refers to two American varieties represented in the

British Museum collection. (1) clandestina, Harr., which has sub-

sequently been determined as a good species; and (2) unicolor, Walk.,

a Canadian form.

Hamp., Lep. Phal., IV. 455 (1903), took ravida, Schiff., as type

name and considered obducta, austera and bigramma^ of Esper, valida,

Walker, stabulorum, Bien., nipona, Feld., caliginosa, B.Hr., and glis,

Christ., as forms of the species.

Splr., Schm. Eur., pit. 32, 18 (1905), has a very good figure, with no

differentiation of costa.

South, M.B.I., I, pit. 107, figs. 5, 6 (1907), has two very good figures

of the true surface tint and no features too pronounced,

Warr.-Seitz, Pal. Noet., III. 49 (1909), considers crassa, Haw., as

the same as austera, Esp., and the nipona, Fldr., and caliginosa, Btlr.,

to be the valida, Wlkr. On pit. 10k are figured the grey brown ra.vida,

the larger more well-marked Eastern form validn, Wlkr., and stabu-

lorum Bien,, which is considered to be a true species by its dull rufous-

green tint and very obscure lines (not obscure in the figure).

Culot, N. et. G., I (1), pit. V, f. 8-9 (1910), gives 2 excellent figures;

9 with the merest shade of red on the costa.
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Barrett speaks of the Variation as follows:—" There is some Varia-

tion in the ground colour, the red costal colouring in some specimens

suffusing the greater portion of the fore-wings, or in others becoming

hardly perceptible, leaving the whole surface dark brown, or grey-

brown, or even blackish-brow^n. In some specimens in each shade of

colouring there is a darkening of the space between the orbicular and

reniform stigmata. There is nothing clearly defined in these variations;

all melt imperceptibly into each other."

He reports a curious aberration " remarkably resembling one of the

forms of A. nigricans and hardly larger than that species."

The two figures on pit. 136 are both poorly coloured.

Hamps'on, Cat. Lep. Phal., IV, 456 (1903), records specimens from

the Punjab with hind-wings wholly brown.

List of Names and Forms to be considered :
—

ravida., Schiff. (1775), Verz., 80.

f. ohclucta, Esp. (1786), Ahhilcl, IV, 452, pit. 142.

f. austera, Esp., I.e.

f. higramma, Esp., I.e., 490, pit. 150.

ohscura, Brahm (1791-2), Ins. Kal., I, 191 (1790); II, 412 (1792).

ohscura, Bork. (1792), Naturg., IV, 538.

erassa, Haw. (1809), Lep. Brit., 220.

ssp. or f. unieolor, Walk. (1856), Lep. Het., IX, 233.

ssp. or f. elandestina, Harris (1862), Injur. Ins., 448.

valida. Walk. (1865), Lep. Het., XXXIII, 711.

ssp. stahulorum, Bien. (1870), Disc., 34.

ssp. nipona, Fldr. (1872), Beis. Nov., pit. 110, 20.

ssp. caliginea, Btlr. (1878), Ann. and Mag. N.H., (5), I, 165.

ssp. glis, Christ. (1887), Bom. Mem., II, pit. 12, 5; III, 64, pit., Ill, 10.

ab. rnfa, Tutt (1892), Brit. Noct., II, 82.

ab. suffusa, Tutt (1892), I.e.

f. salva, Corti-Drdt.-Seitz. (1933), Pal. Noct. Sup., Ill, 70, 9k.

Tutt dealt with (1) the ravida, Hb., with red costa
; (2) ohscura,

ashy-grey with silky shimmer; (3) ohducta, Esp., grey-brown; (4)

higramma, Esp., gi"ey-brown with dark area between the stigmata; (5)

rufa, Hubner's fig. 600; (6) austera, Esp., reddish with dark area be-

tween the stigmata
; (7) suffusa, greyish-black, unicolorous

; (8) elandes-

tina, obscure markings, grey costa, not red; (9) unieolor, Wlkr., a

Canadian form almost typical, with only the slightest red tinge on costa.

erassa. Haw., Lep. Br., 220 (1809).

Orig. Descrip.—" Alls fuscis nitidis atro subnebulosis, corpore

praegrosso."
" Antennae omnino setaceae. Thorax perfuscus antice rufescens.

Alae basi, lineola nigra, vel atra, aliisque irregularibus inter et circa

stigmata ordinaria obsoleta. Stigma tertium imperfectum vel inter-

dum omnino obliteratum. Saepe strigae obsoletissimae pallidiores

ordinariae plurimarum Noctuarum, fusco plus minus adnatae, viz.,

una basi, altera ante, tertia pone stigmata, quartaque juxta margine.m

posticum pallida absque fusco. Alae posticae albidae venis fimbriaque

fuliginosis. Exemplaria perpauca solum vidi." Norfolk.
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This description is taken as that of ravida, but Haworth called it

the crassa, Hb., 152, in error. He admits having seen very few

examples.

valida, Walker, Cat. Lep, Ins. B.M., XXXIII, p. 711 (1865).

Orig. Descrip.—Foem : "Obscure fusca, crassa; palpi oblique as-

cendentes, articulo 3 conico ; alae anticae lineis quatuor cinereis angu-

losis nigricante marginatis, 3 postmedia flexa, 4 submarginali, orbicu-

lari et reniformi magnis nigro submarginatis, ilia strigam nigram inter-

rumpente; posticae albido-cinereae, linea marginali fusca."

Female: "Dark brown, thick. Palpi stout, obliquely ascending,

not rising so high as the vertex; third joint conical, not more than one-

fourth of the length of the second. Abdomen brownish, extending rather

beyond the hind-wings. Wings cinereous and shining beneath. Fore-

wings with four cinereous zigzag blackish-bordered lines; first line very

near the base; second emitting a black streak to the reniform mark;

this streak is interrupted by the orbicular mark ; third line bent ; fourth

submarginal; orbicular and reniform marks large, incompletely bor-

dered with black. Hind-wings whitish cinereous; marginal line brown.

Length of the body 10 lines; of the wings 22 lines."

a. Shanghai. From the Entomological Society's collection.

ssp. stahulorum, Bien., Lep. Ergehnisse. Bfise, rersien, 34 (1871).

Orig. Descrip.—" Alis anticis obtusis rufescentibus, strigis; duabus

obsolotis, linea undulata eeiTata, macula reniformi et orbiculari grise-

scente obscurior cincta, posticis fuscentibus, omnibus subtus ad mar-

gine.m exteriorem rufo conspersis."

" In shape and size like that of A. ravida. It differs from that

species by its dusky red-green coloration, the very obscure often not

recognizable transverse lines and obsolescent waved line and the absence

of the black basal streak. The reniform and orbicular are paler, grey,

spots somewhat darker enveloped; in many examplei^ the tAvo stigmata

do not show as paler spots. The fringes are a littb paler than the

ground colour." Steppe bei Schahrud.

Hamp., Cat. Lep. Ph., IV, 456 (1903). Paler; fore-wing without the

basal black streak, the stigmata not defined.

ssp. nipona, Feld., Beis. Nov., pi. 110, f. 20 (1872).

There is no text to this work of Felder. Rogenhofer edited the

volumes of plates. The figure is an ohscura, with no differentiation of

costa but the area of the hind-wing inside the dark marginal area is

slightly tinted pale yellow.

ssp. caliginea, Btlr., A.M.N.H., (5), I, 165 (1878).

Orig. Descrip.—" Allied to Graphiphora sigm.a, but with narrower

and longer wings, the primaries sepia-brown, with the costal area

slightly greyer or redder, but not sharply defined as in G. sigma, the

discoidal markings less strongly defined, the angular discal stripe less

lunated in its divisions and more uniform in width ; secondaries sordid

shining white instead of brown ; the thorax scarcely darker than the

abdomen, the head and collar whitish instead of reddish; under surface

shining whitish ; the primaries Avith a discal transverse line, twice as

far from the margin as in G. sigma, secondaries with the discocellular
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spot barely indicated, and the discal line only visible on the costal

area." Japan. .

This was also j&gured and described, III. Ret., Ill, pit. 44, 10 (1878),

by Butler.

ssp. glis, Christ.. Bom. Mem., Ill, 64 (1887).

Fig.—Z.c, pit. Ill, fig. 10.

Orig. Descrip.—" Alis ant. obtusis, rufobriinneis, strigis ambabus

lutescentibus, antica denticulata, postica angulosa, linea subundulata

antimarginali, stigmatibusque concoloribus vel griseis, fusco-circum-

scriptis; posticis lutescente griseis, ad limbum infuscatis." 17-21 mm,
N. Persia.

'* Next to A. senna, H.G., near A. erythrina, Ilmbr., glis has no

row of white dots like the latter. The cross lines of erythrina are nearer

to one another on the inner margin than in glis, which also differs from

senna by the wavy line before the border being more distinct and pretty

regularly toothed. The fore-wings are wider than in senna and not

dark red brown. The front wavy cross line is of a more yellow colour

on the costa and margined on both sides by a black brown spot, here

and there darker on both sides. The basal cross-line lies almost as in

senna but is not dentate. At its origin on the costa is also a black-

brown spot. The border line, also yellowish, has a few insignificant

teeth, while in senna the teeth are deep and regular. It is dark mar-
gined on the inner side. The stigmata are distinct; they are filled in

with the wing colour or grey without dark margining."

/. salva, Corti (Draudt) Seitz., Pal. Noct. Supp., Ill, 70 (1933).

Fig.—I.e., pit. 9k.

Orig. Descrip.—" This looks like a small narrow-winged very pale

ravida with heavy irrorations and the delicate markings are only in-

distinctly visible in the patchy ground colour. The subterminal line

with slightly paler edge towards the darker post-median area. Hind-
wings very pale, whitish." Juldus. In spite of Corti's indication

Draudt considers it a species.

A.grotis, Ochs. & Tr. (1816-25), Hump., Stdgr. Sth. Splr. CuL
[llhyacia, Hb. (1822), Warr. Corti: Epipsiliu, Hb. (1822), Sth. Corti

(subgen.): Triphaena, Hb. (1822), Meyr. : Pachnohia, Gn. (1852), Mill.

Stdgr. Newm, Weir. Barr.] alpicola, Zett. = hyperhorea, Zett.

Tutt notes that alpicola, Zett., is the prior name, but that because

hyperhorea "is in such general use," he retains it.

Zett., Ins. Lapp., 938, quotes " Dalm. in lit.," " PLadena, Bdv.
{Ind. Lepid.^ p. 71)," " Mus. Reg. Acad. Holm.^ etiam Schonherre, e

quo specimina typica heic descripta mihi benigne communicata."

From which we understand that Zett. made the description in 1840 of

hyperhorea on p. 938 from specimens kindly lent him by Scbonherr and
that the species was already named by Dalman from whom Bdv. had
obtained knowledge as early as 1829 since he included the name in his

Europ. Lep. Index Meth. in the genus Hadena, p. 71, eleven years

before, quoting Dalm. as the authority. We are unable to trace the
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name egregia, Led., which has been mentioned by some writers as a I

synonym,, e.g. Hering (1846).

Tutt, Brit. Noct., II, 85 (1892): Barrett, Lep. Brit. Is., V, 231, pit.

215, 1 (1899): Stdgr., Cat., Ill ed., 137-8 (1901): Hamp., Lep. Phal.,

IV, 468 (1903): Splr., Schm.. Eur., I, 147, pit. 32, 23 (1905): Sth.,

Moths Br. Is., I, 215, pit. 108, 1-4 (1907): Warr.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill,

36, pit. 7k (1909): Ciilot, N. et G., I (1), 37, pit. 5, 15-18 (1910): Corti-

Draudt-Seitz, Pal. Noct. Supp., Ill, 73, pit. lOk-llb (1933).

Herr.-Schaff. (Sys. Bearh., II, 198) (1846) describes continental forms

as glacialis, figs. 421, 423, 424. Fig. 424 with a bluish outer marginal

area to the fore-wings is that which is similar to our British bred form

Tutt has called caerulescens. 423 with the cuneiform submarginal spots

is the form called carnica by Hering, while 421 is glacialis I take it.

They are all three good well-coloured figures. H.-S. was apparently

not acquainted with the work of Zetterstedt, nor with that of Humph.
& Westw.

Humph. & Westw., Brit. Moths, I, 118, pit. 23, 13 (1843), describe

and figure as alpina the example from the Scottish mountains, 3000 ft.,

taken hj J. W. Douglas in Perthshire in 1839. The figure is poorly

executed, but sufficieiltly passable to designate the form as distinct from
the continental northern countries type. The figure in Newman,
" British Moths," Avas taken from the original specimen taken by Fox-

croft in 1854.

Milliere in his Icon, of the Linn. Soc. of Lyons, pt. XIII, p. 79, pit.

60, redescribes hyperhorea, and figures the S and $ in his collection

excellently, remarking that it had never been figured before.

Both Guenee and Doubleday err in quoting the author of carnica as

Heer. Hering is the correct spelling.

Newman, Brit. Moths, 355 (1869), gives a good b. and w. figure of

the 2nd British example, taken by J. Foxcroft also in Scotland and
describes it under the name Pachnohia carnica, presumably compared
with and identified as the carnica of Hering (1846), iDrobably following

Gn.
Weir, Ent., 290 (1880), pit. IV, figs. 14, 15, states that the Shetland

forms are not so variable as those on the Scottish mainland. He gives

two fair figures of the extreme forms found in the islands, 14 a pinkish

form with sparse blackish markings, and 15 a predominantly black form
with a few grey markings.

Hamp., Lep. Phal., IV, 801, places it in his genus Episilia, which he

ascribes to Hiibner, but misspells it. It should be Epipsilia, Hb.
Splr., 'Schm. Eur., 1, ]47, pit. 32, fig. 23, gives a fairly good figure of

a form predominantly pale slaty in colour and no black markings, the

rest of the wing being of dull brown shades, not red at all.

South, M.B.I. , I, 215, pit. 108, gives 4 very good figures, two of Shet-

land and two of Rannoch specimens, average forms and in no way
extreme, or of remarkable aberration.

Meyrick places it in his conception of the genus Triphaena, which
contains two species of " yellow underwings."

Warr.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill, .36, pit. 7k (1909), puts iveni, Huber,
as a synonym, and glacialis, H.-S., as the carnica, Hering, and treats

the name hyperhorea as that of a form, adopting alpicola, Zett., as the
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Corti-Draudt-Seitz., Pal. Nod. Supp., Ill, 73, pits. 10k and lib

(1933), acknowledge the unsatisfactory figure in the main volume and

give a better figure, lib, more comparable with the slaty form in

Spuler's fig. (ante) but not so much of that tint on the outer half of the

fore-wing. Three other figures on plate 10k show the riffelensis form,

the iveni form, and the more familiar form to us, viz., alpina, which is

stated to come from both Scotland and Ireland. Corti returns to the

name hyperhorea in place of alpicoln.

Culot, N. ef G., I (1), 37, pit. V, figs. 15-18, gives four excellent

figures, 15 a slaty grey form, hyperhorea; 16, 17 two alpina forms, the

latter with scattered dark markings; 18 a much darker riffelensis form;

but none comparable with our north British forms.

Of the Variation Barrett writes:—"Variation in this beautiful

species is universal, hardly two specimens are quite alike ; it shows it-

self in the tone and intensity of the warm velvety-brown of the ground

colour, and in its extent ; in the degree and extent of ashy-grey cloud-

ings—which occasionally occupies the whole surface of the fore-wings

except a central red-brown band—and especially in the longitudinal

black striping. This is sometimes remarkable, and is most seen in

specimens from the Shetland Isles ; the black basal streak is extended

into a deep black broad bar, right through the wing to the subterminal

line, and is sometimes supplemented by a similar but narrower broken

stripe above it, or by long black dashes from the reniform stigma to the

same line, while in other instances the centre of the wing is occupied

by a black cloud, or all the spaces between the nervures in this portion

are filled in with black, or, on the other hand, there is a total absence

of black markings. In examples from the Scottish mountains many
have large blotches of almost bluish or purplish bloom at the base and
on the costal or dorsal margin or both, and very often along the hind
margin, w^hile some are devoid of such shading altogether or lean toward
rich dark purple-brown with the markings obscured."

" Abroad the range of variation does not seem to be so great; those

from the Swiss mountains are rosy-brown ; from Lapland red-brown or

rosy-grey ; from Labrador dull inconspicuous brown ; and from Finland
ashy-grey."

The Names and Forms to be considered are:—
alpicola, Zett., Ins. Lap., 938 (1840).

hyperhorea, Zett., I.e., 938 (1840).

aquilonaris, Zett., I.e., 940 (1840).

f. alpina, Hump. & Wstw., Brit. Moths, I, 118, pit. 23 (1843).

f. carnica, Hering, Stett. ent. Zeit.. 236 (1846).

f. glacialis, H.-S., Sys. Bearh., II, 198, figs. 421-5 (1849).

f. iveni, Huber, Hor. Boss., VI^ 135, pit. 3 (1S69).

ab. caerulescens, Tutt, Brit, Noct., II, 85 (1892).

ssp. norvegica, Strnd., Nyt. Mag. Naturv., XLII, 134 (1904).

ab. ryffeJensis, Obthr. & Culot, Lep. comp., I, 60, pit. I, 11 (1904).

Tutt dealt with the 3 ashy forms (1) hyperhorea, with more distinct
markings. (2) alpicola, with central area reddish-brown. (3) aquilonaris,
markings obsolete, clouded with reddish; and with 3 red forms (4) caeru-
lescens, with slaty lines (beautiful bred forms from Scotland) = glacialis,
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a somewhat similar continental form figured by H.-S. (fig. 424). (5)

carnica, with cuneiform spots, and (6) without cuneiform spots =glaci-

alis ; and finally (7) buff-grey, with cuneiform spots, alpina.

Again one meets with a case of great variation, a variation which
makes it almost impossible to analj^se and classify the forms or even to

identifj' the forms which have already been described.

iveiil, Huber, Hor. Boss., VI, 135 (1869).

Fig.—Lc, pit. 3.

Orig. Descrip.—Grisea, brunneo mixta, lineis nigris, stigmatibus

brunneis, ciliis linea dividente obscuriore, alis posterioribus griseis.

'* Fore-wings grey at the base; from the costa to the middle of the

wing close to the thorax lies a black streak interrupted in the middle,

to which the arrow streak running from the base of the wing puts a

stop ; then follows a unicolorous grey area with a black dot. This area

is margined by a wavy line formed of half-moon shaped streaks curved

inwardly, which crosses the whole width of the wing. In the following

area are found the inner pale grey reniform stigma, and further, separ-

ated by a dark intermediate space, the outer stigma, beyond which up
to the outer margin of the wing lies a light brown band. Then follows

a strong waved line which is formed of half-moon shaped streaks curved

towards the outside. The band now following running almost parallel

with the outer margin of the wings contains two light brown, strongly

marked dart-like streaks and numerous brown streaks. The fringes are

on a wavy black line running along the outer margin of the wing. The
lower wings are dark grey and have only a very dull impression of a

discal mark. Thorax and abdomen grey as the upper wings," etc.

var. ryffelensis, Obthr., Lep. comp., I, 60.

Fig.—pit. I, 11 (1904).

Orig. Descrip.—" The form from the Ryffelalp differs from the Lap-
land form. It is of a duller slaty grey and seems generally larger."

" In the north of Britain the form of hyperhorea (alpina) has the

markings reddish, while in Lapland and in Switzerland, a violet grey or

slaty grey replaces this reddish colour."

race norvegica, Strnd., Nyct. Mag. Naturvid., XLII, 134 (1904).

Orig. Descrip.—" Of the northern examples of A. hyperborea, which
have similarity to carnica, only those I have knowledge of are mentioned
—Schbyen, Tengstrbm and Reuter [and his own]."

" Schoyen describes a specimen from Vesteraalen ; Tengstrom an-d

Reuter a Finnish example. These descriptions sufficiently show that

the captured examples belong to the same form as my Erfjord examples.

From the description of Tengstrom I note only the absence of the dis-

tinct row of black wedges-shaped spots in the marginal area, but which
in my examples, if not also wholly wanting, are so extremely indistinct

that they cannot serve as a characteristic of this variation, in fact these

spots are often also wanting in quite typical examples of hyperborea.

The example from Vesteraalen, which I had the opportunity to examine,

as well as the description of Schbyen, agrees with my examples. The
small difference present may be described as follows. While the dark
brown colour of the Erfjbrd form in the disc and on the costa (which is

only slightly pallid) is extended right up to the base, so that only the
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inner marginal area retains the greyish ground colour, the basal

area of the Vesteraalen example is grey only darkened in the middle,

and on the costal margin it retains the grey ground colour right up to

the reniform stigma. And the grey colour, which predominates in the

Vesteraalen example, is only a little darker in the marginal area, than

in the basal area, and the cuneiform spots are large and distinct, not

blackish but deeper brown, or yellowish brown. In my examples the

brown colour is present over the whole marginal area, in which the

markings do not shoAv ; the rest of the outer half of the wing is strongly

reddish and suffused. In both the inner portion of the wing area with

the inner portion of the large orbicular stigma is of the grey-white

colour sharply separated from the dark area at the darkest part. The
remaining portion of the Vesteraalen example is more suffused than in

mine, so that its paler colour is more expressed; it may be not the same
sex."

Agrotis, Ochs. & Treit. (1816-25). Most authors. [Rhijacia, Hb.

(1822) Warr.-Seitz. : Corti-Seitz. : Lycophotia, Hb. (1822) Hamp. :

Scotopliila, Steph. (1829)] stiigula, Thunbg. (1788) = hirivia, Schiff.

(1775).

Tutt, Brit. Noct., II, 89 (1892): Barr., Lep. Brit, Is., Ill, 364, pit.

134, 1 (1896): Stdgr., Cat., Ill ed., 135 (1901): Hamp., Lep. Phal., IV,

524 (1903): Splr., Schmett. Eur., I, 142, pit. 32, 2 (1905): South, Moths
Brit. Is., I, 210, pit. 107, 1 (1907): Warr.-Seitz., Fai. Noct., Ill, 41,

pit. 9a (1909): Culot, N. et G., I (1), 27, pit. 3, 4-6 (1909): Corti-Drdt.-

Seitz., Pal. Noct. Supp., Ill, 73 (1933).

Tutt did not trace the name porphyrea as it was originally used in

the Verz. of Schiff., and apparently did not search for records earlier

than Hiibner's use of it, nor did he consult the text of Hiibner, and thus

missed the first description of this species.

hirivia, Schiff., Verz., 71 (1775).

Orig. Descrip.— '' These Noctuae have deflexed wings, mostly dust

coloured, alwaj^s having the transverse waved line obsolete, glossy."

" The white marked Noctua." The porphyrea, Schiff. " The purple-

brown, dark sprinkled noctua," p. 83, is not this species.

Esper's fig. 1 on pit. 152, AhhiJd., IV, is recognisable as this species

and is named concinna.

Ernst and Engram., Pap. d'Eur., VI, fig. 340 (1788), give two fairlj^

good figures of this species, which they call the hirivia, Schiff.

Bork., Naturg. Schmett., fully describes the hirivia, Schiff. " The
white-marked owl-moth," and identified the concinna, Esp., as a form

of it. He refers to the varia, de Vill., as this species.

Illiger, Neu Ausg. Verz., I, 203 (1801), recognises the concinna, Esp.,

as a hirivia.

Hiibner gives 2 figures labelled hirivia, Samnil., 42 (1802), and 631

(1818), neither of which is the hiriviu of Schiff. which Illiger, who had
access to the collection of Schiffermueller indicated in the purplish

winged moth with " whitish " markings, concinna, Esp., only half the

size of wing of Hiibner's fig. 42, which he, in his text, Noct., p. 169,
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attributes to Schiff., and which Ernst and Engram. pictured in fig. 340.

Hiibner's fig. 631 is quite another species and cannot be confused with

the hirivia, Schiff., nor with his own hirivla, fig. 42. Whereas Hiibner's

figs. 93 and 473, labelled porphyrea^ are undoubtedly the hirivia, Schiff.

under the name porpliiirea, Hiibner gives two excellent figures of the

hirivia, Schiff., figs. 93 and 473.

Dup., Hist. Nat., VI, 400, pit. 100, 4 (1825), gives an excellent figure.

He confuses his early references.

Steph., III., Ill, 19, considers this species sufficiently distinct to be

placed in a separate genus, which he describes under the name Scoto-

pJiila.

Ochs. and Treit., Sclimet. d. Eur., V (1), 191, hirivia, " the white-

marked owl-moth," and V (2), 73, porphyrea, " the purple-brown, dark

sprinkled owl-moth," seemed to have confused the references and the

two species, which are abundantly different in size, colour, and mark-
ing. Possibly they were influenced by the Text of Hiibner, which refers

the figures 93 and 473 to the porphyrea, Schiff., and to the hirivia de-

scribed by Borkhausen, " the red-brown white-marked owl-moth." No
doubt a confusion. In fact Borkhausen describes the hirivia, Schiff,,

very fully and emphasises it by references to figures in Ernst and Engr.,

Pap. cVEur.

Wood, Iml. Ent., 56, pit. 13, f. 286 (1834), gives a very sparsely

marked fig.

Freyer, Beitr., I, 109, pit. 34 (1828), gives a good figure, with the

larva on heath.

Of Hiibner's figures H.-S. notes, Sys. Beorh., II, 347 (1846), that

there is often a much brighter suffusion of rosy red. He refers the

lepida, Esp., IV, pit. 73, 2, cited to this species by Treit., to be perplexa.

He names the species porphyrea, Schiff., in error, but correctly cites

hirivia of Bork. In his Syn. List of Noctuae, p. 46, he cites the arnica,

Fab., 323, and also the arteinisiae. Cram., and Donovan's, pit. 360, 1,

a very good figure. He followed Cram, in quoting arteinisiae, Cram.,

396, a Surinam species; but Gn. considered it not in any way proved.

Hamp., Lei). Fhal., IV, 524 (1903), calls it the porphyrea, Schiff., in

error, and he puts concinna, Esp., ericae. Haw., suffusa, Tutt, picta,

Fb., strigtda, Thun., and marmorea, Gras., as synonyms, which action

proves that porphyrea, Schiff., the " purple-brown, dark-sprinkled owl-

moth " is not the insect intended. He j^laces it in the genus Lycophotia

^

Hb. He probably assumed that porphyrea, Hb., was the same as the

porphyrea, Schiff., and made a double error in placing it in Lycophotia.

Meyr., Hand., 95 (1895/6), uses strigida, Thun., Avith sjmonym porpliy-

rea, Hb., in the genus Agrotis, and does the same in the Bevised Hand.,
99 (1928).

South's figure, pit. 107, 1, Moths Br. Is., I, is a fairly good one of a

not very clear typical form.

Culot, N. et G., I (1), 27 (1909), places strigida, Thun., at the head
of the genus Agrotis, and on pit. Ill, 4-6, gives excellent figures of

strigida, typical, of marmorea with decrease in the emphasis and amount
of light markings, and of the sujfiisa, Tutt, with much fewer light

markings.

Warr.-Seitz., F(d. Noct., Ill, 41, gives the name porphyrea, Schiff.,

which it cannot be from the subsequent description, and states that the
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hirivia, Bork., is not the hirivia, Schiff., which is contrary to all the

evidence of early figures, the full and clear description made by Bork-

hausen and his references to Schiff., Esper, de VilL, and Ernst and Engr,

The cS and 9 figures of Seitz. are poor for typical with all the usual

white markings dulled without any suggestion of the red-ground of the

description in the text.

Of the Variation Barrett remarks :

—

" Slightly variable in the depth

of the purple ground colour, in the amount of white upon the nervures,

and in the distinctness of the white markings, most of which in some

individuals become obscured, or more rarely obliterated, except that the

orbicular stigma is constant and conspicuouslj^ white. There is, how-

ever, a strong tendency to climatic alteration in colour, which in the

south of Scotland becomes a darker purple, and in the mountain dis-

tricts dark purple-brown or purple-grey with a smoky hue. Those from

the Shetland Isles are often much suftused with dark colouring and their

markings obscured. Similar dark forms are found in mountain districts

in Germany."

The Forms and Names to be considered are :
—

biriviu, Schiff. (1775), Verz., 71.

porphyrea^ Schiff., Verz., 83.

ab. concinna, Esp. (1786), Ahhild., IV, 600, pit. 152, 1.

strigula, Thunb. (1788), Mus. Nat., 72, fig.

ab. varia, Vill. (1789), Linn. S.N., II, 276.

hirivia, Bork. (1792), Naturg., IV, 206.

picta, Fb. (1794), Erit. Sys. Emend., Ill (2), 91.

?arnicae, Fb. (1794), I.e., 107.

porphyrea, Hb. (1802-8), Saml. Noct., 93, 473.

ericae, Haw. (1809), Lep. Brit., 224.

f. nmrmorea, Gras. (1863), Ann. Soc. ent. Fr., 312, pit. 8, f. 9.

ab. suffusa, Tutt (1892), Brit. Noet., II, 89.

V. astur, Obthr.-Culot (1909), N. et G., I (1), 27, pit. 3, figs. 4-6.

V. nitescens, Dnhl. (1925), Ent. Zts., XXXIX, 120.

Tutt dealt with (1) the " bright red form with white markings,"
strigula, Thnbg.

; (2) the similar form, porphyrea, Hb.
; (3) the pale red

with paler markings, marmorea, Gras.; (4) the small dark purplish red,

with a slaty tinge, varia, de Vill.; (5) the same form concinna, Esper;

(6) ab. suffusa, large basal part reddish black, outer dark red, pale lines

partly suppressed.

hirivia, Bork., Naturg. Schm., IV, 206 (1792).

Orig. Descrip.—" Ground colour is a pale red-brown, which in some
examples turns to purple colour. It is crossed by two white streaks of

which the first is somewhat zig-zag, but the other is strongly bowed
outwardly and has small teeth. Both are margined dark brown on their

sides turned towards one another. Between these two are the usual

stigmata, of which the first is very small, almost a point only, round,
white and encircled by a brown line, but the other is reniform, white
with a brownish centre, and only on the costal portion margined with
brown. Below the first lies a long, narrow, white, brown edged clavi-

form, which arises from the first transverse line. Parallel with the hind
margin near this runs a white line. The fringes are brown and white
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chequered. Between the two transverse lines and the apex of the wing,

the costal margin is white dotted. The hind-wings are unicolorous ashy

coloured."

The figure references are to Ernst and Engr., Pap. d'Eur., fig. 340,

and to Esper's concinna, Ahhild., pit. 152 (73), 1, and to the Verz. of

Schiff., 71 (1775).

picta, Fab., Ent. Sys. Emend., Ill (2), 91 (1794).

Orig. Descrip.—" N. cristata alis deflexis purpureis; strigis punc-

tisque alb is
;
quibusdam nigro marginatis."

"Corpus griseum abdomine purpureo segniento penultimo fiavo. Alae

anticae purpureae maculis punctisque plurimis, albis, nigro marginatis.

Macula ordinaria reniformis pone medium lunula purpurea et pone

hanc strigae tres albae, posticis duabus macularibus, nigro punctatis.

Posticae fuscae. Subtus cinereae, purpureo mixtae."

Undoubtedly the description of this species.

arnicae, Fab., Sys. Ent. Emend., Ill (2), 107 (1794) [quoted as miicae

in error by H.-S.].

Orig. Descrip.— '' Alae anticae cinereo fuscae lineola baseos nigra,

tunc striga undata, albida, in medio puncta duo alba, quorum alterum

orbiculatum, simplex, alterum acuminatum, nigro marginatum, pone hoc

macula reniformis," etc. May be {porphyrea, strigula) hirivia.

ericae, Haw., Lep. Brit., 224 (1809).

Orig. Descrip.— '' (The lover's knot) . . , Alae anticae cinereo-rufes-

centes, nigro nebulosae, costa nigro alboque punctata. Striga torta,

sive lineolae albae nexae basi; tunc stigma rotundo-oblongum album, et

reniforme cinereum albo-cinctum^ atque teliforme cinereum; subtus haec

lineola longa alba : tunc striga arcuata et dentata alba, strigaque alia

lineolarum albarum juxta marginem posticum ; ordine punctorum nigro-

rum in ipso margine, ciliis rufescentibus," etc. " Habitat in Ericetis."

This is no doubt the species we have known as porphyrea, strigula, etc.

ab. astur, Culot, Nod. et G., I (1), 28 (1909).

Orig. Descrip.—" It has the markings suppressed like suffusa, but

the ground colour is a mixture of yellowish and reddish suffusion."

Asturias.

V. nitescens, Danhl., Ent. Zt., XXXIX, 120 (1925).

Orig. Descrip.—" In the upper Bavarian moorland among various

forms of the South Tyrolean alpine race there were numerous dark grey

strigida, tolerably uniform in character, in which the white markings
were curtailed and covered up, the black brown element being also re-

stricted, but in which the claviform stigma had completely disappeared.

On the otherwise dark ground colour the white, but sometimes small,

orbicular stands out bright."

Agrotis, Ochs.-Treit. (1816-25). Most writers. [Bhyacia, Hb. (1822)

Warr. : Lycophotia, Hb. (1822) Hamp. : Hapalia, Hb. (1822) South:
Actehia, Steph. (1829)] praecox, L. (1758).

In the short orig. descrip. of Linn., Sys. Nat., X ed., 517 (1758) no
mention is made of the typical colour (green) and there was long a doubt
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whether this species was the praecox of Linn. But in the reference Linn.

gives to Rosel, Ahhild., I, Class II, pit. 51 (1746), an excellent figure of

this species is convincing. See lUig., Neu Verz., I, 275 (1801), who

states that the description in Rosel says " ashy-grey " although it is

like the Linn, description in other respects. Schiff., Verz., 82 (1775),

gave the name praeceps to a " pale green, brown margined owl moth,"

but as Illig. says, '' they are without doubt variant forms of the same

species."

Bork., Natiirg., IV, 434 (1792), says that praeceps may be a species,

but probably is only a form of praecox. He describes the praecox (430)

with ground colour "ashy-grey" and all the markings are described in de-

tail but no mention is made of a green ground colour. The references

he gives, to de Vill., Fabricius (3), Maders, etc., all name it " the red-

bordered." Bork., I.e., 433, then describes praeceps having exactly the

same markings, but with the ground colour green.

Tutt, Brit. Nod., II, 90 (1892): Barrett, Lep. Brit. Is., Ill, 365,

pit. 134 (1896); Stdgr., Cat., Ill ed., 153 (1901): Hamp., Lep. Phal.,

IV, 578 (1903): Splr., Schm. Eur., I, 164, pit. 35 (1905: South, M.B.I.

,

I, 211, pit. 107 (1907): Warr.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill, 56, pit. 13g (1909):

Culot, N. et a., I (1), 92, pit. 15, 14 (1909): Corti-Drdt.-Seitz., Fal.

Noct. Supp., Ill, 82, pit. 12e (1933).

Hiibner's figure, Samml. Noct., 70 (1802), is named praeceps and is

of a " blue-green " colour. He gives no text. Most of the standard

authors give very good or excellent figures. Rosel, Ahhild., Class II,

pit. 51; Panzer, Vr?. Ins., XIV, 104; Esper, Schm. Ah., IV, pit. 168;

Ernst and Engr., Pap. d'Eur., VII, 466; Hiibner, Samml., 70; Godart,

Hist. Nat., V, pit. 73; Freyer, Neu. Beitr., VII, pit. 614; Barrett, Lep.

Br. I., Ill, pit. 134; Spuler, Schm. Eur., I, pit. 35; South, M.B.I., I,

pit. 107, 4; Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill, pit. 13g; Culot, N. et G., I (1), pit. 15.

Of the Variation Barrett writes:—"Extremely constant in colour

and marking, but I have seen a specimen from the N. of Ireland in

wliich the subcostal, median and sub-dorsal nervures of the fore-wings

are darkly coloured, so that three very straight, nearly equal lines extend

almost the whole length of the wings. Mr F. N. Pierce has an ex-

quisitely lovely variety taken near Liverpool, pale green throughout, with

but faint traces of the usual markings."

Warr.-Seitz., Fed. Noct., Ill, 56, treats praeceps, Schiff., as a syno-

nym of praecox, L.

The Names and Forms to be considered are :
—

praecox, L. (1758), Sys. Nat., Xed., 517.

ab. praeceps. Wo. (1802), Samml. Noct., 70.

ab. flavomaculata, Graes. (1888), Berl. Ent. Zeits., 323.

ab. sjgnata-defeta, nov. ab. [Barr., Lep. Br. Is., Ill, pit. 134, f. 2b.]

Tutt deals with (1) the praecox form of Linn., (2) the bluish green

praeceps of Hb.

ab. flavomaculata, Graes., Berl. Ent. Zt. (1888) 323.

Orig. Descrip.—" The ground colour of the fore-wings is not so pale

a green as in praecox, but running more bluish and darker; the stig-

mata which have, in the specimens of the typical form before me, a
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particularly pale green coloration, are in this local form unicolorous

and an intensive ochre yellow colour and stand out much sharper from

the bluish ground colour. The hind-wings, which in praecox have a

quite pale grey coloration, are here much darker, unicolorous black

grey, and the underside is much darker ashy-grey than in the European

examples." Amur. (S and 9-

ab. signata-deleta, ab. n. (Barret, I.e.).

Barrett refers to a form in which the usual markings are practically

absent so that the ground colour is of a nearly uniform green. Perhaps

such may be named signata-deleta.

Triphaerm, Ochs. & Treit. (1816-25), Hb. (1822). Most authors.

lAgrotis, Ochs. & Treit. (1816-25), Stdgr., Splr., Culot] interjecta, Hb.

(1808-18).

Hiibner used Ochs. generic name.

Tutt, Brit. Noct., II, 91 (1892): Barr., Lep. Br. Is., IV, 13, pit. 138,

2 (1897): Stdgr., Cat., Ill ed., 135 (1901): Spl., Schm. Eur., I, 144, pit.

32, 9 (1903): Hamp., Lep. Ph., IV, 628, fig. 114 (1903): South, Moths

Br. Is., I, 234, pit. 116, 3 (1907): Warr.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill, 63, pit.

15a (1909): Culot, N. et. G., I (1), 31, pit. Ill, 17 (1909): Corti-Drdt.-

Seitz., Pal. Noct. Supp., Noct. Ill, 90 (1933).

Tutt says, Brit. Noct., II, 91, that Hb., fig. 107, is " of a very dull

reddish-brown colour (almost grey)." In my copy of Hiibner the colour

is, as Newman, Brit. Moths, 340, says, " rusty brown (sometimes) inclin-

ing to brick-dust red." In looking through a large number of British

examples I find " grey " suffused ones are the exception and rare. This

seems to show again that the figures in copies of Hiibner' s works do

not agree with one another
;
possibly they were executed by Hiibner's

pupils in some copies, as no doubt the plates were issued and reissued

as demands increased. Hampson's description, Lep. Phal., IV, 628,

" yellow-brown or reddish-brown " is perhaps the more accurate.

Warr.-Seitz., Pal. Noct., Ill, 63, says of the typical form " greyish

rufous," which our British examples are rarely coloured.

Warr.-Stz., pit. 15a, and Splr., pit. 32, 9, are dull intermediate be-

tween the greyish and reddish forms. A specimen I have from the Alps,

although somewhat worn, is of the reddish, not greyish, colour of fore-

wing. Godart's fig. 1, pit. 59, Hist. Nat., is a very good one, overlook-

ing the accidental colour of the hind-wings of all the Triphaena figures

on the same plate, they being pink instead of yellow. South's fig.,

M.B.I., pit. 116, 4, is of the '' dull reddish brown " and not typical of

the usual British form. Freyer's figure, Neu. Beitr., IV, pit. 292, is too

large, very incorrect in the narrow black band of the hind-wings, such as

never occurs in typical interjecta, and as the text and figure indicate

red brown, it might possibly have been drawn from a southern specimen.

Of the Variation in this species Barrett says:—''Hardly variable,

except in the depth of colour of the dark brown transverse shades, which

sometimes are scarcely perceptible ; and a little in intensity of the black
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